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ABSTRACT
Choreographing a New World: Katherine Dunham and the Politics of Dance
Joanna Dee Das
This dissertation analyzes the intellectual and political contributions of choreographer
Katherine Dunham (1909-2006). As an African American woman, Dunham broke several
barriers of race and gender, first as an anthropologist conducting ethnographic fieldwork in the
Caribbean in the 1930s, and second as the artistic director of a major dance company that toured
the United States, Latin America, Europe, Asia, and Australia from the 1930s through the 1960s.
She also wrote several scholarly books and articles, opened multiple schools, and served on the
boards of numerous arts organizations. Although Dunham’s contributions to anthropology and
dance are vitally important, “Choreographing a New World” emphasizes her political
engagement. Through actions both onstage and off, she helped strengthen the transnational ties
of black social movements from the New Negro Movement to the Black Power Movement. In
particular, the dissertation contends that Dunham made dance one of the primary forces in the
creation and perpetuation of the African diaspora. She herself attempted to live diaspora by
forging personal connections across racial, linguistic, national, class, and cultural borders.
In order to shift the focus to Dunham’s intellectual and political engagement,
“Choreographing a New World” turns to previously untapped archival sources. This dissertation
is the first scholarly work on Dunham to examine archives from the U.S. State Department,
Office of Economic Opportunity, Bernard Berenson Papers, Rockefeller Foundation Records,
Langston Hughes Papers, and Rosenwald Foundation Papers, among other archives. It combines
insights from these archives with choreographic analysis, interviews with Dunham’s former
dancers and students, and embodied participant-observation research at the annual International

Katherine Dunham Technique Seminars from 2010 to 2013. Overall, “Choreographing a New
World” not only provides a new perspective on Dunham, but also raises important questions
about dance as an intellectual and political activity, especially within an African diasporic
context.
!
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Introduction
“Choreographing a New World: Katherine Dunham and the Politics of Dance” is a story
about a remarkable woman and a set of ideas that she helped shape in the twentieth century.
Katherine Dunham’s life spanned almost ninety-seventy years, from June 22, 1909 to May 21,
2006. Though her primary career was as a dancer and choreographer, she was also an
anthropologist, author, educator, and political activist who envisioned a new world free of
racism, violence, and imperial domination. Her personal networks alone spoke to the diverse
influences that informed her perspective. She befriended presidents of Haiti and Senegal,
contemplated truth and beauty with art historian Bernard Berenson, attended political rallies with
Paul Robeson, investigated the human psyche with Erich Fromm, pondered racism in Brazil with
Gilberto Freyre, pursued anthropology with Melville Herskovits, and collaborated artistically
with figures as varied as George Balanchine and Langston Hughes. Her cosmopolitan life
reflected her vision for a peaceful global future founded in cross-cultural awareness and
understanding. Far more than just dream of a new world, however, Dunham took action—both
onstage and off—to make that new world a reality.
Existing scholarship on Dunham focuses primarily on her pioneering work in the fields of
dance and anthropology. As an African American woman, she broke several barriers of race and
gender, first as an anthropologist doing ethnographic fieldwork in the Caribbean in the 1930s,
and second as the artistic director of a major dance company that toured the United States, Latin
America, Europe, and Asia from the 1930s through the 1960s. The Dunham company was the
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first black dance company in the United States to gain widespread artistic recognition.1 She also
created her own dance technique, derived in large part from her Caribbean fieldwork, which
influenced the development of ballet, modern dance, jazz dance, and musical theatre in the
twentieth century. It was one of the first established dance techniques in America that explicitly
had roots in Africanist aesthetics. Because of these pioneering efforts, Dunham is often called the
“matriarch of black dance.”2
Although Dunham’s contributions to dance and anthropology are vitally important, her
contributions to intellectual and political history deserve equal attention. Dunham demonstrated
that dance was far more than a mere aesthetic expression or form of entertainment; it was an
important meaning-making activity with the rich potential to affect broad social change. She
challenged the mind/body split that dominated the European-American intellectual tradition, a
split that also historically cleaved along racial and gendered lines. She insisted that the dancing
1

Though there were several black dancers and choreographers before Dunham who attempted to
gain recognition for their art, Dunham was the first to receive widespread affirmation from audiences and
critics. See John O. Perpener, African-American Concert Dance: The Harlem Renaissance and Beyond
(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2001), 128-9. Additionally, a note about Dunham’s company: The
name changed multiple times over the course of its existence. In 1937, they appeared as “Katherine
Dunham and Her Group.” From 1938-1940, they performed as “Katherine Dunham and Dance Group.” In
1941, programs called them “Katherine Dunham and Her Dance Company.” Under Sol Hurok from 19435, the company appeared as “Sol Hurok Presents Katherine Dunham and her company in a tropical revue”
or simply, “Sol Hurok Presents Katherine Dunham in a Tropical Revue.” The dancers were reduced to
lower-case designation or fell out completely. Even after Dunham fired Hurok, she retained his tendency
to give herself sole billing. In 1946-7, she called her show “Katherine Dunham in Bal Negre.” When
abroad, she first toured as “Katherine Dunham- Her Dancers and Musicians” or “Katherine Dunham and
Her Company.” By the mid-1950s, she settled on “Katherine Dunham and Her Dancers – Singers –
Musicians.” During the company’s final performing years in the 1960s, the official name again excluded
everyone but Dunham: “Katherine Dunham in Bamboche!” and “Katherine Dunham and Her Revue.” In
this dissertation, I will not capitalize “Company,” as the name “Dunham Company” was never used.
Instead, I will generally refer to it as the Dunham company.
2
Most popular publications and websites, as well as many scholarly publications, have anointed
Dunham as the “matriarch of black dance.” See Cheryl Jarvis, “Katherine Dunham: A Talk with the
Matriarch of Black Dance in America,” in ‘Ain’t But a Place’: An Anthology of African American
Writings about St. Louis, ed. Gerald Early (St. Louis: Missouri Historical Society Press, 1998), 350-4.
Dunham herself disliked the title. See Missouri Historical Society, “Katherine Dunham: Dance
Technique,” http://www.mohistory.org/KatherineDunham/dance_technique.htm, accessed January 12,
2012.
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body could archive history, retain memory, and produce new knowledge. Through dance,
members of a society could come together as a community to solve problems of violence and
inequality.
In particular, Dunham made dance one of the primary forces in the creation and
perpetuation of the African diaspora. I understand diaspora as both the physical scattering of a
people from a real or imagined homeland and the intellectual, ideological work of articulating
unity and difference across those geographic distances.3 The term “African diaspora” first came
into usage in the late 1950s, but several artists and intellectuals of African descent began to
“mobilize” diaspora decades earlier.4 Through her choreography, scholarly publications,
educational institutions, and celebrity status, Dunham was instrumental in mobilizing the
transnational imagined community of the African diaspora.5 She also attempted to live diaspora
by forging personal connections across linguistic, national, class, regional, and other borders.
Historically and still today, many scholars have turned to music as the archetypal form of
African diasporic expression. W.E.B. Du Bois, in The Souls of Black Folk, used Negro spirituals
to frame his argument that black people deserved their place as “co-worker[s] in the kingdom of
culture.”6 In 1963, LeRoi Jones’ Blues People: Negro Music in White America used music to
analyze the African American experience.7 More recently, Paul Gilroy has argued that music is
the medium by which African diasporic peoples created a “counterculture of modernity” and

3

I draw upon ideas offered by Kim Butler, "Defining Diaspora, Refining a Discourse," Diaspora
10, no. 2 (2001): 189-219; Brent Hayes Edwards, "The Uses of Diaspora," Social Text 19, no. 1 (2001):
45-73; and Tiffany Ruby Patterson and Robin D. G. Kelley, "Unfinished Migrations: Reflections on the
African Diaspora and the Making of the Modern World," African Studies Review 43, no. 1 (2000): 11-45.
4
Edwards, “The Uses of Diaspora,” 55-56.
5
I borrow the term “imagined community” from Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities:
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 1983).
6
W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (Chicago: AC McClurg, 1903),
3.
7
LeRoi Jones, Blues People (New York: W. Murrow, 1963), ix, x.
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challenged the “pernicious metaphysical dualism that identifies blacks with the body and whites
with the mind.”8 Notably, all of these authors are men. In contrast, Dunham used the body to
overcome the mind-body split. Her insistence on the intellectual capacity of the dancing body
distinguished her from her New Negro peers in the 1930s, many of whom viewed dance as
inevitably tied to stereotypical notions of black hypersexuality and primitivism.9 Her efforts for
the next several decades played an important role in shaping transnational black political
consciousness of the twentieth century.
Documenting this intellectual contribution is one major purpose of the dissertation; the
second is to examine how Dunham turned her ideas into activism. Because Dunham’s primary
identity was as an artist, her political activity did not always fall within conventional boundaries.
She rarely endorsed specific candidates for office, nor did she officially join a political party. She
declared that she responded “intuitively” to injustice.10 Her activism was also inconsistent. For
long stretches of time, she focused on developing her career and her artistic voice. Yet Dunham
was a savvy, pragmatic person who adopted a variety of strategies to affect social change, both
onstage and off.
The first strategy I call a politics of positive representation. The content of Dunham’s
choreography, for the most part, did not directly address inequality or violence at the societal
level. Instead, she created entertaining work that she believed presented black people and culture
in a positive light. She repeatedly voiced the opinion that seeing her highly trained dancers
imbue black cultural practices with artistic integrity—“take our dancing out of the burlesque,” as
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Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1993), 36, 97.
9
Julia L. Foulkes, Modern Bodies: Dance and American Modernism from Martha Graham to
Alvin Ailey (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 53-4.
10
See Katherine Dunham to Bernard Berenson, February 1, 1953, Berenson Papers.
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she termed it—would eliminate audiences’ racial prejudices.11 Furthermore, in forcing America
to recognize her individual artistic talent, Dunham challenged stereotypes about African
Americans’ “natural” dancing abilities. Art for art’s sake was a political act.
How such a mode of political engagement resonated with Dunham’s audiences, critics,
and fellow artists/intellectuals from the 1930s through the 1950s is an important question this
dissertation addresses. Several factors complicated her positive representation strategy. First, an
artist’s intentions rarely match up neatly or comfortably with audience perceptions. Second, at
times Dunham resisted the imperative of racial representation by insisting on the primacy of her
individual artistic creativity over what she termed “chauvinism.”12 Third, her artistic choices
often led to concern on the part of some audiences and critics that she was reinforcing rather than
challenging racial and gender stereotypes. She invoked “the primitive” as the foundation for her
approach to black dance and openly displayed, even celebrated, sexuality in her choreography.
Finally, finances weighed heavily on her decisions. Because she rarely received subsidy from
either private or government funders, she constantly had to seek box office success.
At other moments in her career, Dunham engaged in a second political strategy by
confronting social issues directly in her choreography. Her unfinished ballet Christophe from the
mid-1930s, her Popular Front dances of the late 1930s, her anti-lynching ballet Southland in the
early 1950s, and her Black Power choreography of the late 1960s form a lineage of onstage
political engagement. These dances addressed the issue of violence and its destructive effects on
local, national, and transnational solidarities. Dunham’s carefully theorized choreography reveals
her sophisticated understanding of how capitalism, imperialism, and global racism contributed to
such violence, an understanding she often obscured by an insistence about her “intuitive”
11

Frederick Orme, “The Negro In Dance, As Katherine Dunham Sees Him,” The American
Dancer (March 1938): 46.
12
Emily Herzog, “Katherine Dunham,” WHO, May 1941, vol. 104, Folder 2, KDP-SIUC.
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response to injustice. Identifying and analyzing this secondary lineage of performance is another
primary concern of this dissertation.
Dunham’s strategies for ending racism and violence also went beyond performance. By
the 1960s, she changed almost entirely from engaging with dance as performance to engaging
with dance as a social practice. She founded the Performing Arts Training Center in East St.
Louis in 1967 and initiated a number of other local, national, and transnational cultural education
programs to realize the goal she called “socialization and humanization through the arts.” Dance,
she argued, could play an active role in building stronger communities and ending the problem of
violence in America’s cities. Nor did Dunham limit her actions to the cultural sphere. In the
twentieth century, African American artists and entertainers were considered national celebrities
who could capitalize on their positions of relative influence to contribute to offstage political
causes. Dunham was one such celebrity, and she took advantage of her status to push for housing
desegregation, anti-discrimination laws, and more humane policies toward Haitian refugees,
among other causes. In these instances, she took on the role of a political activist in a more
traditional sense.

Methodology
Dance’s ephemeral nature has often led dance scholars to overlook traditional archives as
a resource. Instead, they look to the body, oral history, or memory as alternative archives. Yet
materials such as newspapers, programs, photographs, and institutional records can provide
invaluable information about the social milieu in which artists create their work. Only by
understanding the rich historical context of artists’ lives can one more fully articulate the
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relationship between onstage and offstage movement. Of course, no archive is complete, but
even the gaps and absences can be instructive.13
My research began in the Katherine Dunham Papers at Southern Illinois University. Even
though various scholars have cited documents from this archive, most of the material has never
been utilized. In addition to examining the SIU collection, which covers Dunham’s life from
1909-1965, I conducted research in the Katherine Dunham Papers at the Missouri Historical
Society in St. Louis. Dunham donated the material in 1992, but the collection had been closed to
the public until I processed it in the summer of 2009. For the first time, institutional records of
her Performing Arts Training Center in East St. Louis, a manuscript of her unpublished memoir
“The Minefield,” and other papers became available. I have also examined records from the State
Department, Office of Economic Opportunity, and FBI at the National Archives in College Park,
Maryland. The dissertation is the first scholarly work on Dunham to use National Archive
materials. Records from the Bernard Berenson Collection, the Rockefeller Foundation, the New
York Public Library for the Performing Arts, the Melville Herskovits Papers, the Langston
Hughes papers, and the Rosenwald Foundation Papers are only a few of the additional archives I
consulted.
In addition to archival research, my many decades of dance training have given me the
vocabulary to describe and interpret movement. I analyze choreography, costumes, sets, music,
lights, and other aspects of performance from photographs and films. I also conducted several
interviews with former Dunham dancers and students. Their stories fleshed out Dunham as a
person, enabling me to “see” her not as a remote historical figure, but as a living, breathing
human being. The excitement in their voices as they discussed performances in Tokyo, parties
13

For a theorization of how to read an archive against the grain in search of its absences, see
Ranajit Guha and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, eds., Selected Subaltern Studies (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1988).
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with Josephine Baker in France, midnight conversations at hotel bars in Argentina, and Black
Power rallies in East St. Louis gave me a sense of what it felt like to be a part of Dunham’s
world. In their own words, they expressed how they viewed Dunham’s role in changing social
values about race, gender, and the body both in the United States and around the world.
Finally, for three summers, I participated in the annual International Katherine Dunham
Technique Seminar to regain a kinesthetic sense of her movement. I learned Dunham Technique
as a child, but my adult years as a modern dancer in New York City had led to some atrophy.
Revisiting the technique taught me several important lessons. First, I gained a deeper
understanding of its high technical demands. Intent on proving to the world that black dancers
were not simply “natural” dancers, Dunham purposefully made her technique difficult. It
requires the flexibility, strength, and lifted qualities of ballet, the rootedness and complex
rhythmic work of West African dance, and the flow and gravitational awareness of modern
dance. From the slow intensity of adagio to the rapid intensity of sequential leaps across the
floor, one rarely relaxes in Dunham Technique, though breathing and the release of tension are
key components. My new training also reinforced my understanding of her technique as a way of
life, not just as a movement vocabulary. As Dunham had done years before, my instructors
paused class to lecture on the social and cultural origins of certain movements or to impart life
lessons. I saw Dunham’s worldview refracted and reflected through her students, who were now
my teachers.
My participation also gave me a window into the current controversies over Dunham’s
legacy. The question of how and why we should remember Dunham is implicit in all of the
chapters. Dance, precisely because of its impermanence, has important lessons to impart about
the fleeting nature of life and the mortality of the body. How can we respect that unique purpose
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of dance while also ensuring that we have a historical and living record of the art? To what
extent should we bring the past into the present, and for what purposes? For Dunham, the answer
to the question of a “usable past” lay in informed transformation and theatricalization. The past
remained potent, but only as it allowed for change over time and adaptation to fit new needs. In
considering how to make Dunham’s work relevant in the present, keeping her own solution in
mind may perhaps be useful.

Literature Review
Katherine Dunham is the subject of numerous biographies, yet only one—Joyce
Aschenbrenner’s Katherine Dunham: Dancing a Life—attempts a scholarly approach. Dunham
was a prolific writer and speaker, and thus her carefully constructed presentation of self in
interviews, memoirs, and other publications has become the primary source material for the
dance enthusiasts and former company members who have written hagiographies.14 Even
Aschenbrenner’s biography, while important for synthesizing the multifaceted parts of
Dunham’s life, fails to capture the tensions between Dunham’s artistic goals and her desire to
foster social change. As a personal friend, Aschenbrenner did not question Dunham’s insistence
that the two aspirations always existed in harmony. Furthermore, many chapters rely heavily on
interviews. While important for bringing Dunham to life, testimonials from former dancers and
students can be biased in favor of a celebratory portrait of the artist.
Apart from biography, Dunham has received increasing attention from scholars in dance
studies, anthropology, African American studies, and history. VéVé Clark initiated a new phase

14

Erving Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1959); Ruth Beckford, Katherine Dunham: A Biography (New York: M. Dekker, 1979); Ruth Biemiller,
Dance: The Story of Katherine Dunham (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1969); James Haskins, Katherine
Dunham (New York: Coward, McCann, & Geoghegan, 1982).
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in Dunham scholarship in 1994 with her article “Performing the Memory of Difference in AfroCaribbean Dance: Katherine Dunham’s Choreography, 1938-1987.” Recognizing the need to
develop a critical language around dance that went beyond the descriptive or biographical, Clark
proposed the “memory of difference” as an analytic mode to investigate Dunham’s
choreographic process and coined the term “performed ethnography” to describe Dunham’s
method of translating her anthropological research for the concert dance stage.15 Clark also
edited an important collection of writings by and about Dunham, Kaiso!, first published in 1978
and much expanded and revised in 2005. The second edition included many primary sources
previously unavailable to scholars as well as a reprint of Constance Valis Hill’s 1994 article
“Katherine Dunham’s Southland: Protest in the Face of Repression,” an important piece of
scholarship that revived both artistic and scholarly interest in Dunham’s social protest dance.16 In
the twenty years since Clark and Hill’s articles, Ramsay Burt, Dorothea Fischer-Hornung, Julia
Foulkes, Susan Manning, and others have offered nuanced and complex readings of Dunham’s
choreography, her relationship to artistic trends in twentieth century concert dance, and audience
reactions to her performances. Manning’s work on spectatorship and “cross-viewing” is
especially important for analyzing the diverse ways in which audiences understood Dunham’s
dancing during the 1940s.17

15

VéVé Clark, "Performing the Memory of Difference in Afro-Caribbean Dance: Katherine
Dunham's Choreography, 1938-1987," in History and Memory in African-American Culture, ed.
Geneviève Fabre and Robert O'Meally (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994): 188-204.
16
Vèvè Clark and Sarah Johnson, eds., Kaiso! Writings by and about Katherine Dunham
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2005); Constance Valis Hill, "Katherine Dunham's Southland:
Protest in the Face of Repression," Dance Research Journal 26, no. 2 (1994): 1-10.
17
Ramsay Burt, "Katherine Dunham's Rites De Passage: Censorship and Sexuality," in
Embodying Liberation: The Black Body in American Dance, ed. Dorothea Fischer-Hornung and Alison
D. Goeller (Hamburg, Germany: LIT, 2001), 79-90; Burt, Alien Bodies: Representations of Modernity
(London: Routledge, 1998), 136-62. Foulkes, Modern Bodies, 51-78; Susan Manning, "Modern Dance,
Negro Dance, and Katherine Dunham," Textual Practice 15, no. 3 (2001): 487-505; Maning, Modern
Dance, Negro Dance: Race in Motion (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004).
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One area of particular interest to scholars is Dunham’s work as an anthropologist. Kate
Ramsey and Halifu Osumare, among others, have considered how Dunham’s self-reflexive,
participant-based ethnographic method challenged existing anthropological conventions.18 A
new volume to appear in 2014, edited by Elizabeth Chin, promises to build upon this research on
Dunham’s contributions to anthropology.19 Dorothea Fischer-Hornung and Anthea Kraut have
considered how the Caribbean became an ideal site for Dunham to explore ideas of diaspora
because of its position as a crossroads of cultural influences from Europe and Africa.20
In addition to exploring more fully the political importance of Dunham’s life and work,
the dissertation addresses another major gap in the existing literature on Dunham: her use of
“primitive” to describe her aesthetic well into the twenty-first century. Aschenbrenner, Osumare,
Manning, Kraut, and others slide easily into describing Dunham’s work as diasporic, while
overlooking the fact that Dunham herself consistently used “primitive” as the framework for
understanding her choreography. For a more complex reading, this dissertation turns to historians
Julia Foulkes and Penny Von Eschen, who have examined Dunham’s relationship to ideas about
primitivism, negritude, tradition, modernity, and other highly contentious terms in circulation
among twentieth-century intellectuals attempting to define black art and its relationship to

18

Halifu Osumare, "Katherine Dunham, a Pioneer of Postmodern Anthropology," in Clark and
Johnson, Kaiso!, 612-623; Kate Ramsey, "Melville Herskovits, Katherine Dunham, and the Politics of
African Diasporic Dance Anthropology," in Dancing Bodies, Living Histories: New Writings About
Dance and Culture, ed. Lisa Doolittle and Anne Flynn (Banff: Banff Centre Press, 2000), 196-216.
19
Elizabeth Chin, ed., Katherine Dunham: Recovering an Anthropological Legacy,
Choreographing Ethnographic Futures (Santa Fe, NM: SAR Press, 2014).
20
Dorothea Fischer-Hornung, "'Keep Alive the Powers of Africa': Katherine Dunham, Zora Neale
Hurston, Maya Deren, and the Circum-Caribbean Culture of Vodoun," Atlantic Studies 5, no. 3 (2008):
347-362; Anthea Kraut, "Between Primitivism and Diaspora: The Dance Performances of Josephine
Baker, Zora Neale Hurston, and Katherine Dunham," Theatre Journal 55, no. 3 (2003): 433-450.
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political movements.21 Stephanie Leigh Batiste’s recent work on the imperial implications of
African American performance also explicitly challenges scholars to grapple with Dunham’s
reliance on the trope of the “primitive.”22
The dissertation also contributes to the literature on African American dance. This body
of scholarship began as a recovery project to address the lack of research on African American
artists in dance studies. In tandem with the recovery effort has been a challenge to the centrality
of concert dance in dance scholarship. Acknowledging the importance of social dance, Broadway
entertainment, and other practices has been a key part of challenging the hegemony of white
modern dance and classical ballet. Lynn Emery and Marshall and Jean Stearns wrote two
foundational works on black dance in the 1960s and 1970s. Later, Brenda Dixon Gottschild laid
out a set of seven defining principles of Africanist aesthetics and argued for their centrality in
virtually all genres of American dance, including classical ballet. Katrina Hazzard-Gordon,
Jacqui Malone, and John Perpener have also continued the important work of recovering the
histories of African American concert and vernacular dance.23
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Recovery, however, is not the only analytical framework for African American dance
scholarship, which now also investigates questions of tradition, innovation, spectatorship,
appropriation, identity, gender/sexuality, and other issues. Even the term itself and the related
term “black dance” have come under question, as has the idea of a singular lineage. In Dancing
Many Drums: Excavations in African American Dance, Thomas F. DeFrantz and other authors
question the utility of categorizing dance along racial lines, pointing out the diversity of
aesthetics and approaches among African American choreographers. At the same time, DeFrantz
recognizes distinct characteristics of dance influenced by Africanist aesthetics and concludes,
“Surely any dance made by African Americans is not automatically ‘black dance.’ But just as
surely ‘black dance’ exists.”24
Another major shift is the diasporic approach. In the past decade, dance scholars have
increasingly viewed black dance in transnational perspective. In April 2012, DeFrantz, along
with John Perpener, Takiyah Nur Amin, Jasmine Johnson, and others, formed the Collegium for
African Diaspora Dance (CADD).25 When discussing Dunham’s work, I alternate among
multiple terms depending on context. I use “Negro dance” when historically appropriate,
“African American dance” when discussing questions and issues specific to the United States,
and “black dance” or “African diasporic dance” when discussing ideas that cross geographic
borders. I also use the phrases “primitive dance” and “modern dance” when Dunham or her
contemporaries used those terms. Whatever the terminology, I am concerned with how Dunham
herself engaged in the process of defining her work historically over time.
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When thinking about politics in particular, recent scholarship challenges the dichotomous
understanding of black dance as either resisting or accommodating. Nadine George-Graves’
monograph on the Urban Bush Women asks readers to interpret Jawole Willa Jo Zollar’s
choreography not as resistance, but as a means of “working through” issues of race, gender,
sexuality, and power.26 Her framework provides a useful way to consider Dunham’s
choreography beyond the resistance/accommodation binary.
This dissertation also draws on literature that examines dance in broader historical
context. Lynn Garafola’s scholarship on the Ballets Russes has been an important model.
Garafola relates questions of aesthetics to economics and audience reception, blending formalist
and historicist approaches.27 In terms of scholarship that examines the political purposes of
dance, Ellen Graff, Rebecca Kowal, and Naima Prevots have been particularly useful.28
Outside of the field of dance, this dissertation contributes to two important subjects in
twentieth century history: culture’s relationship to politics and the transnational dimensions of
social justice movements, particularly those that concern people of African descent. The first two
chapters examine Dunham’s work in the context of the New Negro and Popular Front
movements.29 The third and fourth chapters place Dunham’s activities in relationship to the
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cultural work done by other civil rights activists during the 1940s.30 The fifth chapter draws upon
literature about Cold War cultural propaganda and civil rights, including monographs by Mary L.
Dudziak, Penny Von Eschen, Frances Stonor Saunders, and Walter Hixson.31 Finally, the sixth
chapter reflects on how Dunham fits into existing scholarly conceptions of the Black Arts
Movement’s relationship to Black Power.32
In assessing Dunham’s contributions to transnational political movements of the African
diaspora, the dissertation builds upon the scholarship of Brent Hayes Edwards, Robin D.G.
Kelley, and Tiffany Patterson who investigate the utility of the African diaspora as an analytic
framework for understanding black internationalism. In particular, Edwards’ ability to relate
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politics to aesthetics provides a model for this dissertation.33 Paul Gilroy’s concept of the Black
Atlantic has also been useful, though he overlooks dance in favor of a focus on music as the
means by which African culture circulated in the Atlantic World.34 Most crucially, this
dissertation looks to historians Penny Von Eschen, Kevin Gaines, and Millery Polyné, who have
analyzed the relationship between African Americans and other people of the African diaspora in
the twentieth century.35 Von Eschen and Polyné have been particularly important because their
scholarship considers the role of African American performing artists in forming diasporic
relationships.

Chapter Outline
The dissertation proceeds chronologically to examine how Dunham’s ideas and strategies
for political activism through dance changed over time. The first chapter establishes Dunham’s
intellectual and artistic roots in her tumultuous childhood, the New Negro Movement, the
University of Chicago anthropology department, the Popular Front political sphere, and the
theatre and dance world of Chicago in the 1930s. It also discusses Dunham’s ethnographic
research in the Caribbean and how it solidified her transnational, cultural approach to political
engagement. The second chapter analyzes Dunham’s aesthetic choices from the mid-1930s to the
33
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early 1940s, the period during which she gained national recognition as a leader of African
American dance in the United States. Dunham developed her politics of positive representation
during these years and shed her socially conscious choreography. The third chapter examines
Dunham’s multiple strategies for political activism during World War II and focuses in particular
on debates over “representation” in racial justice movements. The fourth chapter offers a new,
in-depth analysis of the Katherine Dunham School of Dance as a platform for the advancement
of her ideas. The fifth chapter considers Dunham’s international tours from 1947 to 1960.
Although she fought for State Department funding to represent the United States as an official
cultural ambassador, I argue that she in fact acted as an unofficial cultural ambassador of the
African diaspora and exerted great influence in that position.
The final chapter examines Dunham’s work in East St. Louis, particularly her Performing
Arts Training Center (PATC). I argue that Dunham achieved the greatest success in pursuing
dance as an instrument of social change at the PATC, where she was able to receive the funding
she needed to establish a thriving cultural institution. Although Dunham continued to teach and
remain politically engaged until her death in 2006, the dissertation ends in the early 1970s, when
Dunham ceded much control of the PATC to local individuals in East St. Louis. The epilogue
considers how she and others shaped her legacy in the last three decades of her life.
From the New Negro Movement to the civil rights movement to the Black Arts
Movement, Dunham made dance a part of the conversation about how best to create the
imagined community necessary for transnational political action on issues of racism and
violence. Her choreography, scholarship, educational programs, and public stature helped shape
the concept of the African diaspora. At the same time, Dunham’s personal goals as an artist, her
need for financial stability, and the fact that she primarily lived and worked in a deeply racist,
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sexist society, meant that her aesthetic choices did not always align with her politics. These
contradictions, rather than detracting from Dunham’s influence, give scholars greater insight into
how performing artists navigate their social worlds and understand the politics of their work.
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Chapter 1:
From Chicago to the Caribbean: Intellectual and Artistic Foundations
Katherine Dunham’s approach to dance as an intellectual and political project emerged
from the fertile grounds of Chicago and the Caribbean. Through her experiences as a part of the
New Negro Movement and as a student of anthropology, she formed a transnational perspective
on black culture that she institutionalized through performance, education, and written
publications. Her focus on dance as an embodied form of knowledge opened a new avenue of
intellectual conversation about the cultural practices of black communities in the Americas. By
the end of her ethnographic fieldwork in the Caribbean, Dunham had become an important voice
articulating new dimensions of the relationship between aesthetics and politics in the African
diasporic world.
In this crucial period of crystallization of her approach to dance, Dunham also
contributed to a transition in the analytical framework of black internationalism. The concept of
diaspora as applied to people of African descent did not emerge linguistically until the late
1950s,1 but Dunham, among others, initiated the transition from a pan-Africanist perspective to a
diasporic one in the interwar years. Although the Pan-African Congresses of the early twentieth
century and the Universal Negro Improvement Association brought Africans, African
Americans, and Afro-Caribbean peoples together, these organizations focused primarily on
Africa. Leaders such as W.E.B. Du Bois, George Padmore, and Marcus Garvey articulated
desires to lead the continent’s transition from colonialism to independence, excavate cultural
roots, and find redemption in a return to a place of origins.
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In contrast, Dunham and others in the interwar period began to forge the networks of
what Kim Butler calls an “operative diaspora,” meaning relationships and networks forged
amongst people living outside the homeland.2 One important link developed between the United
States and Haiti, and another between Harlem and Paris. Initially, Dunham focused on Africa in
her search for the roots of black dance, but by the end of her 1935-6 ethnographic research trip to
the Caribbean, in which she crossed multiple national and linguistic borders, she had begun to
develop a broader diasporic perspective. She looked less for origins, and more for the ways in
which Africanist aesthetics registered, in creolized and novel forms, in black communities in the
Western Hemisphere. She was particularly crucial in forging links to Haiti, establishing longlasting friendships with the anthropologist Jean Price-Mars, his psychiatrist son Louis Mars, and
future president of Haiti, Dumarsais Estimé, among others.
In tension with her contributions to the concept of diaspora, Dunham developed strong
ties to the idea of primitivism in the early 1930s. Like many anthropologists of her generation,
she challenged the definition of “primitive society” as inferior or savage.3 Her innovative
ethnographic methodology, which emphasized participation and self-reflexivity, enabled her to
further the thesis that Afro-Caribbean communities had a complex social structure and
sophisticated cultural practices. At the same time, her artistic decision to showcase what she
called “primitive dance” reinforced many stereotypical ideas and elided the questions of power
inherent in why some cultures were deemed primitive and others civilized. Later in her career,
her commitments to diaspora and primitivism would reach an impasse. At this stage, however,
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Dunham’s intellectual and artistic work productively laid the groundwork for important shifts in
black internationalist thought, anthropological discourse, and concert dance.

Roots
Dunham developed a love for dance during her difficult childhood. She was born in 1909
in the Chicago suburb of Glen Ellyn. Her mother, Fanny June Williams Taylor Dunham, was
somewhere between twelve and twenty years senior to her father, Albert Dunham. In addition to
being able to pass for white, Fanny was a well-educated, musically gifted divorcée (with five
children) who owned property and held a prestigious job as a school principal. Albert fell hard
for Fanny, despite age, educational, and racial differences, and they married around 1905. A son,
Albert Jr., was born in 1907, and a daughter, Katherine, two years later. Dunham’s fondest
memories of her early years revolved around recollections of her parents playing music
together.4 From an early age, she linked the expressive arts to family love and harmony.
For the most part, however, fear and unhappiness dominated Dunham’s early years.
Fanny’s children from her previous marriage stayed in the house for extended periods of time,
causing overcrowding and tension. Fanny slowly wasted away from an unknown illness, and the
young Katherine could not understand why her mother was shut off from her. She became a
quiet and introspective child, only verbally expressing herself to her brother.5 When Dunham
was four, her mother passed away. She and her brother were sent to live with their Aunt Lulu on
the South Side of Chicago, a working-class black neighborhood that was an entirely different
world than the white, middle-class suburb of Glen Ellyn. Shortly after inheriting the care of two
small children, Aunt Lulu, who had enjoyed a steady living as a beautician, was denied the
4
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renewal of her beauty parlor lease. To save money, the three of them moved into the apartment
of another relative, Clara Dunham, who had recently moved to the city to try to make a career in
theatre.6
This move, borne from financial desperation, proved an important catalyst in Dunham’s
life. Too young to be in school, she spent her days watching wide-eyed as her aunts and uncles
rehearsed for a vaudeville show, Minnehaha. The feathers and fringe of the “Indian” costumes
entranced Dunham, as did the full-throated singing of her Aunt Clara and the vigor of the
dancing. She practiced the choreography to show to her brother when he got home from school.
Another relative took Dunham to matinee shows at the Grand and Monogram Theaters, where
she soaked in what she called the “residuum of the minstrel era” of “bawdy” songs, “raucous”
laughter, and “the guttural rasp of the blues.”7 This period of immersion into the world of black
vaudeville lasted only a few brief months, but made a profound impression on the motherless
four year old.8 She saw the magical world of the theatre as an escape from the disorienting
confusion of daily life. While the exact movements and song lyrics faded from memory, the
emotional resonance of performance remained embedded in her consciousness.
Dunham did not get many opportunities to develop her theatrical interests during the rest
of her childhood. She and her brother moved back in with their father when Albert Sr. remarried.
Dunham quickly came to love her stepmother, Annette (Pointdexter) Dunham, and referred to
her as “mother” for the rest of her life. Despite this new bond, life did not get easier. Albert Sr.
opened a dry-cleaning business in the predominantly white suburb of Joliet, Illinois, that
struggled to turn a profit. The family constantly faced the threat of financial ruin. Albert Sr.
resented his son’s intellectual pursuits and refused to provide financial support for his college
6
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education at the University of Chicago. Dunham briefly joined the Terpsichore Club at her high
school, learning modern dance based in the eurhythmic methods of Emile Jaques-Dalcroze and
the teachings of Rudolf Laban. She became especially entranced with dances that represented an
exotic Other, such as the Ukranian hopak.9 Her father soon put an end to the extracurricular
activity by demanding that she work after school at the family business. He was physically
abusive, beating his wife, son, and daughter. At one point, he attempted to sexually molest
Dunham.10 On the surface, however, the family kept up the appearance of middle-class striving
and respectability. They lived in an all-white neighborhood in a nice part of town, owned a
Packard, and belonged to a conservative church that frowned on the singing, clapping, and
dancing, “Holy Roller” storefront entities that existed in many black communities. When as a
teenager Dunham decided to stage a cabaret as a fundraiser for the church, she raised as many
eyebrows as dollars.11
Dunham’s difficult childhood also taught her the complexities of racial identity and
racism in the United States. Albert Sr.’s rage, while destructive to his family, was crucially
important to survival in other circumstances. When Dunham’s parents first bought property in
Glen Ellyn, neighbors assumed that Fanny June was white and that Albert Sr. was her black
employee. Upon learning otherwise, someone threw a bomb into the front window of the newlybuilt home. Albert, with “murder in his eyes,” retrieved a double-barreled shotgun and sat vigil
in front of the home every night until the painting of the new house and barn was complete. The
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neighbors never bothered him again, and Dunham took inspiration from his fearless stance
against racism.12
At the same time, Dunham also learned from experiences with her birth mother’s family
that racism had layers of nuance in American life. In publicity materials, she always described
her birth mother as “French Canadian,” but Fanny June also had Native American, African, and
English blood.13 The 1900 census, when Fanny June was married to Henry Taylor, listed her as
“black,” but the 1910 census, when she was married to Albert Dunham, listed her has “mulatto,”
demonstrating that one’s racial identification could change with the whim of a bureaucrat’s
pen.14 After their mother’s death, the lighter-skinned Taylor children acted and felt superior to
their darker half-siblings, but at the same time depended on financial support from the Dunhams.
Katherine learned to be a “cultural broker” from a childhood spent attempting to navigate the
racial dynamics of her own family.15
Dunham’s school experiences reinforced the cultural broker role. She and her brother,
Albert Jr., attended predominantly white educational institutions. While they faced
discrimination and loneliness, they also excelled academically and joined various extracurricular
activities. Albert was socially popular and even became class president during his senior year.
Dunham smoothly went between the cultural worlds of her African American family life and the
white schoolyard. At the same time, she never developed deep friendships, sensing the
“unwritten, unspoken code” of her white classmates that prevented them from offering more than
12
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casual friendliness. This layer of remove persisted into her adult life, when as artistic director of
her company she maintained a certain emotional distance from her dancers. She sought to
observe her own life and the world around her from an objective point of view, insisting that
“detachment” was a key element to understanding and insight.16
At the urging of her brother, the introspective, intelligent Dunham moved to Chicago in
1928 to attend the University of Chicago and work at the prestigious Hamilton Park Branch
Library. In the closing scene of her memoir A Touch of Innocence, Dunham described how the
librarians reacted in shock when she walked into the building on her first day. They had not
expected a young black woman to have performed so well on the civil service exam. They
quickly rearranged lunch schedules to exclude Dunham, who, in her innocence, did not suspect
anything. On her lunch break, she walked in solitude around the neighborhood, ending up on a
bench outside the library. Dunham wrote that at that moment, “the great wide world opened
before her.”17 Indeed Chicago would expose Dunham to the world, and she herself would shape
it.

Chicago
In 1925 Arthur Schomburg declared, “The American Negro must remake his past in order
to make his future,” and exhorted his readers to turn to Africa in order to find cultural roots.18
This imperative to find a usable past permeated the New Negro movement of the 1920s and
1930s. Writers such as Zora Neale Hurston turned to studying folk culture as a way to create a
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rich literature that authentically represented African American life. According to Alain Locke,
self-definition and the forging of a solid cultural identity would defeat internalized racism, which
was a key first step to eliminating racism in American society more broadly. Instead of accepting
white society’s degrading myths, New Negroes would produce art, music, and literature based in
the black experience.19 Only by first taking control of one’s representation could one prepare for
the fight for greater freedom and democracy in American society.
Katherine Dunham quickly got swept up in this world when she arrived in Chicago in
1928. Only nineteen, she relied on her older brother Albert, a brilliant philosopher who counted
Alain Locke and Ralph Bunch among his friends, to escort her into the New Negro Movement.
Brother and sister shared books such as Countee Cullen’s Black Christ and exchanged comments
both on specific poems and Cullen’s matrimonial affairs, revealing their involvement with the
movement as both an intellectual and social world.20 In 1929 Albert invited his sister to join the
Cube Theatre, a “little theatre” he had co-founded with friends from the University of Chicago.
The little theatre movement had emerged before World War I as a venue for serious, artistic
theatre outside the commercial mainstream. These spaces offered opportunities for immigrants,
women, bohemians, African Americans, and others to play serious dramatic roles rather than
caricatures. Albert Dunham’s Cube Theatre employed a company called the Masque Players, led
by Bertha Moseley Lewis, which followed the model of Harlem’s Krigwa Players.21 W.E.B. Du
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Bois had founded the Krigwa Players Little Negro Theatre in 1926 as an alternative to the
existing theatrical options for African Americans, namely musical comedies that pandered to
white stereotypes or Shakespeare plays recast with black actors. Krigwa plays, Du Bois
explained in The Crisis, concerned “ordinary” black people, written by black authors, performed
for black audiences in black neighborhoods. “Only in this way,” he wrote, “can a real folk-play
movement of American Negroes be built up.”22
In a slight deviation from Du Bois’ vision, the Cube billed itself as “an independent
venture of students and artists interested in all forms of modern art” and welcomed white artists
sympathetic to the New Negro cause.23 In January 1929, for example, Dunham performed in
“The Man Who Died at Twelve O’Clock,” a one-act play by the white Southerner Paul Green.
Green’s play, as all others produced at the Cube, focused on the lives of ordinary African
Americans and sought to challenge existing stereotypes. The Cube Theatre became the focus of
Dunham’s cultural life during her first few years in Chicago. There she met Langston Hughes,
Alain Locke, Rose McClendon, Frank Wilson, James T. Farrell, Studs Terkel, Canada Lee, W.C.
Handy, and Paul Robeson. She developed a friendship with Mary Hunter, a white director and
producer who would prove influential to Dunham’s career. The experimental and interracial
Cube Theatre gave Dunham hope that “black and white could certainly meet on the level of
art.”24 Her new connections to African American artists and intellectuals were equally as
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exciting. When Dunham reflected on her community at the Cube Theatre, she wrote, “We were
the New Negro.”25
Dunham’s time at the Cube revived her childhood love of performance. In January 1930,
she set out to do in dance what the Krigwa and Masque Players had done in theatre: use an art
form to challenge existing racial hierarchies. Her turn to dance was an audacious move at a time
when the body, especially the black female body, was considered to have little capacity for
intellectual expression. Dance had only come into its own as an art form in the United States a
mere twenty or so years earlier with the solo performances of Isadora Duncan, Aida Overton
Walker, and Ruth St. Denis. Burlesque, minstrelsy, and vaudeville, with their sexualized displays
of the female body and buffoonish portrayal of African Americans, still dominated black dance.
Dunham voiced a desire to start a serious, artistic dance company that challenged such
stereotypes. Some black choreographers in New York, namely Edna Guy and Hemsley Winfield,
also began thinking along these lines in 1930, but for the most part the concept of a black dance
company was unheard of at the time.26
Dunham also declared that she wanted to become the next Isadora Duncan, meaning, to
become the next great innovator in the field of modern dance, not just in black dance.27 Mary
Hunter introduced Dunham to the ballet dancer and poet Mark Turbyfill. Turbyfill, impressed
with Dunham’s drive, agreed to teach her ballet. They co-founded a company, Ballet Nègre, and
rented studio space from Adolph Bolm on Michigan Avenue to start a school, but were soon
informed that the management did not want African Americans in their building. When they
25
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moved the studio to a space on East 57th Street in May 1930, their already low attendance
dropped even further. Some African American parents had been willing to take their children to a
class on Michigan Avenue, but not to a desolate spot on the South Side.28
Dunham and Turbyfill also faced resistance from within the dance world. In 1930, many
dancers, choreographers, critics, and audience members believed that black dancers were natural
movers, attuned solely to rhythm and incapable of being trained. Several also argued that black
bodies could not form the positions required by ballet technique. Agnes de Mille told Turbyfill
that a Negro Ballet wasn’t possible “physiologically.”29 De Mille would eventually change her
mind, attempting to start a Negro division of Ballet Theatre in New York City a decade later.
In spite of these obstacles, Turbyfill and Dunham did not give up. They took their cause
to the press. In November 1930, Turbyfill wrote an article in Abbott’s Monthly, “Shall We
Present to the World a New Ballet?” in which he quoted Dunham at length. The article was
supposed to appear in the inaugural October 1930 issue, but the editors were nervous about
beginning with so controversial a topic.30 The article contains the earliest existing written
expression of Dunham’s artistic philosophy. In it, she declared that although music, literature,
and plays by African Americans had gained acceptance, dance still carried negative
connotations. She claimed that the black dance that did exist in the 1920s, such as the
performances of Josephine Baker, consisted of emotional, instinctual responses to rhythm rather
than choreographed expressions of an aesthetic idea.31 At the young age of twenty-one, Dunham
laid out an argument for how ballet would help African Americans create a “classic” art form:
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We are not suggesting that the darker ballerina confine herself to the ballet of
Pavlova. We would merely place at her disposal the technique which would
enable her to express her own individuality and the genius of her race. After this
we leave it to the tom-tom, the jungle, the heat of the sun, the depth of rivers,
primal gods, bondage, the cotton fields, and even, if you will, to a recent lynching
in Texas, to provide material for a school of ballet, not so much to present a
historical panorama of the Negro, as to express the wealth of his heritage in
plastic and geometric design. Thus we can create a genuine choreography, a dance
form symbolic of a self-conscious race.32
For Dunham, ballet was a blank template, a “geometric design” that would enable
African Americans to transform their cultural practices into a theatrical form. Dunham
distinguished her project from the historical pageants of W.E.B. Du Bois and others. She did not
want to relive the past; she wanted to create art for the future. She planned to unearth a usable
present—in Africa, in the American South, and elsewhere—and combine it with a European
dance technique in order to create a modern black identity. At the young age of twenty-one,
Dunham was already beginning to imagine a fusion approach to choreography that would
become a hallmark of her career. Dunham also saw a political purpose to the Negro Ballet in the
new representations of African American life that it would offer to the world. Her use of the
phrase “self-conscious race” echoed Alain Locke’s 1925 essay on “The New Negro,” in which
self-consciousness was a key to forward progress and upward mobility.33
Though the Ballet Nègre was the first instantiation of Dunham’s unique contribution to
the New Negro movement, she never restricted her work to the corporeal realm. Both VéVé
Clark and Daphne Lamothe have argued that Dunham prioritized the dancing body as a site of
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the production of cultural memory.34 Yet Dunham also counteracted the ephemeral nature of
dance by creating institutions and archives. The Turbyfill-Dunham ballet school closed for lack
of funds and students by the end of 1930, and in November 1931, Dunham wrote to her brother
about a new plan. “I have become ballet-minded again,” she wrote, “this time on a huge scale. I
am applying to the Rosenwald for an endowment for a school which will combine a complete
institution of the dance, from which will grow the ballet, not as a production, but as a
fundamental contribution.”35 She described how her school would go beyond offering just dance
classes. She dreamed of housing America’s first library of dance, including “records of obscure
and primitive African tribes, together with their costumes,” which would create a greater
understanding of the art of dance and the contributions of African dance more specifically.36 At
this early moment, Dunham embraced Arthur Schomburg’s dictum to find roots in Africa. The
effort to document black cultural production, both through the body and through more traditional
documentary methods, would be an important part of Dunham’s career.
Nursing such ambitions challenged prevailing gender expectations. In 1930 Dunham
married a postal worker and fellow dancer, Jordis McCoo. Within a year of marriage, she began
to see their paths in life diverge. In the 1931 letter to her brother, Dunham wrote that getting
Rosenwald funding would “in all probability determine whether or not I’ll be just another
woman, or an actual creator.”37 She wanted to create something new for the world, and that
meant transcending the boundaries of a middle-class black woman’s life. Because of the Great
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Depression, the 1930s saw a backlash against the freedoms gained by women in the previous two
decades. For African American middle-class women in particular, an ethos of “respectability”
meant that wives, if economically possible, should stay at home.38 Dunham expressed concerns
about McCoo, who “patiently waits for the thing to crash, so that he can settle down comfortably
in a home and have a child or two and a day job and some peace…. I can’t make the sacrifice at
this time, however, of giving up hope for a future entirely.”39 She equated the housewife role
with a life with no future. Although McCoo was a dancer, he seemed to have little understanding
of his wife’s unorthodox desires.
Dunham did not end up applying for a Rosenwald Fellowship in 1931, but nor did she
become “just another woman.” Instead, she continued building upon the dream started with
Turbyfill. In 1932, Dunham started the Negro Dance Group with the Russian émigré Ludmila
Speranzeva, a former actress with Moscow’s Kamerny Theatre and a dancer with the ChauveSouris, the Russian émigré cabaret. Chauve-Souris productions included elaborate costumes,
pantomime, and comedy to present entertaining theatrical evenings of song, dance, and acting.
Speranzeva had also trained briefly with the modern dance pioneer Mary Wigman, who believed
that dance should express the emotional and psychological core of the dancer.40 Speranzeva
encouraged her protégé to expand into modern dance and become more expressive in her
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performances. Dunham later reflected, “I think I must have gotten a lot of that explosive feeling,
and also a freedom of sexual presentation” from Speranzeva.41
The press appreciated the novelty of Dunham and Speranzeva’s efforts. Frank Hayes of
the Chicago Daily News, a mainstream city newspaper, called their company’s December 1932
performance at the Chicago Artists’ Ball “the first Negro ballet ever danced.”42 The African
American Chicago Defender wrote of the same performance:
The modern dancers are beginning a new era in the history of the Race dancer. As
in the poetry and music of the Race, the dance has outgrown the elementary
period of spontaneous expression which ignores the universal language of form
and technique…[Dunham and her dancers] shall interpret the music, moods and
life phases of the Race in the expressive movements of the modern dance as it is
inspired by the emotions and voices from within.43
The Defender reiterated Dunham’s philosophy on how to create a modern black art form: use
formal techniques, such as ballet and German expressionist modern dance, to convey the unique
experiences of African Americans. The photograph below of Fantasie Nègre, one of Dunham
and Speranzeva’s creations, reflects the serious and expressive modern dance approach of their
Negro Dance Group. The dancers wear high-necked, long-sleeved, floor-length dark dresses that
invoke the Martha Graham Dance Company, which in 1932 was considered the vanguard of
modern dance in America:
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Figure 1. Katherine Dunham (center) and dancers in Fantasie Nègre, 1932. Photography by Dorian Besabé.
Courtesy of Special Collections Research Center, Morris Library, Southern Illinois University Carbondale. The
Library of Congress dates this photo to 1936, but Dunham did not perform in Chicago that year. Fantasie Negre
is only mentioned in the year 1932, thus my assignment of that date.

Although Wigman’s expressionism represented one strain of modern dance,
“interpretive” dancing, most famously exemplified by Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Denis,
represented another that equally influenced Dunham’s trajectory. Interpretive dance strove to
capture the mood or essence of a cultural practice, rather than replicate the exact movements.
Dunham learned Javanese, Balinese, Spanish, and other interpretations of ethnic dance forms
from Vera Mirova. After fleeing Russia during the 1917 Revolution, Mirova traveled throughout
34

Asia taking dance classes and performing.44 Dancer Carmencita Romero recalled performing a
Russian dance in babushkas with Dunham, and a 1934 Negro Dance Group program featured
numbers entitled Arabienne and Tango.45 Despite Dunham’s stated desire to dance about the
black experience, she also consistently invoked her right as a creative artist to choreograph
works outside of that racial category.
The interpretive dance tradition also came to Dunham through Ruth Page of the Chicago
Opera Ballet. Prior to settling down in Chicago, Page had toured the world with Anna Pavlova
and studied dance in India, Bali, China, Japan, Spain, and elsewhere. She brought these “world
dance” influences to her choreography.46 Dunham’s most well-known performance in Chicago
took place in 1934 when she danced the title role in La Guiablesse, Page’s 1933 ballet based on a
Martinican folk tale. Page had never been to Martinique. Instead, her ideas for the dance came
from Lafcadio Hearn’s travelogue, Two Years in the West Indies. The program notes of La
Guiablesse reflect the exoticized, romanticized language of Caribbean travelogues of this period,
describing the scene as one where “tropical heat incubates a world of awesome and vaporous
beings.”47 Previously, Page herself had danced the title role, but with a new commission to work
on, Page gave La Guiablesse over to Dunham to star in and rehearse. The performance attracted
much attention from Chicago-area critics, who praised Dunham’s “eloquent gestures and very
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apparent talent.”48 Dunham acknowledges in her memoirs that her first major ballet L’Ag’Ya
drew upon La Guiablesse.49
Despite the training and experiences that Dunham gained from the Chicago dance
community, she still felt that she had not yet found adequate expression for her artistic ideas. In
particular, she sought a deeper understanding of black cultural practices that could inform her
work. The University of Chicago provided an opportunity to do so through the field of
anthropology. Franz Boas’ theory of cultural relativism and emphasis on ethnographic research
revolutionized the field at the dawn of the twentieth century. Boas taught his students, including
Edward Sapir, Margaret Mead, Ruth Benedict, Zora Neale Hurston, and Melville Herskovits to
strip the idea of primitive society of its pejorative descriptors and define it simply as a society
without a written language. He also called for a more rigorous, scientific, and empirical
methodology, such as extended field research, to challenge gross generalizations about other
cultures.50 Though progressive for their time, Boas’ ideas also led many anthropologists and
artists to invoke clichés about primitive peoples’ greater connection to emotion, spirituality,
nature, community, and family as a way to criticize Western industrial capitalism and the
purportedly artificial, inorganic culture it produced.51
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In light of Boas’ new approach, many in the New Negro Movement, including Zora
Neale Hurston, began to employ ethnographic techniques from anthropology as a means to create
a modern black identity.52 The University of Chicago was a particularly exciting place for
Dunham to learn about new changes in the field. Its anthropology department was heavily
influenced by Alfred Radcliffe-Brown’s structural functionalism theoretical framework, in which
every cultural practice fulfilled specific functions within the larger social structure. Therefore
dance did not stand apart in an aesthetic realm; it was fully integrated into the coherent whole of
the community. Dunham eagerly adopted this structural functionalism perspective. She would
learn to examine dance not as an abstract, aesthetic idea, but rather as a purposeful practice that
revealed structural dimensions of the communities she studied.53
The most important anthropologist Dunham met at the University of Chicago was Robert
Redfield, who became her advisor. Dunham first awakened to the possibilities of anthropology
during a lecture by Redfield in which he argued that the Lindy Hop and other African American
vernacular dances had African roots.54 Redfield challenged the Boas school’s method of “salvage
anthropology,” in which the ethnographer attempted to document the disappearing elements of a
primitive culture. Instead, Redfield called for an ethnographic practice that observed and
accepted cultural change, rather than treating societies as static entities. He proposed a “folkurban continuum” along which these cultural transformations occurred.55 Dunham would later
use the language of a folk-urban continuum to interpret her ethnographic research in the
Caribbean.
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Although Redfield was Dunham’s advisor at the University of Chicago, her greatest
influence came from Melville Herskovits of Northwestern University. Herskovits was one of the
foremost scholars of African and African-diasporic culture in the United States. His best-known
book, The Myth of the Negro Past (1941), argued that contemporary African American, AfroBrazilian, and Afro-Caribbean communities retained African cultural traditions. Herskovits
believed that the near-universal assumption that African Americans had retained nothing of their
African heritage was highly pernicious. This “myth,” he wrote, was “one of the principal
supports of race prejudice in this country.”56 Thus, Herskovits’ goal in The Myth of the Negro
Past was two-fold: to document retentions of African culture and to validate the complexity and
sophistication of those practices. He also put forward a theory of “acculturation,” a word to
describe how two cultures—in his case, European and African—transmitted elements to each
other, creating new creolized forms. Acculturation refuted the social Darwinist idea that
ostensibly superior European culture obliterated African culture whenever the two came in
contact.57
Though all of Dunham’s mentors represented the most progressive wing in the field of
anthropology and challenged notions of primitive as inferior, they still operated under the
assumption that a distinction between primitive and civilized existed. Dunham could not escape
this framework.58 In March 1932, she contacted Herskovits to ask his advice about her plan to do
“a comparative study of primitive dancing” that would begin with “primitive groups of American
Negroes.”59 She surely did not count herself among the “primitive groups,” setting herself apart
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as a member of the civilized world. Her distinction cleaved not along lines of race, but rather
along lines of class and education.
In her memoirs, she recalled an incident from childhood that cemented this feeling of
difference. At age twelve, she took a trip from her hometown of Joliet, Illinois, to St. Louis,
Missouri, with her stepmother and stepmother’s friend, Agatha Carrington. As they drove down
St. Louis’ Chouteau Avenue in a brand-new Nash automobile, Dunham marveled at the
“poverty, ready money, moonshine, dice-rolling, poker playing, laughter, razor melees, [and]
bawdiness” of the recent migrants from the American South who crowded the sidewalks. In turn,
the neighborhood men and women laughed at the “three foreigners” who clearly did not
belong.60 After buying some catfish from a street vendor, the Joliet visitors quickly left. Dunham
recalled, writing in the third person, “The music that drifted out from every doorway as they
drove away toward the bridge…struck so far down into a substance that had never stirred or
made itself known before that now, at this moment, began possession by the blues….This music
would sometime be her only tie to these people.”61 In calling the working-class African
Americans of St. Louis “these people” and herself a “foreigner” to the neighborhood, Dunham
marked a class difference that could only be transcended by expressive culture.
Dunham’s next communication with Herskovits demonstrates how, despite the
limitations of the anthropological lens and notions of difference, she wanted to utilize
ethnographic research to gain a better, more accurate representation of black culture onstage. For
Dunham, expressive culture seemed to be the vehicle with which to transcend primitive/civilized,
middle class/working class divides. In June 1933, Dunham wrote to Herskovits asking for advice
about a piece she was preparing for the Negro Dance Group, the first documented example of her
60
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attempts to use anthropology in her choreography. “I’d like very much to have my instructor
[Speranzeva] see something really authentic,” Dunham wrote. “We are working just now on
‘Bamboula’ but I am not exactly satisfied…I’m afraid that the Bamboula may have a particular
significance that we are overlooking. Perhaps you can offer a suggestion or two.”62 Bamboula
referred to a dance, named after a particular kind of drum, practiced in New Orleans, the Virgin
Islands, and elsewhere in the Caribbean that had a West African-descended population.63 Not
only did the bamboula show the persistence of Africanist aesthetics in the Western Hemisphere,
but also it demonstrated that diasporic communication occurred across different New World
cultures. Dunham wanted to bring a greater authenticity and sincerity of emotional expression to
her choreography. Unfortunately, Herskovits declined to help. In his letter of response, he
offered no information about the bamboula and simply suggested that she come to visit him at
Northwestern when the fall semester began.64
Dunham began to feel that library books, lectures, professors, and dance teachers in
Chicago could only take her so far. In November 1934 she turned again to the Rosenwald
Foundation. She applied for a three-part grant to fulfill her goal of creating a thriving dance
institution bolstered by anthropological research. One part would be funding to study “primitive
rhythms” in the field, ideally in Egypt or Ethiopia. The two nations loomed large in the New
Negro imagination, for they represented “great civilization[s] of antiquity” that could serve as
sources of inspiration for black art.65 Dunham argued that so-called primitive dance would serve
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as a “stimulus” to the art of modern dance and did not limit her definition of primitive to
Africa.66 She also suggested that ethnographic research among American Indians and “island
peoples” would contribute to the discovery of “fundamental and universal” principles of human
movement and meaning.67
Like many anthropologists and artists of her generation, Dunham believed that
“primitive” peoples could reveal the secrets of how all human beings were meant to move if
stripped of the artificial layers of civilization. As Stephanie Batiste argues, Dunham “repeated
the problematical ideas that the culture studied was ahistorical and simple” by viewing the
cultures of Africa, Native Americans, and “island peoples” as “preindustrial, isolated, original,
simple, authentic, and basic.”68 At the same time, Dunham had a different political objective than
Picasso, Gauguin, or other artists who used primitive elements in their art, even if she did not
spell out this objective in the Rosenwald application. By creating contemporary dance inspired
by what she called primitive aesthetics, Dunham could make an important contribution to the
New Negro Movement’s campaign to present a new, modern face of black life to the world.
Dunham wanted more training in formal dance techniques as well in order to lead her
group. She had long believed that these techniques could be the scaffolding upon which to build
a black dance company. Her application asked for funds to train at the School of American Ballet
and the Wigman School of Modern Dance in New York. The Rosenwald committee members,
despite their liberal politics, seem to have believed existing stereotypes about black dancers.
They only funded Dunham to do research in primitive rhythms—not modern dance or ballet.
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They also suggested that she go to the Caribbean, not Ethiopia or Egypt, and insisted that she
first spend six months studying with Melville Herskovits.69
Herskovits, who had been politely unhelpful with Dunham’s previous requests for
assistance, soon fell captive to her intellect and personal charm, as countless men and women
would throughout her career. He wrote a letter to the Rosenwald Foundation at the conclusion of
their study together, stating, “her work with me has been excellent, not only from the point of
view of class work and scholarship, but more importantly for the purposes of her fellowship, as
regards the manner of her approach to her problem and the way in which she has grown into
it.”70 Dunham had a strong sense of her mission: to learn the dances of the Caribbean in order to
provide the foundation for a new dance institution, in which the rhythms of African-descended
peoples would reach their highest possible artistic expression. Leaving behind a despondent and
slightly bewildered husband, the twenty-six year old Dunham set sail for the Caribbean in June
1935.71

The Caribbean
Dunham’s ten months in Jamaica, Martinique, Trinidad, and Haiti radically changed her
life. She not only found the dance materials she sought, but also developed a novel method of
ethnographic fieldwork, a sense of connection with other peoples of the African diaspora, a more
radical understanding of sexuality, a critique of capitalism and imperialism, and a lifelong
attachment to Haiti. Whereas she began the trip searching for African survivals, she soon shifted
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her attention to the contemporary iterations of Caribbean dance. She engaged in a multi-modal
archival practice, documenting dances through film, writing, and her own body’s kinesthetic
memory. She also recorded her thoughts and observations about the Caribbean in her field notes
and letters to Herskovits during 1935-1936 and in later published works, in which she reflected
back on her experiences, often from a distance of several decades. To date, scholars have focused
exclusively on Dunham’s published texts and letters to Herskovits, but her field notes provide an
important window into how her ideas changed over time.72 Finally, she participated in the
dancing and used that embodied knowledge to choreograph for the concert dance stage. Her
choreographic work brought a transnational perspective to the New Negro Movement in Chicago
and alerted fellow intellectuals to pay attention to the body as part of their investigations into the
black experience in the diaspora.
During the first part of her trip, Dunham lived in a Jamaican village whose residents
were the descendants of runaway slaves—maroons. She eventually turned her observations into a
book, Journey to Accompong, published in 1946. Dunham wrote an entire draft of the book while
in Jamaica, though no copies of the original manuscript exist.73 In her first month of research,
Dunham did not completely abandon the groundwork laid down by her advisors. Like
Herskovits, she searched for African retentions and evidence of acculturation. One day, she
attended a Maroon burial and noticed that the men were digging a tunnel grave. Dunham
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immediately thought of African-descended peoples living in Dutch Guiana, who maintained the
West African custom of digging a tunnel to prevent the body from returning with the spirit back
to the living world. Dunham had read about this African religious ritual surviving in the
Americas, perhaps in the writings of Herskovits. She was disappointed, however, when the
Maroons shrugged and told her that they only dug the tunnel because they hit a rock.74
When Dunham did not find connections to Africa, she initially felt disheartened. She
wrote to Herskovits about Martinique, “The people are much amalgamated…there is much more
to be done here psychologically than artistically or anthropologically. The country is slowly
decaying.”75 An anthropologist today might question Dunham’s assertion that there was nothing
interesting about the syncretic Martinican culture, but for her and Herskovits, finding African
cultural retentions in the Americas was a vitally important political project. Many of the New
Negro Movement’s most brilliant thinkers of the 1930s—Aimé Cesaire, Léon Damas, Paulette
and Jane Nardal—were from Martinique, but all of them lived in Paris when Dunham came to
the island. Instead of New Negro intellectuals, she found a repressive colonial culture in which
most Martinicans worked as impoverished laborers in the sugarcane industry. Notwithstanding
her despair, she learned several dances in Martinique, including the ag’ya, majumba, and
beguine, which became mainstays of her choreographic work.
Dunham’s 1941 essay “The Negro Dance” took a less despairing view of cultural change
than her 1935 letters to Herskovits. The intervening years since her fieldwork perhaps allowed
her to reflect more broadly on the significance of her research. In “The Negro Dance,” Dunham
discussed the evolution of black dance forms from tribal to folk to urban, employing the “folkurban continuum” theory of Redfield. In each stage, a layer of hybridization occurred. Tribal
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dancing, the purportedly pure, unadulterated form, existed in Africa. Folk dancing in the
Caribbean was created with exposure to “the pressure of European culture," and urban culture
was thoroughly Europeanized.76 Dunham clearly operated under the epistemological constructs
of her generation. After the post-structuralist turn of the later twentieth century, notions of
cultural purity have been discredited, although the political usefulness of an essentialist idea of
“Africa” has not completely disappeared.77 In the case of the United States, Dunham observed,
Negro music and dance had a powerful effect on mainstream American popular culture, and thus
“curiously” were the most likely to guarantee the persistence of African dance traditions.78 In
that sense, Dunham saw cultural change and syncretism not as the destruction of a tradition, but
rather a way of ensuring its vitality and survival.
Dunham added to the work of her mentors on African survivals in the New World by
offering a more precise explanation for the loss of tribal culture in the Caribbean. Tribal dance,
she argued, had “lost its functional validity” in the New World context.79 Dance had a specific
purpose and meaning in Africa, but there was no point in continuing to perform the dances in
exactly the same way if the religious or social purpose no longer existed. Afro-Caribbean people
created new dances, or reworked old ones, to fit the new context and respond to new needs.
Black people in the Western Hemisphere did not just pathologically adopt the white culture of
their surroundings or buckle under oppression. Pragmatically, they developed cultural practices
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that created meaning for their new social contexts. Dunham’s article excised the nostalgic tone of
her 1935 letters in favor of a more analytical approach to cultural change.
Dunham continued to distance herself from a salvage anthropology mentality as the time
gap widened between her field research and her present day. By the mid-1940s, Dunham had
disavowed “authenticity” and embraced fusion, hybridity, creativity, and modernity as more
adequate terms to describe her choreography. In 1946, she expressed empathy, not dismay, at
Caribbean communities’ desires for change over stasis. The Jamaican Maroons, she wrote in
Journey to Accompong, “wish[ed] to appear as enlightened and as progressive as the best of
them.”80 Her sympathetic understanding of the Maroon’s desire for Western markers of
modernity—“enlighten[ment]” and “progress”—distinguished her from salvage anthropologists
of an earlier generation and her own earlier self.
Dunham also developed her own unique mode of analysis that distinguished her from her
mentors Herskovits and Redfield. On the fifth day in Jamaica in 1935, she observed the “Maroon
version of the quadrille,” a dance that blended English court dancing and West African
traditions. She later wrote in Journey to Accompong, “I began to feel that the Maroons belonged
to the sultry side of the Caribbean and that their Spanish and Indian and African ancestors must
have known passions other than warfare….But perhaps it is the rum and the smoking lanterns.
The unveiled hip movements of the shay-shay…may have done things to me which I project into
the innocent Maroons.”81 Dunham acknowledged that her subjective state affected her
interpretation, something that Redfield, Herskovits, and most other anthropologists in the 1930s
refused to do. She also used more sensual language than her mentors. With phrases like “sultry
side,” “passions,” “smoking lanterns,” and “unveiled hip movements,” her analysis gave her
80
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readers more than an intellectual understanding of the Maroon culture. Her writing emphasized
the sensations induced in her by the choreography and setting, connecting her readers viscerally
to her experiences. Dunham worked on the level of what critical theorists call “affect” —the
unconscious bodily responses to sensations of sight, smell, sound, touch, and taste.82 At the same
time, her description potentially reinforced stereotypes of Spanish and African cultures as more
sensual.
Dunham’s attention to the body also required a new ethnographic vocabulary beyond what
her University of Chicago training had given her. She had been waiting impatiently to see a
Koromantee war dance since the first day of her stay in Jamaica. On the last day she finally
witnessed the ritual and vividly described the movements of the dancers:
The evil spirit circled around the doctor hesitant, advancing and retreating, her
eyes fixed, mouth clamped shut tightly, body rigid. The doctor squatted in front of
her, arms wide as though to embrace her, fingers wide open and ands trembling
violently. As he advanced slowly toward her, his pelvis began to move with an
unmistakable sexual purpose, and the duppy responded in like manner. They
hesitated in front of each other, swaying. Then she eluded his embrace with a sharp
convulsive bend, and was on the other side of the circle, taunting, enticing features
still hard and set but body liquid and so full of desire that I could scarcely believe
that it was old Mis’ Mary.83
Dunham described a spirit possession, which anthropologists of religion, music, or folklore could
not fully understand without paying careful attention to the body as she did. African retention
was literally embodied in the Jamaican dancers, a kinesthetic memory of times past. Her skillful
language recreated the escalation of sexual tension occurring in the dance, leading the reader to
an affective state of climax.
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Although Journey to Accompong was not published until 1946, Zora Neale Hurston was
well aware of Dunham’s anthropological research in the Caribbean. Hurston was not pleased. In
July 1936, she wrote to Herskovits expressing jealousy and resentment that the Rosenwald
Foundation had sent Dunham to Jamaica “carrying out the program that I had mapped out for the
Rosenwald gang.”84 Hurston suspected that the Foundation had stolen her plans and given them
to Dunham, the more favored African American female anthropologist. Herskovits assured
Hurston that this was not so. He himself had planned Dunham’s Jamaica visit, not the
Foundation, and additionally, the two programs of study were so different that Hurston need not
feel any sense of competition. Dunham studied dance; Hurston studied other folk traditions.85
What Herskovits overlooked, however, was what both women understood in academic
America of the 1930s: there was only room for one black female anthropologist. According to
Hurston, Charles S. Johnson of Fisk University “was boasting that it wouldn’t be long with me
and that he was grooming Catherine [sic] Dunham for the place.”86 Herskovits also ignored the
fact that both women were studying the entire social complex in which their subjects were
embedded. In 1932, Hurston produced The Great Day, a full-evening dance concert about black
folk life in a railroad camp in Florida. As Anthea Kraut argues, dance showed what Hurston’s
literary work could not: the physicality of black folk culture.87 Even though Hurston’s theatrical
endeavors never achieved much success, she paid close attention to music and dance throughout
her fieldwork. Dunham studied music, social customs, and religion as well as dance. Like
Hurston, she also had literary ambitions and published many books. There was significant
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overlap between the two women who saw themselves as competing for the same recognition,
funding, and acclaim.
Hurston’s criticisms of Dunham’s ethnographic methodology in Jamaica were numerous.
First, she said, Dunham missed the major opportunity to see the danced rites of the Maroon
people by leaving before January 6th, the day of the Epiphany or “Three Kings” in Christian
theology. Second, Dunham paid money to see staged dances. Much to village leader Colonel
Rowe’s chagrin, Hurston refused to see the inauthentic “tourist stuff” the Maroons performed.
Hurston wrote to Herskovits that Rowe “tried to shame me by telling me how much Miss
Dunham spent. I didn’t tell him I had had more experience in the field than she.”88 Third,
Hurston castigated Dunham for spending only thirty days among the Maroons. Such a short visit,
Hurston wrote in her review of Journey to Accompong, “hardly affords time enough for the
fieldworker to scratch the surface.”89
Hurston’s final criticism, which implied that Dunham lacked the depth of knowledge to
represent Caribbean folk life with authority, would resurface throughout Dunham’s career. The
Boasnian imperative of extended fieldwork remained central to anthropology throughout the
twentieth century. As Herskovits wrote to Hurston in 1936, “The time has gone when significant
work can derive from anything but intensive study in a restricted locality.”90 Herskovits also
criticized Dunham’s decision to visit so many locations rather than settling down in one area.
Not only did she travel to four different islands in less than a year, but also she traveled from
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community to community within those islands. He believed she was getting only a “superficial
knowledge” of dancing because of her constant traveling.91
At the time, Dunham disagreed with his recommendation. She desired to soak up as many
dances as possible, which required traveling to several different locales. In official program notes
and newspaper articles from the rest of her career, however, she stated that she spent eighteen
months (or sometimes, two years) in the Caribbean, although her fieldwork in fact only lasted
between nine and ten months.92 She made a conscious decision to bolster her anthropological
credentials by doubling the time she had spent in the Caribbean, recognizing that ethnographic
authority often stemmed from duration in the field. This misinformation has been reproduced in
most scholarly work.93
No matter how little time she spent in discrete communities, Dunham found other ways
to gain insider status that Herskovits could never employ. First of all, she had African ancestry.
Within days of her arrival in Haiti, a man hosting a Vodou ceremony declared that because she
“was from African descent, he was glad to let me be present so that I would be able to tell the
brothers in America.”94 A sense of racial identification led to cultural sharing. Alain Locke, in
his 1946 review of Journey to Accompong, argued that Dunham’s work proved beyond a doubt
“the effectiveness of color as an open sesame.”95 She told Amy Porter of Collier’s that “A good
field technique, I found, was to establish the relationship between my ancestors and
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theirs….They thought of me as an American, not as a Negro, until I talked to them about our
common African ancestors. Then they accepted me.”96 She found even greater openness in Haiti
when she misleadingly claimed that her ancestors were Haitian.97 Dunham’s diasporic
consciousness grew from this ethnographic necessity, as she learned to establish bonds based on
shared cultural origins.
Most importantly, Dunham’s ability to dance ingratiated her to the people she met. Halifu
Osumare and Kate Ramsey agree that Dunham’s emphasis on participation rather than
observation was her most important contribution to anthropology.98 In the 1930s, the role of the
anthropologist was to observe another culture as objectively and neutrally as possible. Before
Dunham left for the Caribbean, Herskovits arranged for her to have the most sophisticated sound
and film recording equipment available. If she were to follow the Boasnian imperative of
amassing empirical data to disprove existing prejudices, she needed the technology to do so. In
Jamaica and Martinique she used the camera extensively, which Herskovits applauded. In
Trinidad, however, after getting into trouble with a local priestess for filming a secret Shango
ritual, Dunham put down the camera in order to dance. She wrote, “Unless I’m dealing with
purely social affairs, I must go easy on the equipment. I’ve seen the difference between
something staged and something real, and besides people don’t like it.”99
In the twenty-first century scholars dispute the distinction between “staged” and “real”
events. Dunham and Hurston wanted to see “authentic” cultural performances, but as Erving
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Goffman argued in The Presentation of Self, all social life is a performance.100 The dance one
performs for family and friends is not inherently more real than a dance one performs on a stage
or for tourist dollars. At the same time, the two women operated in a world in which racial
prejudice often meant that black cultural performance was misunderstood and sensationalized by
white tourists and travel writers. In order to prevent exploitation, practitioners of Caribbean
religions would sometimes attempt to keep their practices hidden from prying eyes, as the
Shango priestess in Trinidad did in Dunham’s case. By earning people’s trust, Dunham could
learn dances that while not necessarily more “authentic” than those staged for white tourists,
displayed a wider range of expressions, movements, and emotions. She also mentioned another
reason for not using the camera—“people don’t like it.” Her motivation was not merely to gain
access to “authentic” rituals; she also wanted to respect the people she met and their desire for
privacy.
Dunham decided that the best way to learn more about Caribbean dance while respecting
the communities was to participate. She never lost the desire to document culture in a more
traditional sense—all of her future schools would house either a library or a museum—but
kinesthetic memory would also become a vitally important way that she passed on cultural
information to her dancers and audiences. In Haiti, the last and longest portion of her
ethnographic research trip, she underwent initiation in the religion of Vodou in order to gain a
kinesthetic understanding of possession.101 Herskovits worried about the participation. He wrote
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to Dunham, “I am a little disturbed also at the prospect of your going through the canzo
ceremony and I am wondering if it would not be possible for you to attend merely as a
witness.”102 In the canzo ritual, the first stage of initiation into Vodou, an initiate walks on hot
coals or performs other physically demanding feats that symbolize the passage from life into
death and thus one’s preparedness to proceed to the next level. Dunham had only been in Haiti
for about two months at this point. Herskovits felt that she would not be able to withstand
walking on coals, which stretched the physical body to limits to which she was not accustomed.
Dunham ultimately decided against doing the canzo on the advice of a hougan (male priest) who
said she was not adequately prepared.103 She did eventually undergo the lave-tête ceremony,
another part of the Vodou initiation process.
Dunham’s reaction to gaining this insider status through participation changed over time.
In her 1936 notes she wrote, “Because I was not a Haitian I would never really see behind that
bland mask, tho [sic] I attend a thousand ceremonies, dance the yonvalou until dawn, and
proclaim my African heritage heartily in the retreat of the “hungfor.”104 Dunham shared an
African heritage with Haitians, she danced well, and she treated the people she met with respect.
Ultimately, however, she felt that someone born in the United States could not fully understand
Haitian culture. She voiced a different perspective thirty years later in Island Possessed. Prior to
Haiti, she reflected, she had “rigidly avoided sororities and club memberships of all sorts….I had
always prided myself on thinking only of ‘man’ in the broadest, most inclusive usage of the
term.”105 In Haiti, she felt for the first time a sense of “kinship” with a group: in this case, her
fellow Vodou initiates. The ecstasy that she experienced while dancing in Vodou rites, she
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wrote, brought her into harmony with others and the divine.106 Rather than emphasize the
differences she felt, she had learned to appreciate the connections.
Dunham had spent months observing retentions of African culture in Jamaica,
Martinique, and Trinidad. Only in Haiti, and perhaps only after decades of reflection, did
Dunham see her own connection to Africa. If recognizing diaspora constitutes acknowledging
both linkages and dissonances, as Brent Hayes Edwards argues, then Dunham’s ability to
recognize both the fissures of national identity and the unity of ecstatic communion in Haitian
Vodou serves as a prime example of how diaspora functions.107
Much of Dunham’s approach to dance in her professional career stemmed from what she
learned in Haiti. Most importantly, she discovered the why of dancing, rather than simply the
how. She created a chart that classified fifty-seven distinct dances of sacred, seasonal/secular,
and social types.108 In her field notes she reveals her fascination with the solar plexus as the
region that initiates movement. She postulated that a dancer undergoing possession by the lwa
(or loa, the gods or spirits) in Vodou became one with the universe, much as the fetus became
one with the mother in the solar plexus. Thus many of the dance movements of Vodou initiated
from the solar plexus, such as the yonvalou, the dance of the serpent god Damballa, in which
movement began in the base of the spine and rippled upward. She wrote, “The first great active
centre of human consciousness lies in the solar plexus. Have modern schools recognized this in
use of dance?....A returning to a more primitive state—a state nearer primal nature….Does
conjunction with the loi [loa] act from this?”109
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Dunham slipped between “primitive” and “primal,” using the terms to connote both a
return to an individual’s first stage of being as a fetus and a connection to universal, basic human
nature. For her, primitive did not simply designate a society without a written language; it
denoted a people with a stronger connection to their elemental selves, freed from what she called
“the restrictions of civilization [and] the stiffness of the Nordic race.”110 Given that she had
discussed Isadora Duncan with Mark Turbyfill in 1930 and mentioned the modern dance pioneer
in her 1934 Rosenwald application, Dunham probably knew that Duncan had written in her 1927
autobiography My Life that the solar plexus was “the central spring of all movement, the crater of
motor power, the unity from which all diversities of movements are born.”111 Thus Vodou did
not introduce Dunham to the centrality of this bodily region, but made its purpose—the why—
clearer.
Dunham’s exposure to the Carnival (or Kanaval) dances in Haiti gave her a new
perspective on the intricate way dance tied together the social and the political. Historically,
Carnival was the pre-Lentian period during which people broke established social norms and
rules. In both Europe and the Caribbean, Carnival parades and festivals created space for
peasants and other members of lower classes to mock authority figures, embrace raucous, rowdy
behavior, and celebrate the inversion of power structures. Often, the social rebellion in AfroCaribbean Carnival celebrations came in sexual form, as typically “the only actions available to
the powerless or denigrated were transgressions in words or behaviors against sexual and gender
codes.”112
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Dunham observed such transgressions first hand. She noted that Haitian carnival dancers
“simply exchang[e] sex in clothing….As they dance they are far apart from the waist up, heads
thrown up to the sky, glued together only in the violent undulation & massage of sex organs.”113
Carnival dancing eliminated romance, love, and the other emotional complications of physical
affection to celebrate what Dunham called “pure & simple sex.” Men danced with men, women
with women, some danced in groups, and all let go of the repressive mores of the Catholic
Church. She wrote, “All of the things that you have ever been curious about & suppressed,
dreamed of but not thought of…These you do now, and find that your neighbor too had been
wanting to do them.”114 The proceedings made her ponder the disjuncture between inherent
human desires and the social codes that regulated and restricted sexual expression. “Could it be,”
she mused, “that basically there is no male & female sex?”115 Years before Judith Butler
proclaimed that gender is a performance, Dunham saw in Kanaval the fluidity of gender roles
and sexual preferences when external social norms dissolved. Dunham’s openness to sexuality
most likely also stemmed from her time at the University of Chicago. In Martinique in October
1935, when asked to give a lecture on American university students, she discussed two themes:
anti-war activism and the “plea for sex freedom.”116 The idea of greater sexual freedom for
women, both within and outside of marriage, was a widely-discussed topic among left-wing
intellectuals, feminists, and “the more radical ‘New Negroes’” in the 1920s and early 1930s.117
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Dunham also saw political implications to Carnival. Carnival, she noted cynically, was a
“mass safety valve” for the peasants.118 Her analysis predated Mikhail Bakhtin’s writings on the
carnivalesque, in which he similarly noted that elites allowed the masses this one brief period of
Carnival to vent their hopes, desires, and frustrations, thereby preventing a disintegration of
society during the rest of the year.119 Haiti was a nation with a huge class divide between a rural
black peasantry and an urban elite, which had mixed ancestry and was generally lighter-skinned.
Starting with the Haitian Revolution in 1791, those identified as mulâtre—mulatto—and those
identified as noir—black—had vied for political power, more often than not with the Frenchoriented mulâtre in command. Elements of Haitian culture connected to Africa, especially the
religion of Vodou, were often repressed or banned outright. Kanaval was one sanctioned outlet.
In addition to her participation in Kanaval, Dunham’s experiences with Vodou taught her
the impossibility of separating the cultural and the political in Haiti. She saw Vodou as a religion
so powerful that it engendered the only successful slave revolution in the Western Hemisphere
and carried the nation through its subsequent bloody thirteen-year war. Vodou created bonds of
solidarity among the peasants, she observed, as strong as the blood ties of family. At first when
Dunham read about the history of Haiti, she thought Vodou sounded “like an exciting fairy tale.”
After living in Haiti for five months, she decided, “It is no more fairy tale….It is real in the
terrifying ruins of La Ferrière [the fort built under Henri Christophe from 1805-1820] and the
ghostly splendor of San[s] Souci [Christophe’s palace]. In the brutality of the dance and the
deadly earnest of the cock-fight.”120 The revolution was a matter of life and death, and so the
danced rituals had to take on that deadly importance. The Haitian slaves had to be inspired, year
after year, to fight both a powerful empire and their fellow countrymen. Over a hundred years
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later, she observed, Haitians again needed the Vodou priests to perform a “miracle” to fight the
American occupation.121 Vodou was more than simply an opiate for the masses. It provided the
strength to fight for freedom and independence against formidable odds.
In learning about the political and social strength of Vodou, Dunham developed a critique
of American perceptions of Haiti. During the 1920s, Haiti became an “object of cultural
fascination” for Americans.122 Travelogues such as William Seabrook’s The Magic Island (1929)
and films such as White Zombie (1932) sensationalized Haitian “voodoo,” portraying the religion
as the black magic practices of savage, uncivilized heathens. Dunham wrote in her notes, “We,
the civilized nations, sacrifice millions at the altars of wars and injustice….the bodies of men are
burned and dismembered by angry mobs by the spirit of a blind revenge…. But in these smug
middle-class homes they read of Vaudun – voodoo – and shudder.”123 Dunham expressed her
anger at the hypocrisy of middle-class Americans, who reacted in horror to descriptions of
bloody animal sacrifices in The Magic Island while turning a blind eye to lynching in the
American South and the carnage of World War I. Her sense of justice inspired her to present to
the world a less sensationalized depiction of Haitian culture. While she could not recreate a
multi-day Vodou ceremony for the proscenium stage, her choreography linked dances to certain
loa (gods) and presented other aspects of Haitian life that refuted the stereotypes in the era’s
literature and zombie films.
Dunham’s criticism of the United States went beyond an aversion to the sensationalizing
of Haitian religion. She was also highly critical the American occupation, which had ended only
a year before she landed on Haiti’s shores. She wrote in her diary, “I deplore here in Haiti what
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the Americans have done, with the sole purpose of creating a market for the producers back
home. Wall Street again. For 19 years the Haitian was a secondary party to luxuries which had
developed under a capitalistic system.”124 Capital’s need for markets, she believed, was the main
cause of military occupation.
Dunham’s experiences in Haiti also gave her a new perspective on colonialism. While the
priests in Haiti kept Vodou alive by hiding drums and performing ceremonies in secret, Haitians,
she wrote, were “a branch cut off from the mother tree” of Africa. The Haitian peasants passed
down the drumming, dancing, and religious traditions of West Africa, whereas, “across the
waters the mother tree is rotting and her roots are slowly drying in the alien soil that is
suffocating them.”125 The mother tree—Africa—was “rotting” in the “alien” soil of European
colonialism. While throughout her career Dunham would disavow any affinity with left-wing
political parties, in Haiti her perspective on imperialism, colonialism, and capitalism echoed
black radicalism of the 1930s.126
Dunham argued that the economic and political instability caused by legacies of
colonialism and imperialism affected Haiti psychologically. She wrote in her notes, “I find the
people of this blessed country utterly, thoroly [sic], totally insane.”127 She expounded on her
argument in a draft of a letter to Charles S. Johnson, in which she claimed that the Haitian’s
“peculiar repression,” including his “extreme premium on sex activity without love” and
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“extreme artificiality” could be traced to two causes: “First, the tremendous influence of the
white planter….Second, the terrible economic and psychological evil of the American
occupation.”128 Whereas other writers from the 1930s saw Haitians as psychologically disturbed
or maladjusted because of their belief in black magic, Dunham traced the roots of psychological
distress to French colonialism and American imperialism. The problem with Haitians was not
that they embraced Africa too much; it was that they did not embrace Africa enough. The elites
in particular cut themselves off from their heritage, from the religion—Vodou—that had granted
them their freedom. While her analysis seemed sympathetic, it also potentially reinforced
negative stereotypes about Haitians as hypersexual and imitative.
In contrast to Zora Neale Hurston, however, Dunham kept her negative comments about
Haitians out of her published work. Hurston’s 1938 ethnographic account of Jamaica and Haiti,
Tell My Horse, implied that Haiti’s psychological problems required U.S. intervention, not that
the U.S. occupation had caused those problems. Some scholars have risen to Hurston’s defense
by focusing on her contributions to ethnographic writing. Gwendolyn Mikell and Ronald Martin
argue that Hurston brought a personal, subjective, emotional viewpoint to Tell My Horse that
challenged the existing understanding of the anthropologist as objective outsider. Because of her
race, Mikell argues, Hurston could easily become an “insider” to the cultural worlds of AfroCaribbean communities. Mikell valorizes this “double vision,” for it allowed Hurston greater
access to cultural material.129 While Locke and Herskovits also praised Dunham for having
insider access, Dunham herself acknowledged the limits of fully knowing another culture.
Hurston, on the other hand, reveals no insecurities or questioning of her own ethnographic
authority in Tell My Horse.
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Tell My Horse also includes several derogatory remarks about Haitians and praises the
United States occupation for bringing peace and political stability. One potential explanation for
Hurston’s criticisms of Haiti is that she was undertaking the practice of “coding.” In the literal
words of the text, Hurston addressed her white patron, Charlotte Osgood Mason. Hurston then
“coded” her critiques of Western civilization, burying them under layers of seemingly
conciliatory statements, but with certain clues as to her real thoughts.130 Those who insist that
Hurston secretly coded criticisms of U.S. policy, however, seem to refuse to acknowledge that it
would be possible for an African American woman to view the occupation favorably. Hurston’s
assessment of Haiti reflected a genuine ambivalence about how to best achieve democratic rule
in the island nation. During her ten months of ethnographic research in Haiti, she had heard
graphic stories of mutilated bodies and massacres that occurred during the final days of General
Jean Vilbrun Guillaume Sam’s reign. She noted the new roads, stable currency, and other
seemingly positive legacies of the occupation. She talked to informants who preferred Marine
rule to Stenio Vincent’s corrupt government.131 Hurston and Dunham may have talked to
different people in Haiti, which could have colored their different perceptions. More likely,
however, they simply did not share the same political viewpoint.
Some scholars have begun to address Hurston’s political conservatism instead of ignoring
it. Ifeoma Nwankwo labels Hurston’s outlook as one of “binaristic black weltanschaung,”
meaning that Hurston felt the need to create a hierarchy within the black Atlantic world that
placed African Americans on top and Caribbean people on bottom.132 Part of Nwankwo’s
argument is to provide a comparison between Hurston and Dunham. She points to a passage in
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Tell My Horse where Hurston “unsympathetically mock[s]” a Haitian man who calls himself a
black marine, and contrasts it with Dunham’s sympathetic comments in her 1947 publication
Dances of Haiti about the “disastrous” effects of the U.S. occupation on Haitian peasant life.
Hurston, Nwankwo argues, saw herself as superior to Haitians and asserted her American
national identity in her writing, whereas Dunham did not express the same sense of national
superiority, thus allowing for a more empathetic reading of Haitian society.133 Dorothea FischerHornung also contrasts Hurston and Dunham, similarly portraying Hurston as more in favor of
U.S. imperialism and Dunham as more understanding of Haitian culture. Fischer-Hornung
explains the discrepancy to some degree by arguing that Hurston was in a difficult place: she was
trying to prove herself as a writer, anthropologist, and intellectual, whereas Dunham was more
concerned with using the ethnographic material in her performance career.134 Fischer-Hornung’s
explanation does not hold, however, because both women were trying to prove themselves as
intellectuals and creative artists, and both needed to make a living.
Hurston and Dunham also shared the impulse to forge cultural links between people of
the African diaspora. Hurston traveled in reverse along the routes of slavery, from Eatonville,
Florida, to New Orleans and the Caribbean, collecting folklore along the way. Her discussions of
“Hoodoo” in Louisiana and “Voodoo” in Haiti even more clearly demonstrated a search for links
among people of the African diaspora. She, like Dunham, sought to redress the misunderstanding
about Vodou. In Tell My Horse, Hurston lent dignity to religious ceremonies with her
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descriptions and argued that Vodou was “a religion no more venal, no more impractical than any
other.”135

Christophe
All of Dunham’s new knowledge about Haiti—the sacred and secular dances, the class
struggles, the legacies of colonialism and imperialism—found their way into plans for a ballet,
Christophe.136 Henri Christophe was one of the primary leaders of the Haitian Revolution. In the
political turmoil that followed the final victory over France in 1804, Haiti split in two. In 1807,
Christophe was elected president of the northern part of Haiti and declared himself king of that
region in 1811. He instituted a policy of corvée, or forced labor, and committed suicide in 1820
when his demise seemed imminent. His fears proved true, as his son (and heir) was assassinated
ten days later. By choosing to embody the story of the Revolution through the life of Christophe,
Dunham signaled that she would be examining both the triumph and tragedy of that tumultuous
period. Although the ballet was never performed, examining Dunham’s twenty-page scenario
reveals how she first imagined bringing her Caribbean experiences, both artistic and social, to the
concert dance stage. Furthermore, the document shows how the story of the Haitian Revolution
allowed Dunham to theorize the relationship between culture and politics in embodied, musical
form. Christophe’s movement and music contain an early and potent iteration of Dunham’s
argument that Africanist cultural practices must lie at the center of black political movements.
Dunham initially conceived the dance while in Haiti and considered collaborating with
Paul Robeson to incorporate it in to a film he planned to produce by the same name. She spent
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three years developing the project, even sending a detailed outline to Langston Hughes in
1938—whether for a potential collaboration or for his review and comments is unclear.
Unfortunately, she faced several difficulties in trying to produce Christophe. William Grant Still
declined to compose the music, and John J. Trounstine (literary agent of Countee Cullen and
Richard Wright) found the ballet too long.137
The first two scenes of Christophe, which take place in 1791, set up the conflict between
Europe and Africa for dominance in Haiti, a battle that Dunham represented choreographically
and musically. In Scene 1, a French Royalist tortures a man on a wheel as the black generals
Toussaint L’Overture, Jean-Jacques Dessalines, and Henri Christophe look on impassively.
Immediately, Dunham signaled the complicated mix of class and racial conflict in the
Revolution. The black generals, by their passivity, seem to signal complicity with the French
government. In Scene 2, black peasants perform a Vodou ritual. The objective of the second
scene, Dunham wrote, was to give the audience the sense that “whatever happens is conditioned
by this tense, controlled mass…more like one huge overwhelming creature than a body of men
and women.”138 Vodou gave the masses power; it required them to think, act, and move in
unison, so that they were “one huge overwhelming creature.” The Revolution, Dunham believed,
derived from this unifying power. The black generals are absent, portending their future
alienation from the black peasants. Dunham set up an argument that those who cut themselves
off from African cultural roots are doomed to political failure. Each scene thereafter builds upon
this premise.
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Scene 3 takes place at a ball given by Pauline Bonaparte, Napoleon’s sister. For the first
time, the French and the Haitians meet and interact in the same physical space onstage. The
dancing begins with traditional European court dances such as the minuet and the waltz. Soon
the crowd fades away, leaving Pauline to dance “sensuously [and] intimately” with the
handsome, powerful Christophe. The blasphemous vision of a black man and white woman’s
bodies intertwined on the dance floor symbolized the precarious position of Haiti on the eve of
Revolution. Perhaps this scene of interracial intimacy worried the potential collaborators who
read the synopsis, as the onstage display of interracial romance in the 1930s was still considered
taboo. “Gradually,” Dunham wrote, “The beat of the Rada drums is insinuated into the pavanne.”
Africa starts to gain control. The French officers tense, hands on swords; the black generals line
up against them. The tune of the “Marseillaise,” representing the French Revolution, insinuates
itself into the music as well. It appears uncertain whether the rada drum or the Marseillaise will
triumph.139
Suddenly a “horde of ragged slaves” descends on the palace. They turn the social world
of the elites, both black and white, upside down. The drumbeat turns to the “mascaron,” and
instead of stately court dances, the slaves begin the “obscene” carnival dances. Dunham
envisioned the stage as “a mass of writhing, ragged peasants, drunk with white rum and
victory….a riot of movement and color.”140 Caught up in the fervor of the moment, Dessalines
grabs the red, white, and blue flag of France, rips out the white, and triumphantly raises the new
flag of Haiti. Toussaint and Christophe join him. Although the generals take symbolic positions
of power, the slaves overrun the ball. Their music and dancing emerge victorious, portending the
future victory of the peasantry.
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Scene 4, set in 1811 at Christophe’s coronation as the King of Haiti, challenged existing
hierarchies of high/low art. Dunham wrote out highly detailed descriptions of the stage sets and
costumes to be used in the scene, displaying her thorough research into the appropriate colors,
styles, and motifs of early nineteenth-century colonial attire and furnishings. Again the symbolic
transition of power from France to Haiti takes place in the music and dancing. The coronation
begins with a series of European court dances. At one point a peasant rushes in and throws his
straw hat at Christophe’s feet, begging him to admit his fellow countrymen. At first Christophe is
angered, but then agrees. The beat of the drums precedes the group of peasants, who enter and
perform the “Congo Paillette.” She called the dance “one of the stateliest, most exotic of the
tribal dances. It is a very subtle, controlled dance of fecundation, men and women advancing and
retreating in a steady shuffle of feet to a quick side-to-side sway of extended haunches.”141
Dunham juxtaposed what Western culture posited as opposites. The dance was simultaneously
“stately” and “exotic,” both “controlled” and “a dance of fecundation.” It was a sexual dance of
fertility that emphasized subtlety, showing that the “primitive” was still distinct from the
“civilized” by being more connected to ritual and the earth, but no less sophisticated. In “Congo
Paillette,” she reconceived the primitive.
Finally, in the last scene, Christophe emerges as a “tyrant,” dressed all in black, the
fortress of the Citadel Laferrière looming in the background. Despite their outward displays of
power, both the man and the monument teeter on the verge of despair. Christophe’s guards, loyal
Africans he purchased from slave ships, rush onstage. The bodyguards dance a “grotesque,
mechanical” dance in front of the king, then “exit in march formation, their carriage and
unusually high steps resembling somewhat that of the German soldier under the Kaisers.”
Dunham’s description of the movement suggests the remnants of an enslaved mentality in the
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supposedly free land of Haiti. The scene shifts to a group of workers, bare-chested, straining to
pull a heavy object up the hill to the Citadel. Several workers expire from exhaustion, while
others seem to build resentment. Suddenly soldiers appear and the workers rush to join their side,
turning against Christophe. His African bodyguards fight valiantly but die. Christophe ends the
ballet by falling to his knees, defeated by “his people thirsty for revenge against work.” He,
along with L’Ouverture and Dessalines, failed to align with the masses and thus missed the signs
that Africa would triumph over Europe in the battle for Haiti’s soul and soil.142 The final scene
reiterates Dunham’s larger thesis about culture and politics that she develops over the course of
the first four scenes. The title character’s vision for a modern Haiti, one that required
extraordinary physical and mental labor to overcome the ravages of the Revolution, ultimately
falls short. The island had the potential become a proud, independent, black nation, a beacon for
the rest of the African diaspora, but instead was riddled with coups and instability. Ultimately,
she wrote, the ballet symbolized “the tragedy of a people who have never been able to grasp the
real significance of their freedom.”143
Although not an agitprop work about contemporary imperialism, Christophe raised
questions about colonialism, race, class, and power. Dunham’s use of music and dance to tell a
complex historical and psychological story was a dramatic departure from her pre-Caribbean
choreography. Her previous concerts had consisted of short interpretive dance numbers, whereas
Christophe had a political message to impart. She did not include rada drums or carnival dances
for purely aesthetic reasons, but rather to capture how performance could inspire political action.
She articulated a thesis about embodied knowledge and its relationship to politics. The peasants’
political unity expressed itself through an allegiance to Vodou and the drumming and dancing
142
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practices associated with it. Supported by this cultural power, they overthrew not only the
French, but also the repressive dictators Dessalines and Christophe. Dunham located
Christophe’s political failure in his inability to break from a French colonial mentality and
embrace his African roots. For Dunham, the Haitian Revolution was not only a source of an
aesthetic inspiration, but also a reminder of the importance of aesthetics to political movements.
Although the piece was never performed, it remains important to understanding Dunham’s
theoretical contributions to the cultural politics of the African diaspora. When she returned to the
United States in 1936, she experimented with several other ways to combine aesthetics and
politics in performance.
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Chapter 2:
Creating Diaspora: Aesthetics as Politics
When Katherine Dunham returned to Chicago in April 1936, she knew how to move her
hips in the subtle, seductive manner of the Haitian congo paillette. She could expertly shimmy
her shoulders in the‘zepaules as if possessed by a Vodou loa and sinuously ripple her spine in the
yonvalou. She understood the relationship between the form and function of dance in multiple
Caribbean communities. Her task now lay in applying this knowledge to her choreographic
practice, synthesizing what she called “primitive rhythms” with ballet and modern dance. In
1938, dance critic Frederick Orme asked Dunham what she hoped to achieve as a choreographer.
She replied, “To develop a technique as important to the white man as to the Negro….And to
take our dance out of the burlesque—to make of it a more dignified art.”1 Left unstated was a
more explicit discussion of her political commitments, linked with the Popular Front, and how
she viewed the relationship between her aesthetics and her politics. In the late 1930s, Dunham
experimented with different approaches to performance, eventually honing a distinct aesthetic of
cultural fusion that introduced new dance techniques to the modern dance world, significantly
expanded the scope of black performance, and put forth a creative interpretation of black
internationalism that would eventually be characterized as diasporic. By 1941, she had largely
achieved the goals stated to Orme in 1938, but had withdrawn from explicit onstage engagement
with divisive social issues, tactically choosing choreographic themes that ensured widespread
public support.
Instead, Dunham’s politics lay in her aesthetic. By seeking the universal through the
black body, by portraying black people as modern, and by insisting on being treated as an
individual genius, Dunham challenged racial stereotypes about both the black mind and body. At
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the same time, problems arose with her approach. As her means of accessing the universal,
Dunham remained steeped in the discourse of primitivism, which limited the progressive
potential of her work. Faced with audiences that refused to read universality in black dancing
bodies onstage, her choreography sometimes fell short of offering a transformative
understanding of race and culture, particularly when faced with the dictates of Broadway.
Where Dunham’s work did have political impact was in furthering the cause of black
internationalism. Scholars have argued that she “performed” the diaspora or Black Atlantic.2
Dunham, however, did not merely dance the African diaspora; she helped create the African
diaspora. In her student days, she had developed the intellectual and artistic framework for an
operative diaspora.3 From 1936 to 1941, she put that operative diaspora into practice through
performance. Dunham helped transform the physical fact of the dispersion of peoples from
Africa, which had been occurring for centuries, into the mid-twentieth century concept of a
culturally linked, imagined community.

From Agitprop to L’Ag’Ya
Upon returning from the Caribbean in 1936, Dunham entered an artistic world in Chicago
heavily influenced by the Popular Front. In August 1935, while Dunham danced the beguine in
Martinique, the Seventh Congress of the Comintern (Communist International Party) had
declared that communist movements should align with center-left groups in order to advocate the
2
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expansion of democratic rights. In countries around the world, new alliances of communists,
socialists, and liberal democrats sprang up, known as Popular Front coalitions. In the United
States, the Popular Front developed an auxiliary wing that Michael Denning has called the
Cultural Front.4 According to the Comintern, artists had a role to play in the fight for social
democracy. They could support specific political causes by producing agitation-propaganda
(agitprop) art or by sustaining activism through inspirational songs, dances, and artwork.
Cultural Front artists turned to the working classes and the “folk”—generally meaning, people
from rural areas whose cultural expressions were seen as untainted by commercialism or formal
training—for inspiration. Though artists attuned to folk culture certainly existed before 1935, the
Comintern’s celebration of “people’s culture” at the Seventh World Congress galvanized more
widespread commitment to the masses as the subjects and objects of artistic creation.5
New Negro Movement artists such as Dunham, who had for years believed in the
political possibilities of art, fit comfortably into the Cultural Front. In February 1936, in response
to the Seventh World Congress, the Communist Party-affiliated National Negro Congress (NNC)
held its first meeting in Chicago. In addition to support for anti-lynching, anti-fascism, and
workers’ rights, the three main causes of the Popular Front, the NNC delegates also emphasized
their support for black artists, who led the fight against “demeaning and stereotypical images in
the public arts.”6 According to historian Bill Mullen, “Chicago’s cultural ‘renaissance’ and the
CPUSA’s Popular Front/Negro People’s Front…were events that were historically mutually
constitutive and in many ways unthinkable in separation.”7
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Dunham embraced Popular Front positions and incorporated those politics into her
choreography in the late 1930s. In particular, she condemned fascism and supported the Spanish
Republicans in their civil war against general Francisco Franco’s fascists. In Dunham’s Tableaux
of the Spanish Earth (1937), dancer Talley Beatty portrayed a leader of the Spanish Republican
forces, and Dunham represented “the roots of peasant Spain with heels and castanets in a fiery
protest to the fascist armies of Franco.”8 Dunham’s group performed the work throughout 1937
and 1938. She also supported the cause by appearing in benefit performances for the Medical
Bureau to Aid Spanish Democracy and the Wounded Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade
of Spain.9 Dunham later recalled with pride her dedication to the Spanish Republicans and the
American volunteers who risked their lives to fight against fascism in another country.10
In 1937, Dunham also created a piece that addressed lynching: Swamp. Anti-lynching
was one of the main causes of the Popular Front and had been a centerpiece of New Negro
political movements since Ida B. Wells’ campaigns of the 1890s.11 The first scene of Swamp,
“Tropic Death,” involved a “Fugitive,” played by the dancer Talley Beatty, being chased by a
“Mob.” The second scene, “Blues,” took place in a nightclub.12 In Dunham’s solo for “Blues,”
the musician Kokomo (who hailed, appropriately, from Kokomo, Indiana, and whom Dunham
had met in a barbecue shack in Chicago) sat center stage under a spotlight. Dunham crawled
around him on the floor, responding to “the pain in him [that] came from a deeper source than
8
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the violence of Indiana.”13 The Abraham Lincoln Center, a South Side Popular Front institution
that later appeared on the Attorney General’s list of Communist Front organizations, gave
Dunham the space and opportunity to premiere Swamp.14 Dunham repeated the “Tropic Death”
section as part of the Negro Dance Evening at the Young Men’s Hebrew Association (also
known as the 92nd Street Y) in New York on March 7, 1937. Louis Mitchell of New York’s
communist newspaper, the Daily Worker, called it the “most successful” piece of the concert “for
dramatic projection.”15
These dances supported Popular Front causes, but in “Minefields,” one of two memoirs
she wrote in the 1980s, Dunham tried to distance herself from the political left. She
acknowledged that in her Chicago days she attended parties hosted by communists and socialists,
but expressed distaste for the inelegant food and “heavy-handed” racial mixing at their “dismal”
gatherings. She criticized left-wing “incendiary parades and speeches,” which she felt were a
“camouflage for potential violence and hypocrisy.” At the same time, she appreciated the
“enthusiastic audience” of Chicago’s Popular Front, which gave her support at a time when
many white dancegoers did not consider black choreographers as serious artists.16
Dunham also choreographed works that created the links of an operative diaspora. The
January 29, 1937 concert at the Abraham Lincoln Center included Dunham’s world premieres of
Haitian Ceremonial Dances and Carnival Dances. Dunham aimed to present not only the form,
but also the original function of these dances, believing she had a mission to correct ignorance
about Vodou. Program notes for Haitian Ceremonial Dances described the meaning and
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significance of the “Congo Paillette,” “’Zepaules,” and “Yonvalou” within Vodou. For example,
the notes explained that the Yonvalou was a dance to the Haitian god of Damballa, represented
by a serpent, and thus the movements often imitated those of a snake. The characters in the dance
included a mambo (priestess), a hounci (initiate), and other figures in order to recreate the
context of a religious ceremony.17 The program notes for Carnival Dances similarly described
the social context for the “cisseaux” and “danse du ventre,” and introduced the audience to terms
such as “major-domo,” meaning, the leader of a carnival band.18 Undoubtedly, Dunham adapted
the dances for theatrical presentation, but she presented her choreography with the full intention
of educating, as well as entertaining. She opened the horizons of her dancers and audience
members to a thriving black world outside the United States.
Mainstream critics waxed effusively about her performed ethnographies. The New York
Amsterdam News reported that Dunham and her group received “prolonged applause” and calls
for several encores for their presentation of a “sensational group” of Haitian dances at the Negro
Dance Evening.19 The Chicago Daily News critic wrote that Dunham “won new distinctions” for
her Haitian ceremonial dances at the benefit for the Medical Bureau to Aid Spanish
Democracy.20 Edward Barry of the Chicago Daily Tribune proclaimed, “The success of
Katherine Dunham and her group approached the sensational….These dances…were so
superlatively well executed last night that they constituted for the majority of the audience
nothing less than a revelation.”21 Dunham paid close attention to what appealed to a broader
audience. In a July 1937 interview about her future plans, she stated, “I suppose I shall continue
17
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my experimenting in the primitive realm, which so far has proved very successful.” She also
insisted that she wanted to continue to create balletic works, but these would fall flat in
comparison to the overwhelming praise she received for her Caribbean dances.22
Meanwhile, Dunham’s continued coursework at the University of Chicago enabled her to
think critically about how to present sexuality onstage. Many of the dances she learned in the
Caribbean emphasized sexuality or fertility, and Dunham needed to perform them in a way that
American audiences would accept as artistic rather than erotic. In January 1937, she won a grant
from the Rockefeller Foundation to pursue her Master’s Degree at the University of Chicago.
She took a heavy course load that academic year, enrolling in classes such as Introduction to
Anthropology, Physical Anthropology, The American Indian, The Family, Peoples of the Pacific,
The Folk Society, and Andean Cultures.23 Her coursework addressed sexuality in a
straightforward, scientific way that naturalized human sexual behavior; her archives include class
notes on the biology of reproduction, mate selection, and sex within marriage.24 Dunham later
reflected that her classes gave her confidence to adopt a “freedom of sexual presentation” in
performance.25 In a handwritten essay from the mid-1930s, Dunham wrote about links between
dance and sexuality:
The dance can be said to be inherently the root of the orgy, the sexual act itself
being in the nature of a dance….Courtship dances are undoubtedly motivated by
sex and are an almost universal practice…..The function of the dance in these
cases is not only to give expression to sexual impulses but also to excite them,
both in the dancer and in the onlooker. Dancing as a means of sexual selection
was recognized and consequently both attacked and defended down through the
Middle Ages and even into modern times.26
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Dunham emphasized the universal and transhistorical nature of the link between dance and sex.
In another section of the essay, she also recognized dance as an important part of various
religions, from the Whirling Dervishes to the American Shakers, then made a link between the
sexual and religious functions of dancing. In many of the societies she studied, the “chief
concerns” of the communities were fertility and agricultural growth, both of which involved the
“mystery of growing things” which in turn “involved magic and religion.”27 She invoked Ancient
Greece and Asia Minor to demonstrate that fertility was not just a preoccupation of Africa or the
Caribbean. Her study of sexuality in dance as an intellectual pursuit gave her a sense of authority
and legitimacy in presenting those connections onstage.
Despite the benefits of her academic education, performance opportunities meant that
Dunham found less time to pursue her master’s degree. She continued to take classes and write
her master’s thesis, but dreaded the necessary exams. In May 1937 she wrote to Herskovits, “The
attempt to do justice to both artistic and scholastic urges is fast reaching a climax, I fear….I’ve a
sinking feeling when I think about comprehensives.”28 She also felt a lack of encouragement
from her academic mentors, who urged her to focus her energies on performance. She wrote to
Herskovits, "By stressing the artistic do you people [her advisor Robert Redfield and Herskovits]
mean to discard a scientific approach? I have an uncomfortable feeling that it is merely a polite
way of telling me that I'm too stupid to be an anthropologist!"29 Herskovits assured her that her
intelligence was not in question, but rather that she seemed most drawn to dance.30
Given Herskovits’ lifelong dedication to eliminating racial prejudice and his mentorship
of several African American scholars, his words were probably sincere. He had, however, cooled
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in support of Dunham’s academic career. After Herskovits’ years of mentorship, including his
instrumental role in her receiving two Rosenwald grants and a Rockefeller Foundation award,
Dunham decided to pursue her master’s degree at the University of Chicago rather than with
Herskovits at Northwestern. When Dunham called to tell him the news, the tense silence at the
other end of the line revealed her mentor’s disappointment. Northwestern University, she
explained to him later in a letter, seemed less racially tolerant than the University of Chicago,
and she would feel too far removed from Chicago’s dance community if living in Evanston.
Herskovits accepted her explanations, but supported her less enthusiastically than before.31
Redfield was probably more directly discouraging. In 1939, in a letter of recommendation for
Dunham to receive further Rosenwald funding, he wrote, “She is a better-than-average student,
but with her handicaps of sex and race one would certainly hesitate to encourage her to make a
career as a teacher and research worker in anthropology.”32 If Redfield felt that way in 1939, it is
more than likely that he felt similarly in 1937 when Dunham was deciding her future career path.
Although Dunham would continue to write for the rest of her life, her formal academic
studies ended in late 1937 when she was offered the position of Dance Director for Chicago’s
Negro Unit of the Federal Theatre Project (FTP). Her relationship with the FTP further
strengthened her links to the Popular Front. Two years earlier, the Roosevelt administration had
established the Works Progress Administration (WPA) to provide “meaningful work” to millions
of unemployed Americans, including artists, through programs such as the FTP. The government
had decided to treat artists as workers, rather than as eccentric social outsiders—a radical stance
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in the 1930s.33 The first goal of the federal arts projects, WPA director Harry Hopkins declared,
was to provide jobs; the second to produce quality works of art. Hopkins’ priorities stirred up
controversy. Professional artists worried that throngs of amateurs would dilute the quality of
artwork produced. Theatre professionals in particular feared that government-subsidized projects
would face strict censorship and compete with private shows. In large cities such as New York
and Chicago, unions protested the below-union wages that the FTP offered.34
Hopkins and FTP national director Hallie Flanagan tried to convince skeptics that
government-supported theatre had great value. Hopkins explained that the productions would
expose ordinary people to live theatre, expanding the audience for the arts in America. Flanagan
argued that private patronage limited artistic freedom, whereas government theatre under her
leadership promoted risk-taking. Flanagan and Hopkins also shared the left-wing belief in art as
a mechanism of social change. FTP plays would address working-class issues and combat racial
discrimination. Black FTP workers received equal pay for equal work, and all FTP performances
were held in integrated theatres, though there were separate FTP Negro Units. Some productions,
at least, were integrated and contained messages of racial solidarity.35
The relatively racially progressive and open-minded ethos of the FTP, as well as the
financial remuneration it offered, gave Dunham the time, space, and funds to choreograph her
first major work: L’Ag’Ya (1938). For the first time, Dunham was able to present a distinct
aesthetic vision and a new understanding of diasporic cultural expression. On January 27, 1938,
the Dance Division of Chicago’s FTP produced its first major concert, Ballet Fedré, at the Great
Northern Theatre. L’Ag’Ya appeared third on the program. Dunham played Loulouse, a young
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woman in a fictional tiny fishing village, Vauclin, in Martinique. According to the program
notes, the ballet opens with a scene of Loulouse flirting with her lover, Alcides (in later
programs, shortened to Alcide), by the shore. They dance a loving pas de deux, or balletic duet.
Another villager, Julot, watches jealously, and decides to go to the jungle to get a potion, the
cambois, from a community of zombies in order to win Loulouse’s love. After the “Dance of the
Zombies,” Julot returns to Vauclin, where the villagers are dancing a mazouk, or creolized
version of a Polish mazurka, and the beguine, a flirtatious dance. Loulouse and the others
succumb to Julot’s cambois and begin to dance the majumba, a highly sexual dance of courtship
that, Dunham wrote, came from “ancient Africa.” Loulouse begins to shed layers of clothing as
the love potion takes effect. Alcides, incensed, breaks the spell, saves Loulouse from completely
disrobing, and challenges Julot to a fight—the ag’ya—during which Alcides tragically dies.36
In Dunham’s 1937 performances, her Haitian Ceremonial Dances and other works based
on ethnographic research attempted to reproduce not only the form, but also the function of the
dances on a concert stage. In L’Ag’Ya, she took various Caribbean dances out of their original
functional context in order to serve the Western dramatic narrative of a love triangle. The ag’ya
was no longer about friendly rivalry and showmanship among men in a Martinican village, but
rather a deadly competition between two rival lovers. The ‘zepaules movement of shimmying
shoulders no longer indicated possession by a loa, but rather the influence of a magic potion.
Dunham’s “charm dance” solo, within the larger majumba section, offered a particularly
interesting example of functional translation. Zora Neale Hurston, in Tell My Horse, describes a
Vodou ritual in which a mambo rhetorically asks the question, “What is the truth?” In response,
the mambo discards six layers of clothing in order to reveal her genitalia, which in Hurston’s
36
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interpretation, meant, “There is no mystery beyond the mysterious source of life.”37 Dunham
very likely heard about such a ceremony while in Haiti, though she did not write about it.
Knowing that the dance’s original function—to display female sex organs as the answer to the
search for divine truth—would not translate well for her American audiences, she transformed
the disrobing from a sacred to a magical act, and in so doing, expressed the sexuality inherent in
dance without such actions coming across as vulgar. In the following photograph, Dunham poses
in the last layer of her L’Ag’Ya costume: a low-cut, strapless top and a sheer petticoat that reveals
her ruffled underwear.
Not only did Dunham revise the functions of Caribbean dances in L’Ag’Ya, she also
revised the forms. As seen in the photograph, she seamlessly blended influences from a variety
of dance idioms in her movement. She hinges backward, in almost a straight line from her knees
to her shoulders, a position often seen in modern dance. Her arms extend over her head in what
would be a ballet fifth position, but she sharply bends, not curves, her elbows. Her costume
suggests both balletic femininity and the traditional white garments of many Afro-Caribbean
communities. Dunham appears to have thrown her arms above her head, rather than placed them
there, signaling a dynamism absent from traditional ballet.
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Figure 2. Katherine Dunham in L’Ag’Ya, 1938. Photography by Moss Photo. Courtesy of Missouri Historical Society.

Dunham would eventually codify many of the movements developed for L’Ag’Ya as
Dunham Technique. In a February 1938 WPA archival photograph of the “Zombie” scene, the
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couple on the far left (and the woman on the far right) face each other with legs opened wide,
turned out, and bent—a ballet second position plié. Also as in a ballet second position, the
dancers’ arms spread out wide over their legs, shoulders higher than elbows, and elbows higher
than wrists. Instead of curving the arms and separating the fingers, however, the L’Ag’Ya dancers
bend their elbows angularly and face their palms down, fingers fused together.38 The stance is of
a balletic second position, but with legs wider apart, more suggestive of modern dance in which
the dancers are closer to gravity. The arms are in what became “Dunham Second Position.” Not
every dancer in the photograph has the upright carriage and turned-out legs of the couple on the
left, but this was most likely because most of the dancers in the ballet were untrained.

Figure 3. Zombie scene of L’Ag’Ya from Ballet Fedré, 1938. Photography by Swisher Photography. Public Domain.
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With L’Ag’Ya, Dunham shifted the focus of black dance from ideas of authenticity and
origins to hybridity and modernism. To be sure, the piece included Africanist influences, but she
seamlessly blended these with ballet, German expressionist modernism, and her own point of
view. Jasmine Johnson, following the work of Paul Gilroy and Brent Edwards, contends that the
diaspora is a “space of hybridity,” and that what defines dance as black is not the extent to which
it registers as African, but rather “in the impossibility of finding what’s at the bottom.”39 If so,
then Dunham is one of the first choreographers to move black dance to this diasporic
understanding. Batiste argues that L’Ag’Ya’s overall structure also contributed to its unique
formulation of diaspora. Dunham staked out an approach to understanding daily life that
departed from “an overarching Western linearity of the narrative” through the circularity of
repeated movement patterns in work life (first act), sacred life (second act), and holidays (third
act). By portraying an eighteenth-century Martinican village as culturally cohesive and not
dominated by white colonial influence, Dunham developed a “diasporic black nationalist ethos.”
She “normalized” the potentially exoticizing elements of the second act, set in the Forest of the
Zombies, through its positioning between two acts of everyday black life.40
Dunham’s new choreography did not just shape the future of black dance, but also
offered the Chicago public her vision for the future of dance as a whole. During the decade of the
1930s, artists and intellectuals called for creating uniquely American forms of art appropriate for
a democratic society rather than imitating hierarchical, elitist, and increasingly fascist European
culture.41 By the mid-1930s, Martha Graham and other choreographers believed that they had
found the answer. Modern dance was American dance. It would represent the ideals of freedom
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and liberty that made America the most modern country in the world.42 At Bennington College
on August 6, 1938, Graham premiered American Document, a work split into five “episodes”
that asked a central question: “What Is an American?” Graham employed the format of a
minstrel show and wove in spoken text from foundational American documents, such as
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address and the Declaration of Independence, to explore the history of
American democracy. Throughout the piece, Graham embodied various figures, including a
Native American, an African American, an immigrant, and a member of the working poor, to
examine the different contributors to the American experience. While condemning certain
aspects of the nation’s past, American Document ended on a positive and patriotic tone,
celebrating American democracy as the epitome of “courage,” “justice,” “power,” and
“freedom.”43 Mark Franko suggests that Graham’s vision of American nationalism was also
distinctly anti-fascist. She suggested that America’s origins lay not in mythic racial purity, but
rather in diverse groups of people and foundational historical texts that asserted democratic
values.44 By having her dancers represent these ideals through her movement vocabulary,
Graham linked her version of modern dance to American national identity.
Figures in the ballet world, most notably Lincoln Kirstein, shared the modern dance
choreographers’ ideals. Kirstein founded Ballet Caravan in 1936 as an attempt to create an
American ballet, with American dancers, music, and themes. The American style, he wrote in
Blast at Ballet in 1938, came “from basketball courts, track and swimming meets and junior
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proms….It is frank, open, fresh and friendly.”45 In 1938, within two months of Graham’s
American Document premiere, Ballet Caravan performed Billy the Kid, choreographed by
Eugene Loring to a commissioned score by Aaron Copland. This ballet about a “proletarian
hero” of the American West captivated audiences and remains a classic in ballet repertoires
across the country.46
While sharing Graham and Kirstein’s desire to find new material and forms of
expression, Dunham had little interest in creating a distinctly national art form. Instead, she
sought to redefine who, and what, could represent universal human themes. Two decades earlier,
African American vaudeville dancer Aida Overton Walker had voiced her disappointment that
American theater offered no space for black love stories because white audiences generally saw
black performers as less than equally human, incapable of complex human emotion. In order to
stay financially solvent, therefore, African American vaudeville and musical theatre companies
generally avoided staging romantic scenes.47 In contrast, Loulouse, Alcides, and Julot formed a
classic love triangle in L’Ag’Ya, and the first two danced a tender, romantic, ballet duet. Sharp
angles in the arms, movement stemming from the solar plexus and hips, and bent knees formed a
new, Africanist vocabulary that all dancers could use to fulfill Mary Wigman’s dictum that
movement express the inner emotional and psychological landscape of the modern individual.
Critics loved L’Ag’Ya. According to Cecil Smith in the Chicago Daily Tribune, Ballet
Fedré’s “first honors” went to Dunham’s ballet.48 Robert Pollak of the Chicago Daily News,
another mainstream paper, wrote that “the show was clearly stolen” by Dunham’s
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choreography.49 The Chicago Defender, the nation’s leading black newspaper, enthusiastically
endorsed Dunham as “the most outstanding Race dancer in the world today” and claimed that
L’Ag’Ya was “the most thrilling theatrical experience one has ever witness[ed] of Race
members.”50 Nobody seemed to care about the sexually suggestive nature of the majumba or
believe that it detracted from the artistry of the performance. Critic Eugene Stinson wrote, “The
real strength of the action lies in the long sustained dance in which Woody Wilson, aided by a
Zombie charm, forces Miss Dunham (an exquisite figure) to yield him her clothing item by item
until Henry Pitts, her rightful swain, suicidally intervenes.”51 Dunham’s beautiful body
impressed Stinson, but importantly his language was devoid of racial slurs, derogatory
statements about female sexuality, or moralistic tones.
L’Ag’Ya also had ramifications for Dunham’s personal life. She had separated from her
husband Jordis McCoo soon after returning from the Caribbean in 1936. Through the WPA
project she met John Pratt, a white costume and set designer assigned to the ballet. She invited
him back to her house one evening, and he, she recalled later, “began kissing me in a way I had
never been kissed before.”52 Her first marriage had not been passionate; she had married McCoo
out of a fear of loneliness. As Pratt’s romantic partner, Dunham gained entrée into Chicago’s
elite, white Chicago North Side society. In turn, when Pratt joined Dunham in South Side
churches and barbecue shacks, he was often the only white person there. They received hostile
looks and comments in streetcars, restaurants, and almost everywhere they went, save the leftwing circles of the FTP, the University of Chicago, and their artistic community. Dunham
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recalled, “it was astonishing to the person on the street just to see us walk down the street
together.”53 Dunham’s romance with Pratt gave her yet another reason to identify with the
Popular Front, as that community was one of the few in the metropolis that accepted and
supported their relationship, but the dictates of popular success meant that she would soon
distance herself from this political world.

The Birth of “Negro Dance”
The success of L’Ag’Ya established Dunham as one of Chicago’s preeminent
choreographers, and she used that status to unleash her creative vision. From 1938-1940, she
expanded her repertoire to include works such as Peruvienne (1938), set in the world of
sixteenth-century Incas, and Rara Tonga, (1938) set in Melanesia. She fulfilled the promise
made in her 1934 Rosenwald application to take inspiration from a wide range of so-called
primitive societies, including those of indigenous Americans and “island peoples.”54 She also
choreographed new dances set in other regions of the African diaspora she had yet to visit in
person. Critics noticed no difference between the dances based in ethnographic research and
those derived largely from Dunham’s imagination. In October 1938, “Katherine Dunham and
Dance Group” performed at the Goodman Theatre of Chicago’s Art Institute. Cecil Smith wrote
in the Chicago Daily Tribune, “An authentic rhumba from Santiago de Cuba, two Peruvian
popular dances, and a bailana [sic] from Brazil all illustrated the success with which the dancer
has assimilated the results of her study in these exotic places.”55
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Smith was less enthusiastic about her other works, one “danced in the style of Martha
Graham” and another in which Dunham “interpreted symbolically” a Mark Turbyfill poem “in a
modified ballet style.” Smith found both works “extremely weak in composition and
movement.”56 His criticisms may have been well founded, as Dunham had had few opportunities
to train in either genre. Discrimination against African Americans meant that few teachers would
accept black students, and she had been told as a teenager in Joliet that ballet lessons were not
available.57 She began ballet classes at age nineteen and continued them sporadically for five
years; her modern dance training came from a Russian actress-dancer, Ludmila Speranzeva. The
purportedly racially liberal Rosenwald Foundation had refused to support Dunham’s desire for
further training in ballet or modern dance, revealing the extent to which racial bias prevented her
from furthering her knowledge of these techniques. Nor had she received training in
composition. Smith’s criticisms of her efforts in ballet and modern dance, however, perhaps also
reflected the stereotype that African Americans were incapable of choreographing these elite
forms. Throughout the rest of her career, she faced critics who insisted that her race limited her
artistic range.
A year later, Dunham eliminated the poorly-received balletic and Graham-esque works
from her repertoire. In November 1939, the Dance Group again performed at the Goodman
Theatre. This time, Smith only found fault with the agitprop piece Tableaux of Spanish Earth,
which he called “phony” and “quite out of Miss Dunham’s real métier.”58 The Chicago Dancer
critic similarly felt that the Tableaux of Spanish Earth had a “superficial approach,” whereas
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“this was never felt in the primitive numbers.”59 The agitprop work would disappear from her
repertoire by the end of the year. Chicago dance critics did approve of Dunham’s major addition
to the November 1939 concert at the Goodman Theatre: an Americana section rooted in African
American vernacular dances. Earlier that year, she had landed a position as dance director for a
new version of Pins and Needles, a Broadway revue produced by the International Ladies’
Garment Workers Union. The position came through Mary Hunter, the same woman who had
introduced her to Mark Turbyfill. While in New York rehearsing the new numbers for Pins and
Needles, Dunham attended a concert in commemoration of black composers, which revived her
interest in African American vernacular expression. After working with theatre veterans Tom
Fletcher and Noble Sissle, she decided to incorporate Southern African American social dance
steps—the Pas Mala, Ballin’ the Jack, Palmerhouse, Cakewalk, and others—into her program,
which were called the “Plantation Dances.” The November 1939 performance also included
creative reworkings of urban African American social dances, in which Dunham combined
knowledge from Fletcher and Sissle with her visits to storefront churches and barbeque shacks in
Chicago. She explained in her memoirs, “If I could research and present the equivalent from
other countries, I could not consider myself a conscientious field anthropologist if I neglected the
rich heritage of the American Negro.”60
And yet, the “field anthropolog[y]” Dunham conducted for her “Plantation Dances” was
very different than what she had done in the Caribbean. In Haiti and elsewhere, Dunham had
participated in sacred rituals and dances of local communities, examining how such dances
performed certain functions in society. In this case, rather than go to the American South herself,
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Dunham drew upon the rich heritage of theatricalized versions of the folk. Fletcher was a wellknown vaudeville and black musical theatre performer; Sissle was an impressive composer and
lyricist of Shuffle Along and other musicals. Dunham claimed that she was the first person to
revive the plantation dances after “a hiatus of more than fifty years.”61 Yet the Cakewalk and
other dances had been an important component of minstrelsy, black vaudeville, black musical
theatre, urban competitions, and even recreational dancing throughout the early twentieth
century. Her erasure of this history points to the problematic way Dunham often separated
herself from performers who came before her, even as she relied directly on their guidance. At
the same time, by adding the United States to her vision of black dance, Dunham adopted a
hemispheric sensibility that had important ramifications for her creative depiction of diaspora.
She broadened beyond a regional specialty in Caribbean dance to begin to make connections
between various cultures.
This new hemispheric focus was a sensation in New York in the first Broadway
appearance of “Katherine Dunham and Dance Group.” On February 18, 1940, she premiered
Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot” at the Windsor Theatre. She not only eliminated the overtly modern,
ballet, and Popular Front dances that had so troubled critics during the past two years, but also
discarded the performed ethnographies. Gone were Haitian Ceremonial Dances and explanatory
program notes. Almost every piece in the program showcased her new fusion aesthetic. The first
half of Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot” consisted of seven numbers: Primitive Rhythms (which
included “Rara Tonga”), Rumba, Mexican Rumba, Peruvienne, Bahiana, Island Songs, and
Tropics. The second half of the show consisted of her new Americana pieces: Plantation and
Minstrel Dances From the Ballet Bre’r Rabbit and Le Jazz “Hot.”62 By expanding beyond the
61
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islands of her ethnographic research into other parts of the Caribbean, Latin America, and the
United States, Dunham and her dancers created a new vision of the African diaspora onstage.
Dunham’s creativity, not her relatively limited ethnographic experiences, made such a vision of
diaspora possible. One of her best-loved numbers, Bahiana, provides a compelling example.

Figure 4. Dunham in “Batucada,” ca. 1948. Photography by Roger Wood. Courtesy of Royal Opera House
Archive, London.
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In the late 1930s, Dunham first heard the song “Batucada,” by Brazilian composer Don
Alfonso.63 Entranced by the tune, she choreographed a short dance in which a woman from the
Bahia region of Brazil flirts with a group of fishermen. The curtain rises to reveal the fishermen
sitting stage left singing and holding the instruments of their labor. One fisherman takes a rope
from his shoulder and throws one end off stage right. The woman from Bahia (almost
exclusively played by Dunham) appears from the wing, tied in the rope. She begins to sing
“Batucada” while slowly twirling herself into the rope as she moves closer to the group of men.
The movements consist of simple triplet steps, the gentle swaying of hips, and a few contretemps
(a balletic catch-step). One of the male musicians rises from his seated position to dance
flirtatiously with Dunham.64 John Pratt’s gorgeous costumes also helped invoke the scene.
Dunham had never visited Brazil. Her source of expertise on Brazilian culture, she
claimed, was a “drummer boy” in her company, but programs from her 1938-1940 concerts only
list two drummers: Gaucho Vanderhans, from the Dutch Antilles, and Candido Vincenti, from
Cuba.65 Regardless of the accuracy or source of her knowledge about Brazil, Dunham applied the
Africanist aesthetics she had learned elsewhere in the Caribbean, as well as her ballet and
modern dance training, to create a dance that evoked the mood of the song “Batucada” and the
Afro-Brazilian community that inspired it. She repeated similar gestures and movements in other
dances in the show, though with different costumes, sets, and musical arrangements. The revue
format of Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot,” meaning multiple shorter works only loosely connected
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thematically, worked perfectly to showcase a culturally unified yet diverse African diaspora. Her
evolving dance technique provided the visual thread that linked the pieces together.
The revue format moved Dunham away from the prevailing chronological model of
diaspora of the early twentieth century. Susan Manning and Anthea Kraut mistakenly equate the
performance of diaspora in the Negro Dance Evening of 1937 with Dunham’s Tropics and Le
Jazz “Hot” in 1940.66 The Negro Dance Evening publicity flyer stated that the program started
in Africa in order to see the “roots” of contemporary black dance. The organizers overlooked the
fact that African-born Asadata Dafora had created the program’s African dances based on his
lived experiences with twentieth-century African dance, not dances from a historic past. The
program continued with dances from the West Indies, the first stop of the slave ships in the New
World, then dances from the United States, and finally, “Modern Trends.”67 This chronological
narrative also existed in performances such as O, Sing a New Song, a 1934 pageant in Chicago
for which Dunham contributed choreography.68 The progress narrative implicit in these
performances highlighted the achievements of African Americans and relegated their
contemporaries in Africa and the Caribbean to a less civilized past. In contrast to this model,
Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot” had no temporal arc. Dunham formatted her shows based on
theatrical considerations, placing the various diasporic communities of the Caribbean, South
America, and United States on a relatively horizontal plane.
At the same time, the concept of diaspora has limitations with respect to Dunham’s
choreography, given that she did not at this point think with a diasporic framework. Rather, she
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saw herself as an expert in primitive rhythms, which gave her the authority to create a piece like
Rara Tonga. Her “primitive” expertise was also the foundation for her claim to universality. As
she had stated in her 1934 application to the Rosenwald Foundation, she believed that the study
of “primitive” peoples would uncover “fundamental and universal” principles of human
movement.69 Her ethnographic fieldwork in the Caribbean had confirmed this belief. In 1941,
she wrote that “the student of anthropology gradually comes to recognize universal emotional
experiences, common alike to both the primitive Bushman and the sophisticated
cosmopolitan.”70 Such a statement problematically reinforced a division between “primitive” and
“sophisticated” while at the same time challenging that division. She continued, “Every person
who has a germ of artistry seeks to recreate and present an impression of universal human
experience.”71 Dunham never explicitly claimed to represent diaspora onstage. Instead, she
wished to present universal human experience, through not only dances of the Caribbean, but
also dances of other so-called primitive peoples, including indigenous Americans, such as in
Peruvienne, and dances of the Pacific Islands, in Rara Tonga, of which she had no direct
experience.
Though one could perhaps claim that Dunham simply followed the linguistic conventions
of her time, by the early 1940s progressive artists and intellectuals had begun to question the
term “primitive,” of which Dunham was well aware. In her essay on Negro dance for Sterling
Brown’s compendium The Negro Caravan in 1941, she included a footnote to defend her use of
primitive, claiming that she did not mean “loose, or inferior, or simple.”72 By including the
disclaimer, Dunham acknowledged that the term had negative connotations, especially for the
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African American readership of The Negro Caravan. Yet she refused to abandon primitivism as
a defining characteristic of her aesthetic, illustrating how deeply her anthropological training at
the University of Chicago had influenced her.
Despite Dunham’s universalist goals, dance critics, both black and white, could not see
beyond her race. They proclaimed the performance of Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot” as a watershed
moment not in the field of modern dance, but in “Negro dance.” Walter Terry wrote of the
Windsor Theatre performance, “last Sunday New York saw the Negro dance come into its
own.”73 His article, “Katherine Dunham Emerges Leader of Negro Dance,” crowned her as the
founder of black dance an art form. Dan Burley of the New York Amsterdam News, an African
American newspaper, agreed. “As an independent medium of expression,” Burley wrote, “the
Negro dance has been established here by Miss Dunham.”74 New York Times dance critic John
Martin called Dunham a “revelation” and her choreography “the nearest thing that has yet been
shown hereabouts to the basis of a true Negro dance art.”75
While seemingly only full of praise, the exclusive focus on Dunham as a black dancer led
the reviewers to overlook her innovative fusion attempts. A week after the performance, Martin
again dedicated his column to Dunham. In this second review, he ignored her aim “to create a
technique as important to the white man as it is to the Negro.”76 He also misrepresented her
approach to dance: “Miss Dunham has apparently based her theory on the obvious fact so often
overlooked that if the Negro is to develop an art of his own he can begin only with the seeds of
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that art that lie within him. These seeds are abundant and unique.”77 Dunham did not believe that
the seeds of her dance choreography lay “within” black bodies as some genetic marker, but
rather in the social worlds of black communities. She had told Frederick Orme in 1938 that the
musicality and dancing abilities attributed to black people were “not based on any physical
difference nor is it psychological; we are sociologically conditioned.”78
Dunham also believed that the “seeds” for a black dance company lay as equally in ballet
as in folk forms. Martin expressed “distress” that Talley Beatty and Archie Savage, two male
dancers in Dunham’s company, had a “tendency to introduce the technique of the academic
ballet.” “What is there in the human mind,” Martin asked, “that is so eager to reduce the rare and
genuine to the standard and foreign?”79 There was perhaps an element of homophobia to
Martin’s critique, for he only disliked men performing ballet, still highly feminized in the 1930s.
Dunham also argued that the primitive was a technique that needed to be learned, no less than
ballet.80 Both forms were “foreign” to the African American dancers in her company.
Some critics saw another problem with Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot”: her embrace of
minstrelsy. Dan Burley of the African American newspaper New York Amsterdam News
applauded all of the choreography except for “Bre’r Rabbit An’ De Tah’ Baby” section of
Plantation and Minstrel Dances, which he felt suffered from “overtreatment.”81 Minstrelsy had
been a staple of both white and black musical theatre in America for over seventy-five years, and
perhaps Burley felt that Dunham’s reliance on a familiar minstrel trope—the tar baby—did not
challenge existing stereotypes about black performance in the way that the rest of her show did.
Like the other numbers in Dunham’s show, the piece presented a happy, insular black world, free
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from white racism. Unlike the other numbers, however, these dances were set during what
Dunham called “Childhood in the American Minstrel Days.” Because minstrelsy’s popularity
was primarily between the 1830s and the 1890s, her happy depiction of black life suggested
acquiescence to either slavery or the oppressive racism of the late nineteenth century. Critic
Margery Dana of the Daily Worker echoed Burley. Dana admitted, “this dance artist and her
company are to date the best representatives of the Negro dance to perform in the East,” but
criticized the Americana numbers for mirroring Broadway’s stereotypical representations of
African American life. Dana especially disliked that Dunham used burnt cork—blackface—in
“Bre’r Rabbit An’ De Tah Baby.”82
None of the other critics, including Burley, mentioned the burnt cork. Because the Bre’r
Rabbit ballet was in the suite of minstrel dances, perhaps critics expected the performers to
darken their faces as a part of the minstrel tradition. Blackface appeared in many films and
shows of the 1930s and early 1940s, such as Swing Time, Kid Millions, Babes in Arms, This is
the Army, Jazz Singer, and both the film and stage versions of On Your Toes, a musical
choreographed by George Balanchine.83 Dunham saw no problem with including minstrelsy in
her shows. In her Negro Caravan article, she argued that minstrelsy “served to make the Negro
newly conscious of the value of his own expression.”84 Minstrelsy formed a part of black
America’s artistic heritage; therefore, she wanted to include it in her programs. Dunham’s blind
spot about the negative connotations of blackface matched her blind spot about calling her work
“primitive.”
Despite these problems, in Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot” Dunham at least had control over
the production of her show. She determined how primitivism and minstrelsy would inform her
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choreography and the overall atmosphere of the evening. Her next major Broadway appearance,
in the musical Cabin in the Sky, gave Dunham less control, and thus the message of her
performances became less clear.
The Cabin in the Sky opportunity came about because Mary Hunter, Dunham’s former
director at the Cube Theater, brought the Russian émigré choreographer George Balanchine to
see Tropics and Le Jazz “Hot.” Balanchine had trained at the Imperial Ballet School in St.
Petersburg, Russia before joining Serge Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes in Paris in 1924. In his years
as Diaghilev’s ballet master, Balanchine developed a “neoclassical” style: dance that was
“unmistakably modern” in its innovative partnering and in expanding the limits of the physical
body, but that simultaneously adhered to classical principles of harmony and beauty, precise
“physical geometry,” and clear technique. He felt little need to tell a dramatic narrative, as most
nineteenth-century choreographers had done, instead expressing a strong desire to reflect “not
only the rhythm, melody, and harmony [of music], but even the timbres of the instruments” in
movement.85 In 1933, Balanchine moved to the United States and founded the School of
American Ballet with Lincoln Kirstein. The School struggled, so in order to make ends meet,
Balanchine choreographed for Broadway. He worked with Josephine Baker in Ziegfeld Follies of
1936 and the Nicholas Brothers in Babes in Arms (1937), furthering his appreciation for African
American aesthetics that he had first developed in jazz-age Paris. In 1940, the producers of a new
African American musical, Cabin in the Sky, hired Balanchine to stage the show. After seeing
Katherine Dunham at the Windsor, Balanchine flew to Chicago to ask her to join the production
with her dancers.
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Cabin in the Sky tells the story of Little Joe, a gambler living in the rural American
South, who is stabbed in a bar fight. As he lies dying in bed, headed for hell because of his sinful
behavior, his wife Petunia prays to the “Lawd” to grant Joe one more chance. The “Lawd” gives
Joe six months to try to earn a spot in heaven. Joe feels torn between his pious wife Petunia and
the seductress Georgia Brown, who tempts him to rejoin the world of gambling and nightclubs.
Ethel Waters had agreed to play Petunia; Balanchine wanted Dunham for the part of Georgia
Brown and her dancers for the chorus.
Dunham agreed to do the show not because she particularly loved the script, but rather
because it was an opportunity to perform on Broadway.86 She and her dancers could finally make
a decent living and a name for themselves. As a tradeoff, however, she faced restrictions on her
stage presentation. Cabin in the Sky differed little from previous black musicals on Broadway in
that non-African Americans controlled all aspects of the production. Lynn Root, a white
Minnesotan, wrote the script. The producers hired three Russian émigrés, Vladimir Dukelsky
(Vernon Duke), George Balanchine, and Boris Aronson to compose the music, stage the show,
and design the sets, respectively. Aronson’s wife recalls that “none of them knew anything about
the South,” so they all went to Virginia to do research. Vernon Duke and the lyricist John
LaTouche quickly gave up and decided to write their own kind of “colored songs.”87 With little
to rely on save existing stereotypes about Southern black folk, the show seemed destined to
reproduce images that Dunham fought against in her own dance concerts.
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Dunham, however, had an ally in Balanchine, who was not limited by stereotyped ideas
of black performance. The Russian choreographer wanted to open Cabin in the Sky with Ethel
Waters singing a Russian dirge at Little Joe’s deathbed. Balanchine believed that the dirge would
set an avant-garde tone for the play and encourage the audience to look past skin color to think
about the play’s universal themes of life and death.88 Ethel Waters rebelled. She wanted to sing a
Negro spiritual. Balanchine relented, unhappily, and the play opened with “Wade in the Water”
instead.89
While Waters remained inflexible, Dunham shared Balanchine’s expansive vision. She
agreed with his decision not to include a tap number in Cabin in the Sky, as she avoided tap in
her own shows. The producers, unable to conceive of portraying Southern African American folk
without some shuffling, tried to dissuade Balanchine, but he stormed out of the theater and
threatened to quit. Finally the producers relented, and as Vernon Duke recounted in his
autobiography, “Work was resumed with no tap or hoofing to mar our art.”90
To create art, not merely entertainment, was Dunham and Balanchine’s shared goal. They
fought against the commercial tendencies of Broadway to create an artistic fusion of her
Africanist sensibilities with his avant-garde aesthetic. Dunham described the process as “making
a cake batter very smooth…and not picking out little bits of it here and there.”91 They achieved a
seamless integration of dance idioms that expanded the visual spectrum of black dance in much
the same way Dunham had done two years earlier with L’Ag’Ya. According to dancer
Carmencita Romero, Balanchine would watch Dunham lead the company in class and rehearsals,
then borrow movements to choreograph the numbers. He wanted to showcase the dancers doing
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steps that they executed well and with confidence.92 For some dance numbers, Dunham handled
the choreography while Balanchine contributed to the staging, navigating entrances, exits, and
how people got from one part of the stage to another.93 From Dunham, Balanchine gained new
movement ideas; from Balanchine, Dunham learned how to produce a large-scale theatrical
show.94
Although the music and script limited Dunham and Balanchine’s choices, Dunham
borrowed from her ethnographic fieldwork in order to find “ways that would take us out of the
stereotype of ‘My Old Virginia Home.’”95 She insisted that Duke allow her drummers to perform
several numbers onstage and add Caribbean rhythms to the score. In the “Hell” scene, she drew
on Vodou possession rites to build a sense of frenzy. She incorporated other Caribbean
movements into the “(Vision) Egyptian Ballet,” which immediately followed the song “My Old
Virginia Home On the Nile.” With this song and dance sequence, Duke, Balanchine, and
Dunham redirected the mythical longing inscribed in most African American musicals of the
period. “My Old Virginia Home on the Nile” punned on the title of a popular minstrel song, “My
Old Kentucky Home,” written in 1853 by Stephen Foster. Several of Foster’s minstrel songs
were featured in black Hollywood films such as Hearts in Dixie (1929) and Hallelujah (1929).96
“My Old Kentucky Home” typified the framework that often dominated minstrelsy, vaudeville,
and black musicals of the early twentieth century: plantation nostalgia. With lyrics such as “The
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darkies are gay,” and “The young folk roll/On the little cabin floor/All merry, all happy and
bright,” the song painted a picture of slave life as innocent and joyous.97
Rather than dreaming of an idyllic life on a Southern slave plantation, Little Joe imagines
a different ancestral home: Egypt. Egypt was a powerful symbol of the Harlem Renaissance. In
the nineteenth century, slave spirituals had often expressed an affinity to the Jewish slaves who
built the pyramids and found deliverance from bondage through the guidance of Moses. In the
early twentieth century, the predominant affinity was not to the slaves, but to the powerful
pharaohs, black rulers who stood as proof of the greatness of African civilization.98 Langston
Hughes’ poem “The Negro Speaks of Rivers” (1921), in which the speaker “looked upon the
Nile and built the pyramids above it,” testifies to the alternate mythic past that ancient Egypt
offered to African Americans. While Hughes leaves the identity of the speaker—pharaoh or
slave—ambiguous, the line suggests power, strength, and agency, not a desire to flee a state of
bondage.99
Balanchine came up with the idea for the ballet, as he had done Egyptian ballets in
previous musicals and on the opera stage.100 Dunham then adapted his idea to suit a New Negro
diasporic vision. He wanted her to wear a Bedouin costume and sing an Arabic tune, but she
refused. Although he “was being ethnologically more accurate,” Dunham stated, his vision did
not comport with the celebrated African past that she wanted to convey. Instead, John Pratt
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dressed her as Nefertiti, an Egyptian queen, with an elegant, tall headdress, a strapless top, and a
sheer, slit-open skirt. Dunham felt like “showing some of my body…because it was glamorous,
very sexy.”101

Figure 5. Dunham in Cabin in the Sky, 1940. Photography by Bob Golby. Courtesy of
Special Collections Research Center, Morris Library, Southern Illinois University
Carbondale.
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In the photograph, Dunham’s raised leg is turned out and bent in a balletic position (a
front attitude), but she flexes her foot, which is bare, signaling the influence of modern dance.
Her arms, while not in a ballet position, are clearly formal and stylized. The carriage of her torso
is erect and proud, not bent over as if she were shuffling in a tap number or working on a
plantation, or leaning back as in a cakewalk. The pose epitomizes the smooth merging of ballet
and Africanist aesthetics that Dunham had begun two years earlier with L’Ag’Ya.
While able to control the form of her choreography in Cabin in the Sky, Dunham had less
control over its function. Her character was a seductress hired by the Devil to tempt Little Joe. In
essence, Georgia Brown embodied sin. In contrast, Dunham’s previous stage characters might
have flirted or danced seductively, but always in the service of promoting fertility or celebrating
the healthy and natural attraction between men and women. John Martin astutely captured the
dilemma in his review of Cabin in the Sky:
In her personal programs [Dunham] has frequently represented women of distinctly torrid
temperament, but never before has there been one at all like Georgia. The difference lies
entirely in the medium. In her own creations she is never without comment, presenting
the character and telling a wealth of secrets about it at the same time; as Georgia,
however, she has no chance for comment, no chance for the very quality that gives her art
its charm and its validity. She is a hundred per cent seductress.102
Other reviews of Cabin in the Sky reflected this changed perception of Dunham. L’Ag’Ya had
included sensual and sexual movements, but critics had focused on the innovative artistry of her
choreography. In reviewing Cabin, they called her the “hottest thing on Broadway” and a
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“Harlem siren.” Several critics said that the company’s dancing was “orgiastic,” and one called it
“wanton.”103
Dunham tried to fight such perceptions in her article “Thesis Turned Broadway,”
published in 1941 in California Art & Architecture magazine. While critics seemed to be
confused about whether she was “the hottest thing on Broadway” or “an intelligent, sensitive
young woman…an anthropologist of note,” Dunham believed that “it seems inevitable that
[these two representations] should have eventually fused completely.”104 Dunham did not believe
that her sexuality negated her intellect. She further refused to separate her anthropological
research from her Broadway career, arguing that Caribbean dances could easily appear onstage
in Cabin in the Sky if there were functional similarities. If the purpose of the grouillère in Haiti,
for example, was to show “sexual stimulus and release” then it was acceptable to use the
grouillère in Cabin in the Sky, when the functional context—sexual stimulation and release—
was similar.105 Dunham, however, failed to acknowledge that the broader context of these dances
differed greatly. Rural Haitian peasants understood the dance as a part of commonplace social
interaction, whereas American audiences saw the “orgiastic” dancing in Cabin in the Sky as
outside the boundary of normative sexuality.
***
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When Dunham had first returned from the Caribbean in 1936, Chicago’s Popular Front
community provided her venues to perform in and a ready, receptive audience. She embraced
political themes in her choreography and experimented with how to incorporate the Caribbean
material into her work. At first, she created performed ethnographies, but soon developed the
cultural fusion approach of L’Ag’Ya, in which she utilized her new aesthetic of Africanist
contemporary dance to tell a universal story of love and jealousy. With her growing success, she
shed the overtly political choreography of her Popular Front days. “Dunham is peculiar, as a
recognized Negro artist,” reporter Emily Herzog of the celebrity interest magazine WHO wrote
in 1941, “in that she has little dedication to the cause of her people.”106 Dunham told Herzog, “If
I develop as an artist and do whatever I do well, it will be understood that I am a Negro and it
will make the same thing easier for someone else.”107 Dunham felt no need to stage an explicit
social message. Her mere presence as an artistically accomplished black woman, she believed,
would change existing perceptions; racial progress would come naturally as a result of her
excellent dancing. Dunham’s politics of positive representation would face several challenges as
her growing popularity brought her work under increasing scrutiny.
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Chapter 3:
Pursuing a Double Victory: Racism and Representation During World War II
At the precise moment in May 1941 that Katherine Dunham insisted to journalist Emily
Herzog that she had no political agenda, racial representation on stage and screen was taking on
heightened political importance. In 1939, World War II had broken out when Germany invaded
Poland. Though the United States did not enter the war until December 1941, from the beginning
of the European conflict it had a clear interest in disavowing Nazi Party rhetoric about creating a
master race. To distance the United States from fascism, government officials and civic leaders
preached tolerance and equality as inherently American values. No longer could anthropologists
or other academics support theories of biological racial difference. Bigots, in Eric Foner’s words,
“were portrayed as a fifth column more dangerous than spies and saboteurs.”1 This new rhetoric
provided an opening for African Americans to protest segregation and discrimination, because
such racist policies now contradicted America’s stated ideals of freedom and equal rights for all
citizens. A. Phillip Randolph’s threat to march on Washington in 1941 led to President
Roosevelt’s Executive Order 8802 banning discrimination in defense-related employment and
establishing the Fair Employment Practices Commission (FEPC). Once the United States entered
the conflict, black political leaders called for a “Double V” campaign to win the war for
democracy: victory against fascism abroad and racism at home.2
Despite her protestations to Herzog early in 1941, during World War II Dunham enacted
her own “Double V” campaign by fighting for racial equality both onstage and off. Thomas
Sugrue has argued that civil rights activists were largely pragmatists who adjusted their methods
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to new situations and contexts.3 Dunham certainly fit that pattern. Sometimes she embraced the
rhetoric of democracy and integration, and at other times she spoke of the need to create a strong
African diasporic community. In press interviews she explained racism as a problem of
individual prejudice; in private correspondence, she noted the structural inequalities that
embedded racism deeply in American society. As a woman who ran a company and a school,
and thus had anywhere between thirty and fifty employees dependent on her at any given time,
she had to balance her political commitments with concern for the livelihoods of her dancers,
singers, musicians, stage managers, designers, teachers, and administrators. Furthermore,
embedded within Dunham’s “Double V” campaign was a second “Double V” aim: social justice
for the broader African American community and individual artistic success for herself.
On the silver screen and proscenium stage, Dunham embraced the politics of positive
representation as her primary strategy to achieve both racial justice and artistic success.
Changing perceptions of racism’s causes gave “representation” a heightened importance. As the
war began to generate jobs for men and women from all sectors of society, the Popular Front
language of economic rights gave way to a moral rhetoric about racism, as exemplified by
Gunner Myrdal’s arguments in An American Dilemma (1944). Many on the political left
continued to argue that racism was part of the worldwide exploitation of non-white peoples, but a
more mainstream belief emerged that racism represented “aberrant Americanism.”4 With this
framework, the United States could explain its racial problems as a psychological issue that
would end once individual ignorance abated. If white Americans saw racial minorities on stage
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and screen as smart, accomplished, and talented people, the thinking went, prejudice would melt
away.
Along such lines, Dunham argued that her shows contributed to the building of a better
democracy by representing black culture in a positive light. A large number of Americans
agreed. In February 1944, the New York Public Library named her as one of twelve African
Americans on its Honor Roll of Race Relations of 1943 “for her success in presenting authentic
dances of the Negro.”5 The Time Corporation, American Film Center, and William J. Small
advertising agency all asked for her help in creating film and radio segments promoting racial
tolerance; the NAACP, Department of Civil Liberties of the Elks Lodge in Washington DC,
numerous Harlem charities, the National Negro Congress, National Committee to Abolish the
Poll Tax, and virtually every racial justice organization active during World War II asked her to
speak or perform.6 As the Institute of Human Relations explained, “we feel that a dancing
program by you would foster appreciation of and engender good feeling towards the negro more
successfully than any speech by any person could do."7
As Dunham gained stature as a performing artist, however, her politics of positive
representation faced increasing scrutiny. Some journalists, fellow artists, and audience members,
both black and white, began to question Dunham’s embrace of primitivism and sexuality.
Whereas in 1940 the New York dance world had proclaimed her the founder of a new genre of
art, Negro concert dance, by the end of her Tropical Revue tour in 1945 many of those same
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people asserted that she had compromised her artistic integrity for the sake of commercial
success.
Although onstage representation was perhaps the most controversial and fraught strategy
Dunham employed to achieve social change, it was only one of many. “My major preoccupation,
aside from theatre presentation,” she wrote in her memoirs, “was fighting the relentless practice
of apartheid, especially in lodgings and eating places.”8 Because of the exploding popularity of a
national black press, African American artists became celebrities during World War II. They
received widespread attention for their actions, particularly when they were addressing issues of
racial discrimination.9 Dunham constantly appeared not just on the arts page or in the gossip
column, but on the front page of newspapers, whether for purchasing a mansion in New York
City’s all-white Upper East Side or for giving a speech against segregation to an audience in
Louisville. Martha Biondi has called black entertainers and artists the “unsung heroes” of the
early civil rights movement, for they were on the front lines of desegregating hotels, restaurants,
and neighborhoods as they toured the country.10 Although Dunham never joined the Communist
Party or affiliated herself with any particular political movement, she capitalized on her status as
a public figure to engage in significant civil rights activism offstage.

Dunham in Hollywood
During the 1930s, motion pictures became the dominant medium for mass entertainment
in America. Cultural values, social norms, and other codes of American life were transmitted
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through film. The federal government and civil rights groups quickly moved to utilize this
increasingly popular medium for political purposes. When the United States entered World War
II in December 1941, the Roosevelt administration needed to shore up public support for the war
and convince the world of the superiority of American democracy over European fascism.
African Americans in particular evinced skepticism about the war effort, as their enthusiastic
participation during World War I had resulted in little, if any, tangible progress toward racial
equality.11 In order to achieve its goals, the administration promoted patriotic films that
showcased America as a place of multiracial unity, often glossing over the persistent realities of
segregation and discrimination.12
Civil rights groups also held a stake in onscreen representation. Aware that the United
States needed to promote itself as a fair and democratic society to a global audience, the NAACP
pressured Washington, which in turn pressured Hollywood to expand the number and types of
roles available to African Americans. Hollywood liberals, eager to demonstrate their support for
interracial harmony, willingly produced films that did not indulge in formulaic stereotypes of
card-playing gamblers or loving mammies. The NAACP supported integrated films and more
multi-dimensional characters, even though some African American actors who had made a
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decent living playing maids and other characters in all-black films worried that the new activism
threatened their career stability.13
Dunham contributed to the new advocacy efforts by pushing the boundaries of racial
representation in her choreography for the films Carnival of Rhythm, Star-Spangled Banner, and
Stormy Weather. At the same time, her experiences reveal how Hollywood remained
circumscribed by entrenched stereotypes. Hannah Durkin, one of the few scholars to examine
Dunham’s film work, argues that she “negotiated classical Hollywood racial codes to
communicate a vision of black dancing bodies never before seen on screen,” but adds that movie
producers and audiences “did not have the analytic skills to comprehend the social meanings
behind the dances she performed.”14 Dunham, as Durkin suggests, faced problems of translation.
Dunham had staked her anthropological approach to dance on her ability to show the relationship
between form and function. She argued that modern dance choreographers’ abstract dances left
audiences cold, whereas she had a unique ability to reach audiences because her choreography
recreated the proper social contexts for the dances onstage, thus allowing the dancers to connect
the movements to meaningful and universal emotions.15 In Hollywood films, however, Dunham
could not control the context of her choreography. By divorcing form from function, Dunham’s
dances took on alternate meanings that supported other messages that Hollywood wanted to
convey.
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Dunham ran headlong into conflict with her first picture, Carnival of Rhythm, a
Technicolor short produced by Warner Brothers in 1941. Dunham envisioned an “authentic”
portrayal of Brazilian folk life, whereas producer Martin Sobelman warned that they would have
to sacrifice authenticity for a coherent storyline that would “sell.”16 Controversy arose when the
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America (MPPDA), commonly known as the Hays
Office, opposed having African Americans portray Brazilians in film. The Hays Office
demanded a rewrite of the script and a change in title (originally called “La Bahiana”) to avoid
mentioning a specific locale. According to one black viewer, these changes made the film “so
garbled and so twisted that it simply did not make sense.”17
Such edits were not unusual for a Hollywood film in the 1940s. From 1934 until 1968, all
films had to abide by the MPPDA Production Code, which enforced strict censorship of anything
viewed as immoral or controversial. Dunham enlisted the Brazilian Ambassador, Dr. Carlos
Martin, and Claude Barnett, President of the Associated Negro Press, to fight Hollywood’s
restrictions. Dunham invited Martin and other Brazilian officials to view a rehearsal for the
film’s dance numbers. The officials applauded Dunham’s work and assured the Warner Brothers
producers that they did not mind the dark skin tones of the performers. Reluctantly, the
producers let the film go forward, with the title and script changes.18 Dunham received credit for
production and choreography, a major step in Hollywood given that the choreographic
contributions of black dancers had mostly gone unrecognized.19 Barnett used the film as an
opportunity to push for changes in Hollywood. He called on Will Hays, President of the
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MPPDA, to echo Martin’s approval of Carnival of Rhythm and make an open declaration to
support positive roles for black Americans in film.20
Although Dunham won the battle of racial representation, she could not entirely control
the film editing. Dunham intended one number, “Adeus Terras,” to be a religious possession
ritual. In the middle of the dance, Dunham, entranced by the drums, lowers herself to the ground.
In a pushup position, she twists her hips and shoulders back and forth, then flips to face her torso
and head upward, a look of rapture or possession on her face. She flips to face down again, then
up and down in a frenzied sequence. The set did not suggest a sacred space of worship, nor did
the narrator’s introduction to this scene mention gods or religion—just the “wonder of ancient
Africa.” At the end of the number, Dunham walks off into the dark with a male partner as the
narrator proclaims that it is now time for “love’s fulfillment,” suggesting that the purpose of
“Adeus Terras” was heterosexual courtship or foreplay.21
Durkin argues that the editing of “Adeus Terras” unduly emphasized the erotic or
sexualized aspects of the dance, whereas Dunham had no intention of portraying herself as such
a sexualized being, for “erotic readings of her work were unintended.”22 Yet Dunham was hardly
naïve about the dance. She had been well aware of the ways dance connected sexual ecstasy and
religious possession since her days as an anthropology student at the University of Chicago in
the 1930s. She candidly explained in her letter to Sobelman that the “Bahiana” dance was a
“voluptuous number” and the “Macatau” one “passionate and frenzied,” in which she planned to
be “dressed to show a great deal of my body.”23 The problem was not that Hollywood
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wrongfully emphasized sexuality, but rather that Dunham could not express the integration of the
erotic with the religious given the editing of this short film.
Carnival of Rhythm received favorable reviews, including an accolade from the Los
Angeles Times, which wrote that the film was “widely acclaimed as perhaps the best short film of
its type ever produced.”24 In New York, it appeared in conjunction with a series of other dance
shorts featuring the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, Carmen Amaya, Bill Robinson, the Bolshoi
Ballet and others as part of the “first all-dance film festival” at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse.
Dance critic John Martin of the New York Times deemed the festival an “important and historic”
event for experimenting with the convergence of these two artistic genres.25 Though welcomed
in dance circles, Carnival of Rhythm did not reach a broad audience.26
Although Dunham played only a minor role in her next film, Star Spangled Rhythm, it
had far greater impact on her public image. Production began in June 1942 when the United
States was fully involved in World War II. The plot centers on a movie studio security guard,
“Pop,” who has a son in the Navy. Pop leads his son to believe that he owns the studio. After a
series of shenanigans, Pop helps engineer a show featuring the studio’s major stars at the Navy
base’s canteen hall. Bob Hope, Bing Crosby, Veronica Lake, and others perform acts to boost the
morale of both the troops and the movie audience. The weight of racial representation rested
largely on Dunham’s number, “Sharp as a Tack,” because African Americans only appear in one
other scene—as waiters on a train car.
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In “Sharp as a Tack,” actor Eddie Anderson pulls up in front of a Harlem nightclub
sporting a zoot suit, the “symbol of dissent” for African American men during World War II, for
the garment flaunted wartime rationing of fabric.27 Anderson’s proud wearing of an expensive,
generously cut suit shows his indifference to the patriotic efforts of the home front. After
jumping out of the car, he begins singing in self-congratulation, telling those around him that he
looks “as sharp as a tack.” Men admire his dress, and women flirt with him.28 Anderson stops his
singing when he notices a vision of arresting beauty—Dunham—on the stairs of a typical
Harlem brownstone. Dunham designed her own costume for the number and wrote to her mother
with pride, “For the first time, I believe, a Negro woman is shown dressed in what many a white
actress would envy.”29 The tight-fitting satin dress with rouching in the torso and the elegant,
feathered hairpiece signaled that Dunham belonged in the echelons of classy Hollywood female
entertainers. In black periodicals such as The Crisis, Negro Digest, and Ebony, readers applauded
actresses such as Dunham for countering dominant cultural constructions of black women as
lacking in beauty or sexual attractiveness.30
Dunham’s dancing in “Sharp as a Tack” maintains this classy image. She and Anderson
perform a jitterbug, but for most of the number, Dunham moves with a lifted torso, showcasing a
proud carriage of the body as in ballet, rather than slouching or bending forward as in a standard
jitterbug. She swishes her hips with subtlety and articulates her ribcage with precision, never
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giving the impression that the music has propelled her into bodily abandon. Instead, she
maintains perfect control.31

Figure 6. Screen shot, Katherine Dunham in Star Spangled Rhythm,
Paramount Pictures, 1942.

31

Star Spangled Rhythm.
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The scene in Star Spangled Rhythm exemplified both the limiting and liberating
possibilities of black representation during World War II. Dunham and Anderson complied with
the patriotic imperative of the film. When Dunham starts flirting with a soldier instead of
Anderson, the latter quickly goes into the recruitment office, trades in his zoot suit for a uniform,
and subsequently wins the girl back. The clothing switch visually silences his previous
oppositional voice. Dunham herself has no agency. She merely symbolizes Anderson’s
attainment of patriotic masculinity: fight in the war, win the girl. Durkin notes, however, that
Dunham successfully petitioned to change her line “You is Haile Sailassie,” to the grammatically
correct “You’re Haile Sailassie” and convinced the producers to remove “Hair Straightened
Here” signs on the Harlem street set.32 These changes lent greater dignity to the onscreen
representation of African American culture, even if they did not challenge the larger narrative.
Just as importantly, Dunham’s self-designed, expensive-looking outfit and elegant carriage
meant that she retained some artistic control over her presentation. Black audiences flocked to
the theaters to see the dancing duo, and critics reviewed Dunham’s dancing positively.33
Dunham’s most influential film was Stormy Weather, in which her eponymous dream
ballet expanded the boundaries of black dance by carving out space for sensuality and artistry to
coexist. Of the eight black-cast musicals during Hollywood’s golden era of the mid-twentieth
century, Arthur Knight argues, Stormy Weather was unique in several respects and represented
“an important cultural road not taken by Hollywood and U.S. culture more generally at a crucial
historical moment.”34 Unlike the five black movie musicals that preceded it, Stormy Weather
took place in the urban North, not the South. It definitively tried to make sense of a modern black
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present, rather than a mythical, nostalgic view of rural Southern black life.35 The shift occurred
partially because of the NAACP’s active lobbying in Washington for more positive
representation of African Americans in film. NAACP president Walter White in particular
focused on Lena Horne as a vehicle to promote his organization’s values of middle-class
respectability.36 The lobbying resulted in Twentieth-Century Fox deciding to film Stormy
Weather “straight,” meaning that clichéd stereotypes of black comedy “such as proverbial
laziness, crap shooting proclivities or any other of the traditionally accepted characteristics” were
not used.37
The film tells the story of Bill “Bojangles” Robinson through song and dance, presenting
a “cavalcade” of twentieth-century black theatrical history beginning with early vaudeville.38
Dunham’s number, “Stormy Weather,” which appears near the end of the film, symbolizes the
pinnacle of black artistic achievement, one of the last stops on the journey to modernity. The
dance interlude occurs during the musical break of Horne singing “Stormy Weather,” a blues
number first performed by Ethel Waters in Harlem’s Cotton Club in 1933.39 When the break
begins, the camera pans to Dunham and her dancers stand underneath a train overpass,
representing stereotypical urban black characters: gamblers, prostitutes, and street hustlers.
Suddenly, lightning flashes and thunder bursts. Dunham looks into the sky as the scene dissolves
into a dream ballet. She appears at the top of a ramp on a large stage, wearing a long-sleeved,
leotard top and flowing pieces of fabric as a skirt, which blow in the wind to epitomize “stormy
35
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weather.” She sinuously moves her hips as she walks down the ramp, kicking every third step to
an orchestral rendition of a blues beat. As the melody begins, she stops on a platform and
performs a sequence of adagio ballet steps: she développés to the side, extending her leg high
and pointing her foot, does a contretemps catch-step, and circles her leg in a rond de jambe en
l’air. A group of male dancers enter, performing athletic, balletic jumps with leg extensions and
pointed toes. Women soon follow, wearing the same costume as Dunham, and the men partner
them in fouetté turns and acrobatic lifts. As Dunham continues to dance in a balletic style to the
melody, the blues beat returns. Several men and women sink to the ground, knees apart, and
pulse their torsos to the beat, while others stay standing, moving their hips, torsos, or shoulders
rhythmically. We are in a hybrid world, in which Dunham’s extended legs, pointed feet, and
upright carriage, signifying European ballet, move to the melody in juxtaposition with her
dancers’ bodies pulsating to the blues rhythm.40
Shane Vogel argues that the Dunham’s performance staged “African-American
modernism,” which he defines as “a critical expressive engagement with the aesthetic, historical,
and social configurations of blackness as imagined and lived in the modern world.”41 If so, then
one must analyze exactly how Dunham configured this black modernity through the dancing
body. In contrast to the company’s live theatrical performances, which were driven by narrative
and emotion, Dunham’s movie ballet utilizes abstract choreography and expressionless faces.
The stormy weather occurs in the body, in the dramatic lifts and the male dancers’ athletic
jumps, in the swirling of the women’s skirts, rather than in facial expressions or song lyrics.
Though borrowing from other aesthetic idioms, Dunham perfectly captured an imperative of
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modern dance in the 1930s: express one’s inner emotion through movement.42 The dancers
embody both the rhythm and melody of an orchestral version of the blues song, moving
seamlessly from ballet to Africanist aesthetics. As in her earlier performances of L’Ag’Ya,
Dunham simultaneously positioned her dancing at the forefront of an artistic vanguard while
pointing to a different aesthetic future than Martha Graham or Mary Wigman’s modern dance.
Dunham called her ballet “an escapist impression” from the realities of modern black life,
namely, the prostitutes and their potential customers trapped under an elevated train track. If
Dunham indeed envisions an Afro-modernity, as Vogel argues, it is a modernity that emerges
from within an individual—Dunham—rather than from the urban, modern world. Indeed, the
ballet appears as a dream sequence because it does not fit into the movie’s teleological
progression of a “cavalcade” of black dance. Durkin thus argues that the ballet “opens up a space
for the contemplation of the imagination, for social commentary, and for artistic
experimentation.”43 Virtually no other black person on film had such room to step outside the
boundaries of typical black performance. Even the Nicholas Brothers, with their clearly
choreographed, carefully put-together, elegant routines, fit within circumscribed notions of black
dancers as tap artists.
The revolutionary aspects of Dunham’s performance went largely unnoticed. The film
enjoyed box office success when it premiered in July 1943 and received positive reviews for the
singing and dancing, if not the storyline. Herman Hill of The Pittsburgh Courier, a black
newspaper, reserved his highest praise not for Dunham, but for the Nicholas Brothers, whose
routine “left patrons alternately limp and wildly cheering.” Hill continued, “Professionally tops
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in their art, their performance is sensational, their precision remarkable, and their grace and
aplomb almost unbelievable.”44 Other reviewers highlighted Lena Horne’s star turn or Cab
Calloway’s performance, both of which, like the Nicholas Brothers, fell within existing tropes of
black performance. Six months earlier, Peter Suskind, a columnist for the Norfolk Journal and
Guide, a weekly black newspaper published in Virginia, had discussed why Dunham lacked
wider recognition in the black mainstream. Suskind postulated that “interpretive dance forms”
were “relatively new and foreign to Negro audiences,” leading many potential fans to skip
Dunham’s shows.45 Although all reviewers of Stormy Weather spoke positively of Dunham’s
dream ballet, it lay too far outside the bounds of mainstream black performance to warrant indepth critical response.
Although no reviewer dedicated more than one line to Dunham and her dancers, the film
exposed her to numerous black audiences for the first time. The fan mail in Dunham’s archives
from 1943 predominantly comes from men who saw Star Spangled Rhythm or Stormy Weather.
These letters commented not on Dunham’s remarkable presentation of Afro-modernity through
an imaginative, creative combination of ballet and Africanist aesthetics, but rather on her body.
One fifteen-year-old boy who had seen both films concentrated his praise on her legs and
announced proudly that he served as vice-president of a 100-person Dunham fan club in
Brooklyn.46 She also quickly became a favorite pin-up girl among black troops. In a September
1943 photograph in her Stormy Weather costume published in the Baltimore Afro-American,
Dunham exudes a glamorous sensuality and reveals a long, beautiful leg while performing a
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graceful leap, her arms and head artistically placed. The newspaper called her a “perfect figure
for a pin-up girl.”47
The Girl with Whom We'd.....!
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In addition to appearing in Hollywood films, Dunham performed at several West Coast
theaters from 1941 to 1943. Her characterization of these performances in her memoirs belies her
claim that her audiences, rather than she or her choreography, had changed. As a result of touring
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with the all-black cast of Cabin in the Sky in 1941, Dunham noted that she had become more and
more comfortable with the “folk dominions” of humor, which she equated with graphic, ribald
sexual jokes.48 Dunham wrote that she made the transition from “concert” dance to “variety
vaudeville” on the West Coast. While she did not explicitly state that she revised existing
choreography, Dunham created new dances calculated to appeal to vaudeville audiences in Los
Angeles, meaning numbers that starred her and focused on the Spanish-speaking world. Because
Dunham’s company included a Cuban drummer, Candido Vicenti, Dunham’s new dances
Callate and Babalou had Afro-Cuban themes.49 Without visual evidence, it is impossible to
determine whether these numbers were more sexually suggestive than Dunham’s earlier
repertoire, but given that Dunham paid close attention to her setting and potential audiences, they
most likely fulfilled expectations of vaudeville performance.
An anecdote in Dunham’s memoirs suggests that the West Coast freed her to become
more sexually explicit in performance. In early 1942, the director of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, Howard Skinner, invited Dunham and her company to appear with the
orchestra, requesting specifically that she perform Barrelhouse Blues, a number that Dunham
described as “expressly built around (I thought) a risqué and seamy side of urban black deep
south culture.”50 With trepidation, Dunham accepted the offer, worried that the blending of the
folk and high art would not work. Dunham’s pianist, Paquita Anderson, collaborated with
conductor Pierre Monteux to score the music for a full orchestra. To date, Dunham’s musical
accompaniment had consisted of Anderson, one other pianist, two drummers, and occasionally a
Brazilian guitarist and trumpet player. The performance was a huge success, as “the excitement
of the war was in the air and the aristocracy of San Francisco…prided themselves on being
48
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pointedly unconventional, always patronizing innovations in the art world.”51 Dunham declared
that the performance was a turning point in her career and left San Francisco feeling more
confident in presenting African American folk culture as high art.52
The West Coast also exposed Dunham to a more sexually permissive world, which may
have influenced her work. In 1941 she met Dorothy Gray, niece of Charlie Chaplin and a former
child star who saw the company perform at the Paramount Theater in Los Angeles. Dunham felt
drawn to Gray’s unbridled enthusiasm and energy. Gray had had a wild childhood, including
youthful indulgences in “daisy chains” (group sex) and an illegal marriage at age sixteen.
Dunham and Gray began a love affair that was simultaneously romantic, sisterly, and even
motherly for Dunham, who was thirty-two years old to Gray’s nineteen. Their close relationship
caused great consternation to Gray’s mother, who spewed racist invective to John Pratt over the
phone.53 The relationship came at a time when Dunham, who often described herself as
“prudish” and puritanical, attended parties of Los Angeles’ left-wing circles that involved
watching pornographic films. Dunham claimed in her memoirs that these films held no interest
for her, but she certainly had consistent exposure to a sexually fluid world while living on the
West Coast.54
Throughout her years in California, Dunham maintained the position that her
choreography contained no explicit social message. As Honore Weld wrote in People’s World,
San Francisco’s Communist newspaper, Dunham did “not think of herself as a Negro fighting for
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justice for her people, but as ‘the embodiment of a movement struggling for freedom.’”55 In
Dunham’s mind, her activism came through her body, not the specific narratives of her
choreography. She may not have choreographed about lynching or segregation, but her
movement suggested freedom—freedom to engage in Africanist, black folk aesthetics on a
concert dance stage; freedom to be sexual, sensual, serious, glamorous, or whatever else the
choreography called for; freedom to express joy, sorrow, and laughter in a naturalistic rather than
exaggerated manner; in essence, the freedom to embrace a full humanity.
Weld doubted that Dunham’s program would achieve the intended effect of erasing racial
prejudice. She commented, “Remembering the burning of the books and the persecution of the
most brilliant minds and talents under the Nazis, one may feel that here is a forlorn hope.”56
Writing in a Communist newspaper, Weld undoubtedly believed that racial prejudice was linked
to class oppression and thus could not be alleviated through positive representation alone. Her
critique spoke to a larger issue that Dunham would face when she left Hollywood and the West
Coast: the limited ability of the black female body to escape existing stereotypes. By refusing to
compromise her expressive freedom, Dunham opened her body up to misreading from those who
only knew how to interpret her movements through Western symbolic paradigms, and to harsh
judgment from those who believed that civil rights progress could only be made through
representations of the black female body that accorded with middle-class notions of
respectability.
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Sexuality, Primitivism, and Art in Tropical Revue
Dunham left Hollywood in 1943 because of the racism she encountered and her
dwindling finances. Although she had greatly increased her name recognition through her film
work, she no longer wanted to face constant discrimination. She wrote in a letter to her mother in
June 1942, “Hollywood has been very difficult….I have lost many opportunities and much
income by refusing to play the role of a maid. I’ve been so close to extinction that I’ve decided
that if I can’t do something positive, I won’t do anything at all.”57 Dunham’s refusal to accept
degrading roles, as well as her inability to manage money, meant that she was impoverished by
June 1942. She made quite a large income in 1941—$50,000—but spent $52,000 on salaries for
her dancers and musicians, costumes, sets, lighting, publicity, and other costs associated with
running a large performing company, as well as on designer clothes and jewelry, which she felt a
performer of her stature ought to wear in public.58 Her dancer Lavinia Williams recalled feeling
“stranded” in Hollywood and getting only one good meal a day for fifteen cents at Father
Divine’s, a restaurant with a poor reputation. Williams and other company members would
proudly walk past Father Divine’s if they saw people coming down the street they knew,
preferring to starve rather than undermine the image of themselves as sophisticated artists.59
In order to combat such penury, Dunham decided to hire impresario Sol Hurok to manage
her national tours. Hurok, impresario for Anna Pavlova, Marion Anderson, and the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo, was exactly the kind of manager Dunham needed to generate the box office
receipts she needed to secure her growing company’s future. Under his guidance, she aspired to
rival the Ballet Russe, one of the few dance companies with both artistic legitimacy and
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widespread commercial success.60 Hurok had helped them achieve that balance. His assistant,
Gerald Goode, informed Dunham that they would widen the base of her audience by building the
show around her “most theatrical” numbers, adding an orchestra, chorus, and other musicians to
amplify the show’s production values, and creating a “provocative title.” These changes could
have applied to any number of performers, but then Goode added that the publicity would focus
on Dunham’s stylized depictions of American black folk life.61
Dunham did not agree with Goode’s publicity ideas. She made her point of view clear in
a letter during the negotiations for her new show:
“I feel you are overlooking a broad very general appeal in stressing the American negro
folk aspect of our work. Please understand that this is a very major and interesting part of
my career but I have never been and do not intent to begin to be limited to this
phase….The situation for me is this: I left New York in a negro show ‘Cabin in the Sky.’
Among other pictures since I have been on the west coast I made one which is all negro
[Stormy Weather]. If I continue in this same vein I will be defeating my main purpose
which is to establish the negro in the field of art as an individual.”62
Dunham pointed to another of Hurok’s clients, Marian Anderson, as a potential model for how to
be presented: everyone knew Anderson was black, but accepted her as an opera singer,
applauding her performances of German lieder no less than her renditions of black folk songs.63
Dunham did not deny her great interest in and commitment to folk material from African
diasporic cultures, but limiting the artistic range of her work, she felt, would be antithetical to her
mission. She wanted recognition as an individual artist, and believed that to date, black theatrical
entertainment had failed to allow performers to transcend existing stereotypes and achieve
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recognition as independent talents. Even Stormy Weather, in which Dunham broke existing
molds of black performance, had existed as part of a “Negro cavalcade,” thus inevitably limiting
her performance to one of blackness.
For the most part, however, Dunham took Goode’s advice. She wanted to build upon the
national recognition that her film work had brought her, so she made her show flashier and more
theatrical. Dunham had previously shown eight of the thirteen dances in Tropical Revue in New
York in 1940, but Hurok brought in an orchestra, the Puerto Rican singer Bobby Capo (Félix
Manuel Rodríguez Capó, in all publicity called a Cuban or Latin American singer), the Dowdy
Quartet, the Leonard Ware Trio, and the Dixieland Jazz Band to add to the entertainment value
of the production. She included new sets, costumes, and a few additional entertainment-oriented
numbers from her Los Angeles “variety vaudeville” choreography. Dunham called her show
Tropical Revue, building on the successful “revue” model of other Broadway shows.
Tropical Revue opened on Broadway at the Martin Beck Theatre on September 19, 1943.
It had a three-act structure that Dunham would follow for the rest of her company’s existence.
The first act consisted of dances intended, in Dunham’s words, to “tantalize” the audience with
exotic depictions of tropical cultures, including the opening number Rara Tonga, Dunham’s
creative interpretation of Melanesian dance and one of her clearest statements that she could
choreograph outside of black aesthetics. The second act consisted of a major ballet or serious
work, and the third act featured crowd-pleasing “Americana” numbers.64 Dunham sandwiched
her petition for serious artistic recognition between two acts of entertaining fare.
In addition to the heightened commercialism of her show, several numbers in Tropical
Revue challenged existing gender and sexuality norms, including Dunham’s portrayal of the
64
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“Woman With the Cigar” in Tropics—Shore Excursion. In a film of the 1943-1944 version,
Dunham enters the stage kicking to the front with pointed feet, the full length of her beautiful
legs revealed with each kick through the large opening in the front of her skirt. She wears a
birdcage on her head and dangles a giant, fat cigar from her mouth. She looks around the stage,
disgruntled that nobody has noticed her. She runs upstage to a sleeping dockhand, played by
Vanoye Aikens, and opens her skirt, revealing her ruffled undergarments. Aikens wakes up,
startled to see Dunham’s pelvic region above his face, and “all hell…break[s] loose,” with more
dockhands entering and running around.65 Dunham begins dancing in the center of the stage,
sinuously twisting her hips, swirling her skirt, and kicking her legs. Other men and women begin
to dance in pairs. Dunham watches, then puts the cigar back in her mouth, one hand behind her
head, one hand on her hip, and starts thrusting her pelvis in what Aikens calls a “vulgar” manner.
Each “bump” would cause him to jump back, until he reached the wings, where he would thrust
one final pelvic “bump” back at her before disappearing offstage.66
Tropics, and the “Woman With the Cigar” in particular, captured Dunham’s sense of folk
humor. Aikens immensely enjoyed performing the piece, where “she was crazy and I was crazy,”
letting themselves go in a fun way.67 In this Rabelaisian world, Dunham played a female
character whose sexuality was aggressive and masculine. She casually chomped on a fat cigar
and thrust her hips in an exaggerated, pronounced manner. According to VéVé Clark, Dunham
was playing a “Madame Sara,” a name for a Caribbean market woman who could support a
“wife” through her earnings. Susan Manning argues that the phallic cigar alluded both to fellatio
and an image of the “butch femme,” thus “the image fused heteronormative with queer
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eroticism.”68 Whether or not Dunham intended audiences to read Tropics as queer, the world
depicted onstage offered a distinct counterpoint to typical American ideas of proper heterosexual
behavior in the 1940s.

Figure 8. Katherine Dunham as “The Woman With the Cigar,” ca.
1939. Photography by Alfredo Valenti. Courtesy of Special
Collections Research Center, Morris Library, Southern Illinois
University.

Dunham’s most significant new addition to her show, the second-act ballet Rites de
Passage, combined a heterodox depiction of sexuality with an exploration of primitivism. The
program notes from September 1943 read, “The rites dealt with here do not concern any specific
community nor any authentic series of rituals. They were created to try and capture in abstraction
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the emotional body of any primitive community and to project this intense, even fearful, personal
experience, under the important change in status and the reaction of the society through this
period.”69 In Rites, Dunham emphasized creativity over authenticity and abstraction over
narrative, positioning herself as a modern artist who employed the trope of the primitive to
explore the universal experiences of mankind.
Rites de Passage operated under the assumption of a divide between primitive and
civilized societies, which reflected Dunham’s intellectual roots in anthropology. She greatly
admired Margaret Mead’s approach to ethnographic research and most certainly had read
Coming of Age in Samoa (1928) and probably Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive Societies
(1935).70 Mead argued that sexual attitudes and gender roles were culturally specific, and that
primitive societies had in general a much more open approach to sexuality. Dunham wrote that
Rites de Passage “was used to illustrate my contention that primitive societies were more caring,
more attentive to the individual passing the crises of adolescence, initiation in the men’s or
women’s cult, courtship, mating, than in western societies.”71 She embraced the idea that
primitivism had something to offer the western world: a greater sense of community cohesion
and an understanding of how sexuality intimately linked to other social concerns, especially
fertility and religious or group rituals.
While no footage of the original production exists, photographs from the late 1940s and a
filmed 1980 reconstruction of Rites de Passage under Dunham’s direction provide some clues as
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to the original movements. The first ritual, “Fertility,” concerns “marriage or mating.”72 The
music by company pianist Paquita Anderson evokes Stravinsky’s celebrated score for The Rite of
Spring, with minor piano chords repeated as a drum slowly beats monotonously. The dance
consists of a series of gestures performed repeatedly, giving the sense of a timeless ritual. Most
movements focus on the solar plexus and pelvis, the zones of the body associated with fertility.
The men enter the stage and roll their right hip inward, contracting the pelvis, then roll it back
out into a wide second position. They extend their arms toward the women, roll their wrists, flex
their biceps with clenched fists, then thrust the arms forward again in a stabbing motion, an
aggressive, penetrating gesture.
Eventually, one couple takes center stage. The woman stands, undulating her torso, as the
man comes up to her. They contract their pelvises toward each other, then away. The drums start
to beat faster. The woman begins to shake her hips, and other women start shimmying their
shoulders. The man partners the woman in an attitude promenade and lifts her in second
position, her legs open wide, perfectly straight, toes pointed, as the final orgasmic moment.73
Dunham represented the climax of fertility through a ballet position, which challenged a strict
reading of the piece as a dance of “primitive” communities only. The symbolic representation of
the primal, basic need to mate had subtly woven its way into European-American dance
aesthetics as well.
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Figures 9 and 10. Fertility section of Rites de Passage, ca 1948. Photography by Roger Wood. Courtesy of Royal Opera
House Archive, London.

In the second rite, the “Male Puberty Ritual,” a young boy waits in isolation, the solitude
preparing him for the rites of manhood, which Vanoye Aikens identifies specifically as the rite of
circumcision.74 As the piano music begins, the boy lies dreaming in a star position on the floor,
circling his arms and legs as one does in a modern dance class. He stands up, hinges to the
ground, contracts his pelvis, and rolls along the floor, movements also considered part of a
modern dance idiom. The boy wakes up from dreaming to the sound of monotonous, ominous,
Haitian drumming. A warrior enters, shimmying his shoulders with arms outstretched. The
warrior performs a series of balletic moves—a jump open to second position, then a beat of the
legs front and back, a tour in the air, and a jump back to second position. After a series of other
balletic jumps, the two men also circle their legs in the air, turned in, recalling the Haitian
“scissors dance” that Dunham’s friend Fred Allsop, a white Briton, recorded on film during the
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1930s.75 The incessant beating of the drums has a hypnotic effect on the audience. Again, the
blending of European-American and Africanist aesthetics indicates the universality of the rite of
initiation into manhood.
In the third ritual, “Death,” a chief’s wives mourn his passing. The first wife, called the
“Matriarch,” performs a dance of mourning that begins with a series of balletic steps such as a
pirouette (turn) into a leg extension. She then sits on the ground, rippling through her back as in
the Haitian yonvalou. She tears at her clothes as she undulates on the floor, expressing grief, but
soon a witch doctor reminds her that she must keep the community going by marrying again. The
dance concludes with a sexually-charged duet between the matriarch and her dead husband’s
brother, confirming, the program notes read, that “the life cycle continue[s] in the ceremonial
ritual of fecundation.”76
In all three rituals, Dunham characteristically synthesized ballet, modern dance, and
Caribbean folkloric movements as an expression of her distinct aesthetic. Musically, she melded
a Stravinsky-esque piano score with Haitian drumming, again fusing European modernism and
Africanist aesthetics. The entire dance, as well as its title, invoked Nijinsky’s landmark of ballet
modernism, The Rite of Spring (1913). Though purportedly representing a “primitive society,”
Dunham’s choreography showcased the dancers as distinctly modern beings, a modernity
informed by a deeper connection to humanity’s primal needs that could only be expressed
through the body, exactly as in Nijinsky and Stravinsky’s Rite.
Dunham explained her artistic choices to Ramona Lowe of the New York Amsterdam
News the day before Tropical Revue’s opening:
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I have never gone into a direct social message. You see my work is creative and
very broad and I have always felt that much more can be done by a company
that works on the same standard as any other. In this way we are able to attract
people who would not come if we were doing propaganda. We show that what
we have is Negro and is just as good as that which anyone else has to offer.77
As part of her political program to change perceptions of black culture, Dunham wanted
exposure to the widest audience possible. If she only performed “propaganda,” Dunham argued,
significant sectors of the public would not attend the shows, and her message of racial equality
would fail to resonate widely. By signing with Hurok, Dunham could have the musical
accompaniment, sets, costumes, lighting, and publicity that would allow her to compete with any
other stage show, demonstrating that Africanist aesthetics had a place in the world of art and
highbrow entertainment, not just lowbrow minstrel shows. Ballets such as Rites de Passage
linked Dunham to the ballet and modern dance canons. At the same time, Dunham’s attempt to
present black dance as capable of representing universal, modern impulses went against existing
Western categorization of black bodies. Trapped in a view of blackness as irreducibly exotic and
foreign, many viewers would not see Dunham’s dancers as working “on the same standard as
any other.”
Dunham’s synthesis of art and entertainment in Tropical Revue evoked a mixed response
from dance critics. John Martin of the New York Times perceived the influence of Hollywood.
He wrote wryly, “As an anthropologist, the gist of Miss Dunham's report seems to be that sex in
the Caribbean is doing all right. She seems to have remembered certain testimony along this line
that eluded her when she last appeared hereabouts, and which no doubt Hollywood has brought
to her mind."78 Martin felt that Dunham emphasized sexuality more in this show than in her
Windsor Theatre concerts. To him, the new emphasis shifted Dunham away from the artistic
77
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realm into the world of entertainment. Martin appreciated the choreographic merit of Rites de
Passage, calling it “the finest work of the evening,” and applauded the more entertaining
numbers for their high energy, charm, and flair. He perceived changes in Dunham’s performance
of the “Woman With the Cigar,” which he felt “suffered a bit by overstressing” in comparison
with its earlier iteration in 1940.79 Without film footage of the Windsor Theatre show, it is
difficult to determine whether Dunham’s bumps and grinds had indeed become more
pronounced, or if Martin viewed Dunham with a new lens after her Hollywood years.
Edwin Denby, another leading dance critic who wrote for the New York Herald Tribune,
felt that Dunham’s “reticence of movement” saved the show from getting “out of hand on the
torrid side.” Denby especially enjoyed Tropics—Shore Excursion. “It was here,” he wrote, “she
delivered her bumps, pitching them fast, slow, delayed or in curves, with an elegance that is all
her own.”80 In remarkable control of her body, Dunham knew precisely how to achieve the effect
she wanted. Her hip movements sprang not from improvised frenzy, but rather from calculated
choreographic decisions. Denby disagreed with Martin’s positive response to Rites de Passage,
asserting, “The choreographic invention is not up to the ritual subject.” He preferred Dunham’s
“lighter” pieces, which were “freer in movement and make their point, which is to entertain, with
assurance and charm.” Denby concluded, “All in all, it is a careful, intelligent, handsome show,
and Miss Dunham at her best is one of our finest entertainers.”81 He did not call Dunham an
artist, as Walter Terry had in the same newspaper three years before, but an entertainer, signaling
a shift in the perception of Dunham’s place in the dance community.
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The black newspapers generally reviewed Dunham’s show positively, and the main
cultural critic of the New York Amsterdam News, Dan Burley, spoke in glowing terms. Like
Denby, Burley appreciated Dunham’s superb body control, but unlike the Herald critic, he
characterized such finesse as art, rather than entertainment. “What she doesn’t do is more
important, in a sense, than what she does,” he stated, “for Katherine Dunham and her dancers
never seem to overexert themselves as might be expected. Instead, their art is so subtle and
expressive that even the twitch of a shoulder or the wink of an eye can speak volumes.”82 Burley
acknowledged that Dunham’s dances were flirtatious and sexual, but he felt that they never
crossed the line into vulgarity or exoticism. He wrote, “Katherine Dunham is today to dancing
what Duke Ellington has been to swing music.”83 Both Dunham and Ellington brought black
aesthetics into the mainstream of their respective art forms, gaining respect as artists and
simultaneously providing entertainment value for diverse audiences.
While experienced dance and theatre critics appreciated the subtlety and sophistication in
Dunham’s work, most reviewers, writing for tabloids and appealing to mass audiences, did not.
Foreshadowing the more typical characterizations that would come from critics across the nation,
Robert Coleman in the New York Daily Mirror called Dunham’s dancing “raffish and revealing,
tempestuous and torrid,” and Robert Garland in the New York Journal-American quipped, “For a
while there in 45th St. as the entertainment quite literally lived up to its equatorial designation.
There were times when I thought I heard the scenery sizzle!”84
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Hurok’s sensationalist publicity contributed to these characterizations. The day after John
Martin’s review, Hurok ran a new advertisement in the New York Times and other New York
newspapers that featured Martin’s line, “Sex in the Caribbean is doing all right,” in bold.
Dunham is pictured in her Star Spangled Rhythm dress, reinforcing the image of her as a
glamorous Hollywood entertainer rather than as a serious artist.85 Whether because of Dunham’s
sizzling sexuality or her sophisticated blend of art and entertainment, audiences loved the show.
Instead of the planned two-week run, Tropical Revue remained at the Martin Beck for eight
weeks, then moved to the Forrest Theatre for another three weeks until a previously booked
engagement forced the company to leave. Dunham’s revue, one newspaper reported, was “the
most successful of its kind since the days of the Chauve-Souris 21 years ago.”86
Notably, the newspaper compared Dunham not to Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, or
other major modern dancers at the time, but rather to Russian cabaret. In part, the emphasis on
sexuality hurt Dunham’s standing as a serious artist within the New York dance community.
Julia Foulkes argues that the “association of artistic legitimacy with sexlessness” remained
strong in modern dance in the 1940s, though several counter-examples come to mind, such as
Martha Graham’s exploration of mother-son incest in Night Journey (1947). Gay Morris points
to the racial double standard where a white choreographer’s “neurotic or pathological” depiction
of sexuality was accepted as art, whereas sexuality as a “universal and often joyous part of life”
particularly when “expressed by black bodies,” was seen as lascivious.87
Just as important was the contextualization of the sexual themes. In Night Journey,
Graham drew upon the Greek drama Oedipus Rex, which immediately linked her to the
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celebrated canon of Western literature and culture. With a score by William Schuman, sets by
Isamu Noguchi, and temporal techniques borrowed from Japanese theatre, Graham cushioned
her exploration of illicit desire in what New York critics universally understood as high art
aesthetics. Although John Pratt created exquisite sets and costumes for Tropical Revue, he did
not have independent stature as a modern artist. Hurok hired popular, entertaining musicians, not
classical composers, to amplify the show’s soundscape. Finally, though Dunham insisted that
“primitive society” was just as rich a source for artistic inspiration as Greco-Roman culture, the
myth of America’s uninterrupted artistic and humanistic lineage from ancient Greece proved
difficult to puncture.
Outside of New York City, Dunham’s portrayal of sexuality fueled more debate than
direct condemnation, a reflection of the broader debate about the role of sexuality in public life
occurring in the 1940s. During World War II, magazines, advertisements, and other media
encouraged women to increase their sexual appeal and availability in order to boost the morale of
America’s soldiers. At the same time, fears that women were transgressing gender boundaries by
working in factories, wearing trousers, and socializing in public without male chaperones led to
attempts to curtail and control female sexuality. The federal government coined the term
“patriotute,” symbolizing the confused status of sexually adventurous women—were they
patriotically fulfilling their duty to boost morale, or were they prostitutes, destroying the
American military with venereal disease?88 As discussed above, some middle-class black
Americans objected that sexualized displays of black women supported negative racial
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stereotypes, whereas others applauded depictions of Dunham, Lena Horne, and other female
entertainers as glamorous and sexually attractive.89
The controversy over Rites de Passage in Boston is a typical example of the
contradictory responses to Dunham’s portrayal of sexuality. After the Broadway run of Tropical
Revue ended in December 1943, Hurok booked the show on a sixteen-month national tour.
Boston was one of the first stops. After opening night, the city censor John J. Spencer banned
Rites de Passage for being “suggestive and offensive.” Elliot Norton, an influential journalist
known as the “Dean” of American theatre critics, agreed with the censor and called the puberty
and mating rituals “altogether too explicit.”90 Margaret Lloyd, dance critic of the Christian
Science Monitor and author of The Borzoi Book of Modern Dance (1949), found Tropical Revue
“boring as well as distasteful” because of its focus on “show business and sex,” the latter
“constantly recur[ring] as sheer animality, calculated and knowing.”91 However, unlike Norton,
Lloyd felt that of all the show’s numbers, Rites de Passage alone had “a certain dignity that
commands respect” because sexuality was treated as part of religious rituals.92
Aschenbrenner suggests that the censor’s ban of Rites de Passage, not Brazilian Carnival
Macumba where Dunham performed a striptease, or Tropics—Shore Excursion, in which she
provocatively thrust, bumped, and ground her hips, suggests that Dunham’s social message about
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sexuality, rather than her violation of “public morals,” unnerved him.93 In Rites, Dunham looked
at sexual activity during puberty, mating, and death as a universal human impulse, rather than as
licentious behavior. She proposed an alternate understanding of the human life cycle that
countered Western standard narratives, challenging social norms to a much greater extent than a
number like Tropics, where a black woman dancing in a vulgar, flirtatious way could be
interpreted as reinforcing existing stereotypes. The group dynamic of Rites may also have
disturbed the censor. In Macumba and Tropics, Dunham danced solo, portraying a fairly
harmless flirt. In Rites, the communal ritual overwhelmed individual expression, lending a more
menacing tone that echoed Nijinsky’s Rite of Spring.
The censorship triggered counter-protests from liberal white Bostonians. John Livingston
wrote a letter to the editor of the Boston Globe arguing that Dunham was a “serious artist” who
had performed Rites de Passage across the country without a peep from other city censors.
Spencer, he asserted, looked the other way at Boston burlesque houses, but wanted to deny
Bostonians the opportunity to see high quality artistic work.94 The preeminent Boston Herald
theatre critic Elinor Hughes called the censorship an “embarrassment” to Bostonians and
something “far too close to outmoded Puritanism and cultural witchburning for comfort.” She
pointed to Dunham’s college education, extensive anthropological work, publications, awards,
lectures at Yale, and performances with the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra to demonstrate
the backwardness of the censor’s decision. “What is the matter with us,” Hughes wondered. “The
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reception met here by Miss Dunham was enough to depress and dishearten those who like to
think of Boston as the home of the arts.”95
Influenced by the writings of Margaret Mead, Havelock Ellis, and the “first wave” of
feminism in the 1920s, many white, middle-class liberals in the early twentieth century had
developed a more open approach to sexuality, seeing sex as a natural, healthy, and acceptable
subject for public debate. World War II had brought “unprecedented opportunities for premarital
experience,” especially among the white, college-educated middle class.96 In protesting the
censorship of Rites de Passage, this sector of Boston’s cultural elite argued that sexuality did not
lie outside the boundaries of art. Dunham’s exploration of alternate cultural understandings of
puberty and courtship resonated with audiences eager to embrace sexuality as a natural part of
life. These educated audiences were also well-acquainted with the idea of primitivism as a
foundation for modern art, as reflected in the paintings, among others, of Picasso and Gauguin.97
Other regional dance critics, most of them white, similarly disagreed with each other
about Dunham and the place of sexuality in art. In St. Louis, one reviewer called the dancing
“weird” and “savage,” whereas another argued that Rites de Passage “compared in intensity,
awareness and technical means with that of any dance group that’s been here in the past.”98 In
Chicago, many headlines included either the adjective “brilliant” or “torrid”—sometimes both.99
Whichever their opinion on the subject of sexuality, American audiences responded
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enthusiastically and filled Hurok’s coffers. By the end of the national tour, Tropical Revue had
revenues of over $1 million, with a top ticket price of $2.50.100
Despite these successes, some in the New York cultural scene began to criticize Dunham,
especially after the rise of the black choreographer Pearl Primus. When Dunham performed in
New York in 1940, she had no comparable African American peers. The concert dance efforts of
choreographers such as Hemsley Winfield, Edna Guy, and Alison Burroughs had failed to make
a lasting impact. In 1943, Dunham’s return to New York coincided with Primus’ emergence onto
the dance scene. Primus was born in Port of Spain, Trinidad, in 1919 and migrated with her
family to New York when she was two. An excellent student, she attended the prestigious Hunter
College High School and Hunter College, where she majored in biology and competed in track
and field events. Though she intended to become a physician, the collusion of racism and sexism
rendered this career virtually impossible. Primus instead found a job in 1941 with the National
Youth Administration and was assigned to the dance company as an understudy. She loved her
new position and began training at the New Dance Group, a left-wing school originally founded
as the Worker’s Dance League in 1932.101 At the New Dance Group in the early 1930s, the
purpose of dance was to stimulate audiences to think about class struggle. Dance was a
“weapon” in the fight for social democracy and workers’ rights. Teachers followed each
technique class with a political discussion and encouraged students to read revolutionary
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literature. Although the New Dance Group became less political and more professionalized by
the time Primus arrived in 1941, progressive thinking remained pervasive.102
As one example of the New Dance Group’s progressivism, it was one of the few dance
schools that welcomed African Americans. Primus took classes from Doris Humphrey, Charles
Weidman, and other modern dancers, and soon began to teach her own “African” dance classes.
According to her biographers Peggy and Murray Schwartz, Primus based her movements on
descriptions from books at the New York Public Library, the dancing of Nigerian students she
met at Columbia University, and West Indian movement from her family’s social dance
practices.103 In addition, much of her unique point of view as a dancer and choreographer came
from her track and field training, which gave her speed, power, and jumping abilities that most
other modern dancers at the time lacked.
In February 1943, Primus took part in a dance concert at the 92nd Street Y in New York
and astounded audiences with her powerful dancing. Unlike Dunham, Primus put messages
about social justice directly into the content of her choreography. She performed a solo, “A Man
Has Just Been Lynched,” to Abel Meerpol’s poem of protest against lynching, “Strange Fruit.”
Her title echoed the slogan “A Man Was Lynched Yesterday” printed on a flag that the NAACP
began to hang from its New York office in 1936 to remind people of the frequency of lynching.
In 1938, the NAACP took down the flag after facing the possibility of losing its lease, but the
statement seemed to have made an impact on Primus.104 Meerpol (also known as Lewis Allan)
was a Jewish schoolteacher in the Bronx who belonged to the Communist Party. He wrote the
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poem in 1936 out of a sense of outrage at racial injustice and soon set it to music for his wife. In
1939, the famed singer Billie Holiday performed the song at Café Society, an interracial,
progressive nightclub in downtown New York. With Holiday’s powerful voice, “Strange Fruit”
became an instant hit as an indictment of racism and was later called, with some exaggeration,
“the beginning of the civil rights movement.”105 While concerted efforts against racial
discrimination had begun decades earlier, the song perfectly epitomized the synergy between
left-wing activism and civil rights during the decade of the 1930s.
Primus was not the first left-wing dancer to choreograph to “Strange Fruit.” In 1939,
Jerome Robbins choreographed a version at Camp Tamiment, a left-wing resort in the Poconos,
and later performed the piece again at the 92nd Street Y. When Primus appeared on the same
stage four years later, she danced her version to the spoken poem, rather than Holliday’s song.
She portrayed a white member of the lynch mob, reacting with grief and horror to the lynching
she had just witnessed. She rolled on the ground in anguish, arched her back, ran furiously across
the stage, and hammered her fists into the ground.106 Peter Suskind of the New Journal and
Guide wrote, “every muscle of her body cried the agony, the hatred, the despair, the futility and
the utter pain….The dancer writhed, drew a vivid picture of the physical and mental torment of
the ordeal. She was superb.”107 The audience, John Martin stated, “literally yelled for more of
her.”108 In another solo, Hard Time Blues, Primus explored the plight of sharecroppers. She held
to the founding ethos of the New Dance Group that dance could and should convey an explicit
political message.
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Primus soon settled into a longstanding engagement at Café Society, the integrated
nightclub where Holiday had sung “Strange Fruit.” On September 21, 1943, the New York Times
published ads for Dunham and Primus’ respective shows on the same page, juxtaposing
Dunham, the glamorous and sexy entertainer, with Primus, the soulful embodiment of black folk.
Dunham’s ad headlined Martin’s quote, “Sex in the Caribbean is doing all right,” whereas
Primus’ ad headlined Martin praising Primus as “the most gifted artist dancer of her race and by
standard of comparison she is an outstanding dancer without regard for race.”109 Martin’s praise
for Primus encapsulated what Dunham had tried to accomplish.
In February 1944, Dan Burley directly compared Dunham and Primus in the New York
Amsterdam News. Although he had written in glowing terms about Dunham only a few months
earlier, in this column he focused less on his own opinions and more on those of others. Writing
under the pen name Don Deleighbur, Burley reported that most critics, including African
Americans, saw Dunham’s Tropical Revue as “more akin to Minsky burlesque than to serious
art,” whereas Primus was the “representative of the highest attainment in our cultural approach to
interpretative dancing.”110 Dunham, he said, in 1939 had seemed “well on the way” to becoming
a serious artist, but the influence of Hollywood, with its emphasis on sexuality and “box office
appeal,” negatively influenced Dunham’s approach. Now she was “taken over by the glitter and
glamour of the extravaganza” and included stripteases in her work. Primus, on the other hand,
“dances and expresses therein a deep and sincere understanding of her people, of the Negro’s
struggles, of his frustration. She is an artist of the people.”111
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Dunham expressed annoyance with these changed perceptions. She said to Amy Porter of
Collier’s magazine in 1945, “I am right now doing some of the very same dances I did for those
Sunday concerts [in 1940]. Only then it was art, and now it’s sex.”112 At the same time, Dunham
capitalized on the controversy about whether her show was serious art or sexy entertainment. In
October 1943, the New York Times decided to pull Hurok’s advertisement because of Martin’s
provocative statement about sex in the Caribbean. Other newspapers derided the Times’
censorship, since the Times’ own journalist had made the statement in print. When asked for her
opinion on the matter, Dunham “in all innocence” replied, “What’s wrong with sex in New
York?”113 In interviews, Dunham promoted her image as both seductress and serious intellectual,
insisting that the two could coexist.

On the Front Lines: Dunham’s Offstage Activism
In contrast to the controversies over the efficacy of Dunham’s politics of positive
representation on the stage, her commitment to fighting racism in offstage arenas was widely
recognized and appreciated during World War II, though current scholarship on the civil rights
movement has overlooked her contributions. Dunham awakened to the intensity and
pervasiveness of racial discrimination when she went on national tour with Cabin in the Sky.
Letters between Dunham and the Cabin in the Sky manager in charge of housing, Campbell B.
Casad, reveal the challenge of finding decent accommodations on tour. In April 1941, Dunham
wrote that she was “very much upset” about the lodging in Toronto, where rats crawled across
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the beds of her male dancers.114 In other cities, even the luxury of a rat-infested hotel was not
possible, and the company had to stay in private homes of African Americans. Casad wrote, “I
say that my entire efforts are directed toward saving you embarrassment and the resultant pain in
encountering this wholly unfair prejudice,” but he could often do little.115
Dunham settled in Los Angeles after the end of the Cabin in the Sky tour, but Hollywood
offered no relief. She wrote to her mother in June 1942, “You’ve no idea how close and
organized prejudice is in Hollywood, which is, after all, the controlling center of propaganda of
the country…I know you’re surprised at the alacrity with which I use racial distinctions, because
formerly I’d try to avoid such knowledge. But the movie colony…ha[s] opened my eyes to a
lot.”116 Growing up in Joliet, Illinois, Dunham had attended an interracial school and participated
enthusiastically in sports and clubs, with few problems. In Chicago, she circumscribed her world
to the racially integrated spaces at the University of Chicago, her brother’s Cube Theatre, and
places where she went with John Pratt. While she had certainly encountered discrimination, the
constant search for housing and eating establishments that would accept her company was new.
When Dunham left Hollywood to make her way back to New York for the Tropical
Revue opening, discrimination did not abate. Hoteliers and restaurant owners denied Dunham
and her dancers access over and over again. The country was now in the throes of World War II,
fighting fascism to save democracy, making the segregation they faced even more jarring. The
psychological distress of not knowing, at each stop, whether they would find housing, a
restaurant, or even a place for coffee created formidable barriers to Dunham’s ability to
concentrate on her creativity and performances.117
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The first flurry of newspaper articles about Dunham’s battles with hotel discrimination
coincided, probably not coincidentally, with the opening of Tropical Revue in September 1943.
While an activist, Dunham was also a savvy publicist with a show to promote. A few days before
Dunham arrived in New York to begin rehearsing, the left-wing newspaper PM reported that the
company as yet had no place to live during the Tropical Revue run. Hurok had booked rooms at
the Windsor Hotel, but after learning that the company members were black, the hotel manager
canceled the reservation, claiming that other guests now had plans to stay longer than originally
intended. The Waldorf-Astoria, Astor, Algonquin, and Hotel Beverly similarly claimed that their
rooms were all booked. Managers at the Beverly suggested that Dunham’s company stay in
Harlem at the Hotel Theresa, but as PM pointed out, Dunham wanted rooms in midtown
Manhattan, close to the Martin Beck Theatre.118
PM followed up four days later with second article on Dunham and hotel discrimination.
“For the first time, I am getting a little angry,” Dunham stated. “It is gradually beginning to wear
me down. Some of the kids in the company say they’d almost rather stop dancing than go
through all this over and over.”119 She told PM about the numerous instances of discrimination
they had faced on tour. In Cincinnati, the hotel manager at the Netherlands-Plaza had asked them
to move out because the culinary workers union threatened to pull its employees from the hotel.
Dunham had refused to leave, instead remaining for two weeks. On the West Coast, Dunham had
seen signs everywhere saying, “We Do Not Serve Colored” or ‘White Only.” In Carmel,
California, hotel managers canceled the company’s reservation, leading to a frantic search for a
place that would take them in. When not even the auto camp would allow black guests, Dunham
118
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returned to the hotel and forced them to accept the reservation. The Associated Negro Press
picked up the PM story. As a result, news of Dunham’s battles reached readers of the Norfolk
Journal and Guide, Atlanta Daily World, Philadelphia Tribune, and other black newspapers
across the country.120 “Because of the war,” Dunham stated, “It would seem ridiculous if it were
not so tragic.”121
The experiences Dunham relayed in her press interviews challenged the myth that
segregation was an issue only in the South or only a matter of a handful of bigoted individuals.
Public school teacher Alexander Stearns wrote Dunham a letter the day after he read the second
PM article to express his dismay about the discrimination she had faced in Cincinnati and New
York. Stearns assured her that “all right-minded Jews in particular are opposed to such antiNegro bias,” and enclosed an editorial from the Yiddish language newspaper The Day, which
used Dunham’s story to decry racism. The editorial’s author could not understand such
discrimination, because the dominant propaganda in the press at the time identified racism as
“the work of the lowest, most reactionary, un-American elements of the population,” and yet
prestigious midtown Manhattan hotels denied access to Dunham’s company.122 In liberal
California and Oregon, hotels and restaurants had also refused to accommodate Dunham and her
company. Her experiences pointed to a more systemic and deeply ingrained racism in American
society.
After a successful run in New York City, the company embarked on a third cross-country
tour with full awareness of the discrimination they would face. Some company members,
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emboldened by their success on Broadway, performed daily acts of resistance. Dancer Lavinia
Williams always went to the main window at any kiosk or take-out establishment to order coffee
despite facing threats of violence for refusing to stand in “Colored Only” lines. In the few cities
where the Dunham company toured in the South, Williams recalled overhearing black women in
the bathroom muttering, “These Yankees coming down here are always ruining it for us.”123
Dunham took on larger fights. While in Chicago in June 1944, the company appeared at the
Blackstone Theater—but was denied lodging at the Blackstone Hotel. Dunham sent a letter
through the Dickerson & Cyrus law firm, threatening to sue for racial discrimination.124
Dunham’s most famous action against segregation occurred a few months later in
Louisville, Kentucky. As the story goes, immediately before the performance began, Dunham
learned that the Louisville theatre segregated its audience, relegating black Kentuckians to a tiny
balcony section. The black section had sold out months earlier, leaving hundreds of eager fans
without seats even though space was available in the main (white) seating area. After a heated
exchange with the house manager, Dunham agreed to go on with the performance. At the end of
the show, she addressed the audience with a speech condemning segregation:
It makes me very happy to know that you have liked us, that you have felt some of
the beauty and happiness that we feel when we perform. But tonight our hearts are
very sad because this is a farewell to Louisville. There comes a time when every
human being must protest in order to retain human dignity. I must protest because I
have discovered that your management will not allow people like you to sit next to
people like us. I hope that time and the unhappiness of this war for tolerance and
democracy, which I am sure we will win, will change some of these things.
Perhaps then we can return.125
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Dunham framed the story to several biographers as a spontaneous act of resistance, and in
popular memory, the Louisville protest remains as an example of her innate sense of justice.126
Yet Louisville was neither the first nor last place where the company would dance in a
segregated theatre. In direct contradiction to Susan Manning’s assertion that Dunham “always
mounted a protest” when faced with discrimination, in a previous engagement at a segregated
theatre in Kansas City, Dunham chose not to protest because the audience was small and
unenthusiastic about the performance.127 In a later engagement in Baltimore, she also decided not
to protest. She explained her reasoning thus:
(a). We have never played Baltimore before and I think it is important to be
known and have received your status before making any moves. (b) I agreed
before starting the tour that I would play Baltimore even though segregated, and
had the approval of my company on this decision. We are not able to play in
Washington, and many people have been wanting to see us for a number of years,
and I feel we owe it to them to make at least one appearance.”128
Dunham wanted to ensure popular success before engaging in political activity. She made a
calculated decision to stage a protest (literally) in Louisville, and equally calculated decisions not
to protest in Kansas City or Baltimore. Though she routinely denied having a political agenda,
Dunham developed tactics like any other activist to accomplish her social justice goals.
Not only did Dunham exhibit a savvy sense of judgment in choosing Louisville for her
public fight against segregation, but also she knew how to maximize the impact of her actions.
She wrote to the Hurok publicity manager, “If you were as vitally interested in these problems as
you profess to be, it may be that you can use the enclosed comment for favorable publicity
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particularly stressing the fact that critics of Louisville in spite of this gave us glowing
reviews.”129 Dunham’s speech made national news, appearing as a story in the Negro Digest and
PM, among other newspapers.130 Fans from across the country sent Dunham letters applauding
her stand. One particularly touching letter came from Norman Johnson, a fifteen-year-old boy in
Evansville, Indiana, who expressed his admiration for Dunham’s dancing abilities in Stormy
Weather and for her Louisville protest. Johnson wrote, “It made me feel so happy to pick up the
paper and read that you had told an audience in Louisville that you would never play there again
until Colored People were allowed were allowed to sit on the main floor and enjoy the same
rights that White People enjoy.”131
Dunham’s gradualist approach to breaking down racial barriers could frustrate her
company members. At one California stop in 1943, Hurok found an abandoned building where
the landlord “threw down dirty mattresses” for the company to sleep on, while Dunham stayed in
a luxurious hotel suite, using her celebrity and her affiliation with white husband John Pratt,
white secretary Eleanora (Maya) Deren, and other white personnel to break the color barrier.
When dancer Talley Beatty demanded a company meeting to address the inequality, Dunham
said, “What do you expect? Give you my suite?” Beatty was fired for “questioning Mr. Hurok’s
and [Dunham’s] integrity.”132
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Beatty also began to feel dissatisfied with what he felt was the lack of political, social, or
artistic merits of Dunham’s work. As he put it, “I was getting pretty tired of peeking up under
Katherine’s dresses and going ‘Hey bobo!’”133 Dunham remembers the story differently. In her
memoirs from the 1980s, she wrote that Beatty and Janet Collins quit a few days after she
walked into rehearsal wearing a new, expensive fur coat. In Dunham’s opinion, he and many of
the other impoverished dancers resented her appearance of wealth and luxury, not recognizing
her star status or her tremendous efforts to keep them all housed, clothed, fed, and paid.134 Her
memoirs mention nothing about housing inequity. Perhaps Dunham felt she deserved better
accommodations because of her added responsibilities or her stature as the company’s star, or
perhaps she felt that breaking down the barriers of segregation could only happen slowly, first
with allowing one person rather than a full company of twenty to thirty dancers. Whatever the
reason, Dunham could not always fight the fight for her entire company.
Besides providing her with entrée into a less segregated world, Dunham’s relationship
with Pratt informed her perspective on race and affected how the public viewed her politics.
Although Dunham and Pratt initiated their romantic relationship in 1938, the public only became
aware of their involvement in 1941 when the press reported that they had married. Pratt and
Dunham spontaneously wed on July 10, 1941 during a whirlwind trip to Tijuana, Mexico, only
later to learn that such “border marriages” had no legal standing in the United States. After
further research, they learned that California, where they were then living, and most other states
in the American West banned interracial marriage altogether. Although Dunham’s biographers
all give the July 1941 date for her marriage, Dunham stated in “Minefields” that she and Pratt
actually did not marry until the early 1950s in Las Vegas, Nevada, in order to adopt their
133
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daughter Marie-Christine Pratt. Yet even these nuptials were technically illegal (Nevada also
banned interracial marriage until 1959), and the Clark County registrar never recorded their
marriage, so Dunham and Pratt most likely never legally wed at all.135
In the 1940s, interracial marriage was not only illegal in most states, but also highly
stigmatized and controversial. Within the black community, Dunham’s choice had political
implications. Langston Hughes observed in the national edition of the Chicago Defender in
1945, “One of the surest ways for a Negro leader to lose much of his prestige with the Negro
masses is for him to marry a white woman.”136 Hughes explained the feelings of resentment
whenever “prominent race men” decided to marry outside of their race. He analyzed Gwendolyn
Brooks’ poem, “Ballad of Pearl May Lee,” in which the protagonist feels a strange sense of
exultation when a mob lynches her lover, who had cheated on her with a white woman.137
Although Hughes did not comment on Dunham’s reverse gender situation, her choice of a white
husband sparked resentment in the black community. One Chicagoan wrote angrily to Dunham
in 1944 that he was tired of seeing her in photographs with white men, leaving men like him with
no chance.138 The idea that wealthy, famous African Americans, male or female, would choose
to marry outside the race seemed to represent a rejection or abandonment of black communities.
As more black entertainers, politicians, and businessmen, many of whom married white
Americans, gained national prominence through the rise of the black press, interracial romance
made the transition from a taboo topic into a subject of public debate and celebrity gossip. The
civil rights activism of World War II and calls for a racially harmonious America further raised
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awareness of the issue. Intellectuals such as University of Chicago professor Giuseppe Antonio
Borgese optimistically declared that interracial marriage would end the problem of racism in the
United States.139 In September 1945, Negro Digest editor John H. Johnson asked if Dunham or
Pratt would consent to an interview about their relationship. Johnson admitted that he “may be
stepping into a hornet’s nest” by addressing the issue of interracial marriage, but believed that
such a roundtable “would contribute to a better understanding of the entire question.”140 The
other prominent black figures he asked included Jack Johnson, Richard Wright, Cab Calloway,
and William Grant Still, men who had risen to positions of public prominence and married white
women. The only other woman invited—Thyra Edwards—was a Communist Party member who
had married a Jewish left-wing activist.141 There is no indication that Dunham participated, but
later in 1945 Johnson wrote to Dunham again, asking if she would submit a short essay on the
topic, “My Most Humiliating Jim Crow Experience.”142 Dunham’s reply illustrates the tension
between racism as problem of person bigotry and racism as a structural issue.
By 1945, Dunham had encountered discrimination and Jim Crow segregation laws on the
road for years. She had been refused lodging, food, coffee, and entrances to movie theaters. She
had been forced to sit in segregated train cars. The story she chose reflected none of those
experiences. She wrote to Johnson, “To be perfectly honest, that experience [my most
humiliating Jim Crow experience] was one which involved prejudice by Negroes against guests
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of mine and my husband who happen not to be Negroes.”143 Dunham told the story both in the
letter to Johnson and in her memoirs. In the early 1940s, Dunham, Pratt, and her racially mixed
company went dancing at a black nightclub in Los Angeles. A manager asked Dunham and Pratt
to leave the dance floor, saying that mixed couples were not welcome. Dunham argued that they
were married and allowed to dance together in white establishments in Los Angeles, but to no
avail. Humiliated, they walked off the dance floor as the nightclub patrons watched.144
Despite the discrimination she had faced her whole life and the acute racism she had
encountered over the past four years, Dunham felt most profoundly upset by this experience of
humiliation from people of her own race—or, perhaps, she felt that publishing this story in the
Negro Digest would have the greatest political impact. She wrote to Johnson, “I am not anxious
to fight in this very important struggle for equality of peoples unless it is to be done on a
completely honest and rational basis….strictly between us, I feel that if I can expose some of our
own misjudgments and eradicate some of our own negative attitudes, we will at least have better
equipment for the larger ill to be reckoned with.”145 Dunham emphasized that individual
prejudices needed to be eradicated on the way to making systemic or structural change. Though
she hinted that she saw white supremacy—on both a national and global level—as the “larger ill”
of society, she believed that only people who had risen above their personal prejudices could win
the battle. Tactically, however, she knew that publishing such a piece might inflame the readers
of the Negro Digest and asked Johnson to keep her views “strictly between us.” If he did not
want to publish such a piece, she said, “then I will write one of my many ‘runner-up’
experiences, which would certainly be more according to regulation.”146
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Johnson responded that he would be “very happy” to include her essay on the nightclub,
because “One of the things that we are most proud of in our work with NEGRO DIGEST is the
fact that we have independence and that we try to have the courage of our convictions. Perhaps
doing the article with the slant you mention will antagonize a few people, but we do not think
that is important.”147 Johnson’s reply makes sense in light of Adam Green’s analysis of the
Negro Digest as a publication that strove to present diverse points of view.148 The magazine,
however, never published Dunham’s story, and it is unclear whether her exhausting performance
schedule prevented her from ever writing the piece or if Johnson changed his mind about
printing such a potentially provocative piece.
Dunham’s affair with another white man in the 1940s had different political
ramifications: it led the FBI to open a file on her. Thomas Wells (Tim) Durant, a wealthy writer
and producer, first developed an attraction to Dunham after seeing the musical Cabin in the Sky
in 1941 in Los Angeles. After seeing her perform again at Ciro’s nightclub and in the film Star
Spangled Banner, he decided to invite himself and his best friend, famed actor Charlie Chaplin,
over to her apartment.149 A tall, handsome, well-educated, wealthy, and congenial New
Englander, Durant loved to take Dunham out to romantic dinners, nights of dancing, and
vacation getaways in the woods of Maine. He proposed marriage several times, but she could
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never bring herself to leave Pratt or the company.150 They did, however, continue to have a
romantic relationship, which embroiled Dunham in the FBI investigation of Chaplin. The Great
Dictator star had become an outspoken Soviet sympathizer after the Nazi invasion of Russia.
When one of Chaplin’s lovers filed a paternity lawsuit in 1943, the FBI became involved and
decided to charge him with violating the Mann Act, which prohibited paying for a person’s
transportation across state lines for sexual purposes. The FBI also filed an indictment against
Durant, hoping to discredit Chaplin by showing his close friends and household members as
morally dissolute.151
Durant’s affair with Dunham, which occurred with his young daughter in the house,
bolstered the FBI’s case. In May 1944, Durant wrote to Dunham detailing the story he gave to
the FBI, saying, “I want to refresh your memory on what took place”—meaning, confirm that
their stories coincided. He offered an explanation for why Dunham once answered the phone in
front of his daughter in only her nightdress and several innocuous reasons for their cross-country
flights and road trips together. He wrote, “I’m sorry all this has come up Katherine and I hope it
won’t be too disturbing. I feel it will go no further but then I didn’t think I would be indicted—
nor did anyone else.”152 From then on, the FBI began to track Dunham.153
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The FBI found several reasons to suspect that Dunham supported communist activities.
In the early 1940s, she lent her name, money, and time to the American Society for Russian
Relief, the National Council of Soviet-American Friendship, the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee
Committee, the International Workers Order, and The Southern Conference for Human Welfare,
all organizations on the FBI’s Communist front list. She also supported Communist Party
candidate Benjamin C. Davis in his campaign to be Harlem’s representative in Congress. The
FBI noted her participation in these causes and also tracked her various personal friendships with
Communist Party members.154 Although Dunham never joined the CPUSA, she had come of age
during the Popular Front period in Chicago when left-wing political groups stood on the front
lines against social injustice of all kinds. The Communist Party had shown strong dedication to
fighting racism in America, especially by representing the Scottsboro Boys in 1933. Black
activists who belonged to communist or socialist groups in both the North and South provided
the foundation for the long civil rights movement.155
In addition to her political coming-of-age in the Popular Front, Dunham had personally
experienced the contrast between Russian and American responses to her artistic work, with the
former emerging in a more favorable light. The Toronto Evening Telegram reported in January
1944 that Dunham’s film short Carnival of Rhythm had been selected “by the very choosey
153
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Russian censor Michaeil [sic] Kolotzoff, who only selected eight films last year….It is more than
a probability that she and her company will go to Russia under the exchange system of artists
proposed between Russia and the United States.”156 Dunham told the Philadelphia Tribune a
month later that black artists should look to Russia if they wanted better roles “portraying
Negroes at an advantage,” because all Hollywood offered were minor, stereotypical parts.157 In
1946, Dunham’s manager, Mark Marvin, sent a letter to Anatol Gromov, the Press Secretary of
the Soviet Embassy in Washington, saying that Dunham eagerly wished to tour Russia the
following year and wanted Gromov’s help in arranging such a tour.158
Dunham believed that a trip to Russia would enable her black dancers to see themselves
as a part of a global community, rather than as part of an oppressed minority. She stated to an
unnamed Russian magazine in May 1945, “In Russia lies the greatest possibility of Negro
peoples feeling themselves a part of a larger group.”159 The idea that African Americans needed
to forge international connections was one of Dunham’s primary beliefs. If African Americans
only saw themselves within the context of the United States, they would inherently feel inferior
and downtrodden. By experiencing life in Russia free of racism, they could see alternate
possibilities for the future.
***
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Both onstage and off, Dunham engaged in a political struggle for racial equality during
World War II. The division of her efforts in this way, however, to some extent misrepresents
how she saw her own work. Dunham had never compartmentalized onstage and offstage worlds.
Her fight for artistic recognition and her fight for decent hotel accommodations were always part
of the same struggle. She was also growing increasingly vocal about the links between the
movement for racial justice at home and the movement against colonialism abroad. After the end
of her Tropical Revue tour in the summer of 1945, which coincided with the end of the war, her
multi-pronged “Double V” campaign found a headquarters at the Katherine Dunham School of
Dance in New York City.
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Chapter 4:
The Dunham School and the Post-World War II International Moment
Since the age of twenty-one, Katherine Dunham had envisioned creating an institution of
dance that would transform arts education and place African diasporic dance on equal footing
with European-based forms. In September 1945, Dunham laid the groundwork for her dream at
220 West 43rd Street: the Katherine Dunham School of Dance. By January 1946, this had
become the Dunham School of Dance and Theatre and by the end of the year the Dunham
School of Cultural Arts, each iteration closer to her ideal educational vision. Although a financial
disaster, the School nonetheless was an important institution in New York’s dance and theatre
scene for almost a decade. Dunham insisted that her school had no political agenda, but it
embodied the racial egalitarianism she believed was essential to both American democracy and
global peace.
The expansiveness of Dunham’s vision contributed both to the uniqueness and to the
unsustainability of her project. The sheer number of goals she wished to accomplish at the
School overwhelmed the capacity of the nascent institution. First, she sought to institutionalize
her method of dance education. Dunham believed that dance was an embodied form of social,
cultural, and historical knowledge. Thus all dancers had to learn not only how to dance, but also
why people danced. Second, Dunham wanted to validate her dance technique and choreography
as important breakthroughs in modern art. In the two years leading up to the School’s opening,
Dunham had received criticism for the commercial and sexual nature of her show Tropical
Revue. The school served as ground zero to retrain her company in order to win back critical
acclaim and to re-legitimize her technique as one that all students, regardless of race, should
learn. Third, Dunham wanted to provide a space for black students to dance and to gain a sense
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of pride in African diasporic cultures. In the 1940s, a growing number of dance schools accepted
black students, but they remained a distinct minority, and almost none offered classes in Africanbased dance forms.1 Fourth, Dunham wanted her school to serve as an example of a racially
harmonious democracy. The faculty and student body, she always pointed out, was interracial.
Finally, she dreamed that the school would nurture global, cosmopolitan citizens. The
performing arts would provide a pathway to creating an international community fluent in crosscultural understanding. While optimism about international cooperation flourished in the
immediate post-World War II period, cooling relations with the USSR soon led the U.S.
government to regard internationalist rhetoric with suspicion. Artists such as Dunham, who
participated in anti-colonial movements and advocated friendship with Russia, fell under
increased scrutiny. In 1947, the year that the House Committee on Un-American Activities
began its proceedings against Hollywood screenwriters, Dunham left the country. She would not
return permanently for another fifteen years.

The Early Years of the Dunham School
The Dunham School had a modest start. Franziska Boas, daughter of the anthropologist
Franz Boas and an expert in “primitive” music and dance in her own right, opened a school with
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Dunham in January 1944 at 323 West 21st Street in Manhattan. The two women shared an
anthropology background and expressed admiration for each other’s work in exploring the role
of dance in primitive society.2 With Dunham constantly moving from city to city on tour with
Tropical Revue, communication broke down, making it difficult to make decisions about class
offerings, rates, publicity, and other issues involved in running a school. Dunham wanted to limit
Boas’ role to teaching one or two classes, whereas Boas wanted co-directorship of the school, an
understandable demand given that she was the one actually in New York City running the dayto-day operations.3 The two also had different approaches to dance pedagogy. Dunham
emphasized technique, for she believed that black artists needed to disprove racial stereotypes
about African Americans being “natural” dancers. Although Boas felt that technique was vitally
important, she insisted that black dancers needed to develop their creativity and choreographic
skills in order to succeed in the field of dance.4 In less than a year the partnership dissolved,
though the two remained on friendly terms, and Dunham began the search for her own space.5
What happened next was one of the most audacious political moves of Dunham’s career.
In January 1945, while still on tour, Dunham issued a press release to announce that she had
purchased a $200,000 mansion (roughly $2.5 million in 2010 dollars) at 14 East 71st Street for a
private residence and a future Katherine Dunham School of Dance. In the heart of Manhattan’s
Silk Stocking district on the Upper East Side, she staked her claim to equality. The press release
noted that her new neighbors would be the Fricks, the Guggenheims, and former New York
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Governor Herbert S. Lehman and his wife.6 Dunham’s white secretary, Eileen Hamilton,
conducted the negotiations, so neither the owner, Walter S. Gubelman, nor his lawyer knew the
actual buyer until a reporter from the Herald Tribune called to confirm the sale.7 The brilliant
maneuver forced housing discrimination into the open, for any excuses made to retract the deal
would clearly show racial bias.
The purchase made the front page of the New York Amsterdam News and the Baltimore
Afro-American. Abe Hill of the former proudly noted that Dunham “has always been in the
forefront of breaking down racial prejudice” and that her purchase “floored” New Yorkers.8
Ethel Waters and other wealthy black entertainers had purchased lavish homes in Harlem, not
white areas; no African Americans lived on the Upper East Side between Park and Fifth
Avenue.9 Cultural critic Dan Burley (writing as Don Deleighbur), who had previously criticized
Dunham’s sexually suggestive dancing, wrote a congratulatory article that appeared in three
black newspapers. Deleighbur saw her purchase as a bold, daring move that accelerated the
dismantling of segregation. She had always been at the forefront of breaking barriers, he wrote,
but “this must represent a distinct triumph: a breaking through of color lines and restrictions that
others before her could have accomplished had their minds been set on doing just that.” He
compared Dunham to Paul Robeson, saying the two shared “tenacity of purpose,” and concluded,
“somewhere down the line the dream of a new world envisioned by both Katherine Dunham and
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Paul Robeson is bound to appear.”10 Dunham did attempt to create a new world through her life
and work. She not only protested existing conditions, but also took action to change those
conditions, regardless of the seemingly insurmountable financial or social barriers.
Two weeks later, Dunham’s lawyers wrote her to say that Gubelman was “greatly upset
about the situation” and “most anxious that you favorably consider the suggestion that you
withdraw from the deal.”11 It was clear that he never would have sold the house to an African
American woman. Perhaps not satisfied with Gubelman’s timid mode of persuasion, one of
Dunham’s potential neighbors, a plastic surgeon named Daniel Shorell, filed a lawsuit in
conjunction with the owners of 18 East 71st Street to prevent Dunham from moving in. Shorell
claimed that his complaint had nothing to do with race, but rather with zoning. The Upper East
Side, he stated, was a residential neighborhood, and a dance school would violate zoning laws.
Of course, the presence of the Frick Collection around the corner and several private schools in
the neighborhood contradicted the surgeon’s residential zoning argument. The front page of the
February 24, 1945 New York Amsterdam News ran the headline “N.Y.C. Silk Stocking 400
Attack Katherine Dunham,” and condemned the clear racial discrimination at play, as did the
national edition of the Chicago Defender.12 In a triumph for Dunham, Judge Bernard L. Shientag
of the New York Supreme Court denied Shorell’s claim, stating that Dunham’s purchase was her
“constitutional right."13 He agreed, however, to grant Shorell a temporary injunction against her
moving in. After unrelenting pressure, Dunham backed out of the sale. The official reason given
was that “only schools granting Board of Regents credits were allowed” in the neighborhood.
10
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She explained that investigation of the zoning laws revealed that she could not run her school in
the neighborhood without Regents approval.14
Probably realizing that the opposition would be so fierce and well funded that her school
would take years to get off the ground, Dunham pragmatically retreated. She had already made
her point by negotiating to purchase the home and feeding the story to the press. In an exquisite
irony, Dunham’s potential neighbor, Mrs. Herbert Lehman, sent her a form letter during the
middle of the controversy asking for her sponsorship of a new, interracial community center in
the Bronx, to which Dunham graciously telegrammed her reply: “I am very happy to lend my
name as sponsor to anything so worthy. Delighted at magnificent inter-racial understanding
which this gift implies.”15
Despite the intense opposition she faced in opening a school in a white neighborhood,
Dunham did not retreat to Harlem. After a brief stay at Caravan Hall on 59th Street, she leased
space in the heart of the Broadway theatre district: 220 West 43rd Street, between Seventh and
Eighth Avenues, formerly the George White photography studios. After pouring thousands of
dollars into renovations, she opened the Katherine Dunham School of Dance in September 1945.
Advertisements appeared in the New York Times, Dance Magazine, and black newspapers in
multiple cities on the East Coast. The modest text read, “Enrollment for the most complete
EDUCATION IN DANCE: Primitive Rhythm—Percussion—Ballet—Modern—Dunham
Technique.”16 Letters of inquiry soon began to flood into the school, and from evidence in
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Dunham’s archives, most came from people who had seen advertisements in black newspapers.17
With this publicity strategy, Dunham reached a broad-based dance population but also gave extra
encouragement to black dancers.
In addition to drawing black students, the school attracted war veterans, both black and
white. The federal government approved the School to receive GI Bill funding. Several soldiers
and Women’s Army Corps volunteers, who had watched Dunham’s movies or seen her perform
at military bases, wrote letters asking if they could sign up for classes.18 The School also offered
children’s classes, a signal that Dunham believed her technique and pedagogical approach would
work to train dancers from an early age. With the positive feedback and enthusiasm from
potential students, Dunham decided to expand the school in order to achieve her broader goals.
By January 1946, she had changed the name to the Dunham School of Dance and Theatre.
Advertisements now boasted courses in eukinetics, dance notation, elementary acting,
playwriting, and body movement for actors.19 When enrollment increased or a friend donated
money, Dunham did not pay off the loans she had taken out to start the school, but rather hired
more instructors and added new classes. The 1946 summer quarter included courses in General
Anthropology, Spanish, French, Music Appreciation, General Philosophy, and Aesthetics &
Psychology.20 She developed a certificate program that offered varying courses of study ranging
from one to five years. All required classes in multiple disciplines. The Amsterdam News
reported “unusually large student registrations” for the summer of 1946, noting that over 425
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adults and children had registered by July 6.21 Again, Dunham did not use increased student
registrations to pay off debts, but rather to increase the number of teachers from twenty to thirty
and even further expand course offerings.
The teachers at the school represented a racially diverse selection of artists and scholars
at the forefront of their disciplines. In the summer of 1946 José Limón taught modern dance, and
Todd Bolender, who had danced with Ballet Caravan, Ballet Theatre, and the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, taught ballet. Lena Balloc taught a course in Laban notation, a method for
recording dance. Basil Mathews, a Catholic priest from Trinidad with a doctorate in sociology
from Fordham University, taught philosophy. He was not the only PhD on staff. Ben Frederic
Carruthers, who taught Spanish, had his PhD from the University of Havana, and the two
anthropology instructors, Joyce Wyke and Alta Gusar, were pursuing PhDs at Columbia
University. Henri “Papa” Augustin from Haiti taught percussion.
Of particularly importance was the Dunham School’s influence on jazz dance. Marie
Bryant, a former dancer with Duke Ellington’s band, taught tap dance and precursors to what
would become known as jazz dance. In 1946, her classes were called Lindy and Swing; in 1947,
“Boogie.”22 Peter Gennaro, future Broadway choreographer, also taught Boogie, while taking
classes himself in Dunham Technique and Primitive Rhythms. He danced in Dunham’s
Experimental Group and performed regularly at the “Boule Blanche” fundraisers. His
choreography for “Mambo” and other numbers in West Side Story seem particularly influenced
by his training in Afro-Caribbean dance at the Dunham School.23 Although Jack Cole is widely
credited as the founder of theatrical jazz dance and as the main influence in Broadway dancing,
21
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important aspects of jazz dance technique as it is known today were being disseminated at the
Dunham School in New York while Cole was in Hollywood.24
Most classes lasted for one hour, but some were offered multiple times a week. The
School listed sixteen classes for the elementary level of Dunham Technique in the 1946-1947
brochure, nine classes for elementary ballet, and one class for Limón’s elementary modern.
Courses that year cost $30 for a twelve-week term. Therefore the cost per class was extremely
high—$2.50, or $29.50 in 2012 dollars. In comparison, the cost for a class at one of New York’s
major dance studios in 2012 ran between $15 and $18.25 Students who wanted to enroll in a
certificate program were required to complete twenty-five credit hours per week and pay $350
per session, or approximately $4,124 in 2012 dollars. It is unclear from existing records how
many students completed a certificate program, and if so, who did so without some form of
financial aid. The statement of income and disbursements for the week of 21 September 1946,
roughly one year after the studio opened, shows that the school lost money. Total expenses for
the week, including salaries, maintenance, and utilities, came to $1633. Despite the high cost of
classes, tuition income for the week was only $183.26, suggesting that a large number of
students received financial aid in some form or another.26 The federal government paid for
several students on the GI Bill, and most files on the Dunham School document students on
24
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work-study scholarships.27 Other income came from Dunham’s monthly fundraising party, Le
Boule Blanche ($570.42), a private donation ($30), and the rest ($900) from Dunham’s personal
income.28 One year out, Dunham estimated that the school was over $45,000 in debt (mostly to
herself), but she was “vitally excited” by seeing her dreams come to fruition.29

Reviving the Company
From September 1945 until the company left the country in April 1947, Dunham utilized
the school to retrain her dancers. Her goal was to recapture the artistic stature that had been
tarnished by Tropical Revue and her subsequent venture, Carib Song. Dunham’s strategy of
representation after Tropical Revue was to demonstrate that black life had serious, dramatic, and
tragic dimensions unrelated to racism. In general, the complexity of black humanity did not
appear in America’s mainstream theaters. Either one was a “happy Negro” or a “tragic mulatto,”
betrayed by racism. With the help of producer Mary Hunter, who had introduced Dunham to
ballet teacher Mark Turbyfill in 1930, found her the position with the Labor Stage in 1939, and
convinced George Balanchine to see Dunham’s Windsor Theatre performance in 1940, Dunham
mounted a “musical play” called Carib Song that opened on Broadway in September 1945.
Unlike Dunham’s previous revues, Carib Song had a plot. She played a Trinidadian farmer’s
wife who begins an affair with a married fisherman. Upon discovering his wife’s infidelities, the
farmer murders her. At no point in the play do white characters appear. Like Dunham’s other
productions, Carib Song displayed a cohesive black world, but in this case, the universal human
emotions showcased were jealousy and anger, not joy or harmony.
27
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Exemplifying Dunham’s new choreographic approach was the dramatic, climactic dance
that ended the first act: Shango. Shango is the West African Yoruban god of fire, lightning, and
thunder. Many Afro-Caribbean religions, such as Haitian Vodou and Cuban Santería, include
worship to Shango, with minor variations from region to region. Dunham had secretly filmed
part of a Shango possession ritual in Trinidad in 1935, but had put down the camera when a
female priest caught her. Dunham had then watched in silence as the possessed man ran “down
to the altar doing a queer hook step and with his hands locked behind him. He knelt in the blood
from the fowl and pigeons, and kissed the ground, blood and all.”30 Dunham took the image of
the bloody poultry sacrifice at the altar as the basis for Shango.
Only thirty seconds of film footage exists from the 1940s, but a 1987 recording of the
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater performance of Shango gives a sense of what viewers may
have experienced watching Carib Song. The piece begins with villagers gathering to perform a
ritual to the Shango god. They sing, chant, play drums, shake maracas, and hit cowbells. A priest
walks in, holding a white chicken to offer in sacrifice for Shango. One man holds a knife, the
other a bowl to catch the blood. After slitting the chicken’s throat, the man with the knife sits on
a bench with the women of the village. The priest and the man with the bowl circle the stage,
flicking blood on the congregants and chanting prayers. Once receiving the blood and prayer, the
congregants begin to convulse and chant in rhythm with the drums. The last congregant, the man
with the knife, starts convulsing, his eyes rolling up in the back of his head, as he falls to the
floor. He begins flicking his tongue, signaling that Damballa, the Haitian Vodou snake god, has
possessed him. A Damballa possession would most likely not occur in an actual ritual performed
for the god Shango, especially not in Trinidad. Dunham told a radio interviewer that she
“hesitate[d] to do the strictly authentic in ritual” in Shango because she felt “a little
30
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superstitious.”31 The possessed dancer undulates his spine like a serpent and propels his body
forward on the floor with his undulations, keeping his hands tied behind him. He eventually
stands, walks to the altar, and climbs up, opening his arms wide like Jesus on the cross, then
leaves the stage. The other villagers keep shimmying their shoulders, undulating their spines,
circling their heads, and dancing in a general state of mass possession. Eventually, the Damballapossessed man reenters the stage, carried on a giant drum.32

Figure 11. Shango, 1947. Photography by George Konig. Courtesy of Victoria & Albert Theatre Collection.
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Unlike Rites de Passage, this ritual had little or nothing to do with fertility or budding
sexuality. Rather, the scene reveals the power of the divine in union with man. No one could
accuse Dunham of trading upon her sexuality to win audiences. Carib Song, however, did not
appease critics. Dunham’s decision to situate such a serious story in the West Indies created an
issue for white Americans. Producer Alfred Berger wrote Dunham a letter suggesting that she
“change the pervading mood from a somber, brooding one, to a gay one, more in keeping with
the (valid or not) popular conception of Trinidad? Send the audience away happy and not
bored.”33 Berger told her to conform to America’s preconceived notions of Caribbean peoples.
Lewis Nichols of the New York Times decried the slow pace of the show, saying, “An evening
with its origins to the South should not be so slow; the heart beats faster there.”34 Time called it
“so lethargic and sedate that it virtually libels the reputation of the tropics.”35 As Alfred Berger
had predicted, white critics were upset that the show did not conform to their stereotyped
expectations of the Caribbean. Shango was an exception, for L.A. Sloper of the Christian
Science Monitor wrote that Shango “exposes with startling impact the natives’ reversion to
savagery under the influence of mass hypnotism.”36
While not sharing the desire for a more stereotypical vision of Trinidad, black critics also
called the show slow and boring. Carl Diton of the Baltimore Afro-American termed the play
“dull” and the pidgin language “only dimly intelligible.”37 Abe Hill of the New York Amsterdam
News found it tedious and unoriginal. Only Shango provided a moment of interest that cut
33
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through the “thick cake of boredom” built up by the other numbers.38 Even Dunham’s own
dancers disliked the show. Vanoye Aikens pronounced it “awful” and completely miscast.
Dunham played the protagonist, a sweet, goodhearted girl, when, Aikens said, she was entirely
more suited to playing a “flirt” or a “bitchy” character.39
Black journalists did not agree on whether or not Dunham’s portrayal of a purportedly
primitive society benefited black Americans. Harry Keelan of the Baltimore Afro-American
applauded Carib Song’s depiction of “simple folk” who existed “so close to the earth” and
commented, “The values of the white man will change and may disappear entirely, but the
homely virtues of these dusky peasants are as eternal as the Sermon on the Mount.”40 His
romanticized notions of the Caribbean revealed that certain stereotypes cut across racial lines in
America. Cleveland Call & Post’s Lou Swartz, on the other hand, said he was tired of seeing
black people portrayed as primitives. While admitting that the “dramatic simplicity and vitality”
of the West Indies in Carib Song was “most stirring,” he felt that the theatre was an important
part of “advancing the position of the Negro today in a social as well as an economic cause” and
that the show failed to impart a positive social message.41
Carib Song appeared on Broadway at a time when African American leaders and
journalists were especially critical of the representation of black life on stage and screen. The
same month as the musical’s premiere in September 1945, the Associated Negro Press reported
that Lena Horne had backed out of playing the lead in MGM’s St. Louis Woman because of
“public and press criticism” from those who “desire to have the better side of Negro life
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portrayed.” The article mentioned Carib Song as a primary example of a negative, stereotypical
representation of black life that “cultural circles” were “frowning upon.”42 Burley, writing as
Don Deleighbur, also criticized the current state of black theatre: “The situation in a nutshell is
this: The condition of the American Negro today, socially, economically, and morally, is at such
a low ebb that all thinking persons are devoting time and energy to help him climb to his proper
place in American life. Impressions are paramount in this effort.”43 Existing film and theatrical
roles did not show black womanhood “at its highest level.”44 Dunham’s character in Carib Song,
a simple, cheating wife whom her husband then murders, clearly did not fit Deleighbur’s
prescriptions. Nor did the play’s portrayal of black people speaking in pidgin, sacrificing animals
at altars, or dancing in frenzied possession. The show ended in October 1945 after only one
month at the Adelphi Theatre on Broadway.
Dunham agonized over the negative critical reviews, for she loved the show and felt a
deep connection to the story.45 Perhaps the character was very personal to her. She had just had a
love affair with the Hollywood writer and producer Tim Durant while her husband John Pratt
was away at war in Europe.46 Undergoing death as punishment for infidelity on a nightly basis
was perhaps a way for her to express remorse. Pratt told her to ignore the critics “as best you
can” and “not brood,” because it was natural for humans to react negatively to anything new.47
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Dunham followed Pratt’s advice. Instead of brooding, she determined to win back critical
acclaim. She explained to writer Katharine Wolfe in December 1945, “the public has treated the
present [Dunham] technique too lightly.”48 Dunham was tired of trying to prove her technique
had artistic worth and perhaps recognized that she had strayed too far from her original
principles. She wanted to present the Company in a “strictly ballet performance to
counterbalance the present attitude of the public toward the group."49 In order to do so, she
decided to put a moratorium on performing for six months. Instead, she paid her dancers fulltime to train rigorously at the newly-opened School—and train in ballet in particular.50 Although
part of Dunham’s mission had been to show that “primitive” rhythms of African diasporic
peoples could form the basis for a dignified and rich art form, she now turned to ballet as a
means of proving African Americans’ worth and stature as dance artists of the highest caliber.
Ballet was enjoying a great surge in popularity and stature in the United States in the
mid-1940s. The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, Ballet International, and the (American) Ballet
Theatre, formed in 1940, were enjoying great success. Nelson Rockefeller and Lincoln Kirstein
convinced the State Department to send Balanchine and Kirstein’s combined American Ballet
and Ballet Caravan troupe to tour South America in 1941 as part of a goodwill mission. Even
Martha Graham, who had begun her career in revolt against ballet, began to hire dancers with
ballet technique and incorporate balletic steps into her choreography. Ballet spread to Broadway
as well. Agnes de Mille received great acclaim for her choreography in Oklahoma! (1943), and
Jerome Robbins’ 1944 number Fancy Free for Ballet Theatre was so popular that it became the
inspiration for an equally successful Broadway musical, On the Town. Ballet choreography was
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not stuffy, old fashioned, or elite; it represented a fresh artistic approach with the added bonus of
popular appeal.51 Ballet was booming, and Dunham wanted to be a part of it. Perhaps through
this genre, she could gain the artistic acclaim she desired without sacrificing the box office.
Dunham sought out Todd Bolender to help transform the company’s image. Originally
trained in modern dance, Bolender had performed with most of New York’s major ballet
companies of the period. Starting in the fall of 1945, he taught company ballet class at the
School, and Dunham asked him to collaborate with her on choreography to Igor Stravinsky’s
“Histoire d’un Soldat” [A Soldier’s Tale]. Dunham wanted Leonard Bernstein to conduct the
music with the New York Symphony Orchestra.52 In associating herself with Bolender,
Stravinsky, Bernstein, and the New York Symphony Orchestra, she placed herself in the highest
echelon of New York’s artistic world.
In addition to serving as ballet master, Bolender defended Dunham’s artistry. His support
went a long way in the dance community. In 1946, the Minneapolis-based African American
dancer and choreographer Eunice Brown wrote “An Experiment in Negro Modern Dance” for
Dance Observer, a major publication for modern dance, in which she dismissed Dunham’s
contributions to concert dance. Brown categorized Dunham as an entertainer, not an artist.
Brown portrayed her own interracial modern dance company she founded with her sister Bernice
in distinct contrast to Dunham’s “entertainment.”53 This characterization was precisely what
Dunham had struggled to avoid throughout her years of performing. In response, Bolender wrote
an impassioned letter to the editor of Dance Observer. He argued that Dunham was “the first
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well-known Negro concert dancer in American culture” and an artist of serious intent. He
concluded, “I will leave it to your readers to decide whether a concert program based on the
following music is worthy of the classification ‘serious’: Aaron Copland, Ravel, Mozart, Robert
Sanders, Gene Marki, Darius Milhaud and Igor Stravinsky.”54 None of this music had previously
been in Dunham’s repertory.
Indeed, in an early 1946 press release, Dunham reported that she was preoccupied with
daily, rigorous rehearsals with her company for a new tour which would consist of “entirely new
numbers, some of which represent a considerable departure from the type of dancing represented
by the primitive style of her ‘Tropical Revue.”55 As Bolender noted, the repertory included
ballets to music by Copland, Robert Sanders, Mozart, Ravel, and Stravinsky. Dunham invited
respected figures from New York’s artistic and intellectual circles to attend her rehearsals:
producer Lincoln Kirstein, choreographer George Balanchine, Broadway star Joan McCracken,
South African novelist Stuart Cloete, novelist, folklorist, and anthropologist Harold Courlander,
famed anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, and writer Langston Hughes. Often several of these
figures would attend rehearsals together, making for an exciting, charged artistic atmosphere.56
Dunham, however, could not satisfy both her critics and her producers. She wrote
excitedly to Edwin Embree of the Rosenwald Foundation that the new concert program would
“restore me to the good graces of the critics who were rather cross when I went into the revue
field.”57 Yet no prospective investors wanted to support Dunham’s ballets. The noted Broadway
producer George Abbott wrote, “I am much more enthusiastic for the novelty features which
have been incorporated in your productions, than in the straight classical ballet. I hope, however,
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for your sake, that I am as wrong as can be."58 The first sign that Abbott was not wrong appeared
at the Columbia “Pop” Orchestra Concert at Carnegie Hall in May 1946. Dunham had planned to
include one of the new balletic numbers: Pink Scene, to music by Aaron Copland. Four days
later, she substituted Rara Tonga, her Melanesian “Primitive Rhythms” standby, for the Copland
ballet.59 Perhaps Dunham felt insecure about showing such a new and different piece on a stage
as prestigious as Carnegie Hall, or perhaps producers had effectively discouraged her from
venturing into the classical realm. In a letter written to her lawyer that same month, she stated
vaguely that “various production reasons” had led her to decide to return to the revue format of
her previous productions.60
By the time Dunham finally premiered her next Broadway show, Bal Negre—literally,
“Negro Ball”—in November 1946, her plan to move away from primitive rhythms had fallen by
the wayside.61 Gone were pieces about Melanesia or Peru, ballets to classical composers, and
works like Rites de Passage, which in their abstraction attempted a high art modernism through
primitivism. Advertisements billed the show as “A Musical Revue of Caribbean Exotica.”62
When Mary Titus, a graduate student at Ohio State University, wrote to Dunham asking about
the use of percussion in modern dance, Dunham declined to answer the question, saying, “My
particular interest, as you know, is in primitive rather than modern.”63
Rather than just a pragmatic shift to please audiences, however, or a return to
primitivism, Bal Negre also represented a reassertion of diaspora that reflected Dunham’s
renewed excitement about anthropology that her School stimulated. In 1946, she developed a
58
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new love of Cuba, a place she had not visited on her ethnographic research trip in the 1930s, and
quickly arranged a visit to the island. She recruited several new drummers from this trip. In May
1946 she sponsored a “Cuban Evening” at the School, at which Langston Hughes and the AfroCuban poet Eusebia Cosme read their poems accompanied by dance and music.64 She also fell in
love with the poems and songs of Nicolás Guillén. She wrote to him that he had been the
inspiration for her “Cuban Evening” benefit and asked for copies of his music.65 Finally,
Dunham met Gilberto Valdés, a Cuban composer who specialized in Afro-Cuban music. In July,
she arranged for him to conduct the orchestra for Bal Negre and compose two new pieces of
music. The first, “Ylenko-Yembe,” based on traditional West African rhythms, opened the show
and set the tone for the evening.
Overall, Bal Negre presented the most virtuosic and explicitly Africanist numbers in the
Dunham repertory, including Shango, L’Ag’Ya, Congo Paillette, Son, Rhumba, and Nañigo, to
portray a vision of diasporic black beauty and sophistication on the Broadway stage.66 After
years of less-than-stellar reviews, Dunham received high praise from the New York dance
critics. Robert Sylvester of the Daily News declared that Dunham was “at her best” in Bal Negre,
and in fact was “the best dancer in America.”67 John Martin declared that Bal Negre “surpasse[d]
previous shows in taste, general artistry.”68 Though the ballet numbers had fallen by the wayside,
the six months of intense training in ballet, Dunham Technique, and other genres at the School
had clearly paid off. Whether or not such excellent dancing changed America’s perceptions of
race remained an open question.
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Beyond the Company: The School as Dunham’s Broader Legacy
In addition to serving as a training ground for her company members, Dunham wanted
her School to revamp training for professional dancers and actors on a broad scale. She called the
School a “laboratory” for the development her ideas about education.69 “Theatrical artists,” she
claimed, “are too often handicapped by lack of understanding of the development of general
culture and its importance in a specific field.”70 Dancers needed to communicate why they
performed certain movements, what social reasons and emotions drove the dancing. Only then
could they hope to connect to audiences on an emotional, visceral level and create cross-cultural
understanding. Students in the dance division’s two-year certificate program, for example, were
required to take one hour per week each of percussion, music appreciation, dance history, visual
design, choreutics (a system of dance analysis developed by Rudolf von Laban), general
anthropology, a language, and finally three elective hours in addition to their fifteen hours a
week of dance technique.71
Located in the heart of Manhattan’s theatre district, the school also attracted several
actors and other stage professionals, including Marlon Brando, James Dean, José Ferrer, and
Shelley Winters, who enriched their performances with drumming, dancing, and other types of
classes. Dancer Julie Robinson, future wife of Harry Belafonte, got her start at the Dunham
School, as did Eartha Kitt, who joined the company in 1948 before turning to a singing career.
David Vaughan remembers students from Balanchine’s School of American Ballet flocking to
the Dunham School to learn Primitive Rhythms, Boogie, Dunham Technique, and other classes
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not offered anywhere else in the city in the early 1950s.72 To date, the Dunham School has not
been properly recognized for the widespread influence it had in training stage and screen
professionals of the 1940s and 1950s.

Figure 12. Eartha Kitt and James Dean in a Dunham Technique Class. Photography by Dennis Stock. Courtesy of Magnum
Photography. Magnum dates this photograph to 1955. Either the date is incorrect, or Kitt and Dean are taking class with
Syvilla Fort, who kept Dunham Technique classes going at a studio she opened immediately after the Dunham School closed
in 1954.

Dunham believed that a multidisciplinary arts education would serve non-professional
students as well. To scholars, reporters, and former dancers, she repeated a consistent message:
training in the performing arts and humanities prepared students to face life’s problems.73 Too
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often, Dunham felt, individuals wandered through life unaware of how the world worked and
how they fit into it. They lacked understanding of humankind’s basic emotional needs: to
connect with the divine, to communicate with other people across racial, ethnic, linguistic, class,
or gender differences, and to release emotional energy through music and dance. Without such
social awareness and channels for catharsis, individuals were “badly equipped” for the
“problems of living.”74
Dunham believed that African Americans had a particularly difficult time breaking out of
their social position as an oppressed minority in the United States. Therefore, Dunham focused
the energies of the school on the cultural practices of the African diaspora to provide an alternate
social framework for her black students. She wrote to Edwin Embree of the Rosenwald
Foundation in 1946, “Until people, particularly minority groups, have some picture of their own
placement in the general world patterns, they will not be able to extend beyond the narrow
confines which are set up for them by our own education and capitalistic systems.”75 Dunham
envisioned her school as the antidote to existing systems of oppression, particular by the
American public education system which in the first half of the twentieth century denied black
children dignified, accurate, or complete understanding of African American contributions to
history.76 She also wrote that capitalism contributed to the oppression of minorities, one of the
few hints in Dunham’s archive that she sympathized with a communist or socialist analysis of
racism. Notably, Dunham insisted on helping students find their place in “the world,” not “the
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United States.” The education was diasporic, not nationalist. Dunham’s renewed interest in Cuba
led to the establishment of an Institute of West Indies Research at the school.77
Despite this focus on the African diaspora, Dunham welcomed students of all races and
felt that her school displayed American democracy in action. One press release proclaimed that
the interracial student and faculty composition “provides living proof that the races of mankind
can live and create in complete harmony and understanding….The Dunham organization takes
its great success as proof that complete inter-racial justice must ultimately be achieved if
American culture is to finally be truly democratic.”78 Publicity photographs promoted the
interracial vision and challenged dominant assumptions about gendered and racial identity of
drummers. In one photograph from the New York World-Telegram, a racially mixed group of
children, mostly girls, hold drums between their knees or on their laps.79
Dunham emphasized in an August 1946 interview with Glamour magazine that racial
integration was not artificially forced upon the School:
From the staff on down, the school is roughly half Negro and half white. The ratio
is accidental, not the result of any quota system. There is no question of mutual
toleration or of anything implying an effort of any kind. The racial problem
simply does not exist at the school and it is an example of how easily color
difficulties are solved once they are taken out of the problem class and dealt with
casually on a natural basis. Miss Dunham does not wish the school to develop into
anything like a political unit.80
In insisting that her racially integrated school developed naturally, Dunham probably intended to
distinguish herself from the Communist Party gatherings of her young adulthood in Chicago,
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where she felt that the racial mixing was forced.81 Perhaps she also sought to distance her School
from the New Dance Group, a school in Manhattan that similarly boasted an interracial student
body and faculty (though the vast majority of students and teachers were white), but also which
had an overt commitment to left-wing politics. The Dunham School indeed did not deny any
paying student who wished to take classes, and thus did not have a quota system per se. But by
placing advertisements in mainstream and African American media outlets, choosing certain
students for scholarships, and emphasizing techniques identified with African American
traditions, Dunham ensured that her school would attract students from both races. She also ran
advertisements in the Daily Worker that mentioned the School’s course offering in Russian (a
language offering not mentioned in ads for the School in any other paper), which signaled her
open attitude toward left-wing politics.82
Dunham’s interracial model also reflected the cosmopolitan ethos of the immediate
postwar period, epitomized by the founding of the United Nations. A Dunham School Prospectus
from 1946 reported that the students and staff “work together in harmony; a reflection of the
cooperation now stirring in the world at large.”83 People from across the globe came to study at
the school. The French government wanted to send students from its colonies in Africa and the
Caribbean, and a number of newspapers ran a feature article on a Swiss woman who moved to
New York to take dance classes with Dunham.84 The U.S. government granted the School
permission to enroll students on non-immigrant visas, and by the fall of 1946, the student body
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included Palestinian and Irish citizens and teachers from Haiti, Trinidad, Mexico, Austria, and
elsewhere.85
Such internationalist leanings aroused the suspicion of the U.S. government. Since the
incident with Tim Durant in 1944, the FBI had continued to monitor Dunham’s activities,
interrogating her at an airport in Texas and watching her school.86 In addition to noting her
Russian and Communist Party connections, the FBI documented Dunham’s relationship with the
Council on African Affairs (CAA), which the agency deemed a Communist Front organization.87
Max Yergan, along with singer and activist Paul Robeson and others, had founded the CAA in
1937 as the International Committee on African Affairs (ICAA). The ICAA initially focused on
teaching Americans about Africa and supporting Africans to come to the United States to further
their education. In 1942, the organization was renamed the Council on African Affairs, and its
focus became more politicized. The CAA advocated decolonization in Africa and lobbied the
U.S. government to support the continent’s economic and social development. Though founded
by black radicals, the CAA attracted widespread support from black liberals and middle-class
organizations during World War II, primarily because the war provided an opening to legitimize
anticolonial activism. In his 1941 State of the Union address, President Roosevelt had
proclaimed “Four Freedoms” that peoples “everywhere in the world” had the right to enjoy.88
Combined with the instability that the war was creating for European empires, Roosevelt’s
declaration gave anticolonialism a new currency. In the early to mid-1940s, the predominant
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African American political vision emphasized people of color as a global majority demanding
freedom.89
Dunham, who had long stressed diasporic connections, fit in with this movement easily.
In September 1945, she established a $2,000 scholarship through the American Council on
African Education to send an African student to an American university for four years,
demonstrating her and the CAA’s mutual interests.90 A month later, she received an invitation
from Robeson to hear him talk about his travels abroad. Dunham replied that she would be glad
to attend if she could come late, as she was “terribly interested in [the] world situation as affects
our own circumstances here.”91 Though she never made it to the meeting, she donated money to
the CAA in order to support Robeson’s vocal opposition to “the sharpened campaign against
minorities and the related problems of colonial peoples.” Her company performed a “spirited
dance” at the CAA’s “Freedom for Africa” rally at Madison Square Garden in July 1946.92
Though Dunham clearly was not one of the most prominent intellectuals leading the
decolonization movement of the 1940s, she provided cultural support for the CAA’s political
project. Her years of experience as a forger of diasporic cultural connections through
anthropology and performance provided a way to create political unity. She said to an unnamed
Russian magazine, “Many Negroes don’t know that there are people in South America and in the
West Indies who are like them. [My company] has created a much larger horizon for them. By
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showing people (and my own company) that they belong to a world scheme, it has made them
less frustrated I am sure.”93
Dunham’s role as cultural ambassador extended to the social sphere. From April to June
1945, the United Nations Conference on International Organization (UNCIO) met in San
Francisco to write the charter for the United Nations, a document that in theory would govern
international relations in the postwar era. In May, Dunham gave a party for the Haitian delegates
that black journalists described as “one of the most scintillating cocktail affairs, with all of the
celebrities ‘worth knowing’ present,” and “a stunner of a cocktail party.”94 White journalists and
entertainers attended as well.95 Though not in the back rooms hammering out international
policy, Dunham provided space for interracial and international sociality, contributing, in her
own small way, to the faith that an international political entity could work.
Her support of Paul Robeson, the CAA, decolonization, and interracial mixing at her
school challenged the Cold Warriors’ nationalistic vision of the United States. U.S. government
officials also linked Communism and sexual deviance.96 The fact that many homosexual dancers
and supporters congregated at Dunham’s School and enjoyed her monthly “Boule Blanche”
parties raised the suspicions of the FBI. One informant telegraphed, “You’d be gee-whizzed at
the after-hour orgies that take place thrice weekly at one of the town’s most famous interpretive
dance studios (Katherin [sic] Dunham’s…).”97
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Overall, the vision of the Dunham School increasingly clashed with the vision of the
United States government as the optimism at the end of World War II turned into the fear and
suspicion of the Cold War. Though Dunham never engaged directly in communist or socialist
political activity, U.S. government officials during the Cold War began to treat any racially
progressive activity as suspicious. In April 1947, less than two years after officially opening the
School, Dunham left the country, taking her company on a tour of Mexico. She would not return
permanently to the United States for another fifteen years. Though no direct evidence proves that
Dunham left for political reasons, her departure occurred the year that the House Committee on
Un-American Activities began its investigations of the writers known as the Hollywood Ten.

A Director in Absentia
After Dunham left the country in 1947, the School’s financial problems grew. Tuition
barely covered one-tenth of the costs. With a new international tour to finance, Dunham could no
longer spend thousands of dollars a month from her personal bank account to support the School.
Instead she begged and borrowed money from the tobacco heiress Doris Duke and other friends.
By May 1948, the School owed Duke $30,000.98 Besides the monthly Boule Blanche fundraiser,
no formal mechanism existed for soliciting private donations. It is unclear why Dunham only
asked Duke for loans, not outright gifts, or why Duke never offered her contributions as
donations. The School had no “angels” in the African American community or New York City
generally to underwrite its operations. It is also unclear if the School had a board of directors,
and if so, who sat on it or why it failed to fundraise more successfully.
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Personnel problems plagued the School in Dunham’s absence. She often left Pratt in
charge while on tour, and she worried that his alcoholism made him unreliable.99 Dunham was
unable to keep a director for more than a year or two. Dorathi Bock Pierre, former editor of
Educational Dance magazine, resigned soon after Dunham left for Mexico in April 1947, and
Pierre’s successor Bertram Yeaton lasted less than a year. The faculty disliked the next director,
Verne Van Bynum, who similarly lasted for little more than a year. In September 1948, the
anthropology instructor, Alta Gusar, wrote Dunham to complain about Van Bynum’s
management and the general disorganization of the school, which included delinquency in
paying the faculty.100 Under the new director Elsie Du Truielle, appointed in 1949, faculty
salaries still were delinquent, which led to low morale.101 Du Truielle quit in May 1950, citing
the impossibility of fulfilling Dunham’s vision without Dunham’s presence. Administrators and
faculty battled for control, each claiming to have a more accurate or superior interpretation of
their absentee director’s wishes.102 Dunham also chose poorly and made strange decisions. Du
Truielle, for example, was a socialite who lacked training in finance or management. Yet when
Du Truielle asked to see the bookkeeping in order to learn what was happening financially with
the school, she faced resistance from both Dunham and other members of Dunham’s inner circle,
including Dorothy Gray and Syvilla Fort.103
An additional problem was that teenagers ran most of the day-to-day operations. Students
on “Student Aid” had to perform a number of hours of work per week in exchange for classes. In
theory, high school students were the perfect candidates for “work-study” (as we would call it
today). They were at the right age to train intensively for professional careers but lacked the
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funds to pay for such intensive training, and they generally did not have outside jobs. Workstudy students mopped the floors, cleaned the mirrors, operated the elevators, and worked at the
front desk, answering phones and filing registrations. Yet teenagers had competing priorities and
other authority figures to whom they had to answer. One work-study student missed afternoons
at the School when she had too much homework. Another begged to be excused from work
because her mother needed help packing a suitcase for a trip. Older work-study students left
when paid performing opportunities arose or when they decided they needed a full-time job to
survive.104 The workforce was in constant flux.
In October 1948, Dunham despaired over the poor administration of the school and felt
embarrassed by what she saw as its declining reputation. She lamented that “no-one would take
my advice and close the School.” She hoped that her former manager Dale Wasserman would
step in, “so that at least if nothing can be done about finances, the disgraceful disciplinary and
moral reputation of the School might be governed to a degree.”105 Perhaps the FBI informant had
not been too far off about the parties in the studio after late-night classes. Without Dunham’s
oversight, perhaps the difficulty of running an institution with dozens of staff members, hundreds
of students, and a bewildering array of divisions and programs (dance division, drama division,
cultural studies program, certificate program, scholarship program, work-study program, adult
classes, children’s classes, Boule Blanche fundraisers, Experimental Performing Group, film
series, and more) was overwhelming. The company was always Dunham’s first priority and, as
she said, “Just to keep the company going morally and artistically represents a full time task for
me.”106 When stationed in New York from 1945-1947, Dunham integrated the operations of the
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company and the School, for the latter provided a home base for the former. Once on the road
again, however, Dunham had too many other pressing problems.
Students, not privy to the behind-the-scenes financial problems and personnel conflicts,
received excellent training and flourished. Michelle Newton was a scholarship student from 1949
to 1952. Though she already danced much of the day as a student at the Performing Arts Public
High School, she spent every evening at the Dunham School. She loved the “primitive dancing”
and took classes in Dunham Technique, Brazilian-Haitian dance, Afro-Cuban dance, Boogie,
ballet, and makeup application.107 The young Ural Wilson wrote Syvilla Fort in May 1949 to say
that he had learned “more than I thought possible” at the Dunham School and now felt the desire
to express himself through dance even more deeply. He asked if it would be possible to receive
another scholarship in order to continue his training at the School. He did, and Wilson became
one of Dunham’s most devoted company members and eventually a teacher at her Performing
Arts Training Center in East St. Louis.
Glory Van Scott remembers the excitement that pervaded the atmosphere when she first
walked in the doors in the early 1950s. Van Scott had formerly trained at the Martha Graham
studio, where Graham company dancers formed a tight circle separate from the students. On the
other hand, when in town, the Dunham dancers would engage with the students, especially the
younger ones, and encourage them. Kids in the dressing room would keep practicing steps from
the classes that had just ended, unwilling to let the excitement and infectious energy abate. Van
Scott remembers feeling “things pulsating and vibrating and being alive….you are learning all of
this history and anthropology and dancing your heart out until the point where the walls used to
turn colors with people who really loved it and danced it. It was awesome.”108
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A new, young cadre of black dancers and choreographers emerged as a result of School’s
existence. Benton Cole, a veteran who trained at the Dunham School under the GI Bill, poached
six other ex-GIs and six women from the School to start an interracial dance company in 1947.109
Talley Beatty, who taught at the School in its early years, filled the ranks of his own company
with Dunham School students. He “took practically the whole School” with him in May 1949 on
a tour of Stockholm, Sweden.110 Despite the excellent artistic training the School provided,
however, it could not function without proper funding or administration. Dunham spent at most
nine weeks in New York City during the four years from 1949 to 1953, and the School fell far
behind in her priorities. Finally, in February 1954, it closed its doors.
***
Though never a prominent political leader, Dunham’s contributions to fighting
segregation, promoting racial tolerance, and advocating an internationalist approach formed an
integral part of the civil rights movement during and immediately after World War II. Dunham
was less overtly radical than Paul Robeson, who did not have a company and a school to support,
but she was a brilliant tactician who maneuvered to find spaces and moments to challenge racial
inequality both nationally and internationally. Most importantly, she institutionalized her vision
of a racially harmonious future at the Dunham School. Rather than simply protest existing
conditions, she took steps to make the world as she wished to see it. With the Cold War
deepening, however, and suspicion descending on artists sympathetic to the political left,
Dunham left the country in 1947. In the next period of her career, she turned her efforts away
from building an interracial democracy in the United States and toward promoting international
cooperation and cross-cultural understanding.
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Chapter 5:
The Unofficial Ambassador: Dunham’s International Tours
On December 9, 1950, the curtains of the Santiago Municipal Theatre in Chile opened to
reveal an African American chorus standing in a bucolic Southern landscape. The world
premiere of Katherine Dunham’s dance drama Southland began with the chorus asking
rhetorically, “Is it true what they say about Dixie? Does the sun really shine all the time?” John
Pratt’s scenery, featuring a graceful plantation mansion and a giant magnolia tree, seemed to
indicate that it did. The drama unfolding onstage, however, soon belied the idyllic setting. A
white woman falsely accuses a black field hand of raping her, stirring up a mob of white
townspeople. At the end of the first scene, the black field hand hangs from the magnolia tree. In
the second scene, mourners carry the body through a nightclub, where members of the
community dance with desperate sexual energy, violence, sorrow, and bewilderment.1
Dunham’s danced depiction of a lynching—performed twice in Chile in 1950 and for a
six-week run in Paris in 1953—came at a time when the U.S. government was trying desperately
to deny the existence of racial violence. America’s race problem was the “Achilles heel” of its
Cold War propaganda campaign during the 1950s and 1960s, and the State Department fought a
losing battle to keep Russia and its allies from pointing out the hypocrisy of a democracy that
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tolerated, indeed seemed to promote, racial discrimination.2 Constance Valis Hill argues that
Dunham faced “the most devastating of reprisals” from the U.S. government as a result of her
performances of Southland. This claim, however, is overstated.3 While the State Department did
take action to suppress Southland in the early 1950s and denied Dunham federal funding in the
late 1950s, she continued to tour the world for a decade after the dance drama’s premiere with
great success. She also eventually received State Department sponsorship in 1965 as an
individual. Previously unexamined sources, including government documents, Chilean and
French newspapers, and letters from the archives of Bernard Berenson, reveal a delicate tango, in
which the choreographer and various government figures continuously re-negotiated the terms of
her presence abroad.
The story of Dunham’s international tours—with Southland as a central, defining
moment—is important not only for what it tells us about government repression during the Cold
War, but also for what it reveals about Dunham’s role in forming what Kevin Gaines calls the
“nascent African diaspora political culture” of the post-World War II period.4 Both before and
after Southland, Dunham exposed international audiences to an aesthetic of modernity rooted in
African diasporic culture, an aesthetic that differed substantially from the one promoted by the
2
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U.S. State Department. She also often took her cause to the press and forged relationships with
leading black intellectuals and artists in the countries she visited. Through actions both onstage
and off, Dunham helped lay the cultural foundations of transnational black politics of the postWorld War II era.

The Dual Ambassador: Dunham in Mexico and Europe, 1947-1950
From the very beginning of her career, Dunham had expressed the belief that the positive
representation of black culture onstage would ease racial prejudice and thus contribute to
building a better American democracy. She founded her school in New York in 1945 on this
premise, with an added global perspective: increased knowledge about and respect for other
cultures would engender peaceful international cooperation. Touring abroad gave Dunham the
opportunity to pursue both objectives. In April 1947, the company, now billed as “Katherine
Dunham—Her Dancers and Musicians,” left the United States for a tour of Mexico. They
continued with the three-act revue format that Dunham had established years earlier, highlighting
cultural practices from black communities throughout the Western hemisphere. The company
performed in Mexico for several months to full houses and received accolades from President
Miguel Alemán Valdés and members of the press.5 Dunham was extremely gratified by the
positive reception and the social acceptance she and her dancers felt in Mexico. She wrote to her
friend Doris Duke about how “exceedingly happy” her dancers were to live somewhere “without
the pressure of discrimination.”6 For virtually all of her company members, Mexico was their
first exposure to a social system where racism operated less perniciously than it did in the United
States.
5
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While the comparison cast America in a less than flattering light, Dunham was eager to
play the role of U.S. cultural ambassador. She felt her performances in Mexico had done a great
service in terms of easing anti-American sentiment. She wrote to Duke, “I think that the
American Embassy…has been very grateful, because we have brought an element and an aspect
of American culture which most Latin countries are completely unaware of and which I feel
certain makes them feel a little freer toward Americans on the whole.”7 A few months later, she
wrote to Luis Montes de Oca, a manager at the International Bank in Mexico City that “a world
of good could be done in the establishment of cultural relations between the United States and
Mexico, if the theatre and arts were used under careful direction….I have been acutely aware of
the attitude of the average American to everything which is not American. I know that 90% of
this has its basis in lack of knowledge and lack of proper exposure.”8 As she often did, Dunham
expressed her faith in the power of art to change people’s perceptions, and the power of changed
perceptions to affect structural political change.
While focused on serving as an ambassador of the United States, Dunham continued to
develop her expertise in African diasporic culture. In the 1930s, she had sought artistic
inspiration from her ethnographic research in the Caribbean. She revived that interest in Mexico,
where she experienced “a wonderful period of expansion and education.”9 While visiting a small
fishing village, Boca del Río, in Veracruz, Dunham convinced some of the older men in town to
teach her local folk dances, such as the bamba, danzón, and balahu.10 Veracruz was the state in
Mexico with the highest population of African descent, and the bamba a dance and song with
African influences. Dunham choreographed the dance Veracruzana based on this folk material, a
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number that would stay in the Dunham repertory for most of her international touring career. Ten
years before Ritchie Valens popularized “La Bamba” for American audiences while ignoring its
black roots, company member Vanoye Aikens was singing “Para bailar la bamba. Para bailar
la bamba, se necesita una poca de gracia, una poca de gracia” for a global audience.11
In the dance, the curtain opens to reveal Dunham sitting lazily in a hammock wearing an
exquisite white gown, a John Pratt design with a twenty-foot train. She reads Madame Bovary
and fans herself as the drummers play a bamba tune and women dance in the background,
executing pirouettes and other balletic movements intermingled with bamba, balahu, and danzón
folk steps from Veracruz. She suddenly hears a rustling sound. It turns out that her lover, played
most often by Ricardo Avalos, is hiding under her voluminous skirt. He “bursts out, and starts
chastising her for keeping him under there,” so Dunham climbs out of the hammock. The two of
them dance a slow rumba together, as she winds herself in the train of her skirt, and Avalos lifts
her in a balletic pose to exit stage right.12 Like most of Dunham’s dances, Veracruzana had no
overt political or social message. She stuck to a fairly superficial plotline of a flirtation between a
man and a woman. The politics lay in elevating, glamorizing, and celebrating disparaged or
hidden African elements of folk culture in the Americas through the packaging of Western
theatrical conventions, including elaborate sets and costumes, live orchestral music, and
choreographed stage patterns that included ballet and modern dance techniques. By claiming the
right to dance and sing the bamba, the company reminded its audiences of the African presence
in Mexico; through using Western high art aesthetics and having the main character read
Madame Bovary, they staked a claim for including black folk dance in modernity.
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Figure 13. Katherine Dunham in Veracruzana, 1949. Photography by Studio Iris, Paris. Courtesy of the Missouri
Historical Society.
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From Mexico, the company traveled to London, where numbers similar to Veracruzana
astounded audiences in the revue Caribbean Rhapsody. Dunham’s impresario Val Parnell
gushed, “In my many years of show business I cannot recall any better notices for any London
show premiere.”13 Several critics compared the impact of the Dunham troupe to that of
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes.14 Almost forty years earlier, the Ballets Russes had revolutionized
the world of concert dance with its repertoire of modern ballets; Dunham, these critics implied,
was modernizing concert dance in a similar way for her generation. The company received
critical acclaim and performed to sold-out houses not only in England, but also in virtually every
other European country to which it toured before the end of the decade. The Chicago Daily News
wrote in 1949, “La Dunham is sweeping Europe in a way that tops even Isadora Duncan.”15 As
in Mexico, the company members felt a greater sense of freedom in Europe. Several, notably
Eartha Kitt, left the company between 1948 and 1950, preferring life in Europe to one on the
road or back in the United States.16
Dunham’s success gave her entrée into Europe’s intellectual and social elite. While in
Paris she befriended Serge Tolstoy, grandson of the famed writer Leo Tolstoy, and through him
met several members of European royalty.17 One baroness introduced Dunham to the acclaimed
art historian Bernard Berenson, an American expatriate living in a villa, I Tatti, in Tuscany.
Berenson, eighty-three, and Dunham, forty, began an intense love affair of the mind, sharing
thoughts about art, culture, beauty, and the meaning of life. Berenson was not the only highly
13
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accomplished white man with whom she enjoyed an amitié amoreuse. A decade earlier, she had
had a similar relationship with the psychoanalyst Erich Fromm.18 Berenson and Dunham’s
written correspondence from 1948 to 1959 provided the basis for her unpublished memoirs,
“Love Letters From I Tatti” and had a profound influence on her self-perception as belonging to
an international intellectual elite, rather than to a national one. She would later call Berenson one
of the three most influential figures in her life.19
American diplomats recognized the value of Dunham’s success for Cold War objectives.
As a well-educated African American woman who choreographed dances with high production
values and great artistic merit, Dunham offered a refutation of Russian propaganda not only
about racial discrimination, but also about America’s cultural vacuity. U.S. Ambassadors
accordingly invited her to cocktail parties in Paris, held teas in her honor in Rome, and threw
soirées for the entire company in Stockholm. In Belgium, the American ambassador arranged a
gala performance with the queen in attendance.20 These demonstrations of public support, of
course, served U.S. interests by presenting American diplomats as enlightened non-racists.
Even as they feted her, the embassies carefully monitored Dunham’s offstage behavior.
She gave several interviews to Communist newspapers about racial discrimination in the United
States. In 1949 she wrote to Claude Barnett, head of the Associated Negro Press, that she hoped
her interviews with “various Liberal political sympathizers” in Europe would “urge ‘Life’ [and
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other magazines like it] to wake up,” and give her a cover feature.21 She wanted the American
press to give her, and by extension other black artists, the recognition and attention they
deserved. In November 1949, she told the Paris communist newspaper L’Humanité, “We suffer
racial prejudice unceasingly. Tired and hungry, I have been turned out of a restaurant, a theater,
with the advice that I look for an authorized establishment for ‘my kind.’” The U.S. Embassy in
Paris sent a cable to the State Department in Washington about the interview and attached a copy
of the article, with the passages about discrimination marked. A similar cable was sent after
Dunham gave an interview to the Italian Communist newspaper Unitá in March 1950, in which
she also criticized America’s racial prejudice.22 That month she issued a statement of support for
Garry Davis, who had recently renounced his U.S. citizenship to declare himself a “citizen of the
world.”23
Dunham’s refusal to adhere to a specific ethos of U.S. nationalism surfaced in her
aesthetic as well. In London, Dunham went on the radio to advance her culturally relativist
understanding of primitive society, inherited from her studies in anthropology. “As an
anthropologist,” she said, “I became interested in taking things which look loose—abandoned—
natural primitive movements—and presenting them as a technique as highly developed as
Russian Ballet.”24 Dunham challenged the notion that “primitive” dance lacked sophistication or
technique, putting Caribbean dance on an equal level with the most classical of dance forms:
ballet. She continued, “I felt that this feeling for fundamentals in mood and physical expression
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that the West Indians had, this correctness of function in primitive dances, could become useful
in our own theatre.”25 Through their integrated coherence of emotion, thought, and physicality,
West Indian cultures could provide the basis for a new, modern approach to performance.
In arguing for the sophistication of West Indian dance, Dunham implicitly made a claim
for her own choreography as modern at a time when “modernity” and “modernism” were
contested terrain. During the Cold War, the United States aggressively sought to present itself as
the nation most capable of leading the modern world and promoted artists deemed capable of
representing its particular brand of modernity. Art that was abstract and seemingly universal, but
based in distinctly American idioms, fit Cold War objectives. Penny Von Eschen has argued that
black jazz musicians who toured abroad contested that vision with their own “counterculture of
modernity,” a more hybridized perspective that refused to abandon the African American folk
roots of jazz music. Dunham, Von Eschen argues, similarly employed a counterculture of
modernity in her choreography.26 Yet Dunham went even further than her jazz counterparts, for
she located the roots of dance modernism in the West Indies, not the United States.
Dunham had a new audience in Europe that eagerly supported her aesthetic: African men
and women, for whom her shows revealed an ideal of diasporic cultural unity. In London,
Ghanaian percussionists came onstage between matinee and evening performances to exchange
rhythms with Dunham’s Haitian, Brazilian, and Cuban drummers.27 T.R. Makonnen, secretary of
the Pan-African Federation in London, called Dunham’s fusion of artistry and intellect
25
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“perfection” and essential to the cause of promoting African culture around the world.28 Léopold
Senghor, a student at the Sorbonne who would become the first president of independent
Senegal, claimed that her show Rhapsodie Caraïbe caused a “cultural revolution” among African
students in Paris.29 After seeing the revue, Keita Fodéba, founder of Le Théâtre Africain de Keita
Fodéba (which would become one of the most successful and influential disseminators of West
African culture in subsequent decades), wrote Dunham to ask for advice about directing a dance
company.30 Two years later, he would change the name of his company from Le Théâtre
Africain to Les Ballets Africains, a sign of the growing importance of dance in defining cultural
identity.
In a testament to how strongly Dunham’s aesthetic resonated with the African cultural
elite in Europe, the editors of Présence Africaine, a Paris-based literary journal founded by
Alioune Diop in November 1947, entreated her, twice, to write an article about dance. Présence
Africaine was the leading (and arguably only) journal dedicated to the exploration of the cultural
and intellectual life of the African diaspora in the late 1940s. Though Dunham declined to write
for the journal, citing her busy performance schedule, Paul Niger, one of the journal’s founders
and an important figure in the Francophone literary scene, wrote a lengthy review of Rhapsodie
Caraïbe for the journal’s sixth issue. It was the first article, or even substantive mention, of
dance in Présence Africaine’s brief history, and therefore set a precedent for how embodied
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performance would be incorporated into the project of building an African diaspora in the postWorld War II period.31
For Niger, the aesthetic excellence of Dunham’s show had important political
implications. Some numbers, he wrote, showcased the “simple beauty, rhythm, and muscle
movement” of the “pure state” of black people. Bahiana was one such dance, in which the “great
communion that gushes from the sweet music of muscle and movement” revealed the joy and
holistic integrity of a black community in Brazil. Other dances, such as Blues, Niger claimed,
exposed the “crushed, deformed, [and] disfigured” lives of black people living in white
civilization, “with its ridiculousness, its meanness and despair.”32 Niger reinforced stereotypical
notions of black culture as simple, rhythmical, and physical, but for an important political end.
His analysis clearly painted Rhapsodie Caraïbe as exposing the stark difference between black
communities living in freedom and those living under white supremacy.
Niger also saw in Rhapsodie Caraïbe a utopian promise of diasporic unity. The show, he
argued, revealed “the profound unity of feelings, rhythms, and sources of the black soul.”
Importantly, this black soul was not purely African. “We feel Africa and America intimately
intertwined,” wrote Niger. Dunham’s “precise and cordial intelligence about the habits and
history of the black race” constructed a new vision of diaspora “with a kind of love and pride.”
Her emphasis on the “Latinized negro,” in particular, exposed black Parisian audiences to lesserknown areas of the diaspora.33 Niger and the other editors of Présence Africaine sought proof of
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black unity across lines of language and nation; Dunham’s show exhibited that unity, and thus
was an important cultural foundation of the African-diasporic political culture that would
challenge colonialism and Cold War chauvinism at an accelerated pace during the 1950s and
1960s.

Southland
In Europe, Dunham could maintain her dual allegiances to the United States and the
African diaspora with relatively little tension. Though U.S. embassies sent cables to Washington
whenever she talked to the Communist press, they took no action against her. Her decision to
choreograph Southland, a thirty-minute dance drama that appeared in the second act of her revue
in Santiago, Chile in December 1950, changed the conversation. When Pearl Primus had
performed Strange Fruit in the mid-1940s, much of the power of the dance had resided in its
simplicity. Primus performed on a bare stage with no music, letting her body tell the full story.
Reflecting her modern dance training at the New Dance Group, Primus’ movements abstractly
expressed the inner emotional turmoil of her character, a white woman struggling to come to
terms with her participation in a lynch mob.34 In contrast, Southland had a clear plot, elaborate
sets and costumes, pantomime, orchestrated music, and live singing, all of which created a world
that enveloped the audience visually and aurally. Dunham wanted the audience to feel the
dramatic nature of a lynching, a gruesome, disturbing performance staged in front of cheering
audiences in the American South.
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No original film exists, but tapes from a 1981 rehearsal of Dunham teaching Southland to
her students in East St. Louis give a sense of the choreography. In the first scene, a group of male
field hands enter, dragging imaginary burlap sacks of cotton. The field hands reach center stage,
stop, jump over their bags into a perfect ballet second position, execute double pirouettes, and
launch into a Charleston. They continue performing high-energy movements such as hitch-kicks,
leaps, and turns that one might now characterize as jazz dancing. Next, a group of women enter
from stage left to form a circle with the men in preparation for a plantation square dance. The
field hands swing their partners, do-si-do, change partners, and repeat. Eventually all the
performers face into the center of the circle and perform African American vernacular steps that
originated in the nineteenth-century American South: the Palmerhouse, Patting Juba, Pas Mala,
Falling off a Log, and Pack Annie. The scene of the African American couples dancing together
suggests a happy world, insulated from white society.35
As the music shifts, all of the couples drift offstage except for one. The remaining woman
moves toward her partner with chaînée turns, a common balletic turn that requires stretched legs
and arms in a rounded position, as if one were hugging a tree. The couple dances romantically,
with several lifts and intertwined limbs. Dunham told her students in 1981 that this duet was
supposed to be a “very, very tender love affair….that is entirely folk. It’s not making an effort to
be controlled or manipulated by the white society they’re in.”36 Though the emotion is “entirely
folk,” the choreography includes highly technical ballet steps. For Dunham, stylistic fusion did
not violate the folk authenticity of intentions or emotions.
The three-part sequence of field hand dance, group social dance, and love duet appeared
in Dunham concerts of the 1940s as part of the Plantation and Minstrel Dances, in which the
35
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black social world remained jubilant and self-contained. In Southland, however, the scene
quickly darkens with the intrusion of a white couple who tumble out from under the magnolia
tree. In Chile, Julie Robinson, the only white dancer in Dunham’s company, played the female
role, and Lenwood Morris, a light-skinned African American dancer, donned whiteface and a red
wig to play the male character.37 The couple’s lovemaking quickly turns into abuse. The man,
thinking that his lover is making fun of his sexual shortcomings, beats her and leaves her
unconscious. When one of the black field hands discovers her, he touches her to see if she needs
help. She awakes at his touch, and in shame and anger, points a finger and shouts, “Nigger!”
This one word hangs in the air, a portent of the hanging to come.
The accusation of rape enrages an imaginary mass of white townspeople. As a symbol of
unseen mob’s growing anger, the accuser dances a habanera, a sensuous Cuban dance done to a
syncopated rhythm, often vocalized as “Da, ka ka kan, da, ka ka kan.”38 W.C. Handy referred to
the habanera “the call of the blood,” suggesting an irresistible, even primal, pull forward in
scene’s action toward its violent conclusion.39 The white woman finishes her solo by wrapping
her hair around her neck like a noose, pulling herself up as high on her toes as possible (see
Figure 13). The mob heeds her suggestion. At the end of the scene, the field hand swings down
from the tree, hanging from his neck by a rope. A singer walks on stage to sing “Strange Fruit.”
Dunham knew, from Billie Holiday’s success, that this song had a powerful impact on listeners.
Even if the Chilean audience members did not understand the English lyrics, the Embassy
officials certainly did.
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Figure 14. Julie (Robinson) Belafonte performing the habanera solo in Southland,
Paris 1953. Photographer unknown. Courtesy of Julie Belafonte.

The second scene, “Basin Street Blues,” takes place in a nightclub, the setting for several
Dunham dances including Barrelhouse (1939) and Flaming Youth 1927 (1944). Again, however,
the context of Southland creates a different mood. In Barrelhouse, a woman of the street fails to
connect with a man passing in front of a club. The two dancers slouch as they walk toward each
other, knees bent, avoiding eye contact. They turn their backs to the audience and vigorously do
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the twist, bumping derrières before going their separate ways.40 While the piece poignantly
examines missed connections, it also expresses humor.
In the “Basin Street Blues” section of Southland, no comedy offsets the tragedy. As the
lights come up, a blind beggar—an allusion to Tiresias, the sightless prophet of ancient Greek
myth—enters the café. The dancers sit around, listlessly, waiting for something to happen. Soon
the Greek chorus enters carrying the shrouded corpse of the lynched field hand. The dancers
react viscerally: a woman bursts into tears, another man stabs a knife violently into the floor; one
couple clings to each other in a highly sexual slow dance, while another stumbles awkwardly,
bumping into the beggar. Only the blind beggar, Dunham later wrote, “sees the true fact,” of
what the lynching represents, for “the rest feel but cannot define” how this violence has affected
them. Dunham intended the scene to showcase the ramifications of racial violence for the
community, whether that was a small town in the United States or a society elsewhere in the
world.41
With Southland, Dunham broke with her politics of positive representation in order to
confront both American racism and the global problem of racial violence. An artist’s motivation
can be difficult to determine with certainty, but events in both the United States and Latin
America seem to have inspired Southland. She wrote to her friend Bernard Berenson about it in
1953, “somewhere in me are roots stronger than I am based probably more on intuition than
reason….I live in this continuous removed intuitive, even I suppose semi-mystic state.”42 Years
later, she told a Washington reporter that she responded intuitively to “internal rhythms” to
40
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determine her life course.43 Yet Dunham, from the earliest stages of her career, was a highly
tactical person, someone who made calculated decisions about where and when and how to
protest racial injustice. Her decision to premiere Southland in Chile in December 1950 was no
less strategic.
Part of her inspiration may have come from former dancer Talley Beatty. When his show
Tropicana toured Europe at the same time as her Caribbean Rhapsody in 1949, Dunham
expressed anger that critics dared even compare his show to hers, for she believed Beatty’s work
was imitative and derivative. She wrote to Dorothy Gray, “Aside from the fact that they have
plagiarized most of our choreography and costumes, there is very little comparison.”44 His most
successful piece, however, Southern Landscape (1947), borrowed none of Dunham’s themes.
The dance explored racial violence against African Americans in the rural South after the end of
Reconstruction in 1877 and received widespread critical acclaim.45 Though Dunham accused
Beatty of stealing from her show, perhaps the borrowing went both ways.
If Beatty provided thematic inspiration, Dunham’s brief visit to the United States in the
spring of 1950 after almost two years in Europe the provided motivation. She returned to New
York for six weeks to perform Rhapsodie Caraïbe at the Broadway Theatre. She felt deeply
unsettled by her visit and wrote to Berenson, “If all of the rest of America is under the same pull
that New York is then God help it anyway….The way people regard things and each other…has
me responding to a basic, atavistic, intuitive, self-preservative desire to get out quickly.”46
Dunham did not name specific events that triggered her response, but the intensifying Cold War
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was casting a pall of fear over the country in 1950. The day that Rhapsodie Caraïbe opened, the
front page of the New York Times reported that witnesses had come forward to support
McCarthy’s accusations of Soviet sympathies against the Johns Hopkins University professor
Owen Lattimore.47 She also may have heard of trials that had taken place in her absence, most
notoriously those of the Martinsville Seven and Willie McGee, who were facing the death
penalty for charges of raping white women. Despite pressure from the NAACP, the Eighty-First
Congress failed to pass a federal anti-lynching law. The persistence of lynching, either as a result
of mob violence or in the form of capital punishment on dubious charges, most likely had an
effect.
Dunham soon left New York for an extended tour of Latin America, but the southern
hemisphere provided no respite from racial discrimination. At her first tour stop in São Paolo,
Brazil, Dunham discovered that her reservation at the city’s leading hotel—the Esplanada—had
been canceled. When her white husband John Pratt went to find out why, the hotel manager told
him that they did not accept guests of color. Dunham immediately decided to file a lawsuit and
made her first phone call to Gilberto Freyre, the esteemed scholar of Brazilian race relations,
whom she had befriended the week before.48 Freyre gave Dunham the name of a trusted lawyer
and assured her that he would help publicize her fight against the hotel.
Within forty-eight hours of the incident, the Brazilian press erupted with headlines such
as, “Esplanada retains color prejudice: Denies a famous black North American dancer a room.”49
Leading black Brazilian intellectuals Raul J. Amaral and Sebastião Schiffin led a public protest
47
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against the Esplanada.50 A week after speaking with Dunham, Freyre, also a member of Brazil’s
Chamber of Deputies, co-sponsored a bill that made it a penal offense to discriminate on the
basis of race. Many Brazilians at the time prided themselves on their country’s supposed lack of
racial discrimination, but the Esplanada’s treatment of Dunham shattered that myth.
After years of traveling abroad, staying where she pleased, and attending parties thrown
in her honor, the blatant discrimination of the São Paolo hotel must have reminded her of the
endless and exhausting searches for lodging and a place to eat while touring the United States.
Dunham’s archives suggest that the experience affected her deeply. Articles about the “Revolting
Incident” fill several pages of Dunham’s scrapbook from her Latin American tour. The news
made its way to the United States, where Time, the New York Times, and several major African
American newspapers reported on the hotel’s blatant discrimination, Dunham’s lawsuit, and the
introduction of the bill in the Chamber of Deputies.51 Dunham had expressed frustration to
Charles Barnett a year earlier that the American press ignored her European success; they
certainly did not ignore her fight with the Esplanada. Brazil’s legislature passed Law No. 1390
against racial discrimination within a year.52 For Dunham, this must have been a bittersweet
victory. She could affect change at the national level in Brazil, but not in her own country. The
relentless and global nature of racial discrimination, as well as the fact that she received
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significant American press attention for her actions in Brazil, perhaps galvanized her to take a
more daring stance choreographically.
Dunham’s inspiration for the “Basin Street Blues” scene of Southland also seems to have
come from her experiences in Brazil. In Rio de Janeiro, Dunham explored the favelas, or slums,
where many of the city’s black residents lived. She described in a letter to Berenson the decrepit
state of the slums, including the pools of human and animal feces in which children played. She
directed Berenson to read her new friend Freyre’s The Masters and the Slaves to understand the
situation.53 Freyre had written that slavery “morally degrad[ed] masters and slaves alike” and
that the country was “deformed by slavery.” He shared Dunham’s sociological approach to the
question of race, arguing that “what appears to be the influence of race in purely and simply that
of the slave, of the social system of slavery.”54 He argued that sexual excess, violence, and
ignorance in the favelas—the various manifestations of the nightclub denizens in Southland in
response to the lynching—resulted from the legacy of slavery that affected Brazil’s social
structure well into the twentieth century. Dunham later wrote in her memoirs that the simmering
potential for violence in Rio reminded her of the situation in the urban centers of the United
States.55
While the motivation for Southland came from multiple sources in the year leading up to
its premiere, the lynching theme had been swirling in Dunham’s mind for years. In 1930, she had
written that a lynching in Texas could provide material for a black ballet company. In 1937, at
the height of the Popular Front, she had choreographed Swamp, a dance about a lynching with a
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two-scene structure similar to Southland.56 Constance Valis Hill reports that Dunham
“meticulously researched the history of lynching in the United States by consulting the records
on file at the Tuskegee Institute,” which she most likely only had the time to do before she left
for her international tours in 1947.57 If indeed the idea for Southland had existed for years, then,
perhaps what mattered was less the immediate events of 1950 and more Dunham’s sense of the
appropriate timing and context. As a savvy activist, she generally made her decisions
strategically. Her decision to stage a choreographic protest in Chile came after months of
positive audience response and high-level support from the Brazilian and Argentine
governments.58 Dunham was also in a more financially secure place, for she had received a
commission from the National Symphony in Chile to create a new work. She now had the money
to hire an Argentine composer, Dino DiStefano, who wrote a score for Southland that combined
traditional African American songs with European symphonic music.59 In the fall of 1950, she
began rehearsals for Southland with the aim of premiering the piece on their next stop: Santiago,
Chile.
Dunham waited until the last days of her run in Santiago to stage the dance drama,
building up audience and press enthusiasm first. For weeks prior to her arrival, Santiago’s major
newspapers excitedly promoted her upcoming show with quarter-page advertisements,
photographs, and articles. A columnist for El Diario Ilustrado wrote on November 7, 1950,
“Indisputably, her presence will bring to Santiago the purest artistic expression and greatest
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originality that we have seen in the past few years.”60 After opening night on November 25,
1950, the reviews matched the glowing anticipation of weeks before. The dance critic of La
Nación gushed, “It’s certain that Katherine Dunham’s ‘ballet’ constitutes one of the most
beautiful and artistic expressions of Negro folklore.”61 Like critics in Mexico, Europe, and
elsewhere, Chilean critics marveled at Dunham’s expert and sensitive synthesis of folk material
and theatrical technique.
With such a positive reaction, Dunham felt ready to show Southland. On December 5, the
newspaper El Mercurio ran a startling announcement: Katherine Dunham would premiere a new
dance the following afternoon. The newspaper did not describe the dance, but rather offered the
following tantalizing quote: “The person who truly loves his country is equally capable of seeing
the good and the bad in it, and upon discovering the bad, should denounce it at the cost of his
liberty and life.”62 The dramatic statement, in which Dunham expressed a willingness to die for
the cause of protesting injustice, alerted readers to the high stakes of this performance. She also
carefully positioned herself as a patriot, perhaps to tamp down the inevitable claims of antiAmericanism that would erupt.
Instead of performing Southland the next day as promised, Dunham delayed the premiere
by three days. While the newspapers reported that “technical difficulties” had caused the
change,63 more likely the U.S. Embassy’s reaction put a halt to the proceedings. The strength of
Chile’s Communist Party, which had an effective anti-American propaganda machine and a
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strong following among miners and other workers, made the Embassy wary of any criticisms of
the United States.64 The U.S. Ambassador in Santiago, Claude G. Bowers, had written The
Tragic Era: The Revolution After Lincoln, a deeply racist work, in which he argued that
“Southern [white] people literally were put to the torture” during Reconstruction.65 He also
opposed civil rights legislation and according to his biographers, “viewed African Americans
with disdain.”66 An embassy under Bowers’ direction would not respond sympathetically to an
anti-lynching dance drama.
According to a December 12, 1950 cable sent from H. Gerald Smith, Economic Affairs
Officer of the U.S. Embassy in Santiago to the State Department, Assistant Cultural Affairs
Officer Richard Cushing called Dunham and Pratt to a meeting on December 6 upon hearing
about Southland. In the meeting, Cushing pressured them to take it off the program, arguing that
it “clearly follows communist line propaganda and serves to create ill feeling toward the United
States.” Dunham tried to persuade Cushing that she desired to make American democracy
stronger, not undermine it. As she said to Cushing, “[I am] really interested in a solution of the
problem and this is my way to do it.”67
A State Department official questioned Dunham’s logic, scribbling in the margins of the
Embassy cable, “What are South Americans to do about [lynching]?” Why, indeed, had Dunham
decided to present her solution to America’s racial violence in Chile, rather than in the United
States? Her reasoning, she told Cushing, was that the piece happened to be ready and she felt the
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compelling artistic urge to go forward.68 Yet Dunham also made a political and personal choice.
She knew that racial discrimination and Cold War politics were entwined globally. In Europe,
the left-wing press had taken a great interest in her views on racial discrimination, causing the
State Department to take notice. In Brazil, her experiences fighting discrimination had made
national headlines in the United States. Her stance in Chile against lynching, she probably
reasoned, would have repercussions beyond South America. By the end of the meeting, she still
insisted on going forward, but decided to premiere the work on the second to last day of the run.
However the Embassy reacted, she would be leaving.
Because Dunham performed under a private contract, rather than U.S. sponsorship, the
Embassy could not cancel the concert. Taking extralegal measures to stop the ballet would most
likely have generated even greater anti-American propaganda. The Chilean newspapers
continued to build anticipation for Southland by running prominent illustrated advertisements
and statements such as, “This ballet, because of the originality of its choreography and
profoundly humane argument, has provoked extraordinary public interest.”69 On December 9,
American diplomats, with full foreknowledge of what was about to appear onstage, sat
uncomfortably in the audience next to Chileans. Dunham read a prologue before the piece began,
in which she stated that Southland did not represent all of America, or even the entire South.
Lynching, however, was still a real problem, and thus she felt obligated to speak out about it.
Then the dance drama unfolded in the darkened hall, causing tears and shock among audience
members.70
In 1993, Dunham claimed that Southland’s second scene, “Basin Street Blues,”
frightened the Embassy even more than the lynching because of its portent of violent reaction
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from the black community.71 Yet Smith’s cable described Southland as ending with the Greek
chorus taking the body down from the tree, the end of scene one.72 Perhaps, out of disgust or
discomfort, he had left early, or perhaps the broader social commentary of “Basin Street Blues”’
had gone over the heads of Embassy officials. Or Smith simply may have edited his comments to
highlight the most salient aspects for the Embassy’s purposes. Overt displays of American
racism, not more subtle signs of social unrest that spoke to a global problem of racial
discrimination, had greater potential to spark anti-American feeling.
Cushing demanded another meeting after the performance and relayed his “criticisms of
the aesthetic aspects of the dance and its harmful effect.”73 Perhaps the Embassy did have some
objections on aesthetic grounds. Southland’s dramatic, plot-driven narrative and emphasis on
African American folk culture clashed with the abstract modernism that the State Department
wanted to promote. More likely, however, the aesthetic criticisms were merely cover for political
ones. Cushing brought up two additional issues that he believed corroborated Dunham’s antiAmericanism. First, the Chilean Communist newspaper Democracia had recently reported that
Dunham had signed the Stockholm Appeal, a Communist document. In March 1950, the Peace
Partisans World Congress, organized from Moscow, had met in Stockholm to draft a petition that
called for the abolition of atomic weapons. By June, thousands, if not millions, of Europeans had
signed copies of the “Stockholm Appeal,” which then made its way to the United States.
Dunham’s vision for international relations rested upon global peace and mutual understanding,
and thus she may well have signed the document (no official list of signees seems to exist), even
though she had no affiliation with the Communist Party. Dunham’s purported support for the
Appeal appeared unpatriotic in the context of President Truman’s recent threat to use the atomic
71
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bomb in Korea, and she told Cushing that “to the best of my knowledge” she had not signed it.74
Cushing presented further evidence of her anti-Americanism by reading a quote attributed to her
in Santiago’s Pro Arte newspaper: “The American is a simple, unaffected man in a country
dominated by a sort of dangerous infantilism, made more dangerous by a devilish power of the
dollar….He is only interested in what glitters.”75 Dunham insisted to Cushing that the journalist
had misrepresented her ideas to create an article filled with “hysteria and raceism [sic].”76
Presented with Cushing’s multiple accusations, Dunham found herself defending her
choices and denying any left-wing political tendencies. She already knew that the Embassy had
taken action against her. Smith wrote to Washington, “Santiago newspapers have carried
laudatory stories about the two-week Dunham engagement, but failed to make specific mention
about ‘Southland.’”77 His comment was blatantly untrue. Prior to the premiere of Southland, all
of Santiago’s newspapers had prominently discussed the ballet. On December 10, the day after
its premiere, no paper mentioned it.78 Clearly someone had sent an explicit message not to report
on it further, for normally such an anticipated work would have received some comment. Smith
continued in the cable, “Miss Dunham expressed the opinion that the Embassy used pressure on
drama critics but was assured this was not so.”79 Despite this denial, Dunham found out about the
Embassy’s suppression from a Communist journalist.80
Experiencing the Embassy’s power to affect publicity, Dunham agreed to cancel future
Southland performances. She also allowed the United States Information Service (USIS) to
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publish refutations of her purportedly pro-Communist actions in the city’s three major
newspapers. The articles quoted Dunham denying that she had signed the Stockholm Appeal,
refuting the Pro Arte article, and softening her stance on Southland: “Katherine Dunham hopes
that her ballet ‘Southland,’ which had its premiere here last Saturday, wasn’t misinterpreted by
the public…she would like to explain that this thing [lynching] isn’t common in the United
States, that it occurs very rarely, and that it has diminished considerably over the course of
time.”81 Ironically, the American Embassy undermined its own censorship by mentioning the
dance drama in the USIS-authored articles. Even publicity aimed at damage control extended the
life of Southland beyond its two performances.
Smith recommended direct action “toward elimination of the dance from Dunham’s
repertoire” and sent copies of his cable to eleven other U.S. Embassies in Latin America.82 For
the rest of the Latin American tour, however, the U.S. Embassies did not need to act on Smith’s
recommendation; Dunham removed Southland from the repertoire on her own. She knew any
other course would affect not only her own career, but also the livelihood of her dancers,
musicians, singers, and staff members on her payroll. The company that she had spent decades to
build could crumble if denied international touring opportunities. Unlike Martha Graham, who
had Bethsabee de Rothschild, or American Ballet Theatre, which had Lucia Chase, Dunham had
no wealthy patron. The company depended entirely on box office receipts and loans she received
from various friends.
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Apparently Dunham also stopped giving interviews to Communist newspapers.83 She
never mentioned the Stockholm Appeal, the Pro Arte article, or USIS-published retractions in
letters to friends at the time or in interviews later in her life. Instead, Dunham’s January 24, 1951
letter to Bernard Berenson, the first after her Chile run, compared her experiences in Argentina
to those in her current tour stop of Lima, Peru, as if the three weeks in Chile had never
happened.84 She dedicated only one sentence to Chile in her 1980 memoirs: “Our next stop [on
our Latin American tour] was Santiago in Chile of which I remember little.”85 She had no desire
to give anyone a reason to conflate her protest with Communist Party activism, and perhaps she
even blocked the painful event from her memory. Only in 1987, when Alvin Ailey’s decision to
stage an entire evening of Dunham’s choreography revived public interest in her career, did she
begin to talk more openly about Southland. Even then, she omitted most details about the events
surrounding the performance in Chile.86
Despite the immediate repression in Chile, U.S. embassies soon embraced Dunham
again. After all, she was one of the only cultural weapons the United States had at hand in Latin
America to fight Communist claims about America’s racism and cultural vacuity. Before Dwight
D. Eisenhower established the President’s Special Emergency Fund in 1954, no formal funding
existed to send artists abroad. Most funding that did exist supported cultural tours in Western
Europe, though the State Department had sent Ballet Caravan to Latin America in 1941.87
Dunham’s next tour stop, Lima, Peru, was an unqualified success. The American Embassy’s
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Public Affairs Officer Reginald Bragonier ensured that all the Embassy’s interactions with
Dunham’s highly popular company served “to discredit propaganda emanating from certain
quarters here about racial discrimination in the United States.”88 He arranged for the
Ambassador, several officers, and their wives to sit in highly public boxes at the opening night
performance. Bragonier gave a reception for the company at his home, as did the Ambassador
and a cultural assistant.
The overwhelming support the company received, Bragonier argued, made it hard for
communist groups “to use this visit to belabour the matter of racial discrimination on the part of
Americans.” Instead, “The entire troupe was made to feel a part of the American community.”89
Bragonier made no mention of Southland, although he had received a copy of the cable from
Santiago. Dunham’s visit was a rare opportunity to showcase American cultural prowess and
racial harmony. He did not wish to jeopardize the situation by bringing up the anti-lynching
dance drama. Dunham was also able to continue her diasporic ambassadorship. Bragonier
reported that the company participated in cultural exchange with local Afro-Peruvian dancers
and musicians, including Rosita Ríos, the “matriarch of the local negro community.”90 The U.S.
Embassy in Haiti similarly welcomed Dunham during her summer 1951 visit, assisting her with
publicity and ticket sales and helping her host a party for Haitian president Paul Magloire.91
Though the unspoken terms of State Department support rested upon Southland’s
absence, Dunham again began rehearsals for it in November 1952 after an upsetting experience
in Naples. The American military had established bases along the coast of Italy after World War
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II, bases that have remained operational into the twenty-first century. In a letter to Berenson,
Dunham called the outposts a “plague of American occupation” whose inhabitants spread
insidious ideas about racial inferiority. Dunham felt “especially enraged” when a sailor from
South Carolina insulted one of her company’s men. She wrote, “I feel an impulse to keep some
part free from the plague,” and that Southland would be her response.92
Perhaps Dunham forgot about her letter to Berenson, because in 1980 she rewrote the
story as if her inspiration for Southland came from the murder of Emmett Till in 1955, a tragedy
now considered a major catalyst in the revival of the civil rights movement.93 In a 1987 interview
with dance critic Jennifer Dunning, Dunham repeated that Till’s murder weighed upon her until
she found a way to channel those emotions into choreographing Southland.94 Yet the murder of
the Chicago teenager occurred five years after the ballet’s premiere and two years after its
revival in Paris. Southland was, to be sure, intimately tied to the civil rights movement. It had
emerged from her experiences as an activist of the 1930s and 1940s, in which questions of racial
and economic inequality on a global scale were intertwined. Racial inequality in Brazil had in
part inspired the first performance in Chile, and her experiences with racial discrimination in
Italy sparked the second in France. The specific act of lynching was in some ways less
Dunham’s concern than its utility as a highly dramatic and explicit way to explore the topic of
racial violence onstage. Yet in the 1980s and early 1990s, the dominant understanding was that
the civil rights movement did not exist until 1955. So when trying to recall Southland, Dunham
placed it squarely within the context of the U.S.-based civil rights movement, which entered its
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“classic” phase with Till’s murder and Rosa Parks’ bus ride, not within the anti-lynching
choreographic tradition of the Popular Front.95
In response to her announcement that she intended to perform Southland in Paris,
Berenson warned her, “All of the communists in Western Europe will take it up….A mad
resentment will be roused against you in the United States. It may end by driving you to seek
refuge in Russia.”96 Perhaps shaken by Berenson’s hyperbolic predictions (though they were not
entirely implausible in the age of Joseph McCarthy), Dunham went to the American Embassy in
Paris before the performance to discuss the ballet. She later offered two different versions of
what happened. In a February 1, 1953 letter to Berenson, Dunham wrote that the Cultural
Attaché “very warmly recommended that I have no reserves…and agreed with me that to stop
the presentation when it is known that this work is [in] repertoire would have a far more serious
repercussion than its presentation ever could.”97 Dunham presented herself as someone far from
reckless, who went to the authorities and received their assurance that she would not be
censored. When Dunham had first gone to Berenson’s Tuscan villa to discuss Southland, his
disapprobation had caused her to weep the entire way back to Florence.98 Possibly she hid details
of her exchange with the attaché in order to win back his approval.
In an interview with Constance Valis Hill in 1993 about the cultural attaché meeting,
Dunham presented herself as a strong-willed activist who defied political repression. She
recalled that he told her, “We know that you wouldn’t do anything to upset the American
position in the rest of the world,” intimating that she should not perform the piece. Dunham
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added, “He wouldn’t go any farther. So I did it.”99 In this later account, Dunham resisted the
attaché’s clear insinuation that she should not perform Southland. In either case, she knew that
despite assurances she was treading on delicate ground.
On January 9, 1953, Southland opened in Paris as the second act of her classic three-act
revue. In Santiago, the prologue had focused exclusively on America’s lynching problem. In
Paris, by contrast, she stated: “‘Southland’ is a comment on violence and its attendant
guilt….The ballet is directed…toward the conscience not of one nation, but of all human beings
who are not yet aware of the destructive dangers of hatred.”100 The revised program notes took a
global perspective on violence and its repercussions. Dunham knew her audience. In Paris
debates over colonialism were at the fore of public discussion. Thus making a connection
between lynching in the United States and racial violence against African colonial subjects
(though such a connection was couched in universal language) gave the dance drama even
greater resonance.
According to Dunham’s letter to Berenson on February 1, 1953, the French reaction to
Southland was mixed. Some critics wished she would return to her lighthearted Caribbean
Rhapsody days; others commended her courage and artistry. Gilbert Bloch of the Communist
newspaper L’Humanité proclaimed, “With this ballet, for which she has developed choreography
remarkable in its expressive power, Katherine Dunham has elevated her art to a higher level,
passing far beyond folklore.”101 Jean Durkheim of Ce Soir affirmed the same day, “It took
courage to present such images. It took a lot of talent and emotion to succeed as Katherine
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Dunham has.”102 The American Embassy offered no direct comment, nor did it send a cable to
the State Department in Washington.
Despite receiving no official reaction, Dunham removed Southland from the program
after six weeks. As she and her former dancers told Hill in 1993, its emotional toll was too
great.103 Company member Vanoye Aikens hated performing Southland and would not discuss it
in interviews.104 By joining Dunham’s company and touring the world, the dancers had escaped
the daily oppression of living in a racist society. For six years, they had resided outside the
United States. Though they had sometimes encountered discrimination abroad, it paled in
comparison to what they faced at home. Southland thrust them back into that painful world
where being black meant threats of violence and daily degradation, and then after a twentyminute intermission, they had to return to the stage with beaming smiles to perform the upbeat
numbers in the third act.
Just as perniciously, Southland disrupted the interracial solidarity between Julie
Robinson, the company’s sole white dancer, and its other members. Aikens considered her as
close as family, and she was inseparable from fellow dancers Dolores Harper, Jacqueline
Walcott, and Frances Taylor. The four women were collectively known as “The Sadies.”105 In
Southland, though, Dunham forced Robinson to shout “Nigger!” and act as the catalyst in the
collective murder of an innocent black man. One night after rehearsal in Argentina, Robinson
overheard Harper saying to the other Sadies, “Nobody would say [nigger] that way if they didn’t
really mean it.”106 Robinson burst into tears and fled to the lobby of the hotel, where dancer
Lenwood Morris consoled her and urged her to fulfill her artistic duty to perform the role.
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Robinson and Harper reconciled quickly, but race had indelibly strained the familial bonds of the
company.
Dunham felt positive about performing Southland in Paris, regardless of her dancers’
distress. “In my heart of hearts and with my own primitive animal intuition,” she wrote to
Berenson in February 1953, “I know also that this has done more good for the American
government than perhaps even they know, although I feel sincerely that some of them do. It has
proven to the world…that freedom of speech still remains one of our basic principles.”107 While
Dunham may have been correct in surmising that the American cultural attaché in Paris and
other officials were sympathetic to her cause, the State Department in Washington did not view
Southland as good diplomacy. Three weeks into the Paris run of Southland, the State Department
sent an inquiry about Dunham to the FBI, perhaps to see if communist sympathies lay at the root
of her aesthetic sensibility or to discredit her if she persisted in performing dances they deemed
un-American. The FBI responded, “No investigation has been conducted by the FBI concerning
Katherine Dunham,” and merely mentioned a few connections she had to Communist Front
organizations in the 1940s.108 Even though the State Department’s inquiry turned up nothing of
note, it signaled that her revival of Southland had violated an unspoken agreement.

Dunham and the Multifaceted State, 1954-1960
Dunham continued to represent African diasporic culture to the world during her tours of
Latin America in 1954, Asia, Australia, and the Pacific Islands from 1956 to 1958, and Europe
from 1959 to 1960. Even without Southland, the company’s repertoire still challenged dominant
Western discourses on race, and she continued to animate and inspire audiences around the
107
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globe. In 1959, for example, the Patronage Committee members of the Théâtre Populaire
Africain, based in Paris, wrote that they “were extremely happy to attend one of your
performances” and that “we hope that one day, within the domain of theatre, we will attain the
high quality of your show.” They then invited her to join the Committee, which included Aimé
Césaire, Keita Fodéba, Nicolás Guillén, Jean-Paul Sartre, Léopold Sédar Senghor, Richard
Wright, and others.109 She was seen as one of the cosmopolitan elites who could forge African
diasporic cultural unity in the post-World War II period.
Dunham’s attempt to make her unofficial American ambassadorship official, however,
failed. In 1954, Dwight D. Eisenhower initiated the President’s Special Emergency Fund, a
program designed to sponsor American artists abroad as cultural ambassadors. Because the State
Department lacked artistic expertise, advisory panels in Dance, Music, and Drama were formed
under the auspices of the American National Theatre and Academy (ANTA) to consider
applications and send recommendations to the State Department. At the same time, the
Department could still make its own choices, and Foreign Service officers in various global
locations could also make recommendations.
Dunham’s company never received State Department funding, though she did as an
individual in 1965. She later asserted that Southland was the sole reason for the State
Department’s rejection, but evidence suggests that Southland was symbolic of a greater problem:
her perceived allegiance to the African diaspora above the American nation. There were other
issues as well. In September 1955, the Dance Panel meeting minutes note, “We should try to
approach [Dunham] again,” suggesting that they had considered sending her company abroad
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and received no response.110 As the artistic director, sole choreographer, lead dancer, and
business manager of a large company, Dunham had no time or energy to do what she admitted to
her friend Tim Durant in January 1956 was necessary: “We could arrange quite easily for a
certain amount of subsidy through the State Department. These things have to be worked on…I
honestly have not had time to make up the proper letters for such subsidy.”111 Her failure to
apply to the Dance Panel until 1958 largely precluded her ability to receive sponsorship for the
first four years of the fund.
Although Dunham did not actively solicit funding, American officials on the ground
sometimes petitioned on her behalf, a reminder that the foreign policy establishment was not
monolithic. In 1956 the U.S. Embassy in Canberra, Australia, cited her “rave reviews” as a
reason for the United States to fund the company on a tour throughout Southeast Asia. Such a
tour, the foreign post suggested, would be “effective Negro cultural representation abroad.”112
The State Department rejected Canberra’s request for money, but did not cite Southland as a
reason. Instead, the cable stated, “During 1940’s Dunham affiliated with certain organizations
later listed by [HUAC]….no record since then….Reports received from field uniformally [sic]
excellent. Recognizing Dunham status as outstanding American artist, it is suggested Embassy,
in discretion give nominal endorsement and extend appropriate courtesies.”113
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Saying that Dunham had “no record” since the 1940s and that the reports from the field
were unilaterally “excellent” is strange because her performances of Southland had set off alarm
bells across South America in 1951 and triggered an inquiry to the FBI in 1953. Why, then, not
mention it? The State Department’s final recommendations suggest that perhaps the memory of
Southland did linger. It refused to offer any monetary support, instead directing the posts to give
“in discretion” only “nominal” (or, bare minimum) endorsement. Despite acknowledgment that
Dunham was an “outstanding American artist,” the State Department may have feared that she
would again speak her mind about racism. Official support would thus imply the U.S.
government’s tacit agreement with her political views. At the same time, it did not want to stand
in the way of Dunham’s self-financed work for U.S. cultural diplomacy and took no action to
prevent her performances.
When Dunham established communication with the Dance Panel in 1958 after financial
difficulties forced the company to dissolve for a year, the concerns the Panel raised were not
about her politics—no mention was made of Southland—but rather about her artistry. Though
Dunham thought of herself an innovator in modern dance, many members of the Dance Panel
disagreed. Instead, choreographers like Martha Graham and José Limón fit the State Department
and Dance Panel’s vision of a “modern” artist who would best embody American leadership of
the modern world. Similarly, the ballet companies sent abroad, including New York City Ballet,
American Ballet Theatre, and Jerome Robbins’ Ballets: USA, represented a modern, fresh take
on ballet, incorporating more abstraction and stylized versions of folk aesthetics that contrasted
with the heavy narratives of Russian ballet.114
Von Eschen argues that Dunham’s hybridized vision of the modern, one that included
African aesthetics, “challenged the very core of racialized western societies” and thus was
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“anathema” to the State Department. Dunham’s decision to perform in nightclubs upon her brief
returns to the United States in 1953 and 1955 also prejudiced the advisory panel against her, for
nightclub entertainment represented the antithesis of high art concert dance in the 1950s. One
Dance Panel member complained in an August 1958 meeting that Dunham had become
“theatrical in the cheapest sense.”115 Von Eschen points out the gender bias in the Dance Panel
decisions. “The improvisatory fusion that could be celebrated in the work of male jazz artists,”
she contends, “was unacceptable when viewed on the body of a black woman.”116 In September
1955, when Dunham was at Ciro’s of Hollywood, Louis Armstrong was performing at a rival
club, Sunset, down the street. The Music Panel, which enthusiastically supported sponsoring
Armstrong, did not mind black folkloric material transformed into nightclub entertainment, nor
did it deem such a transformation a negation of the genre’s inherent artistry. A woman dancing
in a scanty costume, however, conjured up a different image than a man in a tuxedo blowing on a
trumpet. The nightclubs’ promotional materials did not help. The Latin Quarter club in Miami,
for example, billed the troupe as “Katherine Dunham and her Exotic Dancers,” and featured a
semi-nude woman on its program cover.117
The ultimate problem, however, was Dunham’s distance from the American dance world.
The Panel concluded that her shows were “not typical of the American dance scene.”118 She had
not set foot on United States soil for over two years, and her absence for most of the past eleven
years meant that she was out of touch with current artistic trends in the American dance
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community. Furthermore, unlike Louis Armstrong or Dizzie Gillespie, Dunham’s programs
retained an explicit diasporic consciousness. Though the jazz greats brought various influences
and sensibilities into their performances, fundamentally their music remained jazz, a distinctly
American idiom. Dunham’s choreography, on the other hand, had less intrinsic connection to the
United States. The titles, costumes, sets, music, and of course, actual movement explicitly
referenced other locations in the African diaspora. Even the bodies that constituted the company
did not conform to a nationalist vision, as half of the dancers, singers, and musicians came from
outside the United States.119
Furthermore, Dunham had no advocate on the Dance Panel. The first four companies that
received sponsorship from the President’s Special Emergency Fund all had direct connections to
Panel members. The directors of the New York City Ballet and Ballet Theatre, Lincoln Kirstein
and Lucia Chase respectively, served on the Dance Advisory Panel. Martha Graham’s main
patroness, Bethsabee de Rothschild, also sat on the Panel. Finally, José Limón trained under
Doris Humphrey, Dance Panel member, and taught at The Juilliard School under director Martha
Hill, yet another member. Dunham’s friend Calvin Swanson pointed out to her that in contrast, “I
don’t think that you can honestly say that you have either cultivated or worked at any of kind
[sic] of friendliness to the press or to the State. Yes, they are aware of you, but it doesn’t concern
them because you are prone to keep unto yourself. As an American project they necessarily want
to identify with American-like projects.”120
After Dunham spoke to Variety magazine about being snubbed by Robert Schnitzer of
ANTA, the Dance Panel tentatively approved her for a tour of Africa in May 1959. Despite some
members thinking of her work as nightclub material, others convincingly argued that she was a
119
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“great artist” and “most worthy of serious consideration.” They liked the program materials she
sent as well.121 Yet in another example of the lack of unity in the cultural diplomacy
establishment, the State Department never finalized the tour. Washington’s obstinacy also caused
conflict with Foreign Service officials. In May 1960, the U.S. Embassy in Vienna reported that
Dunham’s show was an “unqualified critical success” but had only moderate attendance due to
“inadequate promotion” on the part of American officials. The situation was “potentially
embarrassing, entailing criticism [of] US Gov’t support [of] American artists….Embassy officers
have impression Dunham [is an] articulate and positive exponent [of the] position of Negroes in
American Life. Suggest Department explore possibility [of] Emergency President Fund
assistance.”122 Yet the State Department stood firm, replying, “Dunham performances should not
repeat not be under U.S. government sponsorship.”123 Despite the negative reply, the USIS
office in Vienna, in coordination with the USIS office in Bonn, Germany, arranged for
Dunham’s company to have a television engagement. They did what they could for her, but
eventually her company dissolved in June 1960 due to lack of funds.
***
The Cold War was a period of repression for African American artists and intellectuals
who spoke out about racism and discrimination. During the early 1950s, the State Department
revoked the passports of W.E.B. Du Bois, William Patterson, and Paul Robeson, and forced the
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cancellation of Josephine Baker’s performances in Peru, Colombia, and Cuba.124 U.S. Embassy
officials in Chile pressured Dunham not to perform Southland in Latin America, and the State
Department consistently denied her funding. Dunham, however, did not stop performing.
Furthermore, U.S. Embassy officials on the ground in Peru, Australia, Austria, and elsewhere
offered support and sometimes appealed to the State Department on her behalf. The Dance Panel,
despite the reservations of some members, ultimately approved her for a tour. Even the State
Department eventually supported her with an individual grant in 1965.
It is a testament to how strongly Dunham’s performances resonated with audiences across
the globe, as well as to her own savvy diplomatic abilities, that she kept touring for a decade
after Southland. Though she ultimately had to abandon the anti-lynching dance drama, her
performances still challenged American narratives about race and modernity. Her performances,
which even won her company comparisons to the Ballets Russes, were based on the cultural
practices of the African diaspora. She thus offered an alternative narrative to the trajectory of
modern aesthetics put forward by official U.S. representatives, strengthening the cultural
foundations of the African diasporic political consciousness that would shape global politics
during the 1960s.
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Chapter 6:
The Rebirth: Katherine Dunham and the Black Arts Movement
In January 1962, Katherine Dunham began preparing for her spectacular return to the
Broadway stage. After a fifteen-year absence from living in the United States and seven years
after last performing in New York City, she wanted to create a show that would wow American
audiences. “I feel at my height productively,” she mused to her new producer Stephen Papich.1
While living in Haiti, she began developing a revue, Bamboche!, that followed her standard
three-act format with some new additions based on her recent travels to Africa. Papich promised
Dunham that the show would be the comeback she deserved as the best stage entertainer of the
day, but he also began to voice doubts based on the negative responses from potential investors,
who informed him that Dunham’s last European tour had been a disaster. Furthermore, an “allcolored revue” would no longer be in vogue in the United States as the civil rights movement
reached its peak.2 When Bamboche! premiered in August 1962, audience and critical response
was lukewarm at best. Instead of a nine-month tour, the show closed after only a few weeks in
San Francisco and New York.
The reviews of Bamboche! in the black press reflected the fact that Dunham’s grasp of
the zeitgeist had weakened during her fifteen-year absence. The Los Angeles Sentinel saw in
Bamboche! many stereotyped and “perfunctory” gestures. Jesse Walker of the New York
Amsterdam News felt that the juxtaposition of vigorous Brazilian dancing with gospel songs was
in “extremely bad taste,” and that the closing number, “Cakewalk,” needed “only the blackface
to make it an old-time minstrel show.” Walker tried to balance his review with some positive
comments. Of Dunham’s new second-act ballet, The Diamond Thief, he wrote, “Although we
1
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thought there could have been a more satisfying theme than the old cliché about an African
stealing a diamond from the mine where he works and going on a wild binge in a Highlife bar,
the dancing here was wonderful.”3 In short, the performers’ skill remained strong, but Dunham’s
ideas seemed clichéd. The combination of dated interpretations of Africanist aesthetics with
Broadway razzle-dazzle no longer seemed to fit the mood of the country. Allen Hughes,
recently-appointed dance critic of the New York Times noted, “nowadays we are so accustomed
to seeing ethnic dances in relatively pure styles that they look a bit strange when hoked [sic] up
with the trappings, manners, and general hullabaloo of the music hall and nightclub.”4 Dunham’s
work did not fit the ethos of the civil rights era, and the aesthetic impulses of American
choreographers had begun to go in other directions.5 Her company collapsed after a final 1964
performance at the Apollo in New York.
Far from fading away, however, Dunham only grew in stature after 1964. She
accomplished this feat by reclaiming her identity as a socially-conscious arts educator. In 1967,
she established the Performing Arts Training Center (PATC) in East St. Louis. Within five years
of opening the PATC’s doors in one of the most depressed urban areas of the country, Dunham
secured hundreds of thousands of dollars from government programs and private foundations,
launched a school with over one thousand students, founded a “Dynamic Museum” that was the
only fine arts institution in the St. Louis metropolitan region dedicated to African art, and created
a student dance company that performed across the country. Dunham became a board member
for the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, an advisor for the National Council on Arts in
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Education, and a co-organizer of the First International Congress of Black Dancers and
Choreographers. She reviewed applications for the National Endowment for the Arts and served
on advisory boards for several other artistic, cultural, and educational organizations.
Most importantly, Dunham turned East St. Louis into a Midwestern incubator of the
developing Black Arts Movement (BAM) and secured her place as an important figure in the
debates about the social importance of the arts. Nearly all the scholarly literature on BAM
overlooks Dunham despite her intellectual and material contributions.6 Years before Amiri
Baraka and Larry Neal’s anthology Black Fire (1968), which laid out many BAM principles,
Dunham had advocated for a black aesthetic and for using dance as a weapon for social change.
Beginning in 1965, she spoke of fomenting a cultural “revolution” through the arts.7 Her East St.
Louis programs served as a model for the transformation of America’s disaffected urban black
youth into proud, engaged community members through arts education. She also forged crucial
links to black artists working in Kansas City, Chicago, San Francisco, New York, and Atlanta,
and overseas in Haiti, Nigeria, and Senegal, developing a transnational, diasporic cultural
community that paralleled the “Third World” political consciousness of Black Power.
At the same time that she adopted the language of revolution, Dunham never abandoned
her commitment to integrationist liberalism, a commitment that partially explains her absence
from the BAM literature. In the 1960s, Dunham gave herself a new epigraph—“radical
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humanist”—semantically integrating the two intellectual foundations of her work.8 Unlike
Baraka, Dunham did not change her name or abandon her white spouse in her move to an urban
black neighborhood. She worked closely with university administrators, government officials,
and private funders, assuring them that her goal was the “socialization and humanization” of East
St. Louis youth, preparing them to integrate into mainstream American society. At the PATC,
ballet was taught alongside West African drumming. Such positions were anathema to the
younger generation of BAM artists, who instead called for a radical break with Western aesthetic
standards and social integration.
Ironically, Dunham’s cooperation with white liberal funders in many ways ensured the
success of BAM principles. At PATC, students created art by, for, and about black people. While
unable to remedy the structural inequalities that persisted in East St. Louis, Dunham’s institution
gave residents and African Americans throughout the Midwest a strong sense of individual and
collective identity. The support networks generated by PATC enabled students to pursue college,
performing arts careers, and community activism. Finally, PATC had important ramifications for
Dunham herself. As a result of her work in East St. Louis, she successfully rejoined the debate
about aesthetics as a force in political and social movements of black America, a task that had
seemed impossible after the failure of Bamboche! in October 1962.

Fall and Recover
Whereas in the 1940s and early 1950s Dunham had given vocal support to desegregation
and other civil rights causes, in the late 1950s she focused on her performing career and financial
stability. When asked by a Singapore newspaper in 1957 about civil rights activism in the United
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States, she stated, “You must understand… that I have not lived in the United States for the past
ten years. And so I speak only as an observer….I do not believe this agitation will last more than
a couple of years.”9 When Dunham returned to New York in 1962 to perform Bamboche!, she
found a changed world. Civil rights agitation had not died down; it had accelerated. Her revue
failed to connect to the contemporary aesthetic, social, or political climate.
This failure could have driven Dunham back out of the country again, but she decided to
stay in New York and switch her focus from performance to education. She wrote to a friend in
November 1962 that she would now focus on “what has been essentially my purpose since
1938…that of bringing about inter-cultural exchanges in the most immediate sense” through a
school.10 In April 1963, she developed an arts outreach plan to serve the young people of
Harlem, under the auspices of HARYOU (Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited Program), a
new initiative by the Kennedy administration. In addition to classes and lecture-demonstrations,
Dunham wanted HARYOU to include a performing group and eventually a professional dance
company. She believed that a professional troupe would inspire students who “otherwise might
be inclined to doubt a career in the performing arts, particularly in the social structure existing in
America.”11 When the HARYOU program was still in the planning stages, Dunham also began
to work with the Harlem Freedom Schools on Negro Art and Culture, serving as a consultant in
developing a curriculum on “Afro American and African cultural contributions.”12 Years before
the generally accepted advent of the Black Arts Movement, Dunham was laying the groundwork
for African diasporic arts and education programs. Eventually, President Lyndon B. Johnson
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would incorporate HARYOU into his War on Poverty, placing the initiative under the Office of
Economic Opportunity. Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones) would receive HARYOU funding for his
Black Arts Repertory Theater in 1965, generally seen as one of the founding institutions of the
Black Arts Movement.13
By a twist of fate, Dunham’s involvement in these arts initiatives ended up taking place
in East St. Louis, Illinois, not New York City. Dunham withdrew from the Harlem projects just
weeks before Kennedy’s assassination to focus on re-opening her school in midtown Manhattan
and on choreographing Aida for the Metropolitan Opera. She was the first African American
hired to choreograph for the Met. She struggled, however, to make ends meet, and her school
foundered. Her brother-in-law Davis Pratt, a professor of design at Southern Illinois University
(SIU) in Carbondale, offered a new possibility. He brought an SIU administrator, Burnett
Shryock, to New York to see Aida in November 1963. After an evening of Dunham’s
“wonderful chicken” and charming company, Shryock hired her to choreograph a production of
Faust for SIU’s theater department in the winter of 1964.14 Though he voiced the hope that her
appointment would lead to the creation of a dance department at the Carbondale campus,
Dunham instead turned her attention to East St. Louis, Illinois, a predominantly African
American city one hundred miles to the north.
Located just across the Mississippi River from St. Louis, East St. Louis seemed ripe for
an intervention. It had enjoyed a vibrant economy in the first half of the twentieth century
because of its numerous industries and status as the second-busiest railway terminal in the
country, but deindustrialization devastated the city after World War II. Dozens of factories
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closed, leaving many residents unemployed. The development of the federal highway system in
the mid-1950s drastically reduced rail usage and thus further weakened the local economy.
Financing for schools, sanitation, and other public services declined throughout the 1950s. In
1959, the only movie theater in town closed. In addition to the economic turmoil, federal housing
policies that supported discriminatory lending for mortgages contributed to the flight of white,
middle-class residents.15 In 1950, the population of East St. Louis was 33% African American
and 66% white. In 1970, it was 69% African American and 31% white, and the overall
population had dropped by 16%.16 The police force and City Hall, however, remained almost
completely white. City government was notoriously corrupt and the black community had been
traumatized by the brutal race riot of 1917.17 Older black residents focused on church and family
as sources of community strength, but by the 1960s, a younger generation began to protest
against the entrenched racism and lack of opportunity in the city.
SIU saw itself as a part of the answer to East St. Louis’ problems, even though its main
campus was located one hundred miles away. SIU president Delyte Morris declared, “Only as a
school grows out of a definite social need and as it prepares students to meet this social need will
the school be truly filling its real function.”18 In 1962, Morris began to consider programs that
would bring higher education to lower-income students and improve the region of southern
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Illinois. Dunham became a part of that conversation when she arrived on campus. With SIU as a
willing partner, she developed a proposal for a “Cultural Enrichment Center” in East St. Louis
that she submitted in July 1965 to the Community Action Program (CAP) of the Office of
Economic Opportunity.
In her proposal, Dunham combined two different understandings of “culture” to make her
case that a cultural program could solve urban problems. The first saw culture as a set of
attitudes or behaviors. Employing this definition, anthropologist Oscar Lewis argued in 1959 that
the poor passed down a “culture of poverty” from generation to generation.19 Lewis’ ideas
influenced the architects of Johnson’s War on Poverty, including Daniel Patrick Moynihan. In
1965, Moynihan produced a report, The Black Family: A Case for Action, that suggested a
correlation between black family structure, which he called a “tangle of pathology,” and poverty.
The report was leaked to the press and immediately received harsh criticism from civil rights
activists.20 Although the Johnson administration subsequently distanced itself from the “culture
of poverty” thesis, several historians argue that urban antipoverty efforts of the era
problematically continued to focus on behavior modification (or “culture”), rather than on
solving the underlying structural issues of deindustrialization and racial discrimination.21 In her
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proposal, Dunham deliberately used language that aimed to persuade government officials that
her program could help solve the culture of poverty.
Dunham also spoke to the federal government’s growing support for “culture” in the
sense of elite arts. In 1959, philanthropist John D. Rockefeller III declared that business and
political leaders had a “responsibility” to satisfy man’s “spirit” and “humanness” through support
of high culture. At a time of increasing complexity (especially for those living in urban
environments), Americans needed “creative fulfillment” to “lighten the anxieties that darken our
age.”22 The United States was the only major industrial country with virtually no financial
support of the so-called high arts, except to send artists abroad. Presidents Kennedy and Johnson,
in starting the conversation about federal funding for the arts, argued that elite culture would
reflect American ideals of freedom, elevate citizens’ quality of life, and combat the nation’s
growing materialism. Institutions like Lincoln Center in New York City would make America’s
cities beacons of modernity for the rest of the world.23 Dunham was aware of these new
sentiments. In 1963, she had traveled to Washington at the behest of Senator Claiborne Pell to
testify before Congress in favor of creating a National Endowment for the Arts, which was
established in September 1965.24
Dunham tied together behavioral and artistic dimensions of culture in her July 27, 1965
proposal to the OEO. Her Cultural Enrichment Center, she wrote, could “be expected to provide
support and groundwork for other parts of the War on Poverty by providing the means of
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breaking down psychological barriers to individual self-improvement.”25 Exposure to culture,
meaning the arts, was the first steppingstone out of poverty by making community members
more psychologically open to changing their culture, meaning their attitudes and behaviors. In
the proposal, Dunham returned to the understanding of dance she had pursued as an
anthropologist in the Caribbean in the 1930s. Dance, she wrote, was essentially a social
expression, useful “in group or individual catharsis, for the release of emotions, exhilaration,
gratification of psychological & kinesthetic needs.”26 Through dance, community members could
release tensions and find new means of communication and expression. In particular, the urban
poor, once freed of psychological and emotional barriers, could break out of their dead-end
situations. “If there is to be any progress at all towards the elimination of poverty,” she wrote, “it
is essential that certain undesirable elements in the community environment be eliminated by
breaking the cycle of indifference and apathy which attends the limited horizons of the majority
of the poor in the East St. Louis Area.”27
By invoking a “cycle,” Dunham alluded to the culture of poverty thesis and reinforced
the silence surrounding the structural problems facing America’s urban poor. She offered similar
sentiments in a letter to OEO official Ralph Capprio, writing, “The apathy [of East St. Louis] is
incredible and contagious and I firmly believe that a properly worked out program will inspire a
desire to be relieved of the Welfare situation rather than becoming addicted to it.”28 Dunham
implied that a change in attitude would motivate the poor to pull themselves out of poverty.
While Dunham approached this issue with the aim of empowering local citizens, such language
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would eventually be co-opted by political conservatives who claimed that the biggest
impediment facing the poor was the poor themselves.29
Despite several encouraging communications between Dunham and OEO officers, the
OEO ultimately denied funding to the Cultural Enrichment Center. Sanford Kravitz, Director of
the Program Development Division of CAP, expressed a number of reservations about the
project in his rejection letter in December 1965. Kravitz noted that the OEO, a relatively new
part of the federal government, still felt uncertain about the connection between the arts and the
alleviation of poverty, though they considered “culture” in the sense of behaviors and attitudes to
be crucial to the fight. They were intrigued by Dunham’s statements about dance as an
antipoverty tool, but felt less certain about the other components of the Center, such as theatre
and music. Kravitz was also doubtful about replicating the Center in other areas of the country,
an ostensible goal of all CAP-funded initiatives. Dunham had a “commanding and impressive
personality,” and Kravitz feared that “the success of the program might well rest on that, rather
than on the inherent value of the service rendered.” Finally, he voiced concern that “there does
not appear to be significant involvement of the poor themselves” in planning or running the
Cultural Enrichment Center. Dunham’s application had listed SIU administrators in all key
positions. CAP faced mounting criticism that local citizens were not involved enough in
designing or implementing projects, so funding Dunham’s Center would potentially reinforce
such criticism.30
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Another unstated concern probably worried the OEO. Earlier that month, a firestorm of
controversy had erupted over the funding of Amiri Baraka’s Black Arts Repertory Theater in
Harlem. Baraka’s plays challenged white supremacy using what many white politicians
considered extremist and offensive language. Over one hundred members of Congress wrote to
the OEO demanding an explanation as to why the federal government would fund what they saw
as messages of racial hate.31 Though the OEO defended its funding process, in the wake of the
controversy it most likely felt more hesitant about giving money to performing arts programs for
predominantly-black urban areas.

Senegal Interlude
Even if the OEO grant had gone through, the project might have fallen apart in 1965.
Dunham had always seen herself as a cosmopolitan without local roots. She had little desire to
run the Center herself, for she felt extremely isolated in southern Illinois and preferred a position
as a consultant from afar.32 In July 1965, she received State Department funding to attend the
First World Festival of Negro Arts in Dakar, Senegal. She left the country for almost two years,
spending most of her time in Dakar. When news came of the OEO’s rejection in December 1965,
Dunham was already gone and busy pressing SIU with proposals to develop international
cultural exchange projects.33
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Dunham’s involvement with the First World Festival of Negro Arts, which was a crucial
event in the developing Black Arts Movement, had begun several years earlier. She had “hated
the idea of Africa,” she told her friend Henry Polokow, before she visited the continent at her
producer Papich’s behest in 1962.34 She never explicitly stated why in her letters or notes.
Dunham’s 1962 and 1963 trips to Senegal, Nigeria, and Morocco, however, changed her
perspective. Though few details of these trips exist in her archives or the various biographies
written about her, she told Polokow that the trip eventually made “sense for me through the
broader scope.”35 Perhaps she had begun to realize that her overall project of diasporic fusion
needed a connection to Africa. She wrote to another friend that Africa was “so much less exotic
than Haiti” and “interesting and fun though hard work.”36
Dunham made several important political connections on these trips. She reestablished
her friendship with Léopold Sédar Senghor, now president of Senegal, and built new
relationships with ambassadors, members of royal families, and European entertainment industry
figures.37 Dunham found common intellectual ground with Senghor in particular, as she became
an important part of his new Pan-Africanist vision. By April 1962, when she made her trip,
dozens of nations in Africa and the Caribbean had gained their independence from European
colonial powers, bringing to the fore the crucial question of how these new nations would
participate in the modern world. In his 1961 book Wretched of the Earth, Franz Fanon had called
for newly independent nations to establish national cultures based neither on European aesthetic
values nor on romanticized notions of a pre-colonial past, but rather in the struggle of the masses
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against colonial powers.38 Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana and Senghor in Senegal developed
differing visions for Pan-African socialist development. Nkrumah declared an “African
personality” and advocated greater independence from Western powers; Senghor continued
advocating négritude and adopted moderate policies that kept Senegal economically and
politically intertwined with France.39
In order to promote his vision of négritude, Senghor planned a gathering of black artists
and intellectuals, modeled on the 1956 International Congress of Negro Writers and Artists in
Rome.40 Senghor wanted Dunham to spearhead the U.S.’s involvement in the Premier Festival
Mondial des Artes Nègres, known colloquially in English as the Dakar Festival. In February
1964, at the request of Charles Delgado, head of the Senegalese Mission to the United Nations,
Dunham organized the Friends of the Dakar Festival committee and invited Virginia InnessBrown, President of the American National Theatre and Academy (ANTA), as well as other
important figures in arts and politics. She coordinated with Ousmane Socé Diop, Senegal’s
Ambassador-at-large, and G. Mennen Williams, head of African Affairs at the State Department,
to put together this committee.41 In June 1964, however, the State Department announced that
Inness-Brown would be appointed as the head of the United States Festival Committee,
effectively cutting Dunham out of the picture.
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Inness-Brown’s appointment caused controversy. Robert Pritchard, an African American
classical pianist and chairman of the American Festival of Negro Arts, threatened to march on
Washington. How could the State Department assign a white woman to head the committee that
selected representative black American artists to send to the Festival? He (and Dunham) had
been in touch with Senegalese officials for years about organizing this festival. Alioune Diop,
Senghor’s co-organizer, hedged because he needed State Department support. He told the New
York Times that governments organized the festival, and thus only government officials could
head such committees.42 In contrast to Pritchard’s threat to march on Washington, Dunham took
a more diplomatic approach. She wrote to Senghor and asked him to pressure the United States
to add some “qualified Negro American people” to the American Committee. He assured her he
would talk to Lady Bird Johnson and Mercer Cook, the U.S. Ambassador to Senegal.43
Dunham’s efforts bore fruit. Soon after her letter, John A. Davis, president of the
American Society of African Culture (AMSAC), was made co-chairman, and Senghor suggested
that Dunham be appointed chair of the dance committee. Unfortunately, planning meetings
occurred when she was in Italy and Sweden, so Arthur Mitchell, a New York City Ballet star
who would later found the Dance Theatre of Harlem, became the dance chairman.44 Dunham felt
that Washington had blacklisted her for unknown reasons. Lucille Ellis, a former dancer, told her
that Inness-Brown “is and has been the person that has stopped everything that you have ever
once started on or intended to start….She hates your guts and has stopped at nothing to keep you
down and out of work because she cannot control you.”45 Such accusations against Inness-Brown
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had little basis in fact, but it is certain that the State Department did not want Dunham involved.
It labored hard to keep anyone seen as too radical or too critical of the United States from
attending the Festival. It was later discovered that the CIA had funded Davis and AMSAC as
part of its attempt to control the political voices at the Festival.46 Thus even the appointment of a
black co-chairman of the committee derived from cynical motives.
Dunham wanted her now-defunct company to perform at the Festival, but the State
Department rejected that as well. Officials felt that the company was “too erotic” to represent the
United States, but it “did not want to tell her the reason” for their refusal. So along with the stick,
the State Department offered a carrot: the possibility of Dunham attending the Dakar Festival
alone, as she “would be an excellent lecturer, a good representative of this country.”47 This
option provoked mixed reactions from members of the Dance Advisory Panel. All agreed that
Dunham was a “difficult” personality with “temperament” problems, but disagreed about how
this would affect her if traveling alone as a lecturer rather than as an artistic director. Some felt
that Dunham’s specialty in Caribbean dance meant that she would not be a good representative
to speak about American dance, but others felt that if she lectured on black dance in the Western
Hemisphere it would be a worthwhile endeavor.48
With such a mixed response, the State Department could easily have refused to sponsor
Dunham, as it had done for the past decade. This time around, however, it faced pressure from
the government of Senegal. In a realigned world, the decision of whom to send abroad could not
just be made by the Dance Panel. Dunham had strong allies in the newly independent nation,
allies who wanted her to play a central role in organizing the Festival. She instructed Diop and
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Senghor to pressure the U.S. State Department and made similar overtures to Ambassador
Cook.49 Eventually, the pressure worked. After repeated calls from Senghor, the Dance Panel
capitulated. Although some members still protested the choice of Dunham, William Bales’
response reflected the new power dynamics: “If I were being asked to recommend someone, I
would think of someone else, but since they want her there, that is an important part of the
consideration, because of the weight of these repeated requests.”50 The State Department gave
Dunham a generous grant and the title of Special Ambassador.51
Dunham’s ambitions for her time in Senegal extended beyond her official role. Similar to
what she would propose for East St. Louis, she wanted to advocate the use of the performing arts
as a development tool. She created a grant proposal for the Ford Foundation in which she
suggested that the Foundation and the State Department combine forces to develop the arts in
Africa. Especially because she so vehemently opposed industrialization, Dunham saw cultural
resources as important tools for economic growth. She explained, “The most urgent need of
newly emerging countries such as the African States…is to find a system of exploitation of their
own resources….development of native arts into forms acceptable for world exploitation is one
of the important resources in this day of cultural exchange.”52 Though Dunham used the word
“exploitation” in a non-pejorative sense, it was a dubious choice at a time when several
intellectuals were railing against the West’s exploitation of Africa’s material wealth and labor
force. Her insistence that “native arts” needed transformation into “forms acceptable for world
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exploitation” revealed the potential problem of a fusion aesthetic. Was Dunham reproducing the
dualism of Africa as supplier of raw materials, and the West—including Dunham—as the
provider of refinement?
Dunham saw her project as important for non-economic reasons as well. Cultural
resources gave new African nations a seat at the table in international relations. She argued that
the visual and performing arts in particular, which required no linguistic translation, were
“among the most effective agents of contact, communication and persuasion.”53 She had spent
three decades promoting the idea that her cross-cultural, educational performances would lessen
racial prejudice. By showcasing their artistic resources, the new African nations could challenge
negative images, command respect, and thus legitimize their right to belong to the international
community of nations.
The Ford Foundation declined to sponsor Dunham’s cultural development project, so she
turned to the State Department and Southern Illinois University. In 1965, Dunham concentrated
her efforts on Gorée, a small island right off the coast of Senegal (about a thirty-minute ferry ride
from Dakar). Gorée was formerly a holding ground for slaves about to be shipped to the Western
Hemisphere. Her primary goal was to develop a performing arts academy, but her plans also
included the construction of a permanent theatre space and Geodesic domes to house students
and hold classes. She also wanted to institute an exchange program with other world universities,
establish an archive of West African performing arts, develop collaborative projects with
musicologists and ethnologists, and ready the island for commercial use in television and film.54
Dunham’s plans did not fit any of the State Department’s foreign policy goals for West
Africa, so she amended the proposal for the United States Agency for International Development
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(USAID). Because USAID “indicated that the primary interest of the organization would be
stimulating commercial enterprises,” Dunham “pointed out the tourist value of Gore [sic]” and
suggested that the American university students could restore the slave buildings.55 She also
suggested building a casino and nightclub on the island, a jarring juxtaposition to a historical
memorial of the slave trade. Her suggestion, however, was consistent with her embrace of
development ideology at the time. Even though Dunham’s Gorée ideas did not come to fruition
immediately, her involvement shaped the island’s future. When she found out that Edmund de
Rothschild planned to build a Club Med on the island and prohibit Senegalese citizens from
visiting, she encouraged the marabouts, or local religious leaders, to organize a protest. They
exerted enough pressure on Senghor to block the project.56 UNESCO declared Gorée a World
Heritage Site in 1978, and the island has become one of Senegal’s largest tourist attractions. In
particular, the restored slave trade buildings—an idea Dunham suggested back in 1964—have
become symbolically important for the collective memory of the African diaspora. President
Barack Obama and his wife visited Gorée in June 2013 and commented on the visceral,
emotional reaction the site provoked.57
Though some of Dunham’s ideas for Gorée would prove visionary, at the time her
expansive plans overwhelmed her fellow planners. Ambassador Cook told her point-blank that
her various proposals were too much and that she should “spend time following through” on her
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designated task as Special Ambassador: aid in preparations for the Dakar Festival.58 Once in
Senegal in December 1965, three months before the festival’s opening day, tensions arose
between Dunham and various Senegalese government officials, who viewed her multiple plans
for Gorée as a distraction at a time when they were concerned with the “tough job” ahead of
them in planning the festival. They saw the performing arts academy in particular as
“competition [to] already existing cultural dance group.”59 Nor did the Senegalese want to turn
over running the festival dances to her; this was their moment to showcase an independent
Senegal, not relinquish it to an outside figure from the United States. Her insistence on being
appointed as a cultural advisor to Senghor also concerned them. The US Embassy in Dakar
reported, “Discussions in the past few days with President Senghor, and Director and Members
of the Senegalese Festival Art Committee have again made clear that GOS [Government of
Senegal] does not know what to do with Miss Dunham before, during, or after the festival.”60
The Department of State considered canceling her grant, but Senghor expressed great reluctance,
fearing it would cause a “public relations problem.” Though the State Department was already
giving Dunham a grant, Senghor asked them to take on another financial task: provide Dunham
with a furnished villa and chauffeured car, as she did not approve of the small apartment he had
made available.61
During the festival, Dunham continued to create friction with her lectures to a colloquium
of distinguished writers and thinkers. By 1966, she had returned to a more anthropological
definition of dance that she said “had been dormant during my performing years” but
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reawakened by her recent travels in Africa. She argued that “dance is not a technique, but is a
social act” and that dance should “return to where it came from, which is the heart and soul of
man, and man’s social living.”62 In order fully to appreciate dance as a social act, she explained,
aspiring dancers had to have an intimate knowledge of “the fundamentals of form and function,
of roots and heritages.” Otherwise, they would create “superficial” presentations.63 She told her
audience to turn to “the Old Ones for truth, more than the outside world,” though ironically she
also promoted herself—an outsider—as a guiding force in the development of Senegal’s national
dance company.64
Both Julia Foulkes and Penny Von Eschen report that Dunham’s exhortation to focus
primarily on traditions placed her in conflict with fellow colloquium members, who felt that such
an injunction flew in the face of the desire of young Africans to be modern and cosmopolitan.65
Foulkes further suggests that Dunham’s suggestions “may have roused fears of continuing
cultural imperialism and exploitative tourism.”66 Her speculation does not seem implausible,
given that Dunham did stress the economic importance of dance for the fledgling nations.
Dunham called the performing arts a “commodity” that African governments needed to protect
from plagiarism through intensive archival and ethnographic research.67
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Four years earlier Dunham had asserted the opposite point of view. In a November 1962
letter to a friend, she wrote, “I have gradually grown to feel that the ‘correct’ museum-piece
authenticity of the transplants is less important than the alive presentation of the ethnic flux that
is going on in our time—the unfolding evidences of acculturation, in the ferment of the impact of
diverse cultures and traditions one to another.”68 Dunham’s shift in such a brief period of time
may have been influenced by her perception of Africa as the repository for culture that had either
been lost or appropriated in the United States. In the 1966 speech, she mourned the absence of
black history in American textbooks, which prevented young black students from taking pride in
their heritage, and the exploitation of black jazz innovators who received little monetary benefit
from jazz’s commercial success. Africa, she proclaimed, had “a heritage of art forms still unused,
a profound knowledge of the rhythms by which every human organism lives, an unabused [sic]
vitality and a beauty conforming with nature rather than fictionalized concepts” and thus had “an
obligation to carefully examine the processes of education and expressions which will best
forward…the ‘image’ of the entire race.”69
Dunham’s ideas were rooted in romanticized notions of Africa’s greater connection to
nature and spirituality. Rather than seeing acculturation and “ethnic flux” as occurring within
Africa itself, she viewed Africa as one of the primary sources for the acculturation process in
places like the Caribbean. She was far from alone in her perspective. Her view reflected a
growing desire, shared by many in the African diaspora, for greater knowledge about and
recognition of African culture in a world that had spent centuries denying or appropriating such
culture. Often, that desire included a reification of African cultural practices as unchanging as a
rebuke to the consistent attempts to erase historical legacies and traditions.
68
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Dunham also insisted that African nations had a duty not only to the race, but also to the
rest of the world in exporting their cultural practices. “Africa is the custodian of rhythmic
expressions essential to the rest of the world,” she stated, in a virtual echo of Senghor’s
explication of négritude.70 At the same time, she told reporter Lloyd Garrison of the New York
Times that négritude was “meaningless.”71 Like all human beings, Dunham was internally
contradictory and inconsistent. Whereas earlier in her career she had stressed the socio-cultural
bases for difference, in 1966 she seemed to reinforce some of the essentialist stereotypes about
Africa. She did so, however, in service of her understanding of dance as a social expression that
could help people protect themselves from some of the difficulties of modernity. She stated to
the colloquium audience, “I have personally witnessed the cathartic effect of rhythms chosen for
this function and have participated in ceremonies where troubled spirits have been returned to
equilibrium through the therapy of dance and drum and song. For this reason when I see only the
exterior aspects, the meaningless form, I feel a great loss to the world and to Africa.”72
Dunham’s experience training Le Ballet National du Senegal inspired her to return to
education as way to allow a greater number of people to have that embodied experience of dance
as catharsis. After Festival ended in April 1966, Senghor appointed her to provide “Conseil
Technique Culturel,” or Technical Cultural Advice, to the National Ballet. By June, she was
teaching a daily Dunham Technique class and choreographing a piece for the company. Though
in her speeches she had emphasized cultural traditions, she taught ballet to the dancers and
acquiesced to Senghor’s desire to “turn out an Alvin Ailey type company in four months.”73 The
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Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater had been a huge hit at the Dakar Festival and represented
the modern aesthetic that Senghor wanted.
Dunham’s work was cut short because the State Department refused to renew her grant,
which expired in August 1966. The Department found Dunham difficult to work with and
believed that other aid projects to Senegal “would be more important to overall US objectives.”74
The Senegalese government’s position was unclear. Senghor, like most successful politicians,
modified his approach based on his audience. To Dunham, he stated a desire to have her stay in
Senegal and train the company for at least another year. To the State Department, he expressed
concern about her role and did not seem overly enthused about her work with the company.75
Dunham, for her part, attempted to use Cold War politics to get her way. She reported to Kay
Halle at the State Department that the US’s decision to cut the budget for Senegal by 55% (the
reason given for not renewing her grant) had led Senghor “into a tête-à-tête” with Russia.76
With the grant renewal dead and conflict brewing with the director of the Daniel Solano
Theater, Maurice Senghor (the president’s nephew), Dunham quit her advisory position after six
weeks. She scraped by in Senegal for a few more months, “living on spit, chicken wire and
charity” in order to remain outside the United States for the required eighteen months to avoid
paying income tax. In reflecting upon her experiences in a letter to her friend Bill Gaston,
Dunham mused, “you wonder what to do about what is happening—civil rights, Vietnam…What
you give in money to an organized cause today is only creating bureaucratic jobs and easing
one’s conscience without first hand contact being necessary. Support people such as I, Bill, and
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don’t let us die out.”77 Dunham believed that the answer to the world’s problems, whether local,
national, or international in scope, lay in talented individuals such as her who could find creative
solutions on the ground.
Despite the problems she had encountered, Dunham’s time in Senegal was crucial to the
development of her East St. Louis programs for multiple reasons. It cemented her ties to Africa,
which enhanced her ability to connect with East St. Louis youth thirsty for knowledge of African
culture. The experience had also allowed her to continue experimenting in the new direction she
wanted to take dance. She wrote to N. Bammatte, “I find that Senegal has done something
important for me. I have been forced to teach again from the very rudimentary analytical basis
which was the beginning of my career.”78 By “analytical basis,” she meant the combination of
physical technique with training in humanistic and social science disciplines. She wanted to
return to the idea of dance as one element in the matrix of a whole social complex. The Dakar
Festival reaffirmed for Dunham the importance of the arts in fostering strong communities that
could resolve their own social problems.
Because of dance’s social potential, she became even more convinced of its utility in
addressing the concerns of East St. Louis. She wrote to SIU administrator Ralph Ruffner in
August 1966, “I feel well placed to proceed on studies which should not only be documented but
which might in some not so remote way lead to a better understanding of some of our unsolved
problems” and described with excitement new efforts by Senegalese psychiatrists to treat patients
through dance and music.79 The trip gave Dunham a new perspective on the southern Illinois
city. “I look on East St. Louis as a sort of outpost in the world,” Dunham stated to the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch a few months after her return from Senegal in 1967. “I’ve been all over the world
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and I’ve never known an area with so much apathy and less reason to hope.”80 Even though
Senegal faced formidable obstacles in overcoming the legacy of colonialism, at least it had
cultural resources. Dunham had listened to Senghor proclaim in his opening address at the Dakar
Festival in April 1966, “This Negro art sustains us in our effort toward economic and social
development, in our determination to live.”81 Dunham aspired to bring this promise of black art
to East St. Louis when she returned to the United States in April 1967.

The Rise of Black Power
Much had changed in the national mood during Dunham’s two-year absence. The Watts
Rebellion, the rise of Black Power, and the founding of the Black Panther Party all occurred
while she was abroad. The Black Arts Movement, the “aesthetic and spiritual sister” of Black
Power, had also gained momentum, with symbolic origins in LeRoi Jones/Amiri Baraka’s
inspired move from Greenwich Village to Harlem in 1965. In a 1968 manifesto for Drama
Review, Larry Neal declared that there were “two Americas—one black, and one white.”82 In
order to produce the liberation of mind, body, and spirit from white supremacy, young black
artists had to create revolutionary new art inspired solely by the black experience. Neal wrote,
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“The Western aesthetic has run its course: it is impossible to construct anything meaningful
within its decaying structure. We advocate a cultural revolution in art and ideas.”83
Not only had the United States changed, but so had Dunham herself. Nearly sixty, she did
not want to perform any more. She finally felt ready to focus on “that other thing of public
service in my own peculiar way.”84 The transition from Senegal to East St. Louis, however, was
not entirely smooth. She was prepared for public service; she was not quite prepared to leave
behind her identity as an international, cosmopolitan artist. Within a month of returning to East
St. Louis in April 1967, she wrote to her friend Giovanella Zannoni, an Italian film producer, “I
have today come to a conclusion which I think is firm. There is no use for me to continue
fighting the American scene. I would like to plan six months a year in Paris...and the other six
months perhaps something in Africa and Sicily, maybe even Haiti…I was panicking in this
isolation.”85 The “American scene” in East St. Louis—riots, violence, poverty, misery,
entrenched racism—seemed impossible for an artist. SIU would not let her take on the role she
had envisioned for herself as an international liaison. Dunham still wanted to write, direct,
choreograph, and fulfill herself creatively, which she felt could not happen in the “isolation” of a
small Midwestern city. For her, public service went hand in hand with continuing to create
beautiful art and contributing intellectually to the global conversation on cultural exchange.
Four days later, however, Dunham reversed her position. She wrote to her longtime
friend Erich Fromm, “The misery of East St. Louis is a terrible pull and I know that the president
of the University because of my interest the last time expects me to circulate at their converted
High School and confer and maybe do something about it.”86 SIU and the St. Clair County
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branch of the Economic Opportunity Commission gave her $43,000 to open her cultural
enrichment center, now called the Performing Arts Training Center.87 Though the federal
government had refused to fund Dunham’s Center in 1965, Morris still believed strongly in the
cause of developing programs to help East St. Louis youth. In 1966, for example, he founded the
Experiment in Higher Education (EHE), a school for low-income students who wanted to attend
college but lacked adequate preparation. He compared EHE and other SIU programs to
Johnson’s Great Society efforts, boasting that his own “community-oriented state university”
provided the best antipoverty initiatives in the country.88 Dunham added a cultural component to
SIU’s mission. On June 1, 1967, in a converted high school building in East St. Louis shared
with the EHE, PATC offered its first free classes: Primitive Rhythms, Dunham Technique,
Introductory Percussion, Advanced Percussion, Music Evaluation, Film Evaluation, and
Anatomy of Motion. She convinced several of her former company members to come teach.
Progress, initially, was slow. East St. Louis teenagers viewed anyone over the age of
twenty-five with suspicion. They shied away from associating with Dunham’s homosexual male
dancers, for the masculinist rhetoric of Black Power was saturated with homophobia. Dunham
also faced resistance from the older generation. Though East St. Louis had a national reputation
as a “wide-open” town, a large segment of the African American community espoused
conservative, Christian values. Her cosmopolitan ways and practice of Haitian Vodou did not
impress the church-going folk. Rumors swirled that she practiced black magic and bit the heads
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off snakes. Her gay dancers did not appeal to the older generation either. Parents forbade their
children from visiting the hotbed of homosexuality that Dunham’s center seemed to represent.89
In order to gain support for her program, Dunham began conducting lecturedemonstrations at various SIU campuses. Cleverly, she called these events “drumming
demonstrations” in order to attract male students, even though dance was her primary focus. For
young East St. Louis men, dance seemed feminine and soft. Drums, in contrast, felt directly
connected to the pulsing, masculine energy of Black Power.90 One night in July 1967, a friend
convinced nineteen-year-old Darryl Braddix to go see “this lady and her drums” in Edwardsville,
Illinois. Braddix recalled that in a crowd of hundreds, she zeroed in on him and commanded that
he take the stage. He complied, decked out in his Levis and black sweater, looking, as he later
recalled, “like a Black Panther or something,” and followed her lead in doing Progressions.91 In
Progressions, a staple of Dunham Technique, the instructor demonstrates a simple movement
such as a walk for the dancers to do across the floor. The instructor then builds upon this walk,
adding other movements of different parts of the body and making the sequence more complex.92
The experience captivated Braddix, who now wanted to learn more.
Gaining Braddix’s allegiance proved invaluable to Dunham’s goal of reaching local
youth. Though the perception of Dunham probably changed slowly over time, one apocryphal
event stands out East St. Louisans’ minds as turning the tide in favor of her program: her arrest.
On July 29, 1967, Braddix took Dunham to a meeting of the Imperial War Lords, a Black Power
organization. After the meeting, the group went to a local bar, where Braddix and three others
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were arrested. Dunham followed the police car to the station to ask what the charges were
against her youthful guide. She refused to give her name and continued to insist on knowing the
charges, since Braddix had been arrested with no clear provocation. According to Dunham, the
police officers grabbed her arms roughly and threw her into a “dirty cell with no water.” Three
hours later, when the officers discovered her identity, they released her with an official apology.
She later returned to the jail, accompanied by a lawyer, to assist Braddix. In exchange, Braddix
agreed to drum up support for PATC.93
The arrest earned Dunham respect from East St. Louis youth, especially because she had
helped secure Braddix’s release and refused to reveal her name.94 It also put her program in the
national spotlight. Newspapers across the country, including the New York Times, Los Angeles
Sentinel, and Baltimore Afro-American reported on Dunham’s activities. Her picture made the
front page of the Nation of Islam’s newspaper, Muhammad Speaks!, under a headline that
screamed, “The Devil and East St. Louis: The Worst Hell-Hole in America.”95 Local journalists
also now wanted to find out more about Dunham and her experimental new program.
Through interviews with the East St. Louis press, Dunham shared her thoughts on the
importance of the arts in building stronger communities. As in her 1965 grant application to the
OEO, she seemed to ignore larger structural problems. She stated to the East St. Louis Monitor
that Americans had to look deeper into the “causes of poverty” in order to stem the tide of
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violence occurring across the country. She theorized that a “breakdown in communications” had
“strangle[d] a climate of harmony and good will necessary in a democratic society.” Americans
had lost the ability to understand one another, especially across racial lines. Dance, and the
performing arts in general, had a “vital function in meeting man’s natural needs to communicate”
and thus could serve to remedy the problem.96 Learning to express emotions through movement,
drumbeats, or singing would teach students a new way to communicate to others, and
intercultural communication would diminish racial prejudice.
Dunham’s philosophy contradicted that of many Black Power activists, who saw white
supremacy and institutionalized inequality, not a “breakdown in communications,” as the
primary causes of poverty in urban black communities. Nor did Black Power activists believe
that intercultural communication would help end racism. In fact, many believed that white
Americans’ involvement in civil rights hindered progress, which is why the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) voted to ban white members in December 1966. Yet
Dunham’s emphasis on African diasporic arts, her willingness to go to jail, and her commitment
to living in East St. Louis outweighed her less than radical stances on poverty and integration, at
least for the East St. Louis youth who began to flow into her programs.
By January 1968, PATC was operating on a full schedule, offering classes for college
credit through the Experiment in Higher Education and non-credit classes open to the public. The
Winter Quarter schedule had twenty-eight classes per week in Ballet, Dunham Technique,
Percussion, Design for Theatre, Judo as Sport, Primitive Rhythms, and even Sewing. The
teachers included Dunham, her husband John Pratt, former Dunham Company dancer Camille
Yarborough, and even Darryl Braddix, who only six months earlier had had no interest in
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dance.97 By the Spring Quarter, class offerings had increased even further. She pushed Africafocused students to expand their horizons and take courses such as the Japanese Tea Ceremony,
which she believed would help teach ritual and discipline.98

Figure 15. PATC students Linda McKinley and Darryl Braddix dancing on the train tracks in East St. Louis, Illinois, 1970.
Photographer unknown. Courtesy of Missouri Historical Society.

Dunham also quickly organized a performing group, the Performing Arts Training Center
Performing Company, recognizing that opportunities to perform gave students concrete goals.
She developed new repertory to reflect the issues and social needs of her students. In March
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1968, she put together a public program for the East St. Louis community that included
demonstrations of song, dance, and drumming by the instructors. Two pieces, Psychadelia and
The Lesson, included students only a few months into their training.99 She also created Ode to
Taylor Jones, a dance drama that eulogized a young East St. Louis native and regional leader of
CORE (Congress on Racial Equality) who had recently died in a car accident. In Taylor Jones,
the chorus sang lines such as, “Ol’ white power’s given out/While Black has just begun” and
“Taylor Jones was never bought/In life or after never caught/All they could find in that last
hour/Was one small button/‘Black Power.’”100 By penning these lyrics, Dunham demonstrated
that she understood and respected the concerns of black youth.
The piece also connected the Black Power struggle to the wider African diaspora. The
opening speech commented on Jones’ importance for “human rights,” linking his political
activities to revolutionary movements across the globe. At one point, the musicians began
playing Haitian rhythms that invoked the loas (spirits) who signify death. In response, the
dancers expressed grief through ritualized movements. One performer portrayed Papa Guede, a
Haitian spirit who stands at the crossroads between life and death to guide souls to the
afterlife.101 “Ode to Taylor Jones” both addressed a topic of deep personal relevance and
introduced audiences to other African diasporic cultural traditions surrounding death, implicitly
reminding East St. Louisans of their connection to a wider world.
Dunham’s new choreography broached the topics of drugs, violence, youth education,
and political activism, topics almost nonexistent in her successful concert dance choreography
from the 1930s through 1950s. Unfettered by Cold War politics or the need to fill the seats of a
music hall, Dunham was finally able to marry her political and aesthetic commitments onstage.
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Dunham never mentioned the BAM activist Ron Karenga, but it is clear that she believed in the
principles that Karenga outlined for what black arts needed to be: “functional, collective and
committing.”102 Dunham had specific goals with her choreography (functional); she worked with
youth and adults in the community to create the program (collective), and she committed herself
wholeheartedly (committing).
Though aligned with the spirit of the Black Arts Movement, Dunham also impressed
liberal funders. In 1968, the Arts & Education Council of Greater St. Louis submitted a proposal
to the Rockefeller Foundation to support both PATC and an Artists-in-Residence program in St.
Louis. Three main arguments convinced the Rockefeller Foundation to fund the proposal: the
fact that community members themselves wanted cultural programs, the programs’ emphasis on
community empowerment, and Dunham’s assurance that the ultimate goal would be to enhance
communication across the racial divide. Norman Lloyd of the Foundation came to tour East St.
Louis in January 1968. Although almost everything in the city needed improvement, East St.
Louis citizens expressed to him that they places of “recreation and culture” were among their top
priorities.103 Michael Newton of the Arts & Education Council convinced Lloyd that the arts
represented a unique opportunity for intervention because black communities in the St. Louis
area (and across the nation) had grown hostile to other types of efforts, such as in housing and
public health, which were seen as “Establishment” and paternalistic. By supporting black artists
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such as Dunham, who emphasized African diasporic cultural education, public-private initiatives
in urban renewal could get an “in” into these communities.104
Not only did the Newton/Dunham proposal have community support, but also it seemed
to offer more opportunities for local involvement than other urban renewal efforts. Perhaps
Dunham had learned from her OEO rejection in 1965. According to the proposal, PATC
explicitly prioritized participation and “respect for the distinctive characteristics of the cultural
life of the people to be served.” By educating city residents about the rich heritage of African
diasporic culture, the program would “give voice to the largely ‘voiceless’ residents of the inner
city.”105 PATC also included a “teacher-trainee” program, in which students would learn to teach
and eventually take over the instructor positions. The emphasis on black aesthetics and
community autonomy, however, did not mean that Dunham and Newton would embrace
separatism. Rather, they assured the Rockefeller Foundation that their main goal was to “help
build communication across the white/black, rich/poor divisions of our society.”106 This
formulation translated Black Arts Movement imperatives into a digestible, liberal democratic
form.
On this point of racial reconciliation and cooperation, Dunham had to assuage the fears of
the Rockefeller Foundation about her work with black militant groups and her focus on African
diasporic arts. She insisted that funders had to let black youth feel in control of determining their
future; they would eventually come around to better interracial communication after their
“socialization through the arts.” She argued that it did not matter if the instruments or dances
learned were “primitive” rather than “high culture,” for “what counts” in arts education “is
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incentive to the learning process.”107 Such a statement was curious, given that throughout her
career, Dunham had challenged the distinction between “primitive” and “high culture,” arguing
that so-called primitive dance was “as highly developed.”108 Regardless, her point was that
through education about African and Afro-Caribbean music and dance, youth learned how they
fit into the broader social complex. With confidence in their own identities and knowledge about
the wider world, they would have the social skills needed to integrate into mainstream society.
By the end of his visit to East St. Louis, Lloyd was convinced. He wrote in his notes,
“instead of believing that the Negro needed only to discover himself in African art, [Dunham] is
coming around to where she feels…that he must think of himself primarily as an American.”109
Again, Dunham must have stifled some of her own beliefs in order to placate Lloyd, as she had
never emphasized national American identity. After receiving assurance that the federal
government’s Model Cities Program would take on the burden of funding after the first year, the
Rockefeller Foundation approved a $100,000 grant to establish an Inner-City Cultural
Enrichment Program for both St. Louis and East St. Louis, to be effective on May 1, 1968. The
Danforth Foundation, a local non-profit, quickly approved a matching $100,000 grant.110
Dunham was tapped as director of the funds for East St. Louis, and $105,000 of the total would
go to PATC.111
What probably further assured the liberal funders was that nothing in Dunham and
Newton’s proposal fundamentally challenged the economic and political structures that had
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caused poverty in the first place. In a letter to the Rockefeller Foundation in support of PATC, A.
Donald Bourgeois of the East St. Louis Model City Agency wrote, “In an area where so many
people are unemployed, it is imperative that we get into operation a strong arts and recreation
program….The need to feel productive, to be creative is a need which I feel the Model City
Program must work to satisfy.”112 Dunham echoed such sentiments by pointing out that her
programs helped East St. Louis youth spend their free time creatively, not destructively.113 This
reasoning pointed to a fundamental problem with the cultural approach: the proposed arts
program would solve a symptom of unemployment—excess leisure time—but not the problem of
unemployment itself. Although Dunham also argued that she was providing job training, the
teacher-trainees never numbered more than forty out of a city population of more than 50,000.114
As Howard Brick argues in Age of Contradiction, intellectuals and policy makers of the 1960s
emphasized changes in the social sphere but stopped short of fighting for broad economic
changes that could address the root causes of urban poverty.115
Foundational support for PATC had symbolic resonance beyond its local impact in East
St. Louis. The Rockefeller Foundation called the program “an important experiment in
determining the extent to which the arts can help to solve the social problems of the urban
ghettos.”116 Though the federal government did not provide financial support at this stage, the
Assistant Director of HUD did offer praise, stating, “This collective effort by national private
foundations and government and private organizations in a metropolitan area is an excellent
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example of the co-operation the Model Cities Program is striving to obtain.”117 PATC was a test
case for the viability of cultural (meaning artistic) solutions to what were perceived as the
cultural (meaning way of life) problems of poverty.
Though the grant applications to Rockefeller and Danforth had emphasized interracial
cooperation, the volatile situation of East St. Louis caused Dunham to focus more immediately
on the local black community’s need for survival. The death of Dr. Martin Luther King in April
1968 triggered a wave of riots across the country, and the unrest spread to East St. Louis.
Dunham made urgent appeals to Illinois governor Otto Kerner, Jr. and East St. Louis mayor
Alvin G. Fields to close the schools until the situation was diffused, as she knew personally of
“young militants” who had set bombs. Instead the mayor and government called in 1,000 state
troopers, but teachers walked out and school was canceled anyway. Violence spread to the
middle school level. One of Dunham’s students, age thirteen, purchased two .22 rifles. Shootings
and the launching of hand grenades occurred routinely on the streets outside her house.
Interestingly enough, the prospect of facing imminent death inspired Dunham. She wrote to her
friend Giovanella, “It is interesting how feeling certain now of the date of my death I find I have
something to live for!”118
The situation in East St. Louis continued to deteriorate over the summer. Dunham found
it increasingly difficult to keep the PATC Performing Company going when teenage dancers
considered it too dangerous to walk to class or walk home at night from rehearsals.119 In an effort
to solve the problem of violence, Dunham became directly involved with black militant groups
to channel their energies into the arts and redirected PATC funds to support these groups. She
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asked, for example, that one $3,000 fee paid to the Performing Company be sent to the Black
Liberators Bail Bond Fund.120 She also arranged for the Performing Company to put on a benefit
performance at the Gateway Theater in St. Louis to help poor and needy families of East St.
Louis. Emory Link, professor of Urban Studies at SIU, told Norman Lloyd of the Rockefeller
Foundation, “‘Thank God for Katherine Dunham—she has been the one who so far staved off
disaster.”121
Though some were grateful for Dunham’s efforts, her inability to maintain a budget and
the Rockefeller/Danforth Foundations’ unwillingness to become permanent funders soon led to
financial problems. The Foundations had agreed to support PATC for eighteen months; Dunham
spent all of the money in twelve months. Luckily, the state-financed Illinois Arts Council gave
her a stopgap $25,000.122 Another problem was the failure of the East St. Louis Model City
Agency to follow through on its assurance to fund the program in the fall of 1969. Despite
receiving $3.5 million from HUD, political corruption decimated the East St. Louis Model City
Agency to the point where almost no project got off the ground. As an additional problem, the
local EOC office noted that Dunham had “offended some of the local politicos who try to utilize
Federal grants for their own purposes.”123 By January 1970, Dunham had placated the Agency
enough that it agreed to give the paltry sum of $13,000 with the condition that PATC aim for
even “greater citizen involvement.”124
A Model City Agency report from 1970 reveals another reason why it did not offer
Dunham more support. The report stated that while programs such as PATC “can give voice to
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increased awareness, self-pride, and confidence and build communications across the
White/Black, rich/poor divisions of our society,” the “larger range of characteristics that
constitute Black Culture, derived from the Ghetto, from slave days and southern traditions, from
the reaction to urbanization, and from poverty and deprivation may be hindrances to the goals of
most Blacks for upward mobility."125 The report linked black culture with a culture of poverty,
implying that African American cultural traditions, far from being rich and vibrant, were
hopelessly entangled with experiences of subjection that had the potential to transfer that
subjection to the next generation. Beyond political ineptitude, the Model City officials adopted a
conservative, even racist philosophy that boded poorly for their future relationship with the
PATC.
In contrast to these officials, Dunham saw education in black culture as the key to upward
social mobility for East St. Louis youth. Crucially, she saw this cultural education as diasporic.
Dunham had long attributed many of East St. Louis’ problems to the city’s isolation, so she
brought the world to her students. Between 1968 and 1970, she hired drummers Zakariyah Diouf
and Mor Thiam of Senegal, sculptor Paul Osifo of Nigeria, dramatist Muthal Naidoo of South
Africa, and anthropologist Ena Campbell of Jamaica. She opened a “Dynamic Museum,” filled
with artifacts from her travels in Africa that visitors could touch. She argued that the most
important way to give her students the education they needed, however, was to make PATC a
degree-granting institution of higher education. African diasporic performing arts, she argued,
were a way for disaffected or apathetic students in the area to tap into higher education. Students
would start with areas of direct interest—a drumming class, an African dance class—and
eventually add other courses that the PATC offered, leading to an Associate’s Degree. Once
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socialized to higher education and with a degree in hand, they could then pursue a Bachelor’s
Degree at more “conventional” institutions and integrate successfully into mainstream public
life.126
Though Dunham’s goal of integration into the mainstream seemed at odds with the Black
Power movement, several aspects of the degree program were radical. Her emphasis on the
culture and history of the African diaspora as the starting point for higher education reflected the
nationwide movement to establish Black Studies/Ethnic Studies programs at colleges and
universities. Black campus youth demanded new courses with greater relevance to their lives and
the modification of existing courses to reflect black contributions to American history. Dunham
filled an entire scrapbook with newspaper articles on these student efforts, suggesting that she
saw her work as aligned with their mission to reorient higher education.127 At the same time, she
saw black identity as a means to break out of social isolation and embrace a fuller life, not as an
end goal. “Identity, you know, is useful psychologically, not practically,” she stated to the East
St. Louis Monitor.128 A few years later, she would balk at making PATC a part of SIU’s AfricanAmerican Studies program, insisting, “The concept is not intended for a specific group….[it]
serve[s] as a model, with adaptation, for any other community or world society.”129
As another radical component of PATC’s degree program, Dunham insisted on
alternative admissions criteria. She did not count test scores, high school rank, or GPA, but
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rather relied on recommendation letters, evidence of leadership ability, and
vocational/professional aspirations. Her alternative model made it difficult to get funding. In an
April 1971 report to SIU, she insisted that the chaotic and crisis-ridden conditions of life in East
St. Louis mandated flexibility and adaptability, and thus it was hard to judge concrete progress.
Furthermore, PATC had no precedents to guide development. The Rockefeller Foundation, SIU,
and State of Illinois wanted to evaluate students and the program using traditional criteria, but
Dunham argued that East St. Louis youth were “excluded by the very nature of the traditional
requirements.”130
Dunham expressed frustration with the inability of funders to understand her methods and
objectives for the degree program. In 1971, the consultant she hired to evaluate PATC, Bill
Brennan, strongly suggested that she abandon her efforts in higher education. “The academic
world is simply not free enough or flexible enough,” Brennan wrote, “to supervise in any way a
program which is avant-garde and grass roots oriented, and which is implicitly critical of the
educational establishment.”131 Dunham ignored the advice, and the academic program limped
along. Students could take classes for credit (transferable to other branches of SIU and
potentially elsewhere) throughout the late 1960s and 1970s, but were not assured of an
Associate’s Degree at the end.132
Dunham also ignored Brennan’s advice about restructuring the administration and
finances of the program. She insisted on maintaining personal control over all decisions and
refused to delegate authority. Brennan wrote that the staff functioned “as extensions of her
body.” He continued, “This means that no one can devote himself systematically to doing one
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fixed portion of the total work…without being ready to drop everything to respond to
Katherine’s immediate need.”133 Accustomed to reigning supreme as the artistic director of her
dance company, Dunham seemed to enjoy having those under her respond to her beck and call.
She placed personal friends in administrative positions to which they were highly unsuited,
Brennan delicately suggested, implying that loyalty trumped competency. He also mentioned the
misallocation of funds as a significant problem. The organization had recently spent $2,000 on
art acquisitions for the Dynamic Museum when the Museum did not have enough funds to stay
open, let alone to store or display the already-existing objects.134 Dunham repeated her pattern of
misusing funding for the duration of her time in East St. Louis, for example using a Ford
Foundation grant to purchase multiple bottles of B6 vitamins from Europe and a National
Endowment for the Arts grant to pay utility bills on her private estate in Haiti.135
In contrast to his view of the degree program and administrative dysfunction, Brennan
saw the community classes and Performing Company as the “key to everything.” By 1970,
between 200 and 300 students took PATC classes at the main building, another 1,400 through
neighborhood community centers or public schools, another 1,000 (preschoolers) through Head
Start, and 200 through the Concentrated Employment Program.136 The free and open classes, not
the degree program, created the greatest sense of community in the area. Ruby Streate
remembers the late 1960s and early 1970s as a time when “everyone” in East St. Louis was
taking a drumming or dancing class at PATC. Streate herself had undergone a remarkable
personal transformation as a result of the institution. One of ten children, she began taking
classes that PATC offered at her high school and soon joined the Performing Company. She was
133
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a rebellious teenager, and in her own estimation, headed for trouble. She would miss rehearsals
and start fights, which led to a warning that she would not be allowed to perform. The warning
had an effect. Filled with a desire to perform, she developed stronger self-discipline and went on
to tour with the Performing Company to Atlanta and Washington, D.C.137
The consultant Brennan felt even more strongly about the Performing Company’s role in
revitalizing East St. Louis and potentially urban communities across the nation. “The performing
group is the proof of the merit of the whole program,” he stated. “If you can transfer ghetto kids
into real, proud performers, you have a living embodiment of everything you are trying to do.”138
Apparently, the Rockefeller Foundation agreed. While it denied Dunham’s funding request of
$311,948 for 1970-1, it did give $23,000 specifically for the Performing Company.139
Brennan’s faith was not misplaced. The Performing Company was flooded with
performance requests from predominantly African-American public schools, traditionally black
colleges and universities, black student and cultural organizations, and other groups throughout
the Midwest during the late 1960s and early 1970s.140 It traveled extensively to accommodate as
many of these invitations as possible. Dunham was famed for her fearlessness; wherever there
seemed to be violence or controversy she would take the Company. Former dancers recall
performing in Kansas City in front of Ku Klux Klan protesters and in Cairo, Illinois, amid gun
violence.141 They also took part in symbolically important events for the Black Arts Movement.
In January 1970, for example, the Company performed at the gala opening for the Institute of the
Black World in Atlanta. Dunham created the dance “Chaka—Zulu” for these performances, a
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number that would remain in the repertory for years. The dance told the story of “a great folk
hero of South Africa” who “succeeded in re-uniting many warring tribes and finally created a
Zulu empire.”142 Whereas previously her career had focused on the Caribbean, in this new
situation Dunham drew on her more recent experience in Africa and tapped into growing youth
demand for knowledge of African roots and cultural traditions.
Community response was overwhelmingly positive. Youth, teachers, and administrators
wrote enthusiastic thank-you letters after the performances. “You pricked our consciences,
stirred our complacencies and lifted our spirits in a single evening,” one woman from Marillac
College of St. Louis wrote. “I learned a lot about African culture that I didn’t know before,”
wrote a high school student. "Your organization has brought so much happiness, cultural training
and education as well as entertainment to St. Louis, East St. Louis and our entire area,”
proclaimed a member of the Berea Presbyterian Church. “I often wonder what it was like before
Mrs. Dunham came here and developed the center."143 Through their inspiring and exhilarating
performances, the Performing Company left an indelible imprint on the collective well being of
African Americans throughout the Midwest.
In the fall of 1970, Dunham began planning an even more ambitious project: to take
forty-two school-age students to perform in Washington, D.C. for the White House Conference
on Children. Many had never left the city before, let alone flown on an airplane. At the
conference on December 15, 1970 at the White House, the delegates were “astounded” at the
musical strengths of the children’s groups that performed at the Conference. In particular, they
were roused by the finale that included “a percussion orchestra, interpretive dancers, a karate
dance team, and a rock band—all from the Performing Arts Training Center directed by
142
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Katherine Dunham.” This finale “managed to draw in the entire cast spontaneously” and
punctuated the end of the evening with a vigorous exclamation mark.144 PATC students had
achieved far more than most people had thought possible.
Achievement also lay in the local community-building aspect of the event. The weeks
and months leading up to the White House performance required funds to hold rehearsals, pay
teachers and consultants, provide transportation to and from rehearsals, and cover costume costs.
Though most of the funding came from PATC’s regular budget, East St. Louis parents and
involved citizens formed a steering committee to garner additional support. Mayor Alvin Fields
took the unusual step of writing a letter to the city’s businesses and government offices to ask
them to support Dunham’s efforts. As a result, the police force agreed to help transport the
children, the local Economic Opportunity Commission office donated sandwiches, and other
local businesses helped with raising funds and providing snacks. The Black Egyptians, a Black
Power organization, provided the most help, transporting students to rehearsals if the police
could not and driving to each parent’s home to get signatures on permission slips and other
necessary paperwork. Though Dunham felt slightly bitter that the community did not offer more
financial support, even this level of involvement was fairly unprecedented for East St. Louis.145
A second triumph occurred a little over a year later, when Dunham would again see the
fruits of her East St. Louis efforts on a national stage. In January 1972, Morehouse College
decided to stage the world premiere of Scott Joplin’s long-lost opera, Treemonisha, composed in
1911 and discovered in 1970 by music scholar Joshua Rifkin. The producers invited Katherine
Dunham to a music rehearsal, hoping to woo her to do the choreography. As she told reporters
144
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later about that day, “By the time I heard the rehearsal, someone else would have had to do it
over my dead body.”146 She brought twenty-five students from PATC to form the dance chorus.
In 1972, the opera was performed twice, first at Morehouse to a majority-black audience and
then at Wolf Trap, an outdoor theatre in the Virginia suburbs of Washington, D.C., to a
predominantly white audience.
The performances of Treemonisha were successful, but not because of Joplin’s story or
the orchestration. According to local Atlanta and Washington, D.C. newspapers, the New York
Times, Christian Science Monitor, Chicago Tribune, and the academic journal Phylon,
Dunham’s dancers stole the show. One reviewer commented that “the lion’s share of the credit
for making the piece a tolerable entertainment goes to Katherine Dunham…[her] touch is
magical, and she did wonders with the big production pieces.” Another wrote, “the production as
a whole has been galvanized into a compelling drama by the singular genius of Katherine
Dunham.”147 Joplin’s opera called for many dance numbers, including a traditional ring-shout (a
slave dance), the “Frolic of the Bears,” “Aunt Dinah Has Blowed de Horn,” and a finale, “A Real
Slow Drag.” These dances gave the show the final push towards favorable reviews, making it
possible for producers to support further productions of Treemonisha. More importantly for East
St. Louis, the opera became a unifying project in which the whole community took pride.
Elementary school students, teenagers, adults, and even the elderly participated in organizing,
rehearsing, traveling, and dancing in the production.
The White House and Treemonisha performances were only two examples of how PATC
simultaneously influenced both East St. Louis and a broader community during its heyday in the
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late 1960s and early 1970s. Dunham’s approach also gained national recognition as a model for
cultural initiatives. Between 1968 and 1975, she consulted for the Institute of American Indian
Arts in New Mexico on developing an American Indian Theater and intercultural education
program. She traveled to Gainesville, Florida, to help set up a similar program at a local
community college. She served on the Multi-Racial Steering Committee of the National Council
of the Arts in Education, and when the Kennedy Center first opened its doors in 1971, she was
appointed as a Technical Advisor in Intercultural Communication. Other groups came to East St.
Louis to learn the model firsthand, such as the Walla Walla Basics youth group from Chicago
and Topper Carew, president of the New Thing Art and Architecture Center in Washington,
D.C.148
All of this positive activity took place during a re-launched FBI investigation of Dunham.
During the late 1960s, the FBI began a massive investigation of Black Power groups, known as
COINTELPRO. The St. Louis office was particularly interested in the Black Liberators group.
Dunham supported the group and attended their meetings, offering in particular to provide them
with “international contacts.”149 Several documents remain redacted, as most of the reports come
from an informant who infiltrated Black Liberators meetings. At one point, the FBI tried to
foment division by circulating a false newspaper article purportedly written by younger Black
Power activists that ridiculed Dunham, but from Dunham’s archives, it seems that the article had
little effect.150
During a time of tremendous violence and political unrest, in a place with few
opportunities for recreation or public gathering, PATC gave East St. Louis residents an identity
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that contradicted their national image as abject and violent ghetto dwellers. Dunham successfully
engaged with both Black Power activists and liberal funders to create a thriving institution where
children, adults, and the elderly could weave a new fabric of community life. Furthermore, she
reestablished herself as a political activist and important voice in the dance world. Instead of
disappearing from the arts mainstream, she became a national-level arts policy advisor. Her
tenacity, her intelligence, and her adaptability guided her as she adjusted to the new cultural and
political landscape and found a place for her vision.
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Epilogue: Dunham’s Legacy
Though activity at the Performing Arts Training Center diminished by the late 1970s,
Katherine Dunham continued to develop new programs in East St. Louis until she moved to New
York in 2005, where she died a year later. After her retirement from Southern Illinois University
in 1982, for example, she opened the Katherine Dunham Children’s Workshop on the grounds of
the Dynamic Museum. The Children’s Workshop aimed at teaching dance, drumming, and other
African diasporic cultural arts to school-age children. These students soon replaced the PATC
Training Company as the primary exponents of Dunham choreography at festivals, fundraisers,
and other community events in the St. Louis metropolitan region. The Children’s Workshop has
continued to operate on the grounds of the Dynamic Museum until the present day. Dunham also
remained committed to political activism during her later years. In 1992, at age eighty-three, she
staged a hunger strike to protest the United States’ treatment of Haitian refugees, accepting only
water and cranberry juice. Only after exiled Haitian president Jean-Betrand Aristide and Rev.
Jesse Jackson personally came to her bedside did she agree to end the strike. It had lasted fortyseven days, and she was unable to walk without assistance for the rest of her life.1
As Dunham aged, she and those around her began to focus on her legacy. She received
several honors and awards, including the Kennedy Center Honors in 1983 and the National
Medal of the Arts in 1992. More than memorialization, however, she wanted her choreography,
technique, and life philosophy to remain vibrant and relevant. In 1983, with the encouragement
of several dancers, she started the Katherine Dunham International Technique Seminar, an
annual summer workshop that continues to take place in the St. Louis metropolitan area. In the
early 1990s, Dunham went a step further. With Albirda Rose, she established the Institute for
1
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Dunham Technique Certification. Neither effort has been without controversy. After Dunham’s
passing in 2006, the legacy process has continued to be fraught.
A choreographer stays relevant through the live performance of his or her work, yet after
1964, only students in East St. Louis were allowed to perform Dunham’s choreography. The sole
exception was the Cleo Parker Robinson Dance Company in Denver, Colorado, which received
permission to perform works from her repertory. With no professional ensemble in major dance
centers like New York, Chicago, or Los Angeles presenting Dunham choreography onstage,
fewer and fewer people trained in her technique, and Dunham became marginalized in the dance
community. In 1979, former company member Glory Van Scott produced a “Katherine Dunham
Gala” at Carnegie Hall to celebrate Dunham receiving the Albert Schweitzer Music Award.
Dunham company dancers from the 1930s through the 1960s, as well as PATC students from
East St. Louis, performed in the show. The National Endowment for the Arts awarded Van Scott
funds to videotape the performance, which included Shango, Rites de Passage, and other
important dances. While an acclaimed concert, the performers quickly scattered afterward,
returning to their own lives and careers. The gala served as an occasion for “nostalgia” rather
than as a catalyst for reviving interest in Dunham Technique or choreography.2
In 1987, choreographer Alvin Ailey decided to use his considerable influence in the
dance world to promote the Dunham legacy. He received a grant of $100,000 from the Ford
Foundation to bring Dunham to New York to set fourteen of her most important works on his
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Julie Belafonte spearheaded a committee to raise another
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$200,000.3 After six weeks of grueling rehearsals, the Ailey Company premiered “The Magic of
Katherine Dunham” on the opening night of its 1987-88 season, which would turn out to be
Ailey’s second-to-last at the helm of his company. He later stated to the Amsterdam News that
“The Magic of Katherine Dunham” was a “dream come true.”4 Though Ailey had never trained
with Dunham, he often asserted that seeing Tropical Revue as a teenager in Los Angeles was his
primary inspiration to dance.5 He knew that her tenacity and talent had made it possible for
Americans to accept black dance as an art form, thus paving the way for artists like him. He was
determined to honor that legacy.
While “The Magic of Katherine Dunham” was successful in many respects—perhaps the
most important being the preservation of Dunham choreography that otherwise might have
disappeared—the rehearsal process was very difficult, and the production disappointed almost
everyone involved. With only six weeks to teach fourteen dances, for which Dunham had no
written notation, the task was from the outset a tremendous challenge. Vanoye Aikens, Lucille
Ellis, Tommy Gomez, Pearl Reynolds, and other former members of the company worked
tirelessly to help Dunham reconstruct the choreography, but several issues arose.
Dunham’s domineering manner caused tension. From the 1930s to the 1960s, she had
reigned absolute over her company. She called the company members “my little children” and
often became involved in resolving conflicts between her dancers and their families.6 After firing
impresario Sol Hurok in 1945, she negotiated her own bookings and ran the finances, to the
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chagrin of her lawyer and creditors. She retained complete control over how her productions
looked and sounded. If she did not dance in a number, she would watch from the wings in her
plaid robe, making notes. During intermissions and after the show, all dancers had to gather on
stage to receive numerous corrections.7 Her domineering style continued after her retirement
from the stage. When she taught classes in East St. Louis, a crew of “little worker bees” would
run around to set up the studio for her arrival, including a big table, tablecloth, crystal glass, and
pitcher, before she strode in with her entourage of four to five people.8 She would hold court in
her East St. Louis bedroom as adjutants jostled to sit closest to her on the floor or the bed.
At rehearsals for “The Magic of Katherine Dunham,” Dunham stuck true to form. She
would give “pages and pages of notes” after each rehearsal, full of “criticisms of the dancing, the
rhythms, the lighting, even the speed of the curtains.” Ailey recalled that after hearing some
trombones out of tune, she threatened to call the orchestra manager and fire the entire crew.9 For
young dancers who had only a vague concept of Dunham’s importance, her authoritarianism
struck an anachronistic note that rubbed them the wrong way.
Even those dancers who made peace with Dunham’s rehearsal style struggled with
absorbing the technique in such a short period of time. The Ailey aesthetic differed greatly from
that of Dunham’s. Ailey dancers, trained in ballet, Graham, and Horton techniques, faced
particular trouble grasping Dunham’s emphasis on the pelvis and subtle isolations of various
parts of the body.10 They also had a difficult time with the heightened expressiveness Dunham’s
choreography required. In general, concert dance performers in the 1980s exercised minimal
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facial expression or theatrical flair. In Dunham’s revues of the 1930s through the 1950s, in
contrast, dancers embraced dramatic facial expressions and performed with explicit enthusiasm.
Ailey noted that his dancers felt uncomfortable with the idea of “sell[ing] the dance” in the way
Dunham demanded.11 Both emotionally and physically, most of the Ailey dancers were a
mismatch for the Dunham choreography, at least when given only six weeks of training. A
notable exception was April Berry, who filled Dunham’s lead roles in L’Ag’Ya and other
dances.12
The costs also ballooned from the initial budget of $300,000 to almost half a million
dollars—money that Ailey did not have. By 1987, Dunham had acquired an entourage that came
as part of the arrangement. Some persons were clearly vital, such as the rehearsal assistants that
helped set the choreography, but others were less so. Regardless, Ailey had to pay the food,
housing, and transportation for them all. Dunham, as an exacting perfectionist, also insisted on a
full orchestra, five drummers, and five singers, as well as lavish sets and costumes that had been
integral to the success of her shows in the past.13 The year after “The Magic of Katherine
Dunham,” the Ailey Company came close to financial collapse.14 The problems with personnel
and budget, however, were muted in the press so as not to detract from the primary goal of
reviving and celebrating Dunham’s choreography for a new generation of dance audiences.
On December 2, 1987, the four-week Ailey season opened with the world premiere of
“The Magic of Katherine Dunham.” Former Dunham dancer Jean-León Destiné called the
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atmosphere in the theatre “electrifying.”15 Though Destiné admired the show overall, he felt that
L’Ag’Ya had “failed to come across as it once did, in spite of the tremendous effort of the
dancers.” The problem was that the Ailey dancers “could not convey the Caribbean mystic of
such a dramatic work.”16 Other former Dunham company members and students felt the same.
Albirda Rose was “very dissatisfied” with the performance and felt that there was “a whole
quality missing, an inner spirit.”17 The depth of emotional training that a dancer probably needed
to embody spirit possession had not been possible to obtain during such a short rehearsal period.
Dance critics had a more positive response than Ailey dancers or members of the
Dunham world, but failed to appreciate Dunham’s artistry. They instead embraced the
theatricality of her style, which provided a refreshing contrast to the current work being done in
the dance world in the 1980s. Marcia Siegel, respected dance critic, wrote in the Christian
Science Monitor, “for dancing, visual splash, and high-energy entertainment, I’d take it any day
over the current Broadway scene. More important, it galvanizes the Ailey dancers out of their
mechanical glossiness and reveals some hidden talents.”18 Siegel, however, downplayed
Dunham’s choreographic abilities, writing, “Dunham seems less a choreographer than an expert
constructor of showcases for regional dances. She doesn’t develop steps or phrases as composed
large forms but rather makes them into theatrical showpieces with lavish framing.”19 Allan
Kriegsman of the Washington Post similarly focused his glowing praise on Dunham’s “mastery
of stagecraft” and “entertainment value.”20 According to New York Times dance critic Anna
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Kisselgoff, the “unabashed revue flavor” of Dunham’s productions, forged from the blending of
“show business, art and anthropology,” was “so different from what we see today in modern
dance and ballet that it is startling to have dancers sing and seduce us with their theatrical
presence.”21
VéVé Clark felt that responses to “The Magic of Katherine Dunham” missed the point.
According to Clark, critics like Kisselgoff and others who focused on Dunham’s theatricality
failed to recognize the history and memory “embedded” in the choreography. The deeper
structures of meaning had been overlooked.22 Audiences, too, had failed to see the larger
significance of Dunham’s choreography. After realizing that “American audiences have not been
trained to see black dance historically,” Clark wrote “Performing the Memory of Difference in
Afro-Caribbean Dance: Katherine Dunham’s Choreography, 1938-87,” a seminal article that
challenged scholars to adopt a more sophisticated analytical lens for interpreting Dunham’s
oeuvre.23
Clark’s response raised an important question: should audiences see dance “historically”
and thus in some sense, intellectually? Or should live performance resonate on an emotional,
visceral level with its audiences? George Balanchine argued that choreography should not
attempt to live past its expiration date. He claimed that he expected his own work to die naturally
as new choreographers who spoke to new social contexts came to the fore.24 Ironically, of
course, the New York City Ballet continues to perform his repertory. In order to avoid a similar
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fate, Merce Cunningham instructed his Board of Directors to dissolve the Merce Cunningham
Dance Company two years after his death, which it did in 2011. In her review of “The Magic of
Katherine Dunham,” Kisselgoff questioned, “Can a generation raised on the street dances of rap
or rock music understand the Florida Swamp Shimmy in the segregated dive that is represented
in the duet Miss Dunham made famous—the 1938 ‘Barrelhouse’?”25 She hinted at a sentiment
many shared: Dunham’s work felt dated.
Despite the failure of audiences of the late 1980s to understand or respond to Dunham’s
choreography, however, the show succeeded in reviving interest in Dunham’s career. The New
York Times, Amsterdam News, and other major newspapers conducted interviews that
documented important pieces of her history, such as the discrimination she faced while on tour in
the United States, the controversial performances of Southland, and her work with Black Power
youth in East St. Louis.26 Clark’s article was only the first of several written in the 1990s as
scholarly interest in Dunham’s life and career grew.
While interest in Dunham grew from a historical and scholarly perspective, the show
ultimately did little to change her presence in the dance world. Despite the enormous sums spent
on “The Magic of Katherine Dunham,” the Ailey Company did not revive the show after its 1988
national tour. Occasionally it has performed one piece, Choros, but not since the early 2000s.
The film of “The Magic of Katherine Dunham” was never produced for official release, and so
only archival copies exist in a handful of libraries. Furthermore, the film is of a dress rehearsal,
not a live performance or a performance specifically for video documentation. Without copies
available to view at educational institutions or through services like Netflix, very few people
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have the opportunity to see these works. Even more limiting is the fact that the Dunham
choreography is not performed. Without live performance, the chance of current dancers
knowing about or appreciating Dunham’s importance remains low.
In the twenty-first century, only the Cleo Parker Robinson Company continues to
perform Dunham’s choreography, seeing it as both historically and artistically relevant. In 2010,
Robinson won a $100,000 grant from the National Endowment for the Arts to set Southland on
her company. Julie (Robinson) Belafonte and Theo Jamison reconstructed the ballet from music
scores, photographs, Belafonte’s memory, and film of “Field Hands” and “Plantation Dances” in
Ailey’s “The Magic of Katherine Dunham.”27 Considerable portions required new choreography
by Jamison.
The rehearsal process mirrored what Dunham might have done. Before even teaching the
choreography, Belafonte instructed the dancers to improvise movement based on an emotion,
perhaps “anger” or “joy” or “hope.” Because the ballet is more of a dance drama, the characters
must know how to tell an emotional story through their movement. Belafonte, also in a manner
reminiscent of Dunham, took time to tell the dancers about the historical context for the original
production, sharing stories of rehearsing Southland in Argentina and performing it in Chile and
France.28 In September 2012, the piece premiered in Denver, Colorado, receiving rave reviews
from the Denver Post critic, who called it “wrenching, vexing, raw….something that must be
revered, and needed to be danced again.”29 Donna Bryson, writing for Dance Magazine, thought
the movement “felt dated at times,” but nonetheless “portrayed an intensity of emotion that
27
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brought some in the racially mixed audience to tears and brought them to their feet.”30 Again, the
question of historical importance versus aesthetics that speak to a contemporary audience arose.
Should something continue to be performed live if only for historical value?
Dunham’s legacy also has lived on through the Dunham Technique. During the 1960s
and 1970s, the technique developed a “bad rap” for causing injury, which Albirda Rose attributes
to poorly trained teachers who misunderstood the movement.31 At the urging of Rose and others,
the first Dunham Technique Seminar was held in Southern Illinois in 1984. A certification
workshop began in 1993. By the 1990s, the technique included breathing exercises Dunham
derived from her growing interest in Buddhism, as well as other modifications based on new
knowledge about anatomy and alignment. Such changes caused friction among various
generations of Dunham dancers. The former members of her company felt that those who had
only joined Dunham after the 1960s lacked true knowledge of the Dunham technique.32 Those
who attended Dunham’s Performing Arts Training Center in the 1960s and 1970s attest that their
generation is when Dunham really solidified her technique, and thus those who came before and
after are less knowledgeable.33 Rose and Osumare, who became involved only in the 1980s, are
careful to give credence and respect to older generations, but note, rightfully, that the technique
had gained a poor reputation in the absence of a codified workshop. Such generational conflicts
are inevitable when a creative mind continues to develop and change over time. During her life,
Dunham wanted her technique to be a living art. She never stopped exploring new ideas about
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movement and the relationship among mind, body, and spirit. In a sense, each generation is
correct in its own interpretation of her technique.
After Dunham’s passing in 2006, those carrying on her legacy have been struggling with
a contradiction. On the one hand, they bemoan Dunham’s absence in the education of America’s
dancers. On the other hand, they fiercely protect her legacy to the point where widespread
circulation of information about her becomes difficult. Those in charge of the certification
process demand a significant time and financial investment for aspiring instructors. As of 2014,
those hoping to undergo certification must first complete 100 hours of class with a certified
Dunham Technique instructor. Because there are only twenty-two Certified Instructors in the
world, who live in only nine US states plus Toronto, even taking this first step is difficult. After
the required 100 hours, certification candidates attend the annual summer certification workshop
at a cost of hundreds of dollars for three summers in a row. Several candidates are told that they
are not ready to proceed onto the next stage of certification, and therefore the process can take
much longer than three summers. With such formidable requirements, only twenty-two people
have been certified in the past twenty years.34 The cohort is not large enough to incorporate
Dunham Technique into dance curricula at the elementary, high school, college, or professional
school levels. The protective position is understandable given the legacy of the appropriation of
black culture in the United States, but it is unclear whether such strict gate keeping prevents what
Brenda Dixon Gottschild has called the “invisibilization” of black dancers or further reinforces
it.35 Furthermore, without a clear sense of how studying the technique will enable dancers to
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succeed in the current dance landscape, motivation to spend the time and money to attend the
workshops will remain low.
Despite the limitations in the dissemination of her choreography and technique, Dunham
has lived on through the generations of dancers she trained and inspired. Talley Beatty called her
his “Toussant D’Louverture [sic],” someone who created the opening for him to pursue his
dreams.36 Dunham’s focus on dance as a mechanism of creating community cohesion and
positive social change has also lived on in the work of several choreographers, none more so that
Jawole Willa Jo Zollar, artistic director of Urban Bush Women. Zollar views Pearl Primus as the
greater inspiration for her approach, even creating the full evening dance Walking With Pearl as
a testament to the connection she feels with her predecessor.37 Nonetheless, Dunham helped
create the conditions that made such choreography possible. Zollar and other African American
choreographers have also continued in Dunham’s tradition of collaborating transnationally with
artists in Africa and the Caribbean, building the networks of the African diaspora through dance.
We can only hope that new generations of dancers continue to be inspired by the example she
set. Onstage and off, Dunham choreographed the change she wished to see in the world, and we
are better for it.
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